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Abstract 

 

This comparative study of female desire and bilingualism interprets two 20th century 

autobiographies from India: Kamala Das, My Story (1988), and Maitreyi Devi’s It Does Not 

Die - A Romance (1994). The research focuses on their position as privileged post-colonial 

women engaging in self-translation of their autobiographies - from Malayalam and Bengali 

into English - while articulating a multiplicity of literate female desires in the contexts of 

education, family organization, history and caste relations, and authorial identity. In its 

contextual analyses and in its textual analyses of Das and Devi's autobiographies and their 

self-translations, this research addresses a significant gap in the scholarship of self-translation 

and post-colonial female desire in modern Indian women’s autobiographical writings. This 

discourse of self-translation and literate female desires aims to address the multiplicity of 

desires within postcolonial women’s confessional writing by suggesting theoretical 

frameworks that emerge but break away from Anglo-American conceptualizations of self-

translation and psychoanalytic feminism.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This thesis is a discovery of postcolonial feminine authorial desires. It is a comparative study 

between two autobiographies written by bilingual female authors from two different socio-

cultural backgrounds in India. The authors, Kamala Das (1934-2009) and Maitreyi Devi 

(1914-1991), employ their confessional narratives to articulate a gendered colonial past 

within a postcolonial present. In this thesis, their works are compared in a cross-cultural, 

cross-textual study of bilingualism and literate female desires of 20th century India. 

In addition to its new analyses of the writings of Das and Devi, this thesis makes an original 

contribution by critiquing existent Euro-centric theories of desire and self-translation in 

women’s confessional writing by proposing more relevant theories of desire and self-

translation in and for Indian contexts. Within the genre of autobiography, the research is the 

first of its kind to make a contribution to the concept of self-translation of a text initially 

written in an Indian language and then translated into the English language by the female 

authors themselves. This study examines the nuances associated with the female authorship 

of the autobiographies and their subsequent English self-translations. As a comparative study 

of cross-cultural confessionalism, it is important to locate this study as a historical 

representation within the heteronormative masculine hegemony that dominated the 20th 

century literary landscape in postcolonial India. The texts articulate the linguistic and cultural 

hybridity experienced by the female authors as a result of their colonial past. It also addresses 

the anxiety associated with their use of the “mother-tongue”. India’s distinctive socio-cultural 

presence not only motivates multilingual literary expressions but also complicates them. 

While Kamala Das was a Malayalee woman born in the southern-most Indian state of Kerala, 

her English education in British Calcutta dominated her authorial identity. For Maitreyi Devi, 

the identity crisis was modest in comparison. Devi was an English educated, Bengali woman 
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writing about a European man from her past while being suspended between colonial and 

postcolonial Bengal.  

Without the linguistic mediation of English and later Hindi, neither of their works in 

the vernacular would have reached the rest of the country. When choosing these 

autobiographies, I was guided by my own conflicting cultural and linguistic disposition. As a 

Malayalee woman who grew up in Bengal, I recognize the socio-linguistic tension articulated 

by both authors. There is a strange sense of linguistic unease and cultural discordance for 

those of us who have been thrust into the country’s unforgiving multiculturalism. This 

research examines the alterities of this discomfort.  

I approach the texts as representatives of authorial conflicts and literary articulations 

of complex Hindu female desires. The sublime imagery of Kali1, as the feminine supernatural 

propelling desire along with specific cultural expressions in the narratives, is crucial to this 

study. The works are analysed as private histories of feminine authorship and postcolonial 

linguistic schizophrenia2. I weave my arguments across the authorial self-censorship and 

linguistic differences enunciated by the authors through their confessional writings. In my 

discussion, I analyse how these two authors explore their literate female desires through their 

postcolonial identities and the discrepancies in their self-translation choices. I examine how 

these narratives problematize the question of gender and authorial privilege through their 

attempt to construct alternate histories of literate female desire in India. I also discuss how 

authorial self-fashioning and the desire to construct an authorial identity mobilize these 

narratives. To develop the theoretical frameworks associated with self-translation and the 

plurality of postcolonial female desires, the first two chapters of this study derive inspiration 

from western theories of self-translation and psychoanalytical feminism. By doing so, I aspire 

                                                 
1 See Appendix. 
2 This work uses the term linguistic and literary schizophrenia interchangeably to suggest the linguistic anxiety articulated 
through these female confessional writings. The terminology alludes not to the medical condition but rather to the anxieties 
brought on by and within authorial bilingualism. 
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to address the gap in research pertaining to bilingualism in Indian women’s autobiographical 

writing and the multiplicity in their articulation of desires.  

Although I briefly touch upon the issue, the scope of this study does not include 

gendered casteist politics associated with colonial as well as postcolonial Bengal and Kerala. 

Similarly, I was unable to include an extensive research component focusing on the matriliny 

in Kerala as it was shifting the focus away from the issues that became central to this study.  

Born two decades apart, Maitreyi Devi and Kamala Das shared the common authorial 

goal of rewriting a misunderstood feminine history. Maitreyi Devi weaponizes her upper-

caste privilege and English education to reconstruct the literary memory of her sixteen-year-

old self, to shift from its representation as Mircea Eliade’s oriental muse in Maitreyi (1933). 

Mircea Eliade had authored the text after an extended visit to India in 1930. The quasi-

autobiography focused on his short-lived romance with Maitreyi, the daughter of his Sanskrit 

teacher Surendranath Dasgupta. The text was an immediate success in Romania and was 

translated into various European language, most notably as La Nuit Bengal (1950) in French. 

Forty-one years later, Devi begins her autobiography as a response to Eliade’s text. Her 

narrative is a dissent against the patriarchy and social normativity that constrained her 

personal and authorial freedom. Devi’s autobiographical narrative is an invocation to the 

powerful author that had remained dormant within her. Devi published her autobiography in 

Bengali, Na Hanyate (1974), at a time when she had established herself as a social figure and 

an important Tagore scholar in the Bengali literary landscape. The publication also marked a 

brief return from the conscious literary hiatus she had opted for since the 1940s. The 

autobiography was a veiled attempt at reconstructing her own literary image. This represents 

an extremely personal project. Devi’s authorial endeavour in Bengali earned her a Sahitya 

Akademi award, the highest literary honour in the country and a possibility for her to be 

remembered in her own words. Following this, the English self-translation of her 
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autobiography, It Does Not Die -A Romance (1994), was commissioned to be posthumously 

published. In Devi’s discretion and authorial self-fashioning, she greatly differs from Kamala 

Das.  

Kamala Das is one of the most important postcolonial authors to contribute to the 

canonical development of Indian writing in English. An upper-caste Nair woman from the 

matrilineal Nalapat family of Kerala in South India, Das derived authorial inspiration from 

the complexities of her own life. A victim of child marriage and marital rape, Das’ 

confessional narrative is an insight into the silenced Indian feminine victimhood. Das 

published her autobiographical narrative in Malayalam under the pseudonym Madhavikutty3. 

The Malayalam narrative had to be initially serialized in a magazine as the writing was 

considered to be too controversial to be published. Das’ exploration of female sexuality, 

along with her unhappy marriage and the hypocrisies associated with her matrilineal heritage, 

caused her father to prohibit the publication of the text (Das, 1988). Following an 

unprecedented success of her confessional excerpts in the magazine, Das published her 

autobiographical narrative under the title Ente Katha in 1973. She uses the memory of a 

traumatic life to explore the often-unwritten nuances of female sexuality and authorial 

desires. Her construction of a lived history reanalyses the social expectations Indian women 

are subjected to, the question of consent, and readers' role in an author’s world. In 1977, Das 

published her self-translated autobiography in English under the title My Story. Although 

several incidents recounted in this narrative overlapped with Ente Katha, My Story reads as a 

different text in many ways. The 1977 publication in English underwent minor editing and 

was redeveloped by Das for a 1988 republication under the same title. This research focuses 

on the 1988 publication of the text. As an established author, Das’ self-censorship in her 

autobiographical writings represents her authorial identity. Unlike Devi, at least in terms of 

                                                 
3 See Appendix for Madhavi. 
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the textual evidence, Das is conscious of her authorial repute and her narrative becomes a 

medium to reach out to her readers, to whom she offers a more “personal” representation of 

her conflicted self (Das, 1988). I aim to expand on these differences.  

 

Literature Review 

This study engages in a comparative study of bilingual confessionalism as explored through 

the autobiographies of Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi. Addressing the gaps in scholarship, 

their autobiographies are studied through the theoretical lens of self-translation and 20th 

century literate female desire in India. While this brief review focuses on previous works 

published on the narratives, this thesis will carry out additional literature reviews in the 

relevant chapters. 

Kamala Das 

Kamala Das is studied as one of the most important bilingual poets in India. A pioneer in 

Indian writing in English, Das’ autobiography remains one of her most widely researched 

works in prose. Previously, in her article “Housewife, Sex Worker and Reformer: 

Controversies over Women Writing Their Lives in Kerala” (2006), J. Devika studied Das’ 

autobiography in Malayalam titled Ente Katha (1973) as a narrative for the submissive 

Malayalee housewife. Similarly, in “Translating Her Story: A Woman in Quest of a 

Language”, Meena T. Pillai studies the same text as the confessional narrative of a migrant 

Malayalee author who constructs her own identity as a Malayalee woman through such an 

autobiography (Pillai, 2005). Rosemary George’s essay, “Calling Kamala Das Queer: 

Rereading My Story” (2000), is an interesting study that examines Das’ inclusion of 

homosexual experiences in her narrative. Beyond this, most of the research scholarship on 

Das’ autobiography examines her writing vis-à-vis her role as an English poet in India. Her 

use of confessionalism in poetry and fiction has been an extensively studied topic. 
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S.C. Harrex and Vincent O’Sullivan’s Kamala Das: A Selection with essays on her work 

(1986) is one such collection that studies Das’ emergence as a postcolonial feminist writer in 

South Asia. This study differs in its focus by studying Das’ autobiographical narrative as an 

example of her bilingualism and a demonstration of her authorial voice as the heterogenous 

linguistic post-coloniality of the literate South Indian female. 

Maitreyi Devi 

When compared to Kamala Das, Maitreyi Devi is an understudied literary figure in India. Na 

Hanyate (1974) and its English translation, It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994), are Devi’s 

most widely read works. However, it was her relationship with Eliade that put Devi on the 

global literary map as various European scholars examined her autobiographical narrative 

vis-à-vis Eliade’s in Bengal Nights (1994). Several essays, like Arina Cirstea’s “Re-writing 

the Colonial Story in Mircea Eliade’s Maitreyi and Maitreyi Devi’s Na Hanyate” (2013), 

Monica Grecu’s “The Lasting Fire: Eliade Vs Devi” (1998), Rebecca Carpenter’s 

“Competing Versions of a Love Story – Maitreyi Devi and Mircea Eliade” in Literary 

Couplings: Writing Couples, Collaborators, and the Construction of Authorship (2007) and 

Ginu Kamani’s essay “A Terrible Hurt: The Untold Story behind the Publishing of Maitreyi 

Devi” (1996), examine Devi’s strong feminist critique of Eliade’s fictionalised writing. Two 

seminal works that closely investigate Devi’s narrative voice and her post-coloniality as a 

female author writing back to a European male voice are Susan Ingram’s Zarathustra’s 

Sisters- Women’s Autobiography and the Shaping of Cultural History (2003) and Meenakshi 

Mukherjee’s “Mircea Eliade and India: A Reading of Maitreyi” (1995). While this study aims 

to study Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographies in isolation, these works helped me locate Devi’s 

voice in the larger postcolonial literary space. Newspaper reviews and articles on The 

Statesman on Devi’s writing in Bengali helped me situate Devi’s strong presence as a social 

figure in 20th century Bengal. Some of these articles included P. Lal’s “Afterword” (1976) 
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and Shyamashree Lal’s “The Maitreyi Problem”, a newspaper report published on the 

Calcutta Statesman. Here, Devi’s writing is studied as a bilingual voice that exemplifies the 

effects of imperialism in Bengal and its impact on the desires of the privileged 20th century 

Bengali female. 

 

Research Focus 

Self-Translation and Indian Bilingualism 

This research makes a unique contribution in the field of Self-Translation within the corpus 

of Indian women’s autobiographies. In order to follow a thorough theoretical framework, this 

thesis summarizes some of the evolution of self-translation as a genre of literary study. In my 

attempt to address the gap in research pertaining to self-translation of women’s 

autobiographical writing from India, I will be analysing India’s complex linguistic existence 

which was further complicated by her colonial history. With a history coloured with 

numerous invasions dating back to the 10th century, India has undergone a vast number of 

changes with respect to linguistic acquisitions. While the British brought English, the 

Mughals and Nizams introduced the native Indians to Arabic and Urdu. Multilingualism has 

thus been a part of India’s national identity for several centuries. This act of constantly 

translating oneself, both literally and internally, is a never-ending exercise for those caught 

within such a postcolonial linguistic matrix. In Haun Saussy’s Comparative literature in an 

Age of Globalization (2006), Abdelke-bir-Khatibi elaborates on the challenges that emerge 

out of bi-langue and pluri-langue. Khatibi addresses the displacement of traditional 

translation in the source language when translation occurs within a “third space of hybrid 

culture” (Saussy, 2006). He suggests: 

A foreign tongue is not added to the native tongue as a simple palimpsest, but 

transforms it. When I write in French, my entire effort consists of separating myself 

from my native language, or relegating it to my deepest self. I am thus divided from 
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myself within myself, which is the condition for all writing inured to the destiny of 

languages. Dividing myself, reincarnating myself – in the other’s language. 

Henceforth, little by little, my native tongue becomes foreign to me. Bilingualism is 

the space between two exteriorities. I enter into the telling of forgetting and of 

amnesia. Henceforth, “I am an/other” in an idiom that I owe it to myself to invent – a 

limit experience inherent in this situation. (Saussy, 2006, p. 135) 

 

While Khatibi was addressing the linguistic colonisation undertaken by the French in 

Morocco, in the case of Das and Devi it is the foreignness of the English language that 

colonizes their authorship. The division of the self within the self occurs twice in a bilingual 

self-translation. The native tongue, in this case, demonstrates a crack in the socio-linguistic 

identity. For both authors, this becomes a driving force behind their pluralistic articulations of 

desire. As Hindu female writers, they invoke Kali as the transcendental feminine linguistic 

power, and as English educated women, they adhere to the normative standards of narrative 

fashioning.  

 In her essay “Introduction: Self-Translation in the Age of World Literature”, Sara 

Kippur suggests that the practice of self-translation as a literary exercise can be closely 

related to world literature: 

The practice of self-translation can be defined as an act of world literature. It 

demonstrates the ways in which world literature becomes both an object of analysis 

and a salutary scholarly method. By constructing a cross-linguistic literary corpus, 

self-translators establish their crucial role in the making of world literature. (Kippur, 

2015, p.11)  

 

Das and Devi construct such a cross-linguistic literary corpus by navigating the socio-

linguistic discrepancies in their own gendered histories. These female authors locate 

themselves within a cultural space where female writers relied on male translators in English 

despite their own bilingualism. This apparent lack of authorial confidence can be traced back 

to the issues of higher education and social empowerment that remained pivotal problems for 
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Indian female writers from the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The issue of self-translation 

often brings up problems associated with literary accuracy and revision. In the case of both 

these privileged upper-caste female authors, temporality in narrative and the disassociation 

between ‘I’ the self and ‘i’ as projected through the autobiography remains crucial. In both 

instances, self-translation occurs twice– once in their native tongue as desires manifest into 

words and then again through an English translation of these desires. This study focuses on 

Das and Devi as authors who chose to self-translate their works marking a massive shift of 

power within publication and the Indian literary paradigm. 

 In his essay “Some Versions of Memory / Some Versions of Bios: The Ontology”, 

from his work Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and Critical (1980), James Olney talks 

about autobiographers’ inability to write the mirror image of their life without recreating 

themselves afresh every time within a given text. With such an inability emerges the question 

of self-censorship and authorial self-fashioning employed through the autobiographies 

studied as part of this study. From prior research on self-translation in the west, this study 

interprets and employs the theoretical knowledge derived from these writings to understand 

self-translation within a female Indian authorial context. Apart from looking at the original 

texts that were written in Bengali and Malayalam respectively, I will analyse how these 

narratives navigate issues concerning imperialism, socio-cultural normativity, mother tongue, 

authorial censorship and revisions in translation. This brings up the problematic issue 

concerning loss of mother tongue in a post-colonial setting like India where English is 

considered as one of the two official languages. With reference to self-translation as a literary 

exercise, this research will not study the complex socio-linguistic barriers of vernacularism 

that exist within India4 itself but only the paradoxical relationship with English. 

                                                 
4 Over 22 languages and 720 dialects are spoken in India. Each of the 29 states in the country have their own local languages 
and their respective written scripts. The linguistic disparity is so vast that people migrating from different states often rely on 
Hindi or English to mitigate the linguistic differences. See Mahapatra, B., & Linguistic Survey of India. (2002). Linguistic 
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Alterities of Literate Female Desire 

The pluralities of literate female desire in 20th century India are well evidenced in the Devi 

and Das autobiographies. The texts become works that mirror Indian female realities of 

postcolonial linguistic anxiety, social privilege and gender subjugation. The question of 

alterities within female desire with respect to language is a well-researched area within 

western scholarship. In my own research, I interpret that prior western research in order to 

both apply and contradict its applicability within this Indian female authorial context.  

In the text Feminism and Psychoanalysis (1989), Richard Feldstein states the 

following while focusing on the concept of materiality in language with reference to 

women’s writing:  

On the maternal side the primordial objects of desire resonate powerfully throughout 

life, and reappear as concrete fragments in poetry, painting, psychic or physical 

symptoms, as hallucinatory material in dreams or psychosis, and in fantasies. Thus, 

the primordial objects of desire are not themselves signifiers but libidinal material that 

surges forth in fantasies, words, and actions to create enigmas that give an 

unquantifiable quality to human re-presentations. (Feldstein, 1989, p.62) 

 

This manifestation of primordial desire on the maternal side becomes problematic to Das and 

Devi as bilingual authors due to their complex relationship with the “mother tongue”. Due to 

their bilingualism, Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi materialize desire through a web of 

linguistic tension. They are conscious of rejecting or resisting every form of patriarchal hold, 

yet they “fail” to seek out what this work emphasizes is the non-existent “foremother”5 on the 

maternal side.  

In articulating the plurality of their primordial and authorial desires, Das and Devi 

derive literary inspiration from the mythical figure of Kali. Through the reading of these 

                                                 
survey of India (Special studies (Linguistic Survey of India). Kolkata: Language Division, Office of the Registrar General for 
more details. 
5 See Gilbert and Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic (1979) for more details. 
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texts, this study interprets and identifying a new space inhabiting literate female desire in 20th 

century India. The history of feminism or the lack of it in India is integral to tracing the role 

of Kali in the construction of female desire in India. According to Neela Saxena, who has 

theorized the theological role of Kali in Indian philosophy, “Words like India, woman, 

history literature – even Kali – are all contingent meaning-making tools that in some form or 

other name our reality” (Saxena, 2004). Kali exists as an invisible feminine literary force that 

mediates the linguistic binaries. Her emergence as a malicious, provocative feminine 

supernatural figure in Hinduism invokes the multiplicity within which she exists. Kali is the 

warrior Durga, the wife Parvati and Gauri, the mother. She is Kaushika – the one who has the 

power to annihilate all masculinity and the embodiment of universal feminine strength. Kali’s 

immortal multiplicity becomes a driving force behind her symbolic existence as a literary 

foremother in Hindu female writing.  

 This positioning does not mean that Kali drives out all inhibition from the writings of 

Das and Devi. The linguistic schizophrenia performed and articulated by the two authors in 

their confessional narratives is evident here. As an established author, Kamala Das was 

prudent in her expression of bilingualism as Madhavikutty in her Malayalam narrative, Ente 

Katha (1973). She connects acquisition of the English language with the question of personal 

freedom in British India: 

എെ� ഇം�ീഷ് പഠി�ി� �ശീമതി െസക�ിറയ്�് ഞ�ളുെട വീ�ിൽ 

കൂടുതൽ സ�ാത���മു�ായിരു�ു. അവൾ�് ഇം�ീഷ് ൈചനയിൽ ചായ 

വിള�ുകയും ഇം�ീഷ് എെ� പഠി�ി� ന��ാർ ഒരു സാധാരണ �ാസിൽ 

ചായ വിള�ുകയും െച��ു. ന��ാർ േപാെല ഇരു� നിറവും േബാധപൂർവമായ 

അവേബാധവും മലയാള ഭാഷയ്�് ഉെ��് ഞ�ൾ വിശ�സി�ു. 

(Madhavikutty, 1973, p.7) 

 

Mrs Sequira who taught me English had more freedom in our house. She was served 

tea in the English China while Nambiar who taught me Malayalam was served tea in 
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an ordinary glass. Back then we believed the Malayalam language to have a dark 

complexion and conscious awareness like Nambiar.6  

 

In the quotation above, Das imagines the Malayalam language as an indigenous, dark-skinned 

entity while the English language remains the “free”, fair-skinned alien tongue. Her 

imagination manifests itself in her decision to include nuances of the Malayalee culture in 

Ente Katha (1973) while choosing to exclude them in My Story (1988). Such authorial 

censorship is closely studied in chapter four. 

On the other hand, Devi questions the limitations of language when it comes to 

sentimental expression: 

I am writing to record the episode that happened forty-two years later, because it is 

astounding and probably without precedence. And it is precisely for that reason that I 

find it extremely difficult to express things – there is no language to convey my state 

of mind of this period. It seems words have become lifeless shadows – they have no 

strength to catch my ideas. (Devi, 1994, p. 245)  

 

The postcolonial anxiety with the English language and over two centuries of imperialism has 

a strong hold over Devi’s self-translation. The clarifications and justifications that often 

emerge in her English narrative are absent in the Bengali writing. The textual analyses and 

differences in self-translation, along with the plurality of Devi’s articulation of desire in her 

narratives, are examined in chapter three of this study. 

It is crucial to locate these autobiographies within the larger theoretical framework of 

postcolonial feminism of the 20th century. To retrace the path of postcolonial feminism within 

a “third-world” setting, Chandra Talpade Mohanty examines the historical propaganda 

associated with the decolonisation of South Asia: 

                                                 
6 All English translations in this research are my own, unless specified otherwise. 
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The twentieth century was also the century of decolonization of the Third World / 

South, the rise and splintering of the communist Second World, the triumphal rise and 

recolonization of almost the entire globe by capitalism, and of the consolidation of 

ethnic, nationalist, and religious fundamentalist movements and nation-states. Thus, 

while feminist ideas and movements may have grown and matured, the backlash and 

challenges to feminism have also grown exponentially. (Mohanty, 2003, p.2) 

 

As Mohanty suggests, the concept of nationalism and nation-states initiated the early feminist 

movements in India. It is important to note that “feminism” as a western movement did not 

follow the same trajectory in South Asia. The conceptualization of Indian feminism began in 

the late 1800s with the advent of anti-imperialistic movements led by women from several 

parts of the country. In her essay titled “History of Feminism and Doing Gender in India” 

(2018), Rekha Pande divides women’s movements in India into three parts: First Phase 

(1850-1915), Second Phase (1915-1947) and Third Phase (1947-Present). Pande’s 

classification of the first phase focused on the women’s movements that emphasized the need 

for social reform in the 19th century. This emphasis was believed to be a result of western 

concepts of liberty and equity being integrated into the Indian social system through the study 

of the English language under the British. These ideologies of western liberalism were, 

however, not homogenous and were directed at fighting social evils that had plagued Indian 

women at the time (Pande, 2018).  

Pande examines the role of the second phase of feminism in India in the birth of three 

major organisations that motivated the modern women’s movements in India from 1917 to 

1927. These organisations were: Women’s India Association (WIA), National Council of 

Women in India (NCWI) and All India Women’s Conference (AIWC). These organisations, 

unlike the movements in the first phase, were nationalistic in their outlook. Their later focus 

on Gandhian philosophy and the need to revolt against colonial power provided platforms for 

women to enter the world of politics. This period witnessed the emergence of women as 
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powerful voices revolting against British imperialism. Their struggle led to the emergence of 

the third phase in 1947 when women got involved in the formation and unification of India as 

a newly secular, democratic country.  

In the critical national consciousness, the freedom struggles in India begin from the 

early 1900s and continue until August 1947. Pande states that it was during the period of 

accommodation in the third phase that women in India struggled for basic rights unlike those 

in the west, as the state endorsed a “patronizing” role towards them (Pande, 2018). From 

early months of 1947, physical displacement along with the exodus of millions resulted in 

endless civil riots and war-like social conditions for Indians, especially in the north and east 

of the country. These two regions bordered contested areas of Pakistan and East Pakistan, 

now Bangladesh. Following this was a period in Indian history that saw an influx in literary 

works that focused on the trauma and memory of such a tumultuous time. Literatures of the 

1960s and ‘70s focus on the impact of political revolutions. In their autobiographies, both 

Das and Devi make crucial inclusions of episodes linking political revolutions against British 

imperialism to their own positions as female witnesses.  

Literatures of the post-independence period in India derived inspiration from women 

who have contributed to the society through their rebellion, and also focused on the creation 

of a new literary voice – one that re-evaluated the identity of the Indian woman in a man’s 

world. In her essay “Feminine Desire Is Human Desire: Women Writing Feminism in Post-

independence India”, Preetha Mani states that the first phase of Indian feminism began as 

early as the 1850s with formal education and extended through to the 1910s when the focus 

shifted to the debates concerning the social status of women (Mani, 2016). This period saw 

the reformation of legal systems that moved to prohibit child marriage and widow 

immolation while introducing new laws that worked for the betterment of women’s education 

and health. As the upper-caste, upper-class women began using literature as a tool to fuel 
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nationalist emotions in the hearts of other women around them, there was a shift in the 

constructed understanding of the moral Indian woman. Mani terms such writing “stri 

upayogi” or literature that is “useful” for women. These also included short columns in 

magazines or newspapers addressing women at large as well as “didactic fiction” on 

women’s self-improvement, mostly written by male authors. Later, these publishing 

platforms went on to become avenues for Indian women to publish their autobiographical 

accounts (Mani, 2016).  Between the years 1920 and 1940, the country witnessed the 

beginning of Indian women publishing on controversial socio-familial issues, while 

emphasising the nationalist question and exercising their right to experience authorship.  

 

Caste and Matriliny in Das’ Kerala 

The multitudinous sociological constructs in India have fascinated western scholars for 

centuries, as researchers continue to try and map various aspects of such a system. India is a 

secular nation divided not only on the basis of class, but also caste – a divisive system that 

remains unique to the country’s identity. This research acknowledges the role of caste and 

class privilege within the autobiographical narratives of both Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi. 

Their social roles combined with their gendered post-coloniality become propelling forces in 

their narrative. While focusing largely on the theoretical argument of self-translation and 

literate female desire in these writings, this work touches upon the distinctive role of caste in 

the materialization of authorship for Das’s Kerala and Devi’s Bengal. Although caste is not 

studied closely here, its dominant presence in Kamala Das’ narrative motivates the analysis 

of her authorial articulations.  

A tiny state situated on the shores of the Arabian Sea, Kerala is the southernmost part 

of India. With an accessible geographical position and a coveted position as the rich land of 

spices, Kerala was home to numerous invasions since the arrival of the Portuguese in 1498 
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and later the British in 1766. Untouchability and everyday discriminations have been a reality 

for the lower-castes in Kerala. Kamala Das, as an upper-caste Malayalee woman, addresses 

this difference in privilege within her own household in Nalapat, Kerala. Kamala Das had 

spent part of her formative years in the modern metropolitan space of Calcutta. Here, caste 

discriminations occurred in close quarters and in the case of marriage. In Kerala, these 

discriminations were internalized without protest. Temples in Kerala, to this day, have signs 

that state “Not all castes are allowed inside”. The inner sanctum of the temples is for the 

upper-caste, whom the Hindu scriptures state is the closest to God.  In the 19th century, such 

orthodox beliefs had slowly led to the creation of the matriliny within the Malayalee society.  

With the number of prospective grooms dwindling, women from these upper-caste 

families were encouraged to marry within the community. It was acceptable for a woman to 

choose a husband from a higher caste but she could in no way marry someone below her 

caste. In the case of families that had no sons, the new husbands usually stayed back at the 

woman’s house, becoming the new head of the household, although the inheritance lay with 

the woman, who mostly did not have the same social standing as the men of the house. My 

own ancestry as a Malayalee woman with a matrilineal heritage has helped this study to 

situate Das’ socio-cultural displacement as a critique of the hypocrisies within the Malayalee 

matriliny that ironically empowered her authorial voice. This research recognizes Das’ 

matriliny as a driving force in her narrative, although the scope of this study precludes 

extensive information about details of the matriliny system. 

 

Class and Privilege in Devi’s Bengal 

With twenty-nine states and seven union territories, India has an extremely disparate 

population in terms of language and socio-cultural diversity. West Bengal, or Paschim Banga 

as it is known in Bengali, is the fourth largest Indian state and home to the first British capital 
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city, Calcutta. Bengal has an important place in the history of India’s evolution as a modern-

day democracy. From the various Islamic invasions in the pre-colonial era to the arrival of the 

British in 1757, Bengal served as the gateway to national domination. Irrespective of the 

regional differences across various states, what was common amongst all caste systems was 

the undisputed dominance of the upper-caste Brahmins. Such a social construct not only 

divided people on the basis of their birth, but also continually posed socio-economic 

advantages as well as disadvantages. While the upper-caste people enjoyed their social 

positions, the lower castes existed as the social pariahs for centuries. Adhering to the ancient 

Vedic understanding of local deities and common occupations, the Varna system or the caste 

system was created in Bengal on the basis of varied occupational differences within different 

Hindu social groups (Bandyopadhyay, 2004).  

With the issue of caste hierarchy in Bengal emerges the question of Bengali women in 

colonial times. In his work Caste, culture, and hegemony: Social dominance in colonial 

Bengal (2004), Sekhar Bandyopadhyay borrows from Romila Thapar’s argument regarding 

the position of women in colonial India which varied immensely, “from a position of 

considerable authority and freedom to one of equally considerable subservience” 

(Bandyopadhyay, 2004). The upper-caste, upper-class women, like Maitreyi Devi, were 

encouraged to acquire formal education. Historian Partha Chatterjee further clarifies the 

concept of ‘female education’ within the context of colonial Bengal by associating it with the 

need to teach women the ways of the household. Elaborating on the status of Bengali women, 

historian Sekhar Bandyopadhyay states: 

The absence of freedom was more a problem of the high caste women following a 

Brahmanical gender code, than among the lower castes and untouchables, for whom 

the very existential compulsions and demand for productive labour broke the barriers 

of unfreedom that enchained their caste superiors. In other words, the colonial 

teleological construction of the ‘women’s question’, the maladies of the upper castes 

were stereotyped as the problems of the Indian womanhood in general. One could 
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argue therefore that the compassion of the individual reformers notwithstanding, these 

reform movements were attempts by the Hindu high caste patriarchy to reclaim their 

control over the private space, to seize the initiative to reform it, and thereby to live 

up to the standards of rationality prescribed by the colonial modernising project. 

(Bandyopadhyay, 2004, p.143)  

 

The private space Bandyopadhyay alludes to holds an important position within Indian social 

constructs. It is one where differences of gender, caste and class merge. My own hybridity as 

a Malayalee woman brought up in Calcutta enabled me to experience the gender and class 

differentials within the Bengali cultural space. Maitreyi Devi’s autobiography allows us to 

take a deeper look at the social stratifications that existed within her own household: the 

upper-caste mother who rescues a young teenage girl from the lower-caste and lower-class 

section of the society only to keep her as a household help, the father who was a casteist-

classist academic, and her fascination with a Romanian man who she believed lacked the 

social biases of a common Bengali man. Ironically, in the concluding pages of his work 

Bengal Nights (1994), Mircea Eliade’s protagonist Allan is “shocked” to find out that the 

fictive Maitreyi had mothered an illegitimate child with a “low born fruit-seller” (Eliade, 

1994). The social constructs within Devi’s autobiography, although only a moderate 

undercurrent in her narrative, pertain to important issues central to the position of lower caste 

women from colonial Bengal. Devi elaborates on how the upper-class, upper-caste Hindu 

society stood to gain from the British. The Bengali royals were gifted large pieces of land to 

remain silent about being colonized and the zamindars continued to live comfortable, even 

lavish lives. Having mirrored the concept of serfdom prevalent in Europe, the Zamindari 

system in Bengal went on to influence what later came to be known as the “Babu Culture”.  

‘Babu’ or master in Bengali denoted a ‘zamindar’ or a royal landlord who owned 

masses of land across the state. Babu Culture also marked an increase in the number of 
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prostitution rings7 across the state, as these served as entertainment centres for the men in 

their spare time. These ‘babus’ were men from the zamindar families who lived off the taxes 

paid by the poor peasants and often engaged in child-marriage by bringing home pre-

adolescent girls as their wives. These young girls were often home-schooled and taught to 

cook for their husbands by the older women in the family. For the longest time, these young 

wives were forced to dress up in the most expensive jewellery to please their husbands – all 

the while staying within the ‘andarmahal’ of their palatial house. The ‘andarmahal’ was a 

parlour within a household, which constituted an imaginary boundary a married woman had 

been forbidden to cross. Her world existed within the boundaries of this ‘andarmahal’ – 

beyond this was a man’s world where she had no standing. Most of these Bengali women of 

the 19th century and early 20th century never knew what the world outside looked like after 

the moment they were married off and sent to their husband’s house. Maitreyi Devi’s 

narrative is an insight into this world of Bengali womanhood where she is offered the gift of 

formal education but never personal freedom or consent. This study explores Devi’s 

reclamation of her long-lost personal freedom and authorial repute by analysing the 

differences in her autobiographical narratives.   

 

Comparative Methodology 

While analysing autobiographies within the larger focus of comparative literature, it is crucial 

to outline the cross-cultural representations of the self as a demonstration of the socio-

linguistic displacement experienced by the author. According to Margaret R. Higonnet, multi-

                                                 
7 The largest red-light area in Asia, Sonagacchi, still exists in North Kolkata. Sonagacchi is believed to have slowly 
developed into a large prostitution ring as part of the British rule and Babu Culture of the late 19th-century culture. The 
British created Sonagacchi as their wives were away in England and they often coerced Bengali widows to live in brothels. 
Today, over 11,000 sex workers live in the area. See Banerjee, S. (1998). Under the Raj: Prostitution in Colonial Bengal. 
New York: Monthly Review Press.  
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cultural linguistic hybridity in women’s confessional narratives differs in terms of focus 

between comparatists and feminist comparative analyses: 

Like comparatists, feminist critics have stressed the re-examination of critical 

boundaries. To be sure, feminists tend to focus on the cultural construction of gender, 

whereas comparatists traditionally have focused on genre or period conventions and 

on the translational movement of forms. While comparatists have identified fences 

that organize national literary study in order to leap over them, feminists have danced 

in the minefields of the margins. (Bernheimer, 1995, p. 155)  

 

The dance around the minefields is a break away from conventional heteronormativity within 

comparative theory. With reference to the confessional narratives studied, gender and socio-

cultural divisions assume newer definitions through the crossing of intra-national literary 

boundaries. Organized understanding of national literary study, as suggested by Higonnet, is 

further problematized in postcolonial spaces like India due to its multilingual, multicultural 

existence. Susan Bassnett, in her work Comparative Literature – A Critical Introduction 

(1993), reflects on the importance of redefining Comparative Literature beyond the 

boundaries of European languages. She traces the global development of the English 

language leading to the death of classical languages and eventually forming the pedagogy of 

Translation Studies in the literary world (Bassnett, 1993). An idea further explored in Gayatri 

Spivak’s radical and important Death of a Discipline (2003), it is crucial to make note of how 

the development of comparative literature exhibits itself differently within the Indian 

subcontinent.  

The concept of comparative literature was introduced in India by Rabindranath 

Tagore through his lecture delivered on ত�লনামূলক সািহত� (comparative literature) in 19078. 

While locating the function of comparative literature within India’s postcolonial setting, it is 

                                                 
8 Tagore’s lecture on the subject led to the establishment of the first department of Comparative Literature in South Asia in 
1956, in Jadavpur University (Calcutta, India). 
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crucial to acknowledge India’s inter-literary scene and the weight of history. In such spaces, 

comparative literature dislocates the theoretical focus to literary dynamism which annuls the 

autonomy of national literatures. In effect, India is a site where comparative literature has to 

continue to develop as a discipline because multilingualism is central to its national identity. 

Studying the self-translations in this case through the lens of comparative literature also 

illuminates how Indian literature written in English is not considered to be part of English 

literature outside India. To embrace such an othering, it is important to theorize these writings 

within their own critical framework which studies the complexities brought on by socio-

cultural and linguistic disparities. As a methodological framework, this research relies on 

Amiya Dev’s Indian comparative literary framework9 that derives from Goethe’s concept of 

Weltliteratur but moulds it to represent the inter-literary Indian context. While 

acknowledging such a inter-literary dialectics, Dev understands Indian literature as a body 

that evolves through constant literary interaction. Both Dev and comparatist Swapan 

Majumdar before him claim that Indian literature is “neither one nor many but a rather 

systemic whole where many sub-systems interact towards one in a continuous and never-

ending dialectic” (Dev, 2000). In studying textual entities that emerge out of two distinct 

bodies of language and literature within the same country, the never-ending dialectic of 

Indian comparativism became central in my attempt to locate and examine the concepts and 

practices of bilingualism within Das and Devi’s works. According to Susan Snaider Lanser, 

locating one’s own position at the crossroads of literary encounters is crucial in such cross-

cultural comparative works (Higonett, 1994). Such a comparative method enabled the study 

of these autobiographical writings as a cultural process of discovering the female authorial 

self and her multitudinous desires as an expression of her conflicting linguistic existence. 

Examining authorial “plurivocality”, as Susan Bassnett suggests, remains at the heart of 

                                                 
9 See: Dev, A. (2000). Comparative Literature in India. CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, 2(4). 
https://doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.1093  

https://doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.1093
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postcolonial thinking and this research (Bassnett, 2010). As Spivak suggests, the strength of 

comparativism lies in its shift away from Eurocentric origins (Spivak, 2003) – just as this 

work aims to do through its theoretical investigations. It is the influence of cross-culturalism 

that has strengthened the interdisciplinary field of 21st century Comparative Literature. Such 

comparativism fuels this study’s attempt to navigate the question of postcolonial literate 

female desire in 20th century India and its many alterities that emerge out of bilingualism.  

 

The Question of Genre 

With respect to genre, this work focuses on women’s autobiographical writing from 20th 

century postcolonial India, where locating these works within a canon remains problematic. 

In her essay “Autogynography: Is the Subject Different?” (1984), Domna Stanton mentions 

the problem associated with tracing the foremothers of women’s autobiography, and whether 

they exist at all as part of the larger literary canon. She speaks of how canonical works of 

theory and journal articles on autobiographical genre study focus on male autobiography as a 

standard practice. Stanton questions the ‘ghostly absence’ of women’s writing from the entire 

study of autobiography as a genre. This brings us to the important question of how women 

authors were at a disadvantage as they had no literary history to trace and no path to follow.  

To help locate the two autobiographies of this study within the larger canon of 

women’s autobiographical writings from the 20th century, it is crucial to refer to western 

theorization of female confessionalism and relate them to literary concepts that contribute to 

the analysis of Indian female confessional writings. According to Leigh Gilmore:  

A contemporary example of the intertextualization of confession and its rhetorical 

apparatus of truth telling indicates the persistence as well as the historical contingency 

of the relationship between the autobiographical authority and the forms of policing 

that regulate it. (Gilmore, 1995, p.120)  
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Western female authors writing in the English language did not have access to this 

autobiographical authority and intertexualization of confessions until the 13th century10. 

Autobiography as a genre can be traced back to Confessions by Saint Augustine of Hippo, 

which is believed to have been written between 397 CE and 400 CE in Latin. Today, the 

book has been translated into several European and non-European languages, mainly under 

the title The Confessions of Saint Augustine. The work is mostly grouped under a larger 

canon of literature known as a “Spiritual Autobiography”. The earliest examples of 

autobiographies are mostly written by men. Mary Mason, in her essay “The Other Voice: 

Autobiographies of Women Writers” (1980), argues that women’s sense of self exists within 

a context of the deep awareness of others. Autobiography as a genre has been employed by 

female authors to write themselves into the history of literature (Smith and Watson, 2010).  

For the non-European postcolonial female, such a development of the authorial self-

vis-à-vis the male other had also been problematic. When renowned Indian poet Amrita 

Pritam, who extensively wrote on the societal abuse faced by women in North India, decided 

to work on her autobiography, male author Khushwant Singh famously disparaged Pritam’s 

wishes to write an autobiography by stating there was nothing significant to write about in 

her life – nothing that couldn’t fit into the back of a revenue stamp. Immortalizing his insult 

as an example of the challenges faced by female authors in the country, Pritam published her 

autobiography in Punjabi under the title Raseedi Ticket (1976); the English translation of her 

autobiography was published under the title Revenue Stamp (1977). Pritam, despite being an 

important feminist icon in 20th century India, relied on a male translator, Krishna Gorowara, 

to publish the English translation of her autobiography. The story behind the publication of 

Pritam’s autobiography highlights how gendered social privilege held back female authors of 

                                                 
10 The Book of Margery Kempe (1438) is considered to be the first autobiography authored by a woman in the English 
language. See Smith, S., & Watson, J. (1998), Women, Autobiography, Theory: A Reader. Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press for more details. 
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the time. Such questions of agency permeate the production of women’s autobiographical 

writings. In the case of Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi, their attempt at self-translating their 

life narratives into the history of literature occurs in what was, in effect, a vacuum. This was a 

space that remained unhabituated by any Indian female author. In their journey to recollect, 

reimagine and reiterate their colonial past as it fused with their postcolonial present, these 

authors journey through myriad lingual and gendered schizophrenias. This study, thereby, 

seeks to establish an approach to construct a literary framework that explores Indian female 

confessionalism. In doing so, it contributes to the development of a bilingual female 

autobiographical narrative voice within postcolonial spaces.  

In the first chapter of this dissertation, I will investigate the theorisation of self-

translation and bilingualism in the context of female autobiographical writing from India. 

Tracing the development of a female authorial voice in an autobiographical narrative, the 

chapter analyses the gap in the scholarship of self-translation within an Indian context.  

The second chapter will analyse the plurality of desires as articulated in the 

autobiographical narratives studied. This chapter will also investigate the differences in 

theorizing the varied Indian literate histories and in the resultant psychologies of desire.  

In the third chapter, I will focus on Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical texts. Sections A 

and B will engage with the textual analysis of Devi’s It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) 

and its original Bengali narrative Na Hanyate (1974), respectively. Lastly, section C will 

investigate Devi’s exploration of literate female desires in her autobiographical writing.  

In the fourth chapter, I will focus on Kamala Das’ autobiographical texts. Sections A 

and B will engage with the textual analysis of Kamala Das’ My Story (1988) and with her 

narrative in Malayalam titled Ente Katha (1973), respectively. Section C will investigate Das’ 

exploration of literate female desires in her autobiographical narrative.  
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The Epilogue challenges the readers to consider the changing confessional literary 

voice of the postcolonial South Asian female. The chapter ends with a hypothesis on the 

theoretical conceptualisation of bilingual literate female desires that can be used to study 

confessional narratives by female authors from other postcolonial spaces as well. The shaping 

of the authorial psyche through the nuances of varied linguistic differences is an understudied 

field of research, especially with reference to South Asian and other postcolonial literary 

spaces. While working on this research, I realized how vast the scope of postcolonial 

women’s confessional writing truly is and how there is so much that remains unresearched 

beyond the expanse of privileged female authorial voices. The Dalit narratives, powerful 

indigenous female voices, and bilingual female confessional narratives from postcolonial 

spaces like New Zealand and Canada, are possible examples of these understudied literatures. 

I am hopeful that this thesis can contribute to the study of women’s confessional narratives 

beyond the limits of India and help to strengthen investigations of plurilingual postcolonial 

female writers in terms of their complex authorial relationship with an acquired language. 
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CHAPTER 1: SELF-TRANSLATION & BILINGUALISM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

all manifest discourse is secretly based on the ‘already said’; … this ‘already-said’ is 

not merely a phrase that has already been spoken, or a text that has already been 

written, but a ‘never-said’, an incorporeal discourse, a voice as silent as a breath that 

is merely the hollow of its own mark. 

- Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (1972) 
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1. Self-Translation – An Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the concept of self-translation with reference to bilingualism through 

the lens of the two female Indian authors that are central to this dissertation. As the epigraph 

of this chapter suggests, the self-translations at the heart of this research are studied as literary 

channels that help articulate the “incorporeal discourse” of female desire. Therefore, this 

chapter commences with an investigation into the articulation of self-translations by Kamala 

Das and Maitreyi Devi in their respective autobiographical narratives. In order to locate the 

gap in research pertaining to the rarity of female self-translators and autobiographies in 

20th century India, subsequent sections will then provide insight into the concept of self-

translation by referring to western scholarship, followed by a few examples of western female 

self-translators in literature and finally, approaching the core focus of this study by 

understanding the problematic existence of self-translation and bilingualism in India as a 

postcolonial space. 

With reference to India as a postcolonial space, there is a need to explore and locate 

the history of multilingualism in India, a history that had existed long before the British 

arrived. The problems that emerged out of the Indian literary space with the introduction of 

English are central to this study, which provides a brief introduction to the canon of Indian 

writing in English, to many female writers who contributed to the strength of this canon, and 

to the various measures by which the English language and self-translation had become 

India’s postcolonial reality. In the introductory chapter of her work Gender in Translation: 

Culture Identity and Politics of Transmission (2003), Sherry Simon elaborates on the 

problem of how translation and women are both considered subordinate members of a global 

literary space. Simon negotiates the aim of feminist translation theory as an identifier and 

critique of ideas that degrade both women and translation to the bottom of the social and 
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literary hierarchy (Simon, 2003). In their practices, Devi and Das also challenge such 

ideologies associated with female authorship and self-translation. These women position 

themselves within the postcolonial “third” world, weaving a life writing narrative not once 

but twice through the discourse of self-translation. The next section elaborates their positions 

as bilingual 20th century Indian women and their articulations as self-translators through a 

comparative analysis.   

 

2. Articulation of Female Self-Translation – A Comparative Study of Kamala Das and 

Maitreyi Devi’s Autobiographical Writings 

Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi belong to the broader canon of 20th century Indian 

female authors who are bilingual. To study their autobiographical works as rare exemplars of 

female self-translation is to acknowledge the relationship between authorial selves and the 

language while recognizing their mobility as narrators between cultures and the linguistic 

spaces they occupy. While issues pertaining to the multiplicities of selves within an 

autobiography are elaborated in later chapters, this one begins with a broader comparative 

analysis as an introduction to the autobiographical works of the two authors. Das and Devi 

belonged to the upper-class, upper-caste social hierarchy of 20th century India. Although the 

two authors belonged to very different geographical and linguistic spaces within the country, 

they shared a common benefit of social privilege. Despite their privilege, both Devi’s and 

Das’ revolutionary contribution to the insufficiently recognized corpus of Indian female self-

translation illuminates the disparities associated with the female Indian bilingual author. 

Maitreyi Devi published her autobiography in Bengali with a focus of catering to the 

readership in Bengal. The autobiography acquired notoriety for Devi’s privileged social 

presence that had clashed with her descriptions of social hypocrisies and illegitimate romance 

in the text. The text brought Devi to the national literary forefront as she went on to win the 
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Sahitya Akademi award for the year 1976. Her recognition as an author on a national level, 

therefore, occurred much later in her life, when compared to Kamala Das, who was a 

renowned author when publishing her autobiographical narrative. On the other hand, Devi’s 

position as a self-translator emerges as an effort to articulate her bilingual postcolonial self-

vis-à-vis the narrative of a European male11, who was far more visible and powerful within 

the global literary scope. Within the elitist academic landscape in Calcutta, Devi’s 

bilingualism was recognized; so was her position as a poet. Writing back to a male European 

figure in her past, Devi knew she had to transcend the borders of the vernacular. Devi’s 

decision to construct her autobiographical self in her mother-tongue first is a movement 

towards the familiar. In her self-translation, Devi recalls the difference in the ethos of the 

literary world in Calcutta when she returned to the city after a hiatus: 

When I left this city twenty-two years ago the ethos of the literary world was 

different. There was no overcrowding as there is now. Talent was encouraged and 

respected. No writer had to sell his soul to get an opportunity to see his name in print, 

or to take a job in a publishing house; nor did women-writers have to go and visit the 

bosses at the journal’s office, or be chummy with them. There was no rush in the field 

of art, literature, or music. So, talent was free to pursue its natural course. In these 

twenty-two years an intrinsic change has come in the world of letters. (Devi, 1994, 

p.202) 

 

The distance she perceived in the literary world manifested through her writing in the Bengali 

language that wished to break free from the bondages of the past and the observed present. 

The shift from the mother-tongue to the English language was, therefore, in search of 

authorial freedom. Writing in two discordant linguistic spaces, Devi is careful and precise in 

her English translation as she shapeshifts from being Amrita the narrator to Maitreyi Devi the 

bilingual author. Na Hanyate (1974) was authored for a Bengali audience who knew Devi 

                                                 
11 See Mircea Eliade’s Bengal Nights (1994).  
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and had accepted her as a prominent socio-political figure. The self-translation in English 

titled It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) was targeted towards a global audience more 

acquainted with Eliade’s position as a western philosopher. This is also an audience who, 

Devi knew, would chastise her for her use of the English language. In her autobiographical 

writing, Devi makes frequent declarations of her use of the language and how it was not her 

mother tongue but an acquired second language. These declarations are often followed by 

reminders of her acquisition of the language in a Catholic school in British Calcutta and her 

exposure to ideologies in western philosophy at a young age due to her father’s academic 

position (Devi, 1994). Hence, she is careful to mention that she is no stranger to the use of the 

English language. In Devi’s conscious declarations of her bilingual competence, one can 

fathom the postcolonial need to clarify such a linguistic position and how such a need hardly 

ever arises in a western literary paradigm.  

In her autobiographical narrative, Devi rationalises Amrita’s dissatisfaction with 

familial bonding and her own marriage. However, it is crucial to note that unlike Kamala 

Das, her authorial dissatisfaction does not stem from a lack of affection from her husband or 

family. Devi clarifies that her dissatisfaction stems from her “unnatural” desires as an author, 

a reader and a wife: 

…Yet … that “yet” lingers on. People might ask, what have you not received – 

husband’s love, respect in your father-in-law’s house, freedom? I must admit I have 

no complaints. If I say I am sad because I could not discuss the poem of Rabindranath 

which came out in the last issue of Prabasi nor read out a poem to anyone for one full 

month, will anyone sympathise with me or weep over my fanciful sorrow? People will 

laugh at me. Yet, I need so much what others don’t want at all. There are some 

persons who are never satiated with worldly goods, whose aspirations never end, who 

are continuously searching for some fine gossamer uncatchable things that have no 

worldly value. (Devi, 1994, p. 177) 
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The quote above reflects a slippage in an otherwise linear self-translation by Devi where the 

changes in semantics are minimal and the mode of translation used is mostly literal. 

However, there are omissions and additions with reference to the difference in readership 

each of the texts is catering to. These authorial differences are further elaborated in chapters 

three and four of this research. The creation of a new postcolonial female identity through 

self-translation becomes central to Devi’s rewriting of her autobiography. The act of 

rewriting itself becomes a means to recreate the postcolonial self in the English language. In 

both texts, she relives her life through Amrita, the literary alter-ego who becomes the 

manifestation of Devi’s literary schizophrenia. Amrita embodies Devi’s bilingualism and 

reiterates her desires in a kind of literary re-enactment. It is the self-censorship and the 

silencing of her voice that Devi addresses through her autobiographical writing and its 

subsequent self-translation. Such a self-translation becomes a translation of the self twice 

over – once as Amrita as expressed in the Bengali language and again as Amrita in the 

language of imperialism. Amrita negotiates the spaces in between. The two essentially 

become selves that emerge out of two very distinctive socio-linguistic paradigms, narrating 

the story of one postcolonial female.  

The self-fashioning executed by Devi, therefore, creates two different texts that 

essentially articulate similar personal experiences. Devi’s difference in articulation of desire 

is expressed through two distinctive introductions to the autobiographical narrative. Through 

self-translation and the Bengali original, Devi expresses her desire for freedom and mobility 

and for posterity to remember her through her own words. While visiting Eliade in 1972, 

Devi urged him to stall the English publication of his work La Nuit Bengal until her death. In 

1976, Devi and her publisher friend P. Lal published It Does Not Die (1976) on a local scale. 

The 1976 publication was undertaken by the Writers Workshop in Calcutta, which published 

100 copies of Devi’s English self-translation and made it available to those close to her. In 
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her own attempt to recreate the autobiography for a global audience, Devi made arrangements 

for the work to be published posthumously and succeeded in maintaining the discretion as 

well as distance she had always wished to have. After her death, the University of Chicago 

Press published It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) along with Eliade’s Bengal Nights 

(1994). As her final triumph over Eliade’s narrative, Devi successfully self-translated her 

autobiography into English. Thus, the authorship of the autobiography and its English self-

translation becomes Devi’s prerogative to articulate her own side of the story and her own 

insight into her own self – one that attempts to distance the life lived from both the 

overbearing paternal figure and Eliade as the conqueror of the orientalist female body.  

Through her autobiography My Story (1988), Kamala Das writes the story of her life 

by embodying the agonies of the subjugated Malayalee female, establishing her authorial 

identity through the voice of a female narrator, Kamala. In her Malayalam narrative, Kamala 

Das writes under the pseudonym Madhavikutty who embraces the illusory coherence of 

“Nyan” or “I” to speak of her own self. We can read this act of self-translation as an 

internalized act that challenges the homogeneity of the female author. Through her narrative, 

Das redefines gender functions and societal hegemonic demands by focusing on private 

episodes from her own life. In Das’ Malayalam writing and the English self-translation, the 

female author becomes the enforcer of social normativity. Unlike Devi, her translation 

methods are consciously steeped in the choice to market My Story (1988) as a separate text 

from the Malayalam autobiography, Ente Katha (1973). Das’ rejection of sexual and 

gendered subjectivity is addressed differently within the context of the Malayalam linguistic 

space and within the context of the English language readership. In her transition from being 

Madhavikutty the Malayalam author to Kamala Das, the already established author within the 

canon of Indian writing in English, Das discards herself as Aami and as Madhavikutty. In her 

new skin as Das the author and Kamala the narrator, she reclaims her authorial endeavour to 
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negotiate the space between Indian femininity and authorship in the English language. The 

postcolonial author in Kamala Das manifests itself through each description of her 

relationship with her Malayalee parents, her Malayalee cook and the Nalapat House. Das’ 

self-inscription against suicide, marital rape and gender oppression becomes pivotal in her 

autobiographical narrative. As explored in her narrative, each time the lights are turned off 

and the world falls silent, the author in Kamala Das takes over the role of Kamala, the wife 

and mother. The author utilizes her bilingualism to defy symbolic social and political orders 

that propagate gender oppression. 

Das’ own discovery of authorial and sexual desires become an integral part of her 

autobiographical narrative. In her writing, Das emphasizes the limitations of being only 

sexually powerful; she pushes towards the recognition of the heterogeneity of female desires. 

However, Das’ use of each language and her literary exploration of every desire was an 

offering to her readers of a very visceral kind: 

I have often wished to take myself apart and stick all the bits, the heart, the intestines, 

the liver, the reproductive organs, the skin, the hair, and all the rest on a large canvas 

to form a collage which could then be donated to my readers. I have no secrets at all. 

Each time I have wept, the readers have wept with me. Each time walked to my 

lovers’ houses dressed like a bride, my readers have walked with me. I have felt their 

eyes on me right from my adolescence when I published my first story and was called 

controversial. Like the eyes of an all-seeing God, they follow me through the years. 

(Das, 1988, p. 206) 

 

For Das, language is a formless medium that finds form through her words. Each language 

that she embraces manifests her role as an author. Whereas for Devi, the exercise of self-

translation is achieved through an overwhelming sense of linguistic anxiety. In Devi’s self-

translation, there is an effort to acquiesce. On the other hand, Das insists that her choice of 

words, like her language, emerges out of vacuity and embraces its shapelessness. Das’ 

celebration of non-conformity and chaos in writing is one that demonstrates her ability to 
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create agency through self-articulacy. In her disassociation, Das radically questions the 

normativity associated with being female as she redefines what constitutes categorically 

feminine experiences. Throughout her writing and its self-translation, Das demonstrates the 

feminine experience as an inconsistent, indefinite, complex cycle that reflects the linguistic 

schizophrenia she showcases through her authorial bilingualism. As a bilingual female 

author, Das strives to champion resistance as she manoeuvres through complex cultural and 

ideological practices to engage with the discontinuity of her self. The feminine fluidity that 

Das explores through her narratives tests the limitations of the self, more so in the English 

self-translation. Exercising her position as an already established author in the canon, Das is 

more confident in her role as the self-translator when compared to Devi. However, it is 

crucial to note that for both authors, each language they inscribe in becomes a source and 

thus each alternative language becomes a target language12. In both cases, the explorations of 

self-recognition and self-formation successfully challenge the subversions of female authorial 

identity within a postcolonial space. 

To better understand the emergence of such literary explorations of self-recognition 

through translation and the function of authorship in the English language within India, the 

next section of this chapter will look into the history of how the imperial language penetrated 

the multilingual walls of Indian literature. 

 

3. Translation as Treason – an Indian Reality 

Over the two centuries that the British colonized India, resistance had found a strong foothold 

over the various socio-political as well as literary domains. Divided in terms of its socio-

cultural existence and linguistic diversity, translation has been integral to the evolution of 

                                                 
12 In Translation Studies, the source language (SL) is the language a text is being translated from, while the target language 
(TL) or the receptor language is the language the text is being translated to. See Dollerup, C. (2006). Basics of translation 
studies (Academica Institutul European). Iasi: Institutul European. 
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Indian Literature as a canon, much before the British East India Company set foot on the 

Indian soil in 1600. During the nationwide Bhakti movement13 that began in the early 8th 

century CE, India had been a country untouched by the influences of Islam or Christianity. 

Only early Hindu paganism and Buddhism had held a strong foothold in the religious 

practices of the time. Post 8th century CE, numerous works on spirituality and adaptations of 

Indian epics were authored. These adaptations were mostly vernacular translations of Sanskrit 

epics, like The Mahabharata and The Ramayana. Through several centuries, the stories of 

these epics had been orally transmitted across the country, leading to the vernacular 

adaptations and their alterations. When read alongside the originals in Sanskrit, these 

adaptations stand as the earliest examples of how the influences of the Bhakti movement 

altered the identity of the characters in these epics. Sanskrit translator A. K. Ramanujan’s 

essay, “Three Hundred Rāmāyaṇas: Five Examples and Three Thoughts on Translation” 

(2004), further elaborates on how over three hundred translations of The Ramayana exist in 

the world today, scattered over all of Asia, in countries like Thailand, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, 

and Malaysia, to name a few. Each of these translations analysed the figure of Rama and his 

relationship to his wife Sita differently. As Bassnett and Trivedi exemplify in their text Post-

colonial translation: Theory and Practice (1999), India’s past had witnessed a long history of 

oral transmission and subsequent transliteration: 

In India, with its long history of oral composition and transmission, and the dominant 

early phase of bhakti or devotional poetry in all its modern languages in which the 

poet surrendered to and sought to merge his individual identity with his divine 

subject, the distinction between different composers of poetry within the same 

tradition or between an original writer and a translator was never half as wide as it has 

been in the West. (Bassnett & Trivedi, 1999, p.8) 

                                                 
13 The Bhakti movement is an ideological and theistic trend that emerged in medieval India. Although it began as a 
reformative movement in Hinduism, it led to various divisions within the Hindu religious system as well as the socio-literary 
landscape in the country. See Sharma, K. (1987), Bhakti and the bhakti movement: A new perspective : A study in the history 
of ideas. New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal for more details. 
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When the British began their tyrannous rule over the Indian subcontinent, orientalist 

influences began drawing them to India’s ancient past. India’s already scattered multi-lingual 

identity was further scarred with the introduction of the English language.  

 The earliest known example of English self-translation in India was by Michael 

Madhusudhan Dutta, who translated his play Sharmishtha. Originally written in Bengali in 

the year 1858, Dutta proclaimed in the preface of his text his intention to dedicate his work to 

those who want to benefit from the influences of the West (Trivedi, 2000). Meanwhile, the 

earliest example of English translation of an Indian work by a British man was the Bengali 

play Nil-Darpan (1860) by Dinabandhu Mitra, which caught the interest of the English 

missionary, Revd James Long. Nil Darpan or The Indigo Dream was Mitra’s satirical take on 

the rampage and starvation following the decision of the British to turn agricultural lands in 

Bengal into indigo plantations. Long’s decision to translate such a controversial text into 

English led him to be fined and jailed as an act of treason against the British government. 

One must note that the only 19th century Indian author who exhaustively engaged with the 

exercise of self-translation from an Indian language into English was Nobel Laureate 

Rabindranath Tagore – raising further questions of social privilege and access to publication. 

With respect to the literatures of South India, the Tamil language and literature 

dominated the literary scene for centuries. Known as one of the oldest languages in the world, 

Tamil has a rich literary history in ancient poetry14. The dominance of Tamil overshadowed 

the evolution of other vernacular literatures in the South until the early 19th century, when 

writers in languages like Malayalam, Telugu and Kannada began producing influential works 

in regional literatures. As the present study focuses in part on a Malayalam female author’s 

                                                 
14 The earliest known piece of literary work in Tamil literature dates back to 300 BCE. The Tamil Sangam Poetry of the 2nd 
century BCE is known to have influenced all forms of literatures in South India. It is the earliest known spoken and written 
language in South India and Sri Lanka. 
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autobiographical writing, it is important to emphasize that Malayalam as a language and a 

literary space had been eclipsed by the dominance of Tamil until the 1800s. This 

circumstance helps in showcasing the difference in socio-linguistic historiographies to help 

envision Bengal and Kerala’s very different trysts with the forces of colonisation.  Since my 

research focuses on cross-cultural confessionalism of two female authors from Malayalam 

and Bengali literatures and their self-translation in English, the issue of vernacular 

translations within India does not feature as an important focus here. However, it is important 

to indicate the atmosphere and history of translations in India. In an attempt to historically 

contextualize Das and Devi’s bilingual authorship, the next section of this chapter navigates 

the question of Indian writing in English as a canon, followed by locating the emergence of 

the bilingual Indian female author within the canon. 

 

4. Indian Writing in English 

When the British imperialists left the Indian subcontinent in 1947, following two centuries of 

dominance and the loss of millions of lives, India was reduced to a land divided by artificial 

boundaries and communal riots. With such a divide emerged the question of minor and major 

languages within the context of a newly formed “nation”. In the Routledge Encyclopaedia of 

Translation Studies edited by Baker and Saldanha (2020), Rainier Grutman explores the 

concept of self-translation and the asymmetrical power relations between major and minor 

languages in recent times, which “may compel the writers of the latter to translate their work 

into the dominant language”15.  The establishment of the Calcutta Supreme Court in 1773, 

followed by The English Education Act of 1835 or the circulation of the more famously 

known ‘Lord Macaulay’s Minutes’16, had admonished the use of Indian vernaculars in 

                                                 
15 See Baker, M., Saldanha, G. (2020). Routledge encyclopedia of translation studies (Third ed.). pp.515-518. London: 
Taylor & Francis.  
16 See Evans, S. (2002) Macaulay's Minute Revisited: Colonial Language Policy in Nineteenth-century India, Journal of 
Multilingual and Multicultural Development, 23:4, 260-281, DOI: 10.1080/01434630208666469. 
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publication or education, while declaring English as the official language of instruction. 

Macaulay’s now widely criticized ‘Minutes’ could be seen as the initiation of the English 

language as an official language in India. Low funding was offered for education and 

publication of works in Sanskrit, Persian or the other minor vernaculars in the country. The 

Hindu College in Calcutta, established in 1817, became the first college in the country to 

educate Indian students in the English language. 

In the 19th century, when the average upper class Indian was exposed to the lives of 

the British through novels and poetry, they were left overwhelmed and found such 

descriptions alien and confusing. In his autobiographical account, Jibansmriti (1912), 

Rabindranath Tagore remembers Calcutta in the early colonial years when the bourgeoisie 

Bengali first encountered English literature: 

At that time English literature provided us with more intoxication than nourishment. 

Our literary gods were Shakespeare, Milton and Byron. What moved us most in their 

work was the predominance of passion, something that remained concealed in British 

social behaviour, but surfaced with intensity in literature…. The pleasure was not 

aesthetic joy of literature; what appealed to us was the disturbance of the state of 

stagnation. Even if in the process slime from the bottom got churned up, it was 

acceptable. (Mukherjee, 2002, p.7)  

 

In her text The Perishable Empire (2002), postcolonial author Meenakshi Mukherjee writes 

about various 19th century authors from India, who had initially taken to writing in English 

but soon became disillusioned with the language due to the growing notoriety of the British 

(Mukherjee, 2002). The first ever Indian novel in English was authored by Bankim Chandra 

Chattapadhyay, in 1864. The novel, titled Rajmohan’s Wife, did not gather much appreciation 

from critics at the time, but more than a century later it remains a fascinating work of 

literature that exists as the country’s introduction to the genres of novel and romance. At the 

time, English speakers in India were scarce and Bankim Chandra was one of the first 
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graduates of Indian origin from the University of Calcutta. His novel was targeted towards 

the British administration. However, following the publication of his English novel, Bankim 

Chandra soon became disillusioned with the English language and went on to write some of 

his best works exclusively in Bengali. Unlike Michael Madhusudan Dutt who had aspired to 

become a renowned English author, Bankim Chandra Chatterjee was convinced that English 

was not the language of creative literature in India. While Bengali authors like Bankim 

Chandra Chatterjee and Rabindranath Tagore wrote novels that had women as central 

characters, other male authors like Premchand in his Hindi novel Nirmala (1926), also 

focused on the suffering of the Indian woman as a central idea. However, powerful female 

authorial voices emerged in the literary landscape only much later. 

Female poets from the 19th century, Kamala Satthianadhan, Kaveribai, Sarojini Naidu 

and Toru Dutt, paved the way for female authors across the country by contributing to the 

creation of the literary canon of Indian writing in English17. In 1856, Tarulata Datta was born 

to the Rambagan Datta family in Bengal. When the family converted to Christianity in 1862, 

Tarulata Datta was christened as Toru Dutt, the young literary protégé who became the first 

Indian female poet to write in English. Having gained fluency in Sanskrit, French and English 

at a young age, Toru Dutt moved to study in Cambridge between the years 1871-75, where 

she authored a volume of French poems, which she later translated into English as A Sheaf 

Gleaned in French Fields (1876). Although best remembered for her beautiful poems, Toru 

Dutt authored two novels, including the first ever French novel by an Indian author, Le 

Journal de Mademoiselle d’Arvers. The novel was published posthumously in 1879, after 

Toru Dutt passed away in August 1877 at the age of twenty-one. Toru is buried at the 

Maniktala Christian Cemetery in Central Kolkata, alongside her parents and siblings. On her 

untimely demise, Mukherjee states the following: 

                                                 
17 For more details, see de Souza, E., & Pereira, L. (2002), Women’s Voices: Selections from Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth 
Century Indian Writing in English. New Delhi: Oxford University Press. 
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Toru died too young to write an autobiography. In some ways Toru Dutt’s ethos 

remained very Bengali, even though she happened to write in English, an act looked 

upon with wariness in the Bengal of her time where the colonial language had already 

been consciously rejected as a language of creativity. In Toru Dutt’s case, however, 

this wariness of the contemporaries must have been tempered by knowledge of the 

extreme youth of the poet and the romantic aura surrounding a frail, beautiful and 

talented girl from an aristocratic family, who died young. (Mukherjee, 2002, p.111)  

 

Another female Indian poet who left an impact on the national scene was Sarojini Naidu. She 

is better remembered as the first female Governor of the Republic of India. Naidu is best 

known for her collection of English poems, and more importantly, for her involvement in the 

partition movement, after the partition of Bengal in 1905. In 1905 Naidu published her first 

volume of English poems, The Golden Threshold (1905), which had an introduction by 

British poet Arthur Symons and was admired by leaders of the partition movement in India. 

Sarojini Naidu gained prominence in Indian politics as the female leader of the Indian 

National Congress and by establishing the Women’s Indian Association (WIA) in 1917, in an 

attempt to advocate for Indian women’s suffrage. Nevertheless, postcolonial theorists are 

careful to note that figures like Naidu and Dutt, albeit unusual in the given scenario, should 

not be regarded as typical exemplars for the 19th century Indian woman. As with the two 

principal Indian authors discussed in this research, privilege and social status play integral 

roles in the extent of literary mobility that could be achieved. With reference to the position 

of the English language in 19th century Bengal, Mukherjee elaborates on the gender bias 

towards men and women who chose to learn the English language: 

… But the intensity with which the English-educated woman (a somewhat imaginary 

breed) is mocked at in the Bengali farces and satires of the time as unfeminine, 

promiscuous and unfit for domestic work betrays a deep-seated fear which may have 

to do with the danger of empowerment or with notions of individualism or romantic 

love that the English language might inculcate in the women. The widely circulated 

myth that women who learned English became widows early in life also indicates the 
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anxiety of the society on this account. The women of the Bengali upper caste had to 

be protected from two opposite influences – pernicious for different reasons: the 

western ideas that might percolate through English, and also from the crude popular 

culture of women of the lower strata, that Sumanta Banerjee has shown, had a robust 

vigour and a subversive wit of its own, but which was perceived as obscene by both 

the Indian bourgeois and the British in India. (Mukherjee, 2002, p.93)  

 

Outside Bengal, Cornelia Sorabji became the first female advocate in the country and was 

another female author whose literary contribution gave shape to the canon of early Indo-

Anglican Literature.  Some of the works in English by Indian women from the early 20th 

century include: Sorabji’s collection of short stories Love and Life beyond the Purdah (1901), 

Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain’s Sultana’s Dream (1905), Dosebai Cowasjee Jessawalla’s The 

Story of My Life (1911) and C.T. Ramabai’s Victory of Faith and Other Stories (1935). 

While it remained a taboo for women almost until the late 20th century, men, ever 

since the 19th century, were pushed to learn the English language for career advancements. 

Historian Partha Chatterjee refers to Radharani Lahiri’s work in 1875 that addressed the 

social hypocrisy associated with the idea of an educated Indian woman at the time: 

Of all the subjects that women might learn, housework is the most important… 

Whatever knowledge she may acquire, she cannot claim any reputation unless she is 

proficient in housework. (Chatterjee, 1993, p.129)  

 

Chatterjee writes about the narrowing social ideas regarding an educated woman in India – 

her education cannot in anyway compromise her “womanly virtues”. Such ideas, still 

prevalent in most parts of the country, threaten the progress of women’s emancipation. As an 

educated woman, who crosses the domestic boundaries, she must not, at any price, take steps 

that could danger her femininity. The female ambition is thus kept in check by the male 

members of the so-called “good families”. According to Chatterjee, nationalists of the 20th 

century envisioned the emergence of the female author as a corroboration of their belief that 
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women have an emotional strength that can go beyond the social discriminations and 

superstitions they faced. Despite the efforts made to introduce education into the lives of 

women, it took a very long time for the message of literacy to reach the average Indian 

masses – an effort continued by the state governments of the country to this day.  

The late 19th century English translation of The Mahabharata, by Kisari Mohan 

Ganguli, the 20th century emergence of Raja Rao and Mulk Raj Anand as powerful bilingual 

authors critiquing British imperialism, and the many short novellas in English published by 

the Freedom fighters of the mid-20th century helped carve the rolling landscape of the canon 

of Indians writing in English. As Rushdie states in his novel Shame (1983), the British had 

used their language to enslave India and to later enchant her with its bourgeois appeal: 

Poacher! Pirate! We reject your authority. We know you with your foreign language 

wrapped around you like a flag: speaking about us in your forked tongue, what can 

you tell but lies. (Rushdie, 1983, p.23)  

 

This led to the emergence of a canon that decolonized the focus onto the subservient Indian’s 

use of the imperial language as means to critique the colonizer, with similar linguistic 

proficiency and tact.  

In August 1947, although India gained independence from the British, she lay divided 

into three land masses – all created on the basis of religious difference. The present-day 

Republic of India was created for the Hindus and Christians, Pakistan to the west was created 

for the Muslims, and East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) lay splintered along the eastern coast of 

the subcontinent. Indian writing in English derived most of its early writings from the 

bloodshed caused by such a divide. Authors like Khushwant Singh published his novel Train 

to Pakistan (1956) in an attempt to reiterate the most painful escape from the Pakistan side of 

India to the Indian subcontinent. The Dark Dancer (1958) by Balachandra Rajan, and 
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Manohar Mangolkar’s A Bend in the Ganges (1965), are two other novels that spoke about 

the atrocities of the Partition in 1947.  

Independent India recognized the importance of the English language within its 

literary sphere, with writings from the first few decades after partition focusing on the years 

of colonisation. In the years extending from the 1920s to the post-independence years of the 

1970s, several Indian women from wealthy backgrounds published anthologies of letters and 

their autobiographies in English. Some of these include Krishna Nehru Hutheesing’s With No 

Regrets: An Autobiography (1943), Brinda Maharani of Kapurthala’s Maharani: The Story of 

an Indian Princess (1953), Maharanee Sunity Devee C I of Cooch Behar’s The 

Autobiography of an Indian Princess (1921) and Pandita Ramabai’s anthologies of letters 

published under the title The Letters and Correspondence of Pandita Ramabai (1977). All 

these texts were written exclusively in English and do not have a vernacular translation. As 

reflections of a country torn between two religious powers in the post-partition period, female 

Islamic author Iqbalunissa Hussain’s Purdah and Polygamy (1944) exists as one of the 

earliest known English texts from India that focuses on the issue of Islamic women and the 

purdah system. There was an enduring concern regarding the Indian woman: Eunice de Souza 

and Lindsay Pereira’s anthology of Indian women’s writing titled Women’s Voices: 

Selections from Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth Century Indian Writing in English (2002) 

documents the struggle involved before the establishment of the women’s movement in India 

and the role of male nationalists who did not “relish hearing woman speak about the evils of 

patriarchy” (de Souza and Pereira, 2002). Although this research does not focus on Indian 

male authors writing in English, it recognizes the role of the nationalist Indian male in 

thwarting the voice of the Indian literate female of the 20th century. K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar’s 

critical study titled Indian Writing in English (1962) wrote about English gaining importance 

within the Indian publication and academic sectors from 1900 onward. However, with the 
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independence movements from the 1920s and leaders like Gandhi advocating for an 

independent India, Iyengar states that the political reason for such a recommendation was for 

the future propagation of Hindi, a creolised language that was not Indian in any way. 

Iyengar’s description of South Indian leaders in independent India admonishing the use of 

Hindi as an official language, still pertains to this day. Although this research does not focus 

on situating works in Hindi, it is crucial to note the linguistic disparities at work within the 

Indian subcontinent and also to locate the authors as literary propagators of their mother-

tongues and the colonizer’s tongue. 

Purushottam Lal’s establishment of the publishing house Writer’s Workshop is a 

crucial point in the history of Indian writing in English, as it opened doors to Indian writers 

who wished to publish their works in English. Established in 1958, in collaboration with 

authors like Anita Desai, William Hull, Pradip Sen, et al., the Writer’s Workshop provided a 

platform for upcoming writers of the post-Independence era to get their works published in 

English by an Indian publishing house. This demonstrates how instrumental print languages 

and literature were for representation and crafting of identities in colonial India (Ghosh, 

2004).  Over the last decade or so, the number of Indian female scholars who have taken up 

translation has been on the rise. There are several Indian publishing houses like Kali for 

Women that was established with the cause of feminist publishing at its heart. Female 

translators like Tutun Mukherjee, who translated Sahitya Akademi winner Nabaneeta Dev 

Sen’s Sheet Sahasik Hemantolok: Defying Winter (2013) from Bengali, Vasanthi 

Sankaranarayanan who translated Lalithambika Antharjanam’s Agnisakshi (2015) from 

Malayalam, L. Somi Roy who translated Binodini’s The Maharaja’s Household (2014) from 

Manipuri, and Paramita Satpathy who translated her own work from Intimate Pretence 

(2010) from Odia, to name a few, are not only important to translation within the genre of 

Indian women’s autobiographical writing but also in understanding the deeper impact such 
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works have on global media. Through the 21st century, a new paradigm shift from print to 

online media has enabled some female writers to express themselves more freely, thus 

breaking away from the power dynamics of print publishing, which is often an issue in India. 

The problem is more deeply rooted in social representations and their respective reflections 

on the functionalities of media powerhouses. At the grass root level, India still has a long way 

to go in terms of female emancipation and gender equality. Algerian author Assia Djebar is 

one of those who has attempted to elucidate the problematic relationship with English and 

one’s position as a postcolonial author. This difficulty brings us back to the main focus of this 

research, locating female self-translators within the Indian literary history.  

The earliest examples of autobiographies were mostly written by men. The earliest 

known female autobiographies were The Book of Margery Kempe (1436) and Revelations of 

Divine Love (composed circa late 1300s, published 1670) from medieval England (Smith and 

Watson, 1998). This problematizes the absence of autobiographies from postcolonial spaces 

like India. Mary Mason, in her essay “The Other Voice: Autobiographies of Women Writers” 

(1980), argues that women’s sense of self exists within a context of the deep awareness of 

others. The others in this context are overwhelmingly male figures who take complete control 

of how the ‘female self’ is perceived. For centuries, the male author remained a figure that 

wielded unchallenged control over how women were represented in literature. From the late 

19th century onward, in India, this figure quickly took the shape of the male translator. The 

position of the male translator in the Indian publishing industry is almost tyrannous.  Socio-

historical factors, combined with laws pertaining to female education and centuries of 

patriarchal dominance, had already slowed down the progress of women in these societies.  

While there is a clear understanding regarding the position of Indian male authors 

during the colonial era, the real issue remains discovering the position of the ‘female subject’ 

within the Indian context. In colonial Bengal, upper-class, upper-caste men, or the 
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‘bhadraloks’, had a different level of access to education. The 19th century historical 

revolutions like the Bengali renaissance pushed these men to educate the women of their 

households, the ‘bhadramohilas’. Through education, these women or bhadramohilas, who 

were often child-brides, would discover a magnificent world beyond the walls of the palatial 

houses they were held prisoners in. Their amateurish writings would often be published by a 

male relative, whose discerning patriarchal eyes would wipe out several personal narratives 

before they could see the light of day. Focusing on this period in history, Kumkum Sangari 

states: 

Women themselves can scarcely be educated without granting them volition, and even 

though the problems of a new self may be glossed by casting it as return, their access 

to volition has to be carefully negotiated. Middle-class ‘Hindu’ women have not as 

yet been given moral power of the sort ascribed in bourgeois domestic ideologies. 

Though, significantly, it was the liberals not the orthodoxy or the new orthodoxy who 

first became interested in claiming moral power on behalf of women, the primary 

struggle was over the sources of male moral authority, and patriarchal reforms were 

conceived as a process of removing male stigma (even by Rammohan Roy). (Sangari, 

2002, p.162)  

 

The privileged women were thus forbidden from experimenting with certain genres in writing 

such as unrequited romances or narratives dealing with female desire and sexuality. These 

writings were often believed to bring shame to the female authors and their families. Most of 

the female writings from the late 19th century and early 20th century thus remained 

untranslated for decades. To be acknowledged as a translator, one is expected to be bilingual, 

if not plurilingual. In 19th-20th century India, women were fighting against more compelling 

socio-economic hurdles – widow remarriage, sati, right to suffrage, for education and later for 

equal right to social privilege. As an anthology of essays on Indian women’s struggle for 

freedom since 1947, the text From Independence Towards Freedom – Indian Women Since 

1947 (1999) sketches a history of the women’s movement in India. These essays focus on 
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how Indian women have fought for their rights against patriarchal forces in the country since 

independence. The editors of the volume, Bharati Ray and Aparna Basu, state that the 1970s 

witnessed a resurrection of women’s movement in the country, displayed through the 

publication of the Report on the Status of Women in 1974-75. Although not monolithic or 

homogenous, Ray and Basu advocate for the rich and articulate history of the women’s 

movement in India that often goes unmentioned in the largely accepted Anglo-American 

feminist history. 

Drawing references from Derrida’s concept of “différance” as a continuous process of 

differentiation and Foucault’s concept of knowledge as a performative term, Simon refers to 

Spivak’s proposition of a new perspective of engaging with “the women’s difference as one 

among a wide range of other cultural pressures, like race, class or the nation”. This shifts 

focus to the plurality of differences and the importance of an author’s “location” (Simon, 

2003). Spivak addresses translation through a combination of two frameworks, feminism and 

post-colonialism (Spivak, 1993). In the case of female authors and translators from India, the 

framework works within a three-fold marginalization – first, as a woman; second, as a 

woman of colour; and third, as a woman from a postcolonial background. There is struggle, 

there is exclusion and there is a need for reclamation. The complexities of cultural and 

linguistic multiplicity further contort the authorial positions of postcolonial female authors 

like Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi, whose bilingualism enabled them to transcend national 

literary boundaries. As self-translation is a non-existent theoretical concept within women’s 

writing in India, this research borrows from western theories that expand on concepts of self-

translation in literature. The question of self-translation, which remains central to the focus of 

this study, is exemplified in the next few sections of this chapter. 

 

5A. Self-Translation: An Investigation  
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Rosmarie Waldrop defines translation as “writing as an exploration of what happens between; 

between words, sentences, people, cultures”18. Translation and Self-Translation have been 

important fields of study within literary studies for centuries. Translation as a literary exercise 

has been defined and redefined multiple times by scholars across the world. According to 

Lawrence Venuti in “The Translator's Invisibility”, the theory of translation can be 

conceptualised in the following manner: 

The translation is the unstable reconciliation of two different, sometimes conflicting, 

sets of cultural determinations. (Venuti, 1986, p.209) 

 

These conflicting sets of cultural determinations lead to literary foreignization that mediates 

socio-linguistic and cultural discrepancies within a text. Such an unstable reconciliation is 

further complicated by the introduction of self-translation. There have been several male 

Noble Prize-winning authors who have relied on the autonomy of self-translation. These 

authors, like Samuel Beckett and Isaac Bashevis Singer, exhibit the paradigmatic existence of 

self-translation within the western literary space.  With the turn of the millennium, 

bilingualism and multilingualism have become more common elements in modern-day world 

literature. Then, what is self-translation? Jan Hokenson and Marcella Munson provide a brief 

definition in their text, The Bilingual Text – History and Theory of Literary Self-Translation 

(2007), as a work “…authored by a writer who can compose in different languages and who 

translates his or her texts from one language into another” (Hokenson and Munson, 2007). 

In a postcolonial literary space, bilingualism would therefore be an important linguistic 

concept. However, it would be wrong to posit that Self-Translation is only a modern-day 

phenomenon; many scholars and theorists have written about how translation played an 

integral role during the Middle Ages in Europe (ibid.).  

                                                 
18 Collins, S. (2016). Currently & Emotion: Translations. London: Test Center 
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In the introduction to their text, Hokenson and Munson write about how self-

translation was not always the unique genre of study it is today. As members of a growing 

plurilingual society, writers in early Modern Europe often translated between Latin and the 

vernaculars. With the eventual consolidation of nation-states, the importance of bilingualism 

and self-translation slowly diminished. This lost importance was only regained with the 

advent of the post-colonial era in the 20th century when large number of authors began 

navigating lingual differences between English and another “peripheral” language (Hokenson 

and Munson, 2007). This concept of “vernacular translation” is extremely important within 

the larger context of the Indian subcontinent and will be the focus of the later sections in this 

chapter. Hokenson and Munro speak of a ‘translocation’ that occurs as a socio-political as 

well as linguistic shift that develops each time a text is translated. While the early European 

texts that underwent self-translation were often religious texts or poetry, the Reformation 

movement in 16th century Europe saw the gradual demise of Latin as the lingua franca. The 

period saw vernacular languages like English, French, Italian and Spanish steadily gaining 

power and linguistic authority over Latin with the publishing of various seminal texts on 

cultures and religion (ibid). According to Hokenson and Munson, such an authorship can 

include four main concepts:  

That neither Medieval Latin nor the medieval vernaculars possessed one unified 

action or single term for what we refer to today as the activity of interlingual 

translation points to radical differences between medieval and modern conceptions of 

authorship and textual authority. As Minnis points out one cannot understand 

medieval authorship without recognizing that there are multiple levels of auctoritas in 

medieval culture. Auctoritas was linked to the term auctor, which in itself united four 

main concepts: authority, unity, action, and authenticity (Hokenson and Munson, 

2007, p. 28).  

 

In their autobiographical narratives, both Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi can be said to 

engage with modern versions of the four concepts associated with the ‘auctoritas’ term. In 
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their self-translations, the concepts of authenticity and action are problematized and further 

extended onto the reception of the text both nationally and globally. With reference to self-

translation in India, it is the rarity in scholarship that pushes this study to turn to the west 

where the practice has motivated immense research interest in the past decade. 

The Bilingual Text – History and Theory of Literary Self-Translation (2007) is one 

such text that helps trace the evolution of Self-Translation as a literary exercise from 

Medieval Europe to non-Anglo European literary counterparts in postcolonial contexts in the 

20th century. Apart from providing insightful details about the history of self-translation in 

Europe, Hokenson and Munro also closely look at texts like Oresme’s self-translation of 

Traictie de monnoies (1360) between French and Latin19. In his essay “Babel in (spite of) 

Belgium: Patterns of Self-Translation in a Bilingual Country” from Self-Translation and 

Power (2017), Rainier Grutman elaborates on the exclusion of research when it comes to 

bilingual authors from 19th century Belgium who wrote in Dutch and French. The essay 

elaborates on how self-translation, despite being executed by just three of the seventeen 19th 

century bilingual Belgian authors within the given socio-linguistic distribution, remains 

unexplored when compared to research done on Spanish bilingual authors (Castro, 2017). In 

Catalan literature, self-translation is listed as a common literary activity. Catalan author 

Ramon Llull is known to have engaged in self-translation of works in Latin, Catalan and 

Arabic as early as the 11th century. Without going into elaborate details, such examples 

indicate the heterogeneity that exists within the European literary context and enable the 

juxtaposition of such a heterogeneity with a postcolonial setting, which not only addresses 

cultural imperialism20 but also the problematic linguistic heterogeneity that locally exists 

                                                 
19 See Hokenson and Munson, 2007, p.40 
20 According to Tomlinson, the term cultural imperialism refers “most broadly to the exercise of domination in cultural 
relationships in which the values, practices, and meanings of a powerful foreign culture are imposed upon one or more native 
cultures.” See Tomlinson, J. (2012). Cultural Imperialism. In The Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopaedia of Globalization, G. Ritzer 
(Ed.). https://doi.org/10.1002/9780470670590.wbeog129 for more details. 
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within such a society. By the late 20th and early 21st century, translation becomes a common 

literary phenomenon, as Kippur suggests in “Introduction: Self-Translation in the Age of 

World Literature”:  

A significant reality of the global literary market of the late twentieth and early 

twenty-first century, self-translation—defined by translation theorists as “the 

translation of an original work into another language by the author himself”—is by no 

means an exclusively modern phenomenon. Early modern European poets and 

essayists—Rémy Belleau, Jean Calvin, Étienne Dolet, John Donne, Joachim Du 

Bellay, Thomas More, among many others—frequently translated their own texts 

between Latin and their “vulgar” tongue. As Latin lost its literary prestige and 

countries cohered around national languages, self-translation became less common. 

(Kippur, 2015, p.4)  

 

With English becoming a linguistic vehicle propagating British colonialism through much of 

the 18th century, there was a shift of power in publication in the 20th century. In such a 

postcolonial literary setting, power dynamics combined with the struggle between what 

constitutes a “minor” and a “major” language while addressing the east/west dichotomy, 

become pivotal. While we have established the fact that self-translation is not a rare, modern 

phenomenon, there is an ambiguity regarding why most bilingual authors do not engage with 

self-translation. According to Bermann, Grutman addresses this issue in his essay “Self-

Translation” (2014): 

This privileged status notwithstanding, the fact remains that transferring a text into 

another language is a challenging and especially time-consuming task. For that very 

reason many writers who possess the appropriate language skills and bicultural 

background are still loath to engage in it. In the words of Mavis Gallant, an English 

Canadian who has made Paris her home since 1950 and feels perfectly at ease in 

French: “Translating my own work would be like writing the same thing twice” 

(Woodsworth 1988, 52). By preventing a writer from devoting herself exclusively to 

the creation of “new” work, translating existing texts can be negatively perceived as 

an absurd exercise or, worse, a waste of time. Another motive for resisting self-
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translation would be the perception that a particular language is inherently suitable to 

a certain work, thereby rendering other languages unsuitable. (Bermann, 2014, p.325) 

 

This unsuitability raises questions about the authenticity of the translated text in the non-

native language. For Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi, English becomes a forced native 

language, as a result of British colonialism. This brings us to the socio-linguistic as well as 

intercultural challenges posed by self-translation as a literary exercise. Olga Castro elucidates 

the inseparable relationship between the act of self-translation and power. Referring to the 

volume of essays, Translation, Power, Subversion edited by Román Álvarez and África Vidal 

(1996), Castro speaks about the addition of power within the debate of translation studies by 

focusing on the importance of dissecting “the relationship between the production of 

knowledge in a given culture and its transmission, relocation, and reinterpretation in the 

target culture” (Castro, 2017). This becomes a crucial issue while navigating what the target 

culture is for Das and Devi’s English self-translations and how they reinterpreted this process 

through their postcolonial autobiographical writings. The following section elaborates on the 

question of locating self-translators within world literature, to further ascertain the crucial 

importance of the two Indian female authors and their 20th century postcolonial self-

translations. 

 

5B. Locating Self-Translators in World Literature 

With respect to literary studies and translation theory, the self-translator is often a neglected 

character. A self-translator treads the thin line between originality and duplication. The rarity 

of the self-translator calls upon the need to elaborate on the theoretical overview of what the 

function of the “self” is within the domain of translation. According to Cordingley, a self-

translator’s function can be defined in the following way: 
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Writing at the nexus of at least two languages, two cultures and for at least two 

different reading publics, the self-translator is a particular kind of cross-cultural 

interlocutor. Like a language broker, the self-translator is an intermediary who 

facilitates communication between two different linguistic or cultural parties.                   

(Cordingley, 2013, p.1)  

 

In his text Self-Translation: Brokering Originality in Hybrid Culture (2013), Anthony 

Cordingley elaborates on the problems associated with the lack of scholarship in the field of 

Self-Translation. The text contains various essays from comparative theorists like Susan 

Bassnett and Jan Hokenson who examine the history of self-translation in World Literature. 

My research draws upon Cordingley’s text and Jan Hokenson’s The bilingual text: history 

and theory of literary self-translation (2007) as important works that help address the 

importance of self-translation as a postcolonial literary exercise and address the gap regarding 

the lack of female scholarship with respect to bilingualism in autobiographical writings. Such 

an effort is to construct a cross-linguistic, global literary corpus that enables in assessing the 

position of the female self-translator. 

Self-Translation has long existed within the canon of World Literature. Male authors 

like Samuel Beckett (English and French), Vladimir Nabokov (English and Russian), Ngũgĩ 

wa Thiong'o (English and Gikuyu), Sorley MacLean (English and Gaelic), Lin Yutang 

(English and Chinese), and Rabindranath Tagore (English and Bengali/Sanskrit), are well 

known for their plurilingualism. The self-translator is a cryptic character, one who manifests 

linguistic schizophrenia through their literary works. Their function is not to simply translate 

words but also to re-imagine the concept of the “original”. This exercise of re-writing often 

brings up the issue of what the “self” stands for and thus, originality of the self is often 

questioned. A postcolonial literary practice in multilingual India, self-translation has gone on 

to become an integral part of world literature only after English emerged as a global lingua-

franca. The self-translator’s work embodies the negotiations between the original text written 
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in a ‘minor’ language and the translation, which is mostly in English. In his work, Cordingley 

argues that self-translation is the purpose behind modern-day translation and its “teleological 

reading” of translation hopes to achieve unanimity with the self and the original work 

(Cordingley, 2013).  

The emergence of the self-translator as a literary entity is therefore a reflection of the 

cultural and linguistic hybridity that is integral to the postcolonial reality. For self-translators, 

this hybridity becomes a complication they must skilfully embrace in their attempt to re-

write. Their competence enables them to move freely within two linguistic domains that are 

culturally divergent and disparate in expression. Cordingley states that this hybridity is, in 

fact, the subject of the self-translated text. The hybridity becomes a reflection of the author’s 

own creative expression of an external and internal plurality, in terms of cultural and 

linguistic comprehension. 

It is important to note that while the term self-translation is attributed to the literal 

translation of a text by an author, self-translation can also imply the act of translating one’s 

thoughts on to a literal medium. When an author imagines the words they wish to write, they 

translate their thoughts into penned words, translating the thoughts of the self. Western 

histories of linguistics challenge such an exploration of the self, while focusing on the link 

between the body of the writer and the social actions of language. This initial draft of 

thoughts, if considered a text, becomes the so-called “original text”. From here, there is an 

attempt to re-imagine the story once again, thus engaging with the exercise of self-translation 

twice. By this logic, every author is a self-translator, although this study does not analyse the 

functionality of mental language or non-English self-translations. As Cordingley summarizes, 

self-translation transcends the function of being a simple medium of literary production:  

In her essay ‘Translated Otherness, Self-translated In-betweenness: Hybridity as 

Medium versus Hybridity as Object in Anglophone African Writing’,  Susanne 

Klinger crosses narratological with post-colonial literary reading techniques to show 
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how self-translation is not just the medium of production – translation and creation 

are habitually evoked as simultaneous processes for the post-colonial author – but 

often the object within the narrative, when fictional characters code-switch inside a 

text. (Cordingley, 2013, p. 6)  

 

 Although seminal in tracing the origins and situating the trajectory of self-translation as a 

discourse, barring the mention of Rabindranath Tagore, Cordingley’s work is Eurocentric in 

nature. The exhaustive number of vernacular translations that are produced in India every 

day, the thriving publishing industry in the country that works with vernacular to English 

translations and the path breaking female authors who contributed to the canon of 20th 

century Indian Writing in English, do not find a place in Cordingley’s anthology. Tagore, the 

best-known male self-translator and bilingual author from 20th century India, admitted to 

making alterations in the English translation of his Nobel Prize winning work, Gitanjali 

(1912): 

In my translations I timidly avoid all difficulties, which has the effect of making them 

smooth and thin… When I began this career of falsifying my own coins I did it in play. 

Now I am becoming frightened of its enormity and am willing to make a confession of 

my misdeeds. (Trivedi, 2000, p.2)  

 

Tagore was a western educated, plurilingual Bengali male who embraced his own authorial 

identity as an East Indian by relinquishing the use of the English language and writing 

exclusively in Bengali. However, female authors of the time could not escape male scrutiny if 

they chose to write about their own national identities (Tharu and Lalita, 1991). Here it is 

crucial to make a quick note of the criticism Maitreyi Devi received from male reviewers 

who questioned the authenticity of her autobiographical narrative despite her reputation in 

Bengal as a Tagore scholar21.  

                                                 
21 See Herter, P. (1994). Both Sides Now. St. Petersburg Times (May 8, 1994) and Colgate, I. (1994). Love in Calcutta, His 
and Hers. New York Times Book Review (May 15, 1994) for more details. 
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While Tagore serves as a rare example of male South Asian writers of the 20th century 

who were accepted into the western literary canons, amongst other famous male authors of 

the time, Vladimir Nabokov features as one of the best-known bilingual authors of his time. 

In his memoir Speak, Memory (1951), Nabokov writes about this struggle to keep the love of 

Russian alive in his life as an author and how the success of Lolita (1955) had enabled him to 

do so. Like the female authors whose works remain at the core of my research, it is 

interesting to note the political ethics of Nabokov’s decision as an author to translate his 

works into Russian and after the famed compositions of his popular writings in the 

hegemonic language of English. Nabokov famously spent the last years of his life in 

voluntary exile in Switzerland, working on the Russian translations of his works in English 

(Cordingley, 2013). 

The exercise of self-translation engages with the creation of a cross-literary corpus 

which is multilingual as well as multicultural in form. Susan Bassnett’s essay “The Self-

Translator as the Rewriter”, from Self-Translation Brokering Originality in Hybrid Culture 

(2013), engages with this issue of multilingualism by questioning the shift in language spaces 

and alteration of the so called “original” text. In her attempt to trace the history of self-

translation in Europe, Bassnett mentions Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, the 17th century nun, who 

initially wrote in Latin but later translated her poems critiquing male figures from the church 

into Spanish. A male author who engaged with self-translation in the Middle Ages was 

Chaucer, who is often touted as one of the earliest known sources of the English vernacular, 

at a time when Latin served as the prominent literary language. According to Hokenson and 

Munson, several male European authors like Joseph Conrad are famous for choosing to write 

in English rather than opting to write in their mother-tongues. Conrad, despite being the son 

of a Polish aristocrat and poet, chose to move to England in 1886 and wrote most of his 

works in English (Hokenson and Munson, 2007). Moving her focus to the 20th century, 
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Bassnett makes a quick mention of Giuseppe Ungaretti. A bilingual poet born to Italian 

parents in Alexandria, Ungaretti was known for his poems written both in French and Italian. 

According to Cordingley:  

The bilingual text furthers their personal aims, as existents and as artists. In both 

cases, there is no mistaking the crystalline voice of these poets through their different 

languages, echoing and re-echoing their experience of two social domains similarly 

flawed. Also, both writers gird their bilingual texts on a unique interfusion of 

canonical figures (names, styles, genres) in the two languages. (Cordingley, 2013, 

p.47) 

 

Through Bassnett’s essay “Self-Translator as the Rewriter” (2017), one can understand more 

about the evolution of multilingualism. My research, however, does not focus on male 

authors, who have engaged with self-translation long before female self-translators were 

permitted to fully enter literary domains. One of the problems this research tries to address is 

the absence of scholarship pertaining to female Indian authors and their self-translations. This 

also becomes the reason for a lack of theoretical data focusing on Indian women’s 

autobiographies that have undergone self-translation, and therefore, this is one of the gaps 

addressed. Despite drawing on Anglo-American scholarly works centred on the issue of self-

translation, this research attempts to bridge these existent theories with the works by non-

European female self-translators. This thesis begins in an absence of specifically pertinent 

scholarship; it is at the beginning of needed critical work about Indian’s women writers 

performing arduous tasks of self-translation. Therefore, it will be pivotal to engage with the 

question of locating female self-translators in world literature and studying the emergence of 

translation within India more closely, while, once again, converging on the need to locate 

female self-translators within the larger canon of Indian literature. 
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6. Female Self-Translators in World Literature 

Cultural Translation as a concept focuses on the importance of translation as an activity that 

extends beyond the politics of language. Bringing in a question of the self, gender and 

identity politics into the larger framework of translation studies helps in analysing female 

self-translators more effectively. According to Simon, self-translation evaluates the reframing 

of gender through language: 

The entry of gender into translation theory has a lot to do with the renewed prestige of 

translation as “re-writing” and as a bulwark against the unbridled forces of 

globalization, just as it shows the importance for all the social and human sciences of 

a critical reframing of gender, identity and subject-positions within language. (Simon, 

2003, p.ix) 

 

Such an issue of the self, gender and identity politics into the larger framework of translation 

studies helps in analysing female self-translators more effectively. As discussed before, male 

self-translators and some religious female self-translators like Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, have 

existed long before self-translation became a field of research in Europe. The rarity comes to 

the forefront when we shift focus to female authors of the 20th century and beyond, who have 

exercised their bilingualism through self-translation. For most of these authors, self-

translation is not only an act of reiterating the self in a different social space but also 

executing cross-culturalism. With respect to the question of women in translation, the art of 

writing and rewriting itself has often been subjected to scrutiny. According to Simon, gender 

differences not only feature in issues pertaining to publication preferences but also in actual 

practices of translation, where women are believed to engage with the deeper emotions in a 

writing while men are often considered to be more methodical (Simon, 2003). She also 

provides a short example of how translation existed as a writer’s apprenticeship for female 

authors in the 19th and 20th centuries, with the example of George Eliot, who was initially 

remembered as the “translateress of Strauss”, and later, as an author. The 19th and 20th 
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centuries saw a lot of European female authors working with translation in order to showcase 

their political beliefs. Simon quotes Lori Chamberlain in her text to historically locate the 

challenges faced by female translators in Europe:  

One of the challenges for feminist translators is to move beyond questions of the sex 

of the author and translator. Working within the conventional hierarchies… the 

female translator of a female author’s text and the male translator of a male author’s 

text will be bound by the same power relations – what must be subverted is the 

process by which translation complies with gender constructs. (Chamberlain, 1992, 

p.72) 

 

Simon relates these lines to “La liberation des femmes passe par le language” (women’s 

liberation should first be a liberation of and from language) from the 1970s feminist 

movement and closely ties this together with how 20th century translation studies and feminist 

thought worked in synchrony.  

Postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak states that the evolutionary process behind 

Anglo-American feminist thought, with reference to the position of female translators, is 

fiercely different from that of female authors of South Asian origin. In A Critique of 

Postcolonial Reason: Toward a History of Vanishing Present (1999), Spivak complicates the 

figure of a postcolonial female author by gesturing to the concept of transnational cultural 

studies and its pervasive effects on women’s writing from South Asia.  Homi Bhabha’s 

concept of Cultural Translation in The Location of Culture (2004) also builds on a similar 

framework of thought:           

…. we should remember that it is the ‘inter’ – the cutting edge of translation and 

renegotiation, the in-between space – that carries the burden of the meaning of 

culture. It makes it possible to begin envisaging national anti-nationalist histories of 

the ‘people’. And by exploring this Third Space, we may elude the politics of polarity 

and emerge as the others of our selves.  (Bhabha, 2004, p.38-9)  
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It is the literary employment of such a ‘third space’ that is exhibited through the bilingualism 

and self-translations of Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi. According to Bhabha, in an act of 

translation, culture also plays an equally important role. Therefore, in the case of self-

translation, the self-translator shifts between two linguistic as well as cultural dimensions. In 

the case of postcolonial writers like those chosen as part of this research, the cultural 

dichotomy is one brought forth by a historical event, and thus, has deeper roots of 

displacement. It is intriguing to note how these roots of displacement have empowered 

female self-translators from the 20th century, despite being a very small demographic when 

compared to the male self-translators and outside the Anglo-American literary canon. One 

such female author of Asian descent is American-Chinese bilingual writer, Eileen Chang. 

Chang was one of the first bilingual woman authors from Southeast Asia. Although Chang 

had published several short stories by 1945, she gained prominence as a bilingual writer and 

self-translator, with the publication as well as the subsequent English self-translation of her 

work, The Rice Sprout Song: a Novel of Modern China/ 秧歌 (1955). Often remembered as a 

controversial author, Chang’s works are not only reminiscent of the political conditions in 

20th century China but also an exploration of boundaries between the historic and the 

domestic. Shuan Shen’s essay “Betrayal, Impersonation, and Bilingualism: Eileen Chang's 

Self-Translation” (2012) elaborates on how Chang’s bilingualism and use of betrayal as a 

recurrent theme in her works helps the reader explore her problematic position as a bilingual 

self-translator of the time: 

…Writing and rewriting the same pieces in Chinese and English later became a 

habitual practice in Chang’s career. Sometimes, an English version preceded the 

Chinese version; at other times, they were produced the other way around. Published 

in the politically charged context of Shanghai under Japanese colonialization, Chang’s 

self-translation exercises of the 1940s should not be perceived as purely linguistic 

exercises; they are the textual site of an identity performance that I call 

“impersonation.” (Shen, 2012, p.98)  
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Shen justifies the use of “impersonation” in this case, by asking the reader to envision 

translation, not just as a transfer of meaning from source to target text, but also as a linguistic 

and bodily performance which is trans-lingual and cross border in context (Shen, 2012). 

Hence, one can imagine self-translation within the non-European postcolonial as an invaded 

theorizing space. While studying how their works perform, this research critically interprets 

the intensified ambiguity brought on by the self-translations of both Das and Devi.  

As seen in the case of Chang, the intimacy with language is problematic as the 

equation with the language of the interior remains complex22. For authors straddled between 

two distinct socio-linguistic spheres, English acts as a linguistic surrogate. For those who are 

outside this dichotomy, English is a linguistic bridge that allows their voices to reach the 

larger masses. To enable this as a literary exercise, translation exists as an integral part of 

most postcolonial spaces to this day. While Maitreyi Devi embraced the English language in 

her self-translation only to reach larger masses of audience, Kamala Das had already 

succeeded in showcasing her skills as an author within the canon of Indian writing in English. 

These issues are further elaborated on in chapters three and four of this research. 

One can deduce that translation even as a reiteration, existed within the Indian literary 

diaspora long before the advent of British colonisation. Citing Monier-Williams’ claim that 

translation is understood differently in Sanskrit, Bassnett and Trivedi quote the following 

lines: 

The word for translation in Sanskrit, which persists unchanged in most of the modern 

Indian languages, is anuvad, which etymologically and primarily means ‘saying after 

or again, repeating by way of explanation, explanatory repetition or reiteration with 

corroboration or illustration, explanatory reference to anything already said’. 

(Bassnett & Trivedi, 1999, p.9) 

 

                                                 
22 See Lang, 2002, p.54. 
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As anuvad, tarjuma, bhashantar or vivartanam, translation and later adaptations have thus 

remained integral to India’s postcolonial identity (Mukherjee,2001). India’s oral literary 

heritage ascertains the numerous forms in which translation has extended its roots into the 

Indian literary culture. With this emerges the question of Indian female writers in translation. 

One of the most intriguing factors to note is that despite most of the Indian women 

from the upper-class sections of the 20th century being bilingual or even multilingual in some 

cases, most of these female authors opted to write mono-lingually. Amrita Pritam is an 

excellent example of the same, as her translations of European works into Punjabi are 

considered to be an important literary contribution. Pritam, after she founded her literary 

journal in Punjabi, “Nagmani” in 1964, gained prominence in parts of Europe as an Indian 

translator. However, as a self-educated woman of the time, Pritam abstained from translating 

her own works into English. Speaking about own her experience as a translator in Europe, 

Pritam says: 

I met…Madame Zulfia in Uzbekistan, the leading poetess of Uzbek who writes 

wonderful love poems and patriotic poems. I also met Mirza Tursan-Zade, the major 

poet of Tajik, and I also met Mirward Khanam Dilbazi in Baku, one of the leading 

Georgian poetesses. I met many poets in Hungary and other countries who frankly 

told me that they were not published ten years ago. Nobody dared to publish them, 

nobody dared to listen to them. But now they are published and read.23  

 

Her experience in these European countries immediately relates to the publication of 

women’s autobiographies in 20th century India. Those works that focused on women’s 

sexuality or tabooed social behaviours were often considered harmful to the social value 

systems. Woman, the domesticated being that she is, must strive to preserve this value 

system. Both Das and Devi gained formal education under the British Raj and earned access 

                                                 
23 Excerpts from an interview, as published on - https://www.vidaweb.org/amrita-pritam-sexual-politics-and-publishing-in-
mid-20th-century-india/ 

https://www.vidaweb.org/amrita-pritam-sexual-politics-and-publishing-in-mid-20th-century-india/
https://www.vidaweb.org/amrita-pritam-sexual-politics-and-publishing-in-mid-20th-century-india/
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to powerful works of literature that influenced their compelling bilingual writings in the years 

that followed. Both authored autobiographies that spoke of female desire, sexual awakening 

and transcending societal expectations. Their narratives vocalized the issues of familial 

shame and societal intrusion that continually eclipsed their position as a powerful female 

author of the time. Both authors dared to write against the social norms of the time. Chapters 

IIIB and IVB of this research will elaborate on the measures of self-translation employed by 

both Das and Devi in their writings. Amidst widely researched autobiographical writings 

from the Anglo-American literary canons, this research hopes to bring their works as Indian 

female self-translators from the 20th century to the forefront. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The linguistic influences of colonisation on the authorial creations of Indian female writers 

have pushed for the need to explore self-translation as a decolonized literary practice. 

According to Frantz Fanon in The Wretched of the Earth (1963): 

Decolonization never takes place unnoticed, for it influences individuals and modifies 

them fundamentally. It transforms spectators crushed with their inessentiality into 

privileged actors, with the grandiose glare of history’s floodlights upon them. It brings 

a natural rhythm into existence, introduced by new men, and with it a new language 

and a new humanity. Decolonization is the veritable creation of new men. But this 

creation owes nothing of its legitimacy to any supernatural power; the “thing” which 

has been colonized becomes man during the same process by which it frees itself. 

(Fanon, 1963, p.36)  

 

India is a democratic country built on multi-ethnicity, multiculturalism, multilingualism, 

secularism, and on a tainted history of colonial rule. In the years that have followed, the 

colonizer’s language, English, has been embraced by India as her own. The Indian English 

variant of the English language has its own unique linguistic features – although many 

Western scholars, implicitly or explicitly, continue to consider use of such a variant of 
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English unacceptable24. As of 2011, 129 million Indians had English as their first language 

and over 260 million had English as their second language25.  Translation and transliteration 

have been a part of India’s history for centuries. However, this tryst with the English 

language is one that came bearing several issues. On his concept of ‘hybridity’ in language, 

postcolonial writer Homi Bhabha determines hybrid as a “tool for the voice of the 

oppressed”26. Building on this idea, Shai Ginsburg states that Bhabha’s concept of hybridity 

occurs when “European fetishism penetrates non-European territories” (Ginsburg, 2009). 

Ginsburg asserts that this concept of hybridity does not mediate the differences between the 

colonizer and the subject’s language, but reimagines colonial representations in terms of its 

variations and discriminations. In 1954, British linguist J. R. Firth had commented on the 

need to ‘de-anglicize’ as an Englishman due to the universality of the English language. As a 

tool of communicating internationally, Firth had previously predicted the future of English in 

India as long back as the year 1930: 

Firth was conscious of the fact that “of all the civilized peoples of the world, the 

Indians are faced with the most difficult cultural and linguistic problems”. He adopted 

a rather uncharacteristically un-English position for that time when he further added 

“the superficiality characteristic of Indian education is an inheritance from the 

superficial Lord Macaulay. And so long as the English language is the instrument of 

power in the land, it will be difficult to get fathers ambitious for their sons to take 

their own languages seriously. But if India is to take any sort of equal place in our 

commonwealth they will have to be taken seriously; and the sooner or the better”. 

(Kachru, 1983, p.6)  

 

Contrary to what Firth had hoped for, with respect to the Western world, much of India still 

remains in the shadows. Therefore the English language, like the stranger in the room, cannot 

                                                 
24 See Colgate, I. (1994). Love in Calcutta, His and Hers. New York Times Book Review (May 15, 1994). 
25 See Government of India. (2011). Census of India 2011. http://www.censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/C-
16_25062018_NEW.pdf 
26 See Bhabha, H.K. (2004). The location of culture. pp.1-27. London: Routledge. 

http://www.censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/C-16_25062018_NEW.pdf
http://www.censusindia.gov.in/2011Census/C-16_25062018_NEW.pdf
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be assimilated although it continues to throttle the interactive powers of India’s 

multilingualism.  

While reviewing the scholarship on self-translation as a literary activity, there is an 

enormous gap in research when it comes to India. With the large and evolving scholarship on 

translation studies and reclaiming the vernaculars, the reason for such a gap in scholarship 

with reference to self-translation, especially in the case of Indian female authors, is 

intriguing. It is here that India’s multi-ethnicity and its socio-cultural disparities lose out to 

the imagined west. Both Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi employ the literary techniques of 

self-translation in English as an attempt to detach and distance themselves from the cultural 

conventions that imprison them. Their self-translations emerge from a space that leads to 

literary emancipation and authorial recognition. While Das was confident in her bilingualism, 

Devi was far more dauntless in expressing her self-awakening in her mother-tongue. As a 

study, this research focuses only on India while briefly touching upon some important works 

by female writers from across the world. There is still a large gap that remains unanswered 

with respect to indigenous women’s writings from other South Asian countries like Nepal, Sri 

Lanka, Bangladesh and the Maldives. Such an anxiety of postcolonial literary existence 

continues to problematize female confessions from South Asia.  

In the following chapters of this research, the two female autobiographies that are 

central to this study are situated in the socio-historical and cultural spaces whose features 

have been exemplified. This research study hopes to be one of many more, future, scholarly 

works that focus on breaking this seemingly endless silence and study the works of South 

Asian women who have gone against the literary tide and expressed themselves through 

confessional writings, mono-lingually or bilingually.   
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CHAPTER 2: Disentangling Postcolonial Feminisms and Female 
Desire in India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… I, conditional, want you to stop my mouth; will you stop. 

My mouth encircles the sustain of these refusals: 

sometimes and unexpected, unreasonable and polite. 

If you, beautiful, would perceive this new stress formation, 

reducing the noise of our [śyas] tomorrow, 

heads shaved, future universe, ‘victorious banners unlowered’. 

Discipline of desire begins in the mouth. 

                                                 -Nisha Ramayya, States of the Body Produced by Love (2019) 
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1. Feminism Beyond European Borders: India - The Inferred ‘Third World’ 

The concept of female desire in language is a gravely understudied subject in India. This 

chapter focuses on assessing the gap in research pertaining to the plurality of female desires 

within Indian female autobiographical writings. Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi, whose 

autobiographies are the textual focus of this research, explore the complexities of female 

desires through their experiences of bilingualism in what this study calls, metaphorically, 

their literary schizophrenia. This chapter deals with the larger theorization of complex 

articulations of female desire within an Indian context, preceded by the question of 

postcolonial feminisms. This study aims to challenge the hegemony of feminism as a western 

movement, to expand narratives of postcolonial feminism. While recognizing the importance 

of each wave of feminism that changed the social status of women in Europe or North 

America, the objective of this research is to understand the complexities associated with the 

overemphasis of these northern transatlantic feminist ideas on women from countries that 

were not as economically or politically stable in the 20th century. 

In the introductory chapter of New South Asian Feminisms: Paradoxes and 

possibilities (2012), Srila Roy problematizes the use of the term “South Asia” as a generic 

entity in the following words: 

‘South Asia’ and ‘feminism’ are both complex categories, not amenable to easy 

definition. Post-colonial South Asia, which today includes the nation-states of 

Bangladesh, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and, most recently, 

Afghanistan, is continuously overshadowed by regionalism, geopolitics and ethnic 

strife, making it difficult to speak of as a singular region. This is in spite of the fact 

that it shares interlocking geographical and historical, as well as cultural, legacies and 

is part of the daily global traffic of people, goods and ideas. (Roy, 2012, p.5)  

 

Despite these differences, Roy emphasizes that there is “more that unites than separates” 

when it comes to the lived experiences of women from South Asia (Roy, 2012). Apart from 
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their shared colonial history, these women have been subjected to the ills of socio-cultural 

hegemony for centuries. Through the numerous wars fought in South Asia since the early 20th 

century, the constant victimization of women emerged as a commonality. The pluralization of 

the term “feminism” has its roots in the various diffusions and agendas that separate and unite 

the experiences of these South Asian women. Gendered violence and constant subjugation 

become major propellers of these feminisms, especially in Indian feminisms. Despite being 

heterogeneous in terms of its goals, western feminist discourse outlines a different trajectory 

than that of the collective experiences of women from other parts of the world, including 

South Asia.  

It must be noted that colonisation and the casualties that resulted from it were 

extremely impactful in the case of these countries. While attempting to win back their 

political freedom, the women of these countries were fighting against patriarchy within their 

own individual spaces. Feminism, as a socio-political movement, was not known to them. 

The histories of their efforts at self-emancipation in the 20th century traced an extremely 

different path than that of their European or North American counterparts. However, to 

investigate such a gap in research, this study often returns to theories of western feminisms 

that have previously contextualized women’s struggles and the need to articulate literary 

desires. Unlike these well-founded theories of desire in language emerging from the west, 

Indian female writers lack an organized literary and theoretical framework to fall back on – 

they lack literary “foremothers” (Gilbert and Gubar, 1979). These theories help expand on 

how the two Indian autobiographies in this research become instrumental in theorizing 

literate female desire in Indian autobiographical writings of the 20th century.  The following 

sections of this chapter disentangle the socio-historical complexities associated with India’s 

postcolonial feminisms through research on gender subjugation, the articulation of desire in 

language, the role of Kali as a maternal figure in Indian feminism and how it can be applied 
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to the two Indian women’s autobiographical writings. In order to provide a grounding literary 

history, this chapter will end with a brief history of literate desire in Indian women’s writing 

between the years 1940 and 1990. This chapter begins with the exploration of India as an 

inferred third world27 country followed by the historization of a literate female desire since 

the mid-20th century. 

In the anthology Language, Sexualities, and Desires: Cross-Cultural Perspectives 

(2007), H. Sauntson addresses the issue of cultural ethics by borrowing from Geertz’s essay 

“Ethnic Conflict: Three Alternative Terms” (1993)28: 

Geertz (1993: 89) offers another classic definition which more obviously draws 

attention to the role that language plays in culture: ‘[Culture] denotes an historically 

transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited 

conceptions expressed in symbolic form by means of which men communicate, 

perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life.’ (Sauntson, 

2007, p.6)  

 

Such a definition of culture as a patriarchal system of inherited conceptions becomes crucial 

for our understanding of how language and literacy, within the Indian context, developed as a 

tool for female empowerment. When European Imperialism began gaining control over the 

now-commonwealth countries, each of these countries was ruled by weak leaders. Their 

incompetence paved the way for easy Europeans access into the countries and to find a 

foothold amongst the locals. Be it the Spanish invasion of the Philippines, or the Portuguese-

French-English colonisations of India, each of these countries had polarizing racio-cultural 

identities when compared to their colonizers. The superiority of the “fair skinned”, “light-

                                                 
27 According to Spivak (2006), the Bandung Conference (1955) effort to establish a third way — neither with the Eastern nor 
within the Western bloc — in the world system, in response to the seemingly new world order established after the Second 
World War, was not accompanied by a commensurate intellectual effort. The only idioms deployed for the nurturing of this 
nascent Third World in the cultural field belonged then to positions emerging from resistance within the supposedly ‘old’ 
world order — anti-imperialism, and/or nationalism. Chandra Mohanty uses third world as an interchangeable term to denote 
women of colour. 
28 See Geertz, C. (1993). Ethnic Conflict: Three Alternative Terms. Common Knowledge, 2(3). 
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eyed” colonizer was accepted with muted fascination. In India, the Battle of Plassey in 1757, 

the Islamic rulers of Bengal lost to the British East India Company, who went on to rule India 

for over two centuries. Countries that fell prey to Europe’s masked conquests are numerous– 

the continent of Africa, Australia, New Zealand, North America and Hong Kong, to name a 

few. One of the earliest civilizations in the world alongside China, Egypt and Greece, before 

the British arrived India had been a country known for its natural resources and exceptional 

brilliance in culture, art and architecture. By the 17th century, India had been ruled over by 

the Mughal rulers for over two centuries. By 1757, India was divided into small provincial 

kingdoms, each with its own ruler. These kingdoms would often wage war against each other 

for amassing larger territories. Citing this as a political state of chaos, the British East India 

Company who arrived as traders and eventually became the “saviours.” 

Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities (1983) is a modern example of how the 

West views nationalism and believes it to be an all-encompassing definition fit for even those 

countries that are postcolonial in existence. Critiquing Anderson’s definition of nation as an 

“imagined community”, postcolonial historian Partha Chatterjee states in The Nation and Its 

Fragments – Colonial and Postcolonial Histories (1993): 

I have one central objection to Anderson’s argument. If nationalisms in the rest of the 

world have to choose their imagined community from certain “modular” forms 

already made available to them by Europe and the Americas, what do they have left to 

imagine? History, it would seem, has decreed that we in the postcolonial world shall 

only be perpetual consumers of modernity. Europe and the Americas, the only true 

subjects of history, have thought out on our behalf not only the script of colonial 

enlightenment and exploitation, but also that of our anticolonial resistance and 

postcolonial misery. Even our imaginations must remain forever colonized. 

(Chatterjee, 1993, p.5)29  

 

                                                 
29 See Chatterjee, P. (1993). Whose Imagined Community?, The Nation and Its Fragments – Colonial and Postcolonial 
Histories (p.5). Princeton NJ: Princeton UP. 
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Chatterjee’s quotation is a window into the two centuries of British imperialism that India 

had been subjected to. The imagined neo-colonial forces that continue to pervade throughout 

the country is a strong reminder of the bygone British era. The “postcolonial misery” is, thus, 

India’s reality today. 

Despite a strong socio-cultural history, India loses out on its representation of gender 

equality. The women continue to be victims of patriarchal forces and despite the rich cultural 

heritage that they are located within, these women are mostly unable to enunciate their 

powerlessness. It is such powerlessness that is recounted in the autobiographical narratives of 

Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi. While Das navigates the issues faced by the South Indian 

Malayalee upper-caste woman, Devi, in Bengal, elaborates on the question of desire in 

postcolonial womanhood vis-à-vis the west.  It is here that one can refer to the strength of the 

Indian Manasa30 or to the more widely recognized western metaphor of the Medusa by Helen 

Cixous and the many serpents on their heads which denote multiplicity of female sexuality in 

women’s writing, while proposing a new “rhetorical landscape” against patriarchal forces that 

inhibit the female body and voice31. In Pre-Independent India, nationalists turned to 

mythological figures in Hinduism to derive strength and inspiration. Emergence of women’s 

movements in the late 19th and 20th century led to the reiteration of how India had been the 

land of Kali and Durga, two of the most fearless mythological figures in Hinduism who were 

feared and venerated by the entire Hindu pantheon. References to these female mythological 

figures and the question of female empowerment become central to my analysis of female 

desire within the two autobiographies in this research.  

Sarojini Naidu, the first female Governor of independent India famously stated the 

need to educate women in order to embark on the road to freedom: 

                                                 
30 Goddess Manasa in Hinduism is believed to be the mother of all nāgas or snakes and the goddess of fertility. She is often 
pictorially depicted as a woman sheltered by a canopy of snake heads.  
31 Alexander, L. (2004). Hélène Cixous and the rhetoric of feminine desire: Re-writing the Medusa. Literary Journal, 
1(1). https://studylib.net/doc/7378032/h%C3%A9l%C3%A8ne-cixous-and-the-rhetoric-of-feminine-desire 

https://studylib.net/doc/7378032/h%C3%A9l%C3%A8ne-cixous-and-the-rhetoric-of-feminine-desire
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…Educate your women and the nation will take care of itself, for it is as true today as 

it was yesterday and will be to the end of human life that the hand that rocks the 

cradle rules the world.32  

 

Naidu’s words were met with the utmost enthusiasm as more and more people of the upper-

class and upper-middle class sections of the Indian society began realizing the importance of 

educating the women of their households. The social workers and female political leaders of 

the time hoped to invoke the cumulative strength of Indian womanhood that had been 

subjugated not only by the local patriarchal forces but also the alien British. With their efforts 

emerged the pertinent question of articulation of female desire amongst these women, who 

had for the longest time remained unrepresented and voiceless. This research is, thus, a call to 

investigate feminist forces beyond the purview of more commonly studied Anglo-American 

texts. The following sections of this chapter will focus on socio-cultural issues associated 

with Indian feminism, while focusing on the study of female desire.  

 

1.1 Gendered Social Disparity and Indian Women 

What separates and complicates the study of any literary concept within the larger canon of 

Indian literature is the question of the caste and social position of the Indian woman. While 

Kamala Das locates caste oppression within her own personal narrative, Maitreyi Devi is 

prudent in identifying the issues of social hierarchy that are detrimental to a woman’s 

position in the larger Bengali society. Chandra Mohanty Talpade focuses on the need to 

consider South Asian women’s writing within the broader concept of “border-less feminism” 

by stating the following:  

Feminism without borders is not the same thing as “border-less” feminism. It 

acknowledges the fault lines, conflicts, differences, fears, and containment that 

                                                 
32 See Kumar, R. (1993). The History of Doing: An Illustrated Account of Movements for Women’s Rights and Feminism in 
India 1800-1900. pp. 203. New Delhi: Kali for Women. 
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borders represent. It acknowledges that there is no one sense of a border, that the lines 

between and through nations, races, classes, sexualities, religions, and disabilities, are 

real – and that a feminism without borders must envision change and social justice 

work across these lines of demarcation and division. (Talpade, 2003, p.2)  

 

In the case of India, multicultural and multi-linguistic in its existence, border-less 

conceptualisation of any kind becomes problematic. A country scarred with numerous 

geographical boundaries and rivers criss-crossing across its surface, faith and religion played 

important roles in shaping up the country to what it is today.  

While distancing itself from western understandings of feminism, this research 

questions the functionality of borderless feminism suggested by Mohanty. Although Das and 

Devi strive to go beyond the borders of their own upper-caste, upper-class Hindu identities, it 

is crucial to note the role of social privilege in the formation of their authorial identities. 

Caste, and sustained subordination of women within an extremely patriarchal and rigid social 

structure, are pivotal feminist issues that have been scarcely incorporated into the larger 

canon of western feminism. India’s two-century long colonial history contributed to the 

already patriarchal Hindu society, where women remained overshadowed by their male 

family members. The Brahminical patriarchy within the Hindu society of the time had 

believed women to be central repositories of caste structure. In order to safeguard the caste 

structure successfully, the woman’s seclusion was necessary. She was meant to not know the 

outside world, of its endless possibilities and her own strength. She was to uphold the honour 

of her father’s name by marrying a man of her family’s choice, someone who conforms to the 

caste structure. The sexuality of the lower caste male is of utmost concern to the patriarchal 

force within an upper-caste Hindu setting. This expectation concerning a patriarchal practice 

is still prevalent within the Indian Hindu societies. Although an examination of the roots of 

the caste system is beyond the scope of this thesis, they can be traced back to the ancient 
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Vedic Age in Hinduism, where sages dictated social rules in Sanskrit texts, which shaped up 

the Hindu societies of the future.  

While the number of scholarly works on the negative effects of Brahminical 

patriarchy on upper-caste women is low, Indian historian Uma Chakravarti’s essays on the 

topic have redefined the conceptualisation of classist patriarchal history in the country. A 

conspicuous feature of Indian society lies in its casteist social stratifications and incessant 

oppression of women as well as the lower castes. The subordination of women, in general, 

has always taken an exceptionally harsh form in India. Gender and Caste hierarchy have been 

issues integral to Indian social order. As its background, this study will derive from the 

history of Brahminical patriarchy associated with such a continual subordination of Indian 

women. As briefly noted in the chapters elaborating on the textual analyses, Caste divisions 

have been named in different cultural spaces within India. As a research that deals with two 

female authors, from two different cultural spaces within the same country, the subsequent 

chapters elucidate aspects of the caste divisions in Bengal and Kerala. To understand why 

caste and gender hierarchy have acted as organising principles for the Indian social order, 

there is a need to unravel stories from the country’s past that have shown the exponential 

deterioration in Indian women’s social position. With respect to the ancient Mesopotamian 

civilization, Gerda Lerner’s The Creation of Patriarchy (1986) elaborates on the root causes 

for the initiation of patriarchal dominance within a social structure. Her statements, albeit 

with reference to a different cultural space, seem crucial in deciphering patriarchal history in 

India:  

Men learned to institute dominance and hierarchy over other people by their earlier 

practice of dominance over the women of their own group. This found expression in 

the institutionalization of slavery, which began with the enslavement of women of 

conquered groups. Women’s sexual subordination was institutionalized in the earliest 

law codes and enforced by the full power of the state. (Lerner, 1986, p.9)  
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Lerner further elaborates on the historical conditioning and control of women’s sexuality by 

men through organised reproduction, a problem that remains deeply embedded in the Indian 

social psyche to the present day. Based on the ancient cave paintings seen at Bhimbetka, 

India, historians argue that women worked alongside the men to hunt and gather while taking 

on the role of a nurturer. This emphasizes the division of labour without gender bias.  

However, such a bias acquires a gradual but firm hold over the Indian societies in the 

centuries that followed. Through the histories of various ancient civilizations, one can locate 

the emphasis on constructing a padlocked social structure to protect land, women and the 

sanctity of the social hierarchy. Uma Chakravarti, in her essay “Conceptualising Brahmanical 

Patriarchy in Early India: Gender, Caste, Class and State” (1993), refers to the ancient Hindu 

text Rig Veda33 from the 3rd century BCE and lists out instances from Indian history when the 

Aryan tribes who conquered several Indian kingdoms looked down upon the dark-skinned 

locals and enslaved their women as “dasis”34. The Hindu sacred text Bhagavad-Gita itself 

warns of the “collapse of the social and moral order when there are leakages in the closed 

structure of marriages” (Chakravarti, 1993). Like Helen of Troy, Draupadi from The 

Mahabharata and Sita from The Ramayana exist as Indian examples for the popular belief 

that women are the reason behind every major war in epics. Even today, behind closed doors, 

Indian Hindu families believe corrupt women can disturb the balance of the entire society. 

One can refer to the many female nocturnal figures in Indian mythology that draw their 

pleasures from male despair and to Gilbert and Gubar’s concepts of the monstrous woman in 

male literature – She is either an angel or a femme fatale. The demoniac woman’s sexuality is 

a threat to male chastity and these women are recurrent characters in Indian epics like The 

                                                 
33 Rig Veda is an ancient Sanskrit text containing commentaries on Hindu philosophy and religious worship. A sacred text 
for the Hindus, scattered and numerous in terms of number, the oldest manuscripts of the Rigveda are believed to have been 
authored between 1200 and 900 BCE. 
34 Dasi denotes a female Hindu woman, usually of a lower-caste, who is kept as a slave by a monarch or an upper-caste 
family. 
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Ramayana, where the Ceylonese king Ravana’s demoniac sister Surpanakha’s lusts for Prince 

Lakshmana, who cuts her nose off as a punishment. Uma Chakravarti elaborates on how such 

patriarchal control over women was institutionalized, as far back as the arrival of the Aryan 

tribes in the Indian subcontinent (ibid). It is such a concept of chastity that Maitreyi Devi 

addresses through her autobiographical writing. In a response to Mircea Eliade’s claims in the 

text Bengal Nights (1994), Devi locates the crucial importance of female chastity, within the 

Indian context. She examines the social and the historical preoccupations with the unchaste 

woman and how Eliade’s fantastical narrative could jeopardize her familial and social status 

– an argument that is central to her autobiographical narrative. With reference to the issue of 

institutionalized patriarchal control emerges the problems associated with marriage in Indian 

societies and the subjugation of women. The next section elaborates on the historical gender 

oppression faced by Indian women, while navigating the question of female desire within 

such a complex socio-linguistic context.  

 

2. Double Imprisonment and Feminism in India 

As the new-age Indian feminists disagreed with the definitions of Western/ Anglo-American 

feminisms, they turned to their own histories for inspiration. Unlike the “isms” that were a 

part of the modern Indian consciousness – colonialism, communism, patriotism, to name a 

few – these women were aware of the lack of a conceptual or theoretical base to help create a 

definition of Feminism, as a homogenous concept. In their essay titled “Feminism: Questions 

from the Indian Context” from Feminism in India (2005), Indian feminist scholars Kamla 

Bhasin and Nighat Said Khan state that recognition of any discrimination based on gender, 

and those who take any necessary action against the same, is a feminist stance irrespective of 

their own social group or sex. They lay emphasis on the recognition of male dominance and 

patriarchal forces within the society. It is important to inquire why most educated Indian 
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women in power have constantly reiterated that they are “not feminists” in public platforms 

(Chaudhuri, 2005). Why was there such a distaste associated with the term? According to 

Bhasin and Khan, such a categorical denial and aversion associated with the term can be 

attributed to the misrepresented Indian media propaganda that paint feminism and feminists 

as immoral, western constructs. The male-dominated media sector has been responsible for a 

widespread misrepresentation of feminists as “bra-burning”, “man-hating”, “family-

destroying” women. This propaganda is reinforced by other forces and groups that see the 

emancipation and liberation of women as a threat, with the result that feminists in our 

countries are attacked and dismissed as “middle class”, “westernized” and “rootless” women 

(ibid). 

Recent studies on the subject further ascertain how the landscape of feminist activity 

in India has changed significantly with the rising number of educated women. With the 

earliest known movements of feminism in the country focusing on eradicating social evils 

against women, like Sati or the legal implementation of the Widow Remarriage Act in the 

colonial period, the postcolonial Indian woman worked towards the emancipation of 

womanhood. A critical issue faced by Indian women was the social inequality that led to rise 

in gender atrocities inflicted by the dominant male forces within the society. A relevant 

problem in India to this day, Indian feminists continue to fight for legal reforms that can 

ascertain such atrocities became punishable by law. While it is far more difficult for women 

from lower strata(s) of the society to empower themselves against such atrocities, non-

governmental organizations across the country tirelessly work to support the voiceless. As 

this research focuses on the autobiographical accounts of the privileged women of the Indian 

society, it also reflects on the statements of these authors on the class and caste as well as 

gender politics prevalent in the 20th century. These writings focus on the changing faces of 

patriarchal forces in India that historically rely on conceiving newer forms of oppression. 
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Aparna Bandyopadhyay’s Desire and Defiance – A Study of Bengali Women in Love, 

1850-1930 (2016) focuses on the issue of how Indian women, throughout history, have faced 

societal discrimination for acting on their desires. Bandyopadhyay cites arguments against the 

widow remarriage act in Bengal that questioned the woman’s need for sexual gratification. 

Closely relating this to the societal bigotry that encouraged arranged marriage amongst 

Hindus, Bandyopadhyay states the following: 

Similarly, it was felt that women marrying of their own choice were liable to turn 

disloyal after marriage because choice itself was perceived to be capricious and 

ephemeral. (Bandyopadhyay, 2016, p.4)  

 

In Geraldine Forbes’ foreword to Bandyopadhyay’s text, she addresses the challenges faced 

by early Indian female authors and historians for choosing to write about conventionally 

tabooed topics such as love, desire and female sexuality. Furthermore, Bandyopadhyay turns 

to Malini Bhattacharya to locate the emergence of many Bengali terminologies that were 

coined in the later years of the colonial period to address “non-marital and pre-marital 

heterosexual relationships”. These derisive terminologies largely served as negative social 

connotations while addressing the female character. Some of these are: byabhichar 

(adultery), asatitva (unchastity), asati (unchaste woman), kulata (a deviant woman), durniti 

(moral corruption), pap (sin), abaidha prem (illicit love), kulatyagini (a woman who has 

denounced her ancestry), kupathagamini (deviance from virtue) and patita (fallen woman) 

(Bandyopadhyay, 2016). Although not native to just Bengal, these negative connotations 

reflect the societal prejudices associated with a woman’s sexual freedom and provides a 

backdrop for the lives of those female authors who chose to write about their desires against 

these mechanisms of patriarchal control.  
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2.1 Marriage and Reproductive Rights 

The three-fold social stratification in India on the basis of caste, class and gender is one that 

gave shape to the patriarchal forces. In the post-Vedic period, following the disintegration of 

the tribal economy, private ownership of land became the norm. Such an ownership was 

traced through paternal lineage and thus, to maintain caste purity, marriage became a guarded 

social ceremony. With the onset of Buddhism in the country, the Jataka Tales became a 

source of historical records that outlined the societal norms through interactive folklores. 

Within these stories, womankind is often depicted as fickle-minded, sexual beings who often 

stand for falsehood (ibid). Indian women are thus carriers of disguised tradition. Kumkum 

Sangari and Suresh Vaid in their anthology of essays titled Recasting Women (1989) 

characterize womanhood in India as “part of an asserted or desired, not an actual cultural 

continuity” (Sangari and Vaid, 1989). By the post-Vedic age, women’s sexuality had become 

a serious problem. With patriarchal powers organizing the “maternal power”, there were steps 

taken to ensure that female sexuality was kept in check. Such measures often acquired 

inspiration from casteist-classist social structures as set down by the Brahmanas. According 

to Uma Chakravarti: 

Women’s general subordination was essential in this stage because it was only then 

that the mechanism of control upon women’s sexuality could actually be effective. 

The mechanism of control operated through three devices and at three different levels; 

the first was through ideology, through the stridharma, or pativratadharma, 

internalised by women who attempted to live up to the ideal notion of womanhood 

contrasted by the ideologues of the society. (Chakravarti, 1993, p.582)  

 

Stridharma (womanly duties) is one every Hindu woman from a respectable social 

background is expected to live by while Pativratadharma (duty and loyalty to one’s husband) 

denote loyalty and duties expected to be followed by a married Hindu woman. These were 

tools for exercising naturalized patriarchal control over Indian women. Chakravarti further 
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clarifies that several ancient Hindu texts defend the use of physical violence on the husband’s 

part to reprimand and control his wife’s sexuality. The illusion of the “Bharatiya Nari” is one 

that has propelled the strong patriarchal hold in the Indian society. Predominantly a Hindu, 

the Bharatiya (Indian) Nari (woman) is a chaste, dutiful, demure, domesticated and almost 

mute female, with a crippling respect towards the male members of the society. She does not 

question the authority of the men in her family. She recognizes the importance of a woman’s 

place within the four walls of a household. An act almost synonymous with that of sanctioned 

social slavery, an Indian woman recognizes her father as her subjugator until marriageable 

age, when her father, through the ritualistic kanyadaan35, hands over the reins of his dutiful 

daughter’s life to a man chosen for her. Iterated through generations of social life and 

reiterated through visual media, an image of the helpless damsel, of the Bharatiya Nari, is 

one that India is yet to shake off completely. As mentioned before, these Brahmanic concepts 

of pativratadharma and stridharma became controversial terminologies for women in post-

colonial India, thus de-legitimizing further concepts of gender policing. 

India’s representation of sexuality as an extremely private idea is better understood 

through the peripheral histories of the courtesan culture. The female courtesan in historical 

narratives is often referred to as the dancing girl, nautch girl and tawaif or kothewali in North 

India and the Deccan region. With the advent of colonial administration, these categories, 

each with their own significance, were perceived within the broader category of a public 

woman or a ‘prostitute’. These women represented the “other side” of the Indian moral 

compass. To the moral men, both British and Indian, who contributed to the rise in the 

number of prostitution rings across the country since the mid-19th century, these women 

                                                 
35 Kanyadaan (Kanya – girl, Daan – donation) is a ritualistic practice conducted in Hindu weddings where the father of the 
bride gives away his daughter by placing her hand on the hand of the groom. The ritual denotes that the father, who was until 
then the daughter’s guardian, is passing on the responsibility to the groom. Several 21st century Indian feminists have spoken 
up against the practice and call for its cessation. 
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stood for everything their womenfolk back home did not - desire, sexual prowess and more 

importantly, a medium to showcase masculinity. As Chapters 3 and 4 delineate, both Kamala 

Das and Maitreyi Devi challenge the Indian ideal of associating immorality with the concept 

of the “public” woman and vice versa.  

In most Indian societies of the early 20th century, the upper-class private women, who 

were caged within the inner chambers of the household, were unaware (at least officially) of 

the double lives their husbands led. The private thus stood for morality, whereas the public 

stood for everything immoral. Bengali theatre artist Binodini Dasi’s autobiography is one that 

exists as a narrative straddled between the public and the private. Her autobiography, Amar 

Katha (1913), is a tenuous narrative into the lives of those numerous children, who are born 

in Indian brothels every day and are refused to be acknowledged as a part of the larger 

society. Dasi spoke about the discriminations she faced for being her mother’s daughter and 

how her social background always shadowed her achievements as one of the earliest known 

female theatre artists in India. Public women like Dasi had no foothold in such a society. A 

short summarization of Binodini Dasi’s work and her life does not do her brilliance any 

justice, neither does the exclusion of women’s narratives from the Dalit or lower-castes in the 

Indian society. The autobiographies discussed in this study are insights into the world of the 

privileged in 20th century India – those who could afford a comfortable life, an education, 

having been part of socially acceptable groups. Nevertheless, in the larger western academic 

framework, these female authors still exist as marginalized post-colonial voices. Therefore, it 

is crucial to note that it was only in the 20th century that women’s rights began to be well-

articulated in India, especially in relation to academic attention and gender studies. 

In the wake of independence, the social status of the Indian woman called for a 

change. Female authors across the world, striving for education and equal rights, began 

publishing an increasing number of autobiographical works. Privileged women, like Kamala 
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Das and Maitreyi Devi, accessed works by powerful western feminists and recognized the 

absence of a powerful literary foremother within their own literary histories (Madhavikutty, 

1973). In their work The Madwoman in the Attic (1979), Gilbert and Gubar emphasize the 

lack of a literary foremother for a female author to trace her roots back to. For centuries, the 

female characters were created through a man’s vision. They spoke of her from a 

judgemental, patriarchal standpoint, causing the future female author to struggle in her 

attempt to identify herself within the male dominated literary culture. This literary history, 

which was dominated by male figures who wrote about women as either ‘angels’ or the 

monstrous femme fatale, had consciously not acknowledged the existence of women’s 

confessional voices in literature. In Anglo-American literary history, authors like Virginia 

Woolf wrote against patriarchal oppression. Several others from non-Anglo-American 

literary circles followed suit, thus making 20th century literature a seminal period for 

women’s autobiographies to develop as a strong voice against centuries of male literary 

dominance. With respect to bilingualism and articulation of female desire, the authors studied 

as part of this research do not write amidst such an organized feminist literary history. To 

better understand the alterities of female desire enunciated through Kamala Das and Maitreyi 

Devi’s autobiographies, this work draws inspiration from Anglo-American female authors 

whose theorization of the ‘feminine’ language as a voice of strength against patriarchal 

control helps to the further contextualization of the untheorized, marginalized postcolonial 

narratives. 

 

3. Tracing literacy: Articulating Desire in Language 
 
In theory, feminism is a term that addresses the modern resistance to centuries of 

subordination faced by women all over the world. Feminism as a social movement had 

provided women with the strength to fight for what was rightfully theirs – freedom and a 
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right to equality. Helen Cixous suggests that the art of women writing women’s stories and 

therefore writing herself is an extremely important process in the creation of their history: 

Woman must write herself: must write about women and bring women to writing, 

from which they have been driven away as violently as from their bodies - for the 

same reasons, by the same law, with the same fatal goal. Woman must put herself into 

the text - as into the world and into history - by her own movement. (Cixous, 1976, 

p.245)  

 

A mute spectator in a man’s world, the woman was expected to remain within the four walls 

of a house. Her place was in the kitchen, rearing children and taking her husband’s lineage 

forward. Women had been kept away from making any important socio-political decisions as 

the men in power made those decisions for them. It was only in the 19th century when women 

from Europe and North America began fighting for their right to suffrage and equal contract. 

This was followed by feminist movements that focused on marriage, property and custody 

laws in the first half, on sexuality and reproductive rights in the second half and later, on 

gender equality. Western feminism is often considered to have occurred in three waves – the 

first wave (1830s-1900s), the second wave (1960s-1980s) and the third wave (1990s-2000s). 

In the war ridden world of the 20th century, female emancipation began finding some ground 

although there was a lot that needed to be changed within the persistent male dominance 

within social hierarchies.  

 Addressing the late emergence of the female articulation of sexuality, Cixous states 

that: 

Men still have everything to say about their sexuality, and everything to write. For 

what they have said so far, for the most part, stems from the opposition 

activity/passivity, from the power relation between a fantasized obligatory virility 

meant to invade, to colonize, and the consequential phantasm of woman as a "dark 

continent" to penetrate and to "pacify." (We know what "pacify" means in terms of 

customizing the other and misrecognizing the self.) Conquering her, they've made 
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haste to depart from her borders, to get out of sight, out of body. The way man has of 

getting out of himself and into her whom he takes not for the other but for his own, 

deprives him, he knows, of his own bodily territory. One can understand how man, 

confusing himself with his penis and rushing in for the attack, might feel resentment 

and fear of being "taken" by the woman, of being lost in her, absorbed, or alone. 

(Cixous, 1976, p. 878)36 

 

Cixous’ essay “The Laugh of the Medusa” (1976) is an influential work in European 

feminism that attempts to define why female authors should be the ones to best represent 

women in literature. Cixous’ essay is a window that provides a glimpse into what the future 

holds for a woman writer: Why should She write? What does She hope to achieve? The 

primary objective of a female author is to experience sexuality beyond male censorship 

through her own writing, imploring her inner feminine strength to break “her immense bodily 

territories which have been kept under seal”, while releasing her from the guilt of having 

desires (ibid). Cixous does clarify in one of her footnotes for the essay that her work is 

voicing the concerns for western feminism. However, the experience of the west has not 

incorporated, especially in first- and second-wave feminism, the struggles of non-White 

women, whose problems were far deeper and ignored. While gender and patriarchy had been 

a problem for all Anglo-American women of every century, caste, racial discrimination and 

financial disparity along with the ill effects of colonialism shrouded the lives of women who 

belonged outside this bracket. However, Cixous’ project does not address issues associated 

with a feminine practice of writing within the South Asian context. This pushes for a 

theoretical structure that can lead to a deeper understanding of non-Western writers and the 

struggles of female authorship. While attempting to articulate her inability to define such a 

                                                 
36 Cixous, H., Cohen, K., & Cohen, P. (1976). The Laugh of the Medusa. Signs, 1(4), 875-893. Retrieved from 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3173239 
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feminine writing practice, Cixous states the following in her essay “The Laugh of the 

Medusa” (1976): 

For this practice can never be theorized, enclosed, coded – which doesn’t mean that it 

doesn’t exist. But it will always surpass the discourse that regulates the phallocentric 

system; it does and will take place in areas other than those subordinated to 

philosophico-theoretical domination. (Moi, 1985, p.107)  

 

Although Cixous rejects Lacan’s subordination of women through his concept of 

phallocentrism37, she reifies another set of binaries in her own writing, by posing “man” 

against “woman”. This, combined with her emphasis on a seemingly homogenous idea of the 

term “women”, led to the eventual rejection of Cixous’ l’ecriture feminine by most Anglo-

American feminists. What Cixous terms as a “phallic period”, is one that continues to 

dominate most of non-Western literary Diasporas. With later western feminists critiquing the 

heterosexual focus of the movement, one could deduce the rationale behind the multiplicity 

of the term ‘feminism’. Over the years, with the emergence of several arguable terminologies 

like, ‘third world’, ‘developing/developed’, ‘queer feminism’, ‘black feminism’, ‘brown 

feminism’ and of course, the quintessential ‘(white) feminism’, the plurality of the term has 

been expanding.  

Over the history of Western thought in psychoanalysis, what we see are a large 

number of male thinkers like Kojève or Lacan who have interpreted women across the world 

as a homogenous entity. Interspersed amongst these patriarchal readings of feminine 

existence are a few Western female thinkers like Helene Cixous, Luce Irigaray, Julia Kristeva 

and later, Judith Butler, who have examined psychoanalysis through the lens of gender. The 

articulation of female desire, vis-à-vis body politics and/or sexuality has been an important 

field of postmodernist research in Western academia for several years. Although Western in 

                                                 
37 Lacan’s concept of Phallocentrism has the “phallus” or male agency at the centre of all organisations in the social world. 
See Lacan, J. (1977). Ecrits: A Selection. (A.Sheridan, Trans.). New York: W.W. Norton and Company. 
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terms of their overall perceptions, these female thinkers provide structure to the hitherto 

essentially non-existent genre of feminism and psychoanalysis in South Asian contexts.   

This research, however, focuses on the articulation of female desire with respect to 

languages within the Indian context. Such a semiotic study of language and symbols is 

integral in challenging how the female postcolonial authors studied here explore desire 

through their autobiographies. According to Toril Moi: 

In one sense, the unconscious is the desire. Lacan’s famous statement: “The 

unconscious is structured like a language” contains an important insight into the 

nature of desire: for Lacan, desire ‘behaves’ in precisely the same way as language: it 

moves ceaselessly on from object to object or from signifier to signifier, and will 

never find full and present satisfaction just as meaning can never be seized as full 

presence.  (Moi, 1985, p.97)  

 

Therefore, one can deduce that South Asian bilingual authors like the ones studied in this 

research have a disassociated unconscious that understands desire in a complex manner. 

Cixous’ essay “The Laugh of the Medusa” (1976) uncovers the multifaceted nature of 

women’s sexuality and its expression through language. Using the legendary figure of the 

medusa as a metaphor for women’s “multiplicity”, Cixous approaches language by 

deconstructing the various locations of feminine desire – desire that is not unbridled by male 

history, socio-linguistic hierarchy or sexuality. Moi further states that Cixous’ analysis of 

writing as such is bisexual in nature, especially for the female writer who attempts to express 

her desire in a language, which is usually a masculine commodity. For the oppressed South 

Asian female, expressing desire in a masculine linguistic space is, therefore, not only a 

negation of linguistic masculinity but also of imperialistic socio-linguistic masculine 

hegemony. Cixous, like Luce Irigaray after her, advocated for the creation of a women’s 

language, one which can articulate all the complexities within a female writer. Speaking 

about the need to create such a tongue, Irigaray states:   
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If we don’t invent a language, if we don’t find out body’s language, its gestures will 

be too few to accompany our story. When we become tired of the same ones, we’ll 

keep our desires secret, unrealized. (Humm, 1992, p.210)  

 

The need to invent a language to articulate the “unrealized” desires within one’s own self is 

an exercise explored through the Das and Devi’s autobiographies. Julia Kristeva’s Desire in 

Language (1977) further extends the argument by creating a comprehensive theoretical 

framework for those studying female desire in language. Through her text, Kristeva suggests 

that the repression caused during Lacan’s Symbolic Order not only represses desire towards 

the mother and the language of the Imaginary, but this repression bursts forth linguistically 

through verbal slips and conceited use of vocabulary (Kristeva, 1977). Here, language is 

expressed through vocal or literal expressions. Kristeva believes all language is differentiated 

by gender. Kristeva proposes “masculine language” to be more linear and logical than a 

“feminine language” which is more emotional and cyclical.  

Positioning herself against the Freudian interpretation of psycholinguistics, Kristeva 

describes the language of poetry as one that betrays the repressed instinctual drive and 

maternal element. She anticipates a tussle between language as a symbolic conveyer of ideas 

and language as a countercultural weapon. When asked years later about her approach 

towards psycholinguistics and women’s writing, Kristeva states that her theory emerges out 

of “a third development in the human sciences, a development which dates from the Freudian 

and structural linguistic revolutions” with its primary objective being postmodern literature 

(Block, 1983). Irigaray’s research on the exclusion of a female imaginary can be extended to 

the analysis of Indian female’s autobiographical narratives which expresses fragmented 

self(s) through the “scattered remnants of a violated sexuality”: 

Must this multiplicity of female desire and female language be understood as shards, 

scattered remnants of a violated sexuality? A sexuality denied? The question has no 

simple answer. The rejection, the exclusion of a female imaginary certainly puts 
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woman in the position of experiencing herself only fragmentarily, in the little-

structured margins of a dominant ideology, as waste, or excess, what is left of a mirror 

invested by the (masculine) “subject”, to reflect himself, to copy himself. Moreover, 

the role of “femininity” is prescribed by this masculine specula(riza)tion and 

corresponds scarcely at all to woman’s desire, which may be recovered only in secret, 

in hiding, with anxiety and guilt. (Irigaray, 1985, p.30) 

 

The suggested multiplicity in Luce Irigaray’s The Sex Which Is Not One (1985) can be 

adapted to the problematic multiplicity of female desire within the Indian context. Male 

psychoanalysts like Jacques Lacan had stated that the geography of feminine pleasure was 

not an important focus of study (Moi, 1985). The “hysterical” woman not only rambles on the 

seemingly mundane issues but also attempts to elaborate on pleasure that She knows nothing 

about. This lack of knowledge about pleasure, Lacan claims, is an intriguing insight into the 

question of how women have tried to connect to the internal pleasure mechanism. This 

ignorance immediately ties to the status of the Indian woman of the 20th century. 

Constructing alternate female histories of sexuality and authorial desires not only dismantles 

the patriarchal gaze but also reinterprets the multiplicity of feminine pleasure within a 

postcolonial South Asian context. 

Understanding desire as a consistently accentuated and “dis/re/assembled” entity and 

studied through the articulation of a female autobiography becomes the focus of this research. 

Don Kulick’s scholarship on exploring desire in language elaborates his take on what he 

understands as a modern perspective of desire. Urging future scholars to focus on “forged 

desire” and “intended desire”, Kulick’s text is one that focuses on the role of desire in 

language minus sexuality (Kulick, 2005). In his essay, “Language and Desire”, Kulick states: 

There are three immediate advantages to be gained by beginning to think about desire, 

rather than sexuality. First, a shift from “sexuality” to “desire” would compel research 

to decisively shift the ground of inquiry from identity categories to culturally 

grounded semiotic practices. The desire for recognition, for intimacy, for erotic 
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fulfilment – none of this, in itself, is specific to any particular kind of person. What is 

specific to different kinds of people are signalled in culturally codified ways. (Kulick, 

2005, p.123)  

 

According to Don Kulick, desire is understood as desire due to the “iterability of codes”. This 

deconstruction of a linguistic sign enables the articulation and understanding of desire within 

a cultural context. Kulick’s understanding of desire in language can be read as encouraging a 

different kind of study of literary texts, like the autobiographies studied here, and their 

articulation of female desire. Shifting the focus away from the psychoanalytical 

understanding of desire in conjunction with sexuality, several theorists like Gilles Deleuze 

and Felix Guattari voiced their disagreement with the psychoanalytical understanding of 

desire (Kulick, 2005).  

As Kulick and Foucault in his study of sexuality have surmised, this research attempts 

to interpret, no study of desire is complete without analysing its relationship with power. In 

the first volume of Foucault’s The History of Sexuality (1978), the author provides a critique 

of the repressive hypothesis38. With reference to Western society, the repressive hypothesis 

assumes that sexuality had an independent social presence until the mid or late 18th century 

when gestures alluding to sexuality became a direct performance. With this emerged the 

detail of how the relationship between a subject and sexuality was always governed by the 

principle of repression, especially with the emergence of several forms of sexual practices 

that came to the forefront as an effect of western modernity (Martins, 2019). This, therefore, 

brings the device of power, along with its relationship to societal changes since modernity 

was achieved. This close reading of repressive hypothesis as a psychoanalytical study is 

better developed in Foucault’s text The Will to Knowledge (1978), where he relates 

                                                 
38 In The History of Sexuality: An Introduction (Volume I) (1976), Michel Foucault presents the concept of the repressive 
hypothesis which asserts that post 17th century, after the establishment of the bourgeoisie in Western societies, any and all 
forms of pleasure and/or sexual desires were frowned upon and in turn, repressed by the people. 
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psychoanalysis to desire and law (ibid). In the case of India, the practice of expressing 

sexuality or performing one’s sexuality arrived before the techniques of subjectification had 

emerged.  

The concept of desire as a symbolic articulation which remains insatiable is 

recurrently referenced in Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical narratives. Their 

articulation of desire as the insatiable is a reference to India’s regressive approach to desire 

and sexuality. Despite being the home to Kamasutra and the ancient Vedas that list out the 

importance of the female and her multiple desires, the regression in India, both politically and 

socially, is an interesting point to be studied. This also problematizes the advent of modernity 

as it is understood by the West, vis-à-vis an erstwhile British colony like India. This research 

contributes to the gap in research with reference to postcolonial feminist theory of desire and 

examines the realms and relationships created through the crafted forces of desire. As a 

research focused on postcolonial women writers in the 20th century and them writing against 

patriarchal social forces, there is a need to explore how power dynamics are created through 

the expression of desire in postcolonial spaces like India. With reference to postcolonial 

feminist theory of desire, this work examines the realms and relationships created through the 

crafted forces of desire. As a research focused on postcolonial women writers in the 20th 

century and their writing against patriarchal social forces, there is a need to explore how 

power dynamics are created through the expression of desire in postcolonial spaces like India. 

This research studies the autobiographies as a body of writing which creates a desiring 

authorial voice. In her autobiography, Devi reminisces about the loss of her sixteen-year-old 

“bodiless self” (Devi, 1994). This bodiless self becomes the embodiment of all that was 

regained through narrative of language and her articulations of desire. Like love, that Devi 

terms deathless, her younger self and her immortal soul fuse together through language as 

they are birthed again through the autobiographical narrative. It is language that rips open a 
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world that lay dormant within Devi. For her, words become the means to turn back time and 

to undo the silence that had once engulfed her: 

At midnight, when the whole house was asleep, I would leave my bed and sit writing 

poems. I remember the poems that I destroyed once. I will write now. I will now 

accept the truth. All debts must be cleared. (Devi, 1994, p. 221)  

 

A similar declaration was extended by Kamala Das in her autobiographical narrative, where 

she relied upon language and the power of her authorial self to relieve her of the hurt inflicted 

by reality: 

I lit the reading lamp in our sitting room and began to write about a new life, an 

unstained future.  

Wipe out the paints, unmould the clay, 

Let nothing remain of that yesterday… 

I sent the poem to the journal of Indian P.E.N., the next morning. My grief fell like 

drops of honey on the white sheets on my desk. My sorrows floated over the pages of 

magazines darkly as heavy monsoon clouds do in the sky… (Harrex and Sullivan, 

1986, p.145)  

 

It is crucial to note that both these authors were creating narratives at a time that might 

otherwise be construed as sexual or private within each of their socio-cultural settings. 

However, they break away from such cultural preoccupations and longingly embrace the 

practice of literary creation. Like Devi, Das suggests an endless reality for an author as 

through the power of language, they live on. It is such a power that becomes a force 

propelling female literary desire. In “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power” (1978), Audre 

Lorde elaborates on the links between power and female sexuality: 

There are many kinds of power, used and unused, acknowledged or otherwise. The 

erotic is a resource within each of us that lies in a deeply female and spiritual plane, 

firmly rooted in the power of our unexpressed or unrecognized feeling. In order to 

perpetuate itself, every oppression must corrupt or distort those various sources of 

power within the culture of the oppressed that can provide energy for change. For 
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women, this has meant a suppression of the erotic as a considered source of power 

and information within our lives. (Humm, 1992, p.285)  

 

Lorde argues that the erotic along with pleasure is a territory of research where a dialogue can 

be initiated between people of different sexualities and races. Such an argument rests on 

Lorde’s assertion that people are crippled by their silences and not their “differences”. She 

also rejects rational compartmentalisation of repressed erotic pleasures. Lorde’s exploration 

of the erotic has its roots in the socio-sexual stereotypes associated with Black women in the 

1950s-60s (ibid). Lorde’s essay questions the position of the female erotic within male 

models of power and this becomes an essential question to address, with reference to the 

multiplicity of female desire, in the writings that have been studied here. What has been 

outlined by Foucault in his concept of “repressive hypothesis”, and discussed briefly before, 

works in tandem with the publication of works in 20th century Indian literature that became 

confessional sites for several women from the upper and upper-middle class who began 

expressing their sexual desires more fearlessly.  

To understand such socio-cultural power dynamics that propel Kamala Das and 

Maitreyi Devi’s confessional narratives, it is crucial to trace the importance of literacy and 

the acquisition of language as a tool to articulate female desires. Gendering of language as a 

problem within the exploration of women’s articulation of desire in language is a potent, and 

under-researched space in multilingual India. If language is a male creation, the postcolonial 

female author has to choose between the socially accepted vernacular by the biological father 

or English, the language of the Colonizer – both strong patriarchal figures. In their 

endeavour, they weaponize the English language offered by the colonizer to attack the other 

paternal figure. In postcolonial spaces, bilingual authors like Das or Devi are not only writing 

about their desires in the English paradigm but also use their “mother-tongues” against the 

socio-cultural forces of Indian patriarchy that have inhibited their voices for centuries.  
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The next section elaborates on the often-unspoken role of Kali as the linguistic foremother in 

the dominantly Hindu feminism in India39.  

 

4. Kali and Indian Feminism - An Introduction 

In India, with its long postcolonial history, the struggle is not just limited to displaced 

identities but also extends to race, class, gender and caste that continue to be forces of 

subordination. Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi, whose autobiographies are at the centre of this 

research, elaborate on the plurality of female desire and the issue of patriarchal dominance 

with respect to 20th century Indian womanhood. As confessional narratives of Hindu 

women40, these books can be imagined as bolstered by Kali as the invisible feminine literary 

force propelling each narrative’s access to articulations of desire. Quoting William 

Desmond’s words from Desire, Dialectic and Otherness: An Essay on Origins (1987), Neela 

Bhattacharya Saxena, in her text In the Beginning is Desire – Tracing Kali’s footprints in 

Indian Literature (2004), focuses her core argument on Kali’s role in understanding Indian 

female desire. According to Desmond: 

Desire need not be some vague psychological feeling but may reveal a metaphysical 

openness to being that is twofold: an eros for immanent wholeness and a reaching out 

to being other itself. Then we may know ourselves without being catatonically 

contracted into ourselves, cut off in monadic inwardness. We may be like a glass that 

in one light gives us back our own reflection, but which, in another light, and if we 

swivel slightly, becomes diaphanous and we open out into other’s world. (Saxena, 

2004, p.85)  

 

                                                 
39 As a democracy, India is a secular country. However, more recently, there have been attempts to portray the country as a 
largely Hindu-nation, with Hindus making up for 79.8% of the total population. See Hansen, T. (1999). The saffron wave 
democracy and Hindu nationalism in modern India. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press. 
40 Kamala Das converted to Islam only in the year 1999 and took on the name of Kamala Surayya. While writing her 
autobiography, she identified as a Hindu Nair woman. 
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In the quoted passage, Desmond examines the existence of desire as something beyond the 

psychological – a feeling so abstract that it reaches out and touches the metaphysical lightly 

while extending an inquisition within oneself. Building on this idea, Saxena introduces us to 

Kali, the versatile figure of divinity and destruction in Hindu mythology. The two primary 

texts in this study deal with two Indian Hindu cultures where Bhagavati or Kali play a crucial 

role. While Bengal is the source and home to Kali worship, her alter-ego Bhagavati is 

venerated throughout Hindu Kerala, with people building homes around temples dedicated to 

this powerful divine entity. 

Shifting away from Saxena’s theological understanding of Kali, this work studies Kali 

as a figure of writing and enunciating authorial desire. For the Hindu Indian female, Kali is a 

figure that exudes mystery and embodies feminine strength. A force of creativity, Kali is the 

progenitor of vāc41 and language. Kali, in every metaphorical and literary sense, is the 

earliest known figure who represents the Tantric mystique and Hindu strength. She is multi-

faceted; she is worshipped in multiple forms, venerated by multiple names. Often perceived 

as a dangerous female goddess, with a temper that can end the universe, for the Hindu woman 

Kali is a figure who exists as an example of female desire and gender resistance. Recognizing 

Kali’s ubiquity, this study examines the emergence of bilingual authorial desires in the 

autobiographical narratives. Through the framework of literature, one can delve deep in 

pursuit of Kali’s footprints on the literary sand. The all-pervasive nature of Kali’s existence 

in both Buddhism and Hinduism and her pertinent role in the creation of tantrism is crucial in 

locating the origins of feminine literary desire. Saxena evokes “Kali’s supreme 

manifestation”, which is “vac” (or “word”) in Sanskrit, and configures the role of this “vac” 

in the creation of desire in literature – “to encompass sound and vibrations of consciousness 

itself taking form in aesthetic expression” (Bahri, 2005). Like Desire, Kali is expressed 

                                                 
41 Vāc is the Sanskrit term that denotes universal speech. Hinduism believes vāc or word to be the beginning of everything – 
a creative force that formed all of life in the universe. 
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through the senses – she cannot be seen, but her powerful presence has been felt and 

documented by several sources in Indian history. The next section examines the question of 

Kali as an ominous figure of death in Hinduism.  

 

4.1 Kali – The Goddess of Death 

It is important to interrogate the creation of Kali, the divine figure. In the Hindu pantheon, 

amongst millions of divine figures, Lords Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, are attributed as 

guardians of the universe. While Brahma creates, Vishnu conserves and Shiva, with his rage 

and fragile masculinity, can destroy the entire universe. Each of the gods have equally 

powerful consorts who have important roles that make them venerated goddesses across the 

religion. Shiva’s consort, the beautiful Parvati and her avatar Durga, are powerful symbols of 

feminine strength. They have two sons, Kartik or Murugan as Tamil literature venerates him 

and Ganesha, the elephant-headed lord of prosperity. According to Hinduism, Ganesha was 

asked to keep a watch at the palace entrance while Parvati took her daily morning bath. 

Ganesha, being an ardent follower of his mother’s commands, forbade his father Shiva from 

entering their home to the latter’s complete astonishment. This caused great insult to Shiva 

who then beheaded his younger son Ganesha in a fit of rage. Parvati who walked in on 

Shiva’s brutality overcame with immeasurable rage – one that is believed to have caused a 

shudder across the universe. In her rage at Shiva’s heinous act, Parvati turned into Kali, the 

dark goddess of death and destruction. Kali mounted on top of a petrified Shiva, her long 

dark legs on his chest, pinning him to the floor. In a frenzy, she asks Shiva to beg for mercy 

and to bring back her young son, whose lifeless body enraged her further. All images of Kali, 

as worshipped throughout the world, in all her forms, showcase this very image – of maternal 

instinct and feminine rage trumping over masculinity, the figure of a petrified Shiva lying on 

the floor and Kali looking on in immeasurable anger. Kali and Bhagavati, in all their avatars, 
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are feared and venerated with equal intensity amongst Hindus. In Bengal, major Kali temples 

can be found by the banks of the Ganges. These river banks or ghats are also Hindu 

cremation grounds. The dead bodies that are brought to these ghats are offerings to appease 

Kali, who ferries their souls to the other side. There are several ghats in Bengal where not a 

day goes by without the cremation of a dead body to appease Kali’s anger. Several historians 

locate these ghats as primal sources for the initiation of tantric Buddhism and the mysterious 

ritualistic practices that are often feared by those in the periphery of Hinduism.  

Like other goddesses in the Hindu pantheon, worshippers venerate Kali as ‘Maa Kali’. 

Especially in Bengal, where Kali is the presiding deity in most Hindu households, she is 

almost domesticized as a motherly figure whose anger is controlled through bhakti (Dermott 

and Kripal, 2003). McDermott and Kripal in the early pages of their text on Kali draw 

parallels between the concept of “Mother Earth” in Native American cultures and Kali as the 

goddess of death. They further ascertain how in early traditions, certain avatars of Kali were 

predominantly worshipped by certain eastern Indian tribes and later, by the dacoits. Despite 

the mirth and the fear of death associated with the image of Kali, she is a mother – one that 

exudes feminine strength and a mother’s rage. The very reason behind Kali’s creation leads 

to her position as the mother. Kali the transcendental deity is the earliest known example in 

Hinduism of a female figure revolting against a powerful male figure of divinity – her 

husband and the supreme-being. In her transformation to Kali, Parvati gives up her role as the 

lawful wife and accelerates her maternal side as Durga. Parvati’s transformation is also 

symbolic as it hints at the existence of a darker side within each soul, even the formless 

divine. In her role as ‘maa’42, Kali is the closest figure the Hindu woman can have to a 

powerful foremother. She, thus, exists as a Puranic figure43 that towers over the oppressive 

                                                 
42 Maa is the Sanskrit word for mother. It has been adapted into the vernacular usage of most Indian languages today. 
43 The Puranas symbolize the most ancient myths and stories relating to cosmology that led to the creation of Hinduism as 
the oldest religion in the world. See Rocher, L. (1986). The Purāṇas (History of Indian literature, v. 2, fasc. 3). Wiesbaden: 
O. Harrassowitz. 
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patriarchal practices that usually dominates Hinduism and Indian cultures. Kali is often 

associated with an invocation of desire and darkness and therefore, becomes crucial in 

understanding the role of female desire in India. It is pertinent to note the power of using Kali 

as a driving image of creative resistant writing while shifting away from the perceived image 

of Kali as an image of mystery and destruction.  

 

5. Desire and Literate Schizophrenia in Indian Women’s Confessional Writing 

In the case of the two authors whose autobiographical writings become the focus of this 

work, body gets closer to language, while moving further away from it. In the case of Devi 

and Das, there is a curious case of literate schizophrenia that captures their narrative style. 

Through the use of metaphorical analogy, the two authors attempt to address the body in 

language and desire in language. In the introduction of her text Sexualities (2007), Nivedita 

Menon claims that such a demystifying act of the body and sexuality is, in fact, a 

desexualizing experience. This is due to the Bhakti saints’ disembodied passion towards a 

beloved deity. Menon further goes on to quote A. K. Ramanajun, the English translator of the 

great Indian epic The Ramayana, who famously claimed that the Bhakti saints had “become a 

third gender and the lines between male and female are crossed and re-crossed in their lives” 

(Menon, 2007).  This helps one envision writing as a third gender through which Das and 

Devi develop “refigured” writing bodies. Hence, the Bhakti movement in India is an 

important historical phenomenon to understand the relationship between control and desire in 

Indian societies: 

Foucault reminds us that the idea that sex is at the heart of all pleasure and that its 

very nature requires that it should be restricted and devoted to procreation, has a 

specific history in the West going back to the Stoics. In societies with a heritage of 

erotic art, he says, the intensification of pleasure has tended to desexualise the body. 
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This is reminiscent of the poets of the Bhakti movement in India who expressed a 

kind of desire for God that travels through and refigures the body. The focus of their 

desire was to attain the loss of maleness as power and of femaleness as sexualised 

powerlessness. (Menon, 2007, p. xxv)  

 

We can, thus, deduce such an emergence as the radical asset of what is understood as 

sexuality and desire. It is important to note the authorial definition of desire as an entity 

beyond kaam/kaamam in Sanskritic traditions44. Desire for these women, thus, becomes a 

manifestation of an authorial schizophrenia that emerges out of a split personality – one that 

embodies the woman in them and the other that struggles for recognition as an author. 

For reformisms, sexual desire was good only insofar as it was procreative; desire that 

exceeded this and remained non-instrumental was ‘lust’, something eminently 

condemnable. (Menon, 2007, p. 245)  

 

Therefore, to desire beyond procreation was condemnable for a moral Indian woman. Das 

and Devi transcend such expectations. In their writings, there is a conscious divide amongst 

the multiplicities of desire. For Devi, Amrita becomes her authorial instrument to address 

such a divide. For Das, Madhavikutty becomes the alter-ego who is extremely consciousness 

of her position as a female author in a man’s world. To understand such a disassociation, it is 

crucial to identify how the female body interacts with language in these autobiographical 

texts and to decipher what happens to female desire as it enters authorship – an essentially 

male domain. In the later chapters of this research, their works would be studied alongside 

their self-translations to navigate their articulations of desire.  

With the everyday reality of multilingualism living its way through the lives of 

millions of Indians, what is interesting is the ancient conceptualisation of the female supreme 

in Hinduism, the most practiced religion in the country. Desire has also been understood as a 

                                                 
44 See Appendix for Kama. 
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spiritual extension of the human consciousness (Saxena, 2004). Therefore, within two 

splintered linguistic spaces, desire manifests as a fractured reflection of the bilingual 

consciousness of both Das and Devi. With this emerges the pertinent question of what 

constitutes the formless, effervescent literary space that denotes a theoretical framework for 

literate female desire in India, especially in the 20th century.  

Due to the lack of scholarship on literate female desire in India, it is crucial to refer to 

a history of literate female desire from India between the years 1940 and 1990 as we have 

below. As this study deals with two authors who were witness to the dawn of a free India in 

1947, although born a generation apart, the next section will briefly study the evolution of 

women’s writing in Malayalam and Bengali literatures between the years 1940 and 1990. A 

timeframe of five decades was chosen to exemplify on the history of Indian women’s 

literature, keeping in mind the two authors who are central to the focus of this research – with 

Kamala Das, who was born in 1934 and Maitreyi Devi, who was born two decades before her 

in 1914. The authors represent two generations of Indian women who were witness to an 

India that was war-ridden and to the creation of a secular country where the lines of gender 

segregation in larger canons of national literatures had slowly and seemingly began blurring, 

as more and more women writers began coming to the forefront. They were also writing in a 

period that was reeling from the aftermath of colonisation – a country that was essentially 

bilingual and could no longer tear itself away from the English language. Despite the 

impossibility to cover every aspect of Indian women’s writing, in all its socio-cultural and 

linguistic disparities, this study will focus only on works by women in the Bengali and 

Malayalam literary canons.  

 

5.1 Literate Female Desire in Bengali and Malayalee Women’s Writings (1940-1990) 

According to Susie Tharu and K. Lalita, women in India began writing religious poetry as 
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early as 600 BCE. In the 20th century, they called such an exercise “women writing nation” as 

the beginning of the 20th century denoted the early years of nation creation, as India began 

breaking away from the alien British forces. The following paragraphs study the works 

published by female writers within the geographical spaces of Kerala and West Bengal 

between the years 1940 and 1990. The area of research concern is restricted to these five 

decades due to the two authors, whose autobiographical works remain the primary focus of 

this study. Their autobiographies were also published within the stipulated timeframe. 

In A History of Indian Literature in English (2003), Arvind Krishna Mehrortra states 

that the 1940s witnessed a gradual change in the social and cultural functions of English as 

there was a new understanding of the language (Mehrortra, 2003). This was also a period that 

saw the emergence of strong Gandhian movements and the role of Nehru in creating an 

independent India. In the 1940s, most of the women writers in India wrote on the nationalist 

movement and the need to oust the British from their homeland. Such nationalist writings can 

be traced back to the poems in Hindi by Subhadra Kumari Chauhan, letters and poems by 

Sarojini Naidu and the writings of Savitribai Phule in Marathi. These were women who 

became the face for the inclusion of women in the independence movements against the 

British, like the satyagraha movement. Female authors in Malayalam like Lalitambika 

Antarjanam were crucial figures in literature from South India as her short stories and novels 

explored the identity of an upper-caste woman within a patriarchal society. Her novels and 

short stories were the first of their kind to criticize the casteist society in Kerala, from the 

perspective of a female upper-caste woman who was well-aware of the lack of independence 

forced upon those like herself. Like Antarjanam, the 1940s also witnessed the rise of Ismat 

Chughtai as a strong female literary voice who spoke for the Muslim woman. Chughtai 

broached tabooed subjects within the Islamic communities of India and now Pakistan in her 

writings, from the perspective of a woman. In the 20th century Urdu literature, Chughtai’s 
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writings become instrumental due to their focus on the Muslim woman as the central 

character. Her short stories like Lihaaf / The Quilt (1942) or Chotein / Wounds (1942) and her 

quasi-autobiographical work Tehri Lakeer / The Crooked Lines (1943) are crucial in their 

representations of the Muslim woman as a figure that attempts to explore her identity beyond 

social expectations. In Bengal, Sulekha Sanyal, a feminist writer in Bengali published her 

first writing in the newspaper ‘Jugantar Patrika’45 in the early 1940s. Sanyal, although 

unnoticed and extremely understudied as a female literary figure in Bengali, was one of the 

earliest feminists in the 1940s to showcase political awareness through her writings. Sanyal 

was one of the many writers in Bengali literature to escape to Bengal from the communal 

riots in Bangladesh, then East Bengal/East Pakistan.  In Kerala, Kamala Das’ mother 

Balamaniamma published several anthologies of religious poetry between the years 1936 and 

1947. Most of these poems venerated Krishna and his several avatars, while her later poems 

published 1951 onward, focused on the lives of Malayalee women.  

Female writers in India today generally presume that feminist politics in the country 

went into a period of lull for the two decades that followed independence in 1947 (Tharu and 

Lalita, 1991). Such a lull was attributed to the perceived unification of communities and 

regions following two centuries of alien rule as well as the political calm that followed the 

communal riots of 1947. However, it is crucial to note that the women’s activism that 

followed the formulation of the Indian constitution in 1950 and continued on until the civil 

unrest of the 1970s resulted in several social movements that cemented Indian feminism as a 

pertinent movement in the country. Therefore, characterizing post-1947 women’s literature as 

well as social activism as non-entities in the history of Indian feminism is reprehensible.  

The early 1950s marked an establishment of major literary canons within Indian 

literature after gaining independence. In the 1950s, several female authors in Bengali began 

                                                 
45 Founded in 1906, Jugantar Patrika was a political weekly published in the Bengali language. It became a powerful 
mouthpiece for the nationalists to comment and justify the revolt against the British Raj. See Mukherjee, M. (2002).  
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showcasing a conscious shift away from the normative literary perception of attributing 

female characters with self-sacrifice and morality. Self-educated Ashapurna Devi, who was 

forbidden to attend formal schools under the British regime, entered the world of Bengali 

literature by writing only for children for several years. Her first novel for adults was 

published in the year 1944 under the title Prem o Prayojan. Following the success of the 

novel, Devi went on to author over 242 other novels, 3000 short stories and over 60 books for 

children. In the 1950s, Devi was recognized as an important figure who wrote for the 

common Bengali woman. Devi’s most revered piece of work is her trilogy of novels that 

focus on the issue of women’s endless struggle for equal rights within a patriarchal society. 

The three texts are: Pratham Pratishruti (1964), Subarnolata (1967) and Bakul Katha (1974).   

The 1950s Bengal also witnessed the early success of another female author, 

Mahasweta Devi, who not only gained importance as a female literary figure but also as a 

staunch supporter of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist) in Bengal. Unlike 

Ashapurna Devi, Mahasweta Devi belonged to an upper-caste Bengali Brahmin family who 

supported her education as she went on to complete her Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts 

degrees from University of Calcutta. In 1956, Devi published a biography on the queen of 

Jhansi, Rani Lakshmi Bai46. Devi’s later writings were focused on the atrocities inflicted on 

the women from the lower caste tribes and how they lived their lives as denotified tribes47 in 

the fringes of the “civilized” Indian society. These later writings, like Hajar Churashir Maa 

(1974) and Aranyer Adhikar (1979) were translated into English by Gayatri Chakravarty 

Spivak, who then went on to become the official translator for all her works.  

                                                 
46 Rani Lakshmi Bai or the Rani of Jhansi was the queen of the princely state of Jhansi, currently in the state of Uttar 
Pradesh. She was one of the army leaders at the Rebellion of 1857 against the British and the only known female monarch-
turned-warrior in the history of Pre-Independent India.  
47 Denotified Tribes (DNTs) are tribes that were once listed under the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871 which enabled their non-
bailable imprisonment. These tribes are also known as Vimukt Jatis and since 2008 they were termed as Nomadic or Semi-
Nomadic tribes with equal reservations as the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes of India 
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In 1959 Nabaneeta Dev Sen, an acclaimed feminist writer in Bengali literature, 

published her first book of poetry under the title Pratham Pratyay (1959). Dev Sen was the 

next generation of female Bengali writers who could complete their education abroad and 

return to India to publish works that focused on socio-political and psychological issues that 

affected the Indian women since the 1960s. In Malayalam, some women from upper-caste, 

upper-class families began publishing short stories and poems in weekly magazines. 

Sugathakumari, an environmental activist and poet from Kerala, published her first poem in 

1959 under a pseudonym in a weekly journal and began using her own name in publications 

only after the first piece of writing was well-received. Rajalekshmy was another female 

author in Malayalam who wrote several short stories in the mid-1950s until the early 1960s. 

Her short story “Makal” or “Daughter” published in the year 1956 is believed to be a thinly 

veiled autobiographical writing (Tharu and Lalita, 1991). The constant criticism Rajalekshmy 

received after being labelled a controversial writer led her to take her own life in 1962. In her 

short life, she published several short stories and two novels, Oru Vazhiyum Kure 

Nizhalukalum (1959) / One Path and Several Shadows and Jnanenna Bhavam (1965) / The 

Emotion Called I.  

 In late 1940s and throughout the 1950s Kerala also witnessed the success of a 

feminist scholar named K. Saraswati Amma, who wrote several short stories through 1944 

until 1959 solely on the status of women in the Malayalee society at the time. Saraswati 

Amma, who resorted to the life of a “sanyasi” or ascetic, had lived a lonely life and although 

she is venerated as one of the earliest feminist authors in Malayalam literature, it took several 

years for her writings to be translated into English. When compared to Bengal, the number of 

Malayalee women writers is much more scarce and with this emerges the question of male 

control exercised over publication in Malayalam literature. 
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The 1960s was a crucial time for female writers in India as more and more women 

began writing against the conventional literary grain. Pseudonyms were discarded and 

women who managed to acquire formal education became more confident in expressing 

themselves more confidently in public spaces.  In Kerala, women continued to write columns 

in magazines like “Kaumudi” since the 1950s. Since the 1950s, Kerala, like Bengal, became 

more and more recognizable as a politically volatile state. Kerala’s political awareness, which 

continues to baffle the nation to this day, was one of the earliest ones to question the gender 

gap in the list of candidates for the Congress party48. 

In their essay, Devika and Sukumar address the unspoken rationale behind several 

female writers of the 20th century Kerala, especially post 1950s, being communist party 

supporters. Communist ideas often emerged as important ideals in their writings as well. 

Annie Thayyil, who was initially a congress party supporter, was an Akademi award winning 

writer in 1960s Malayalam literature. She wrote on several genres ranging from humour to 

Christianity and was notable as one of the earliest female translators in Malayalam.49 In 1968, 

P. Vatsala published her first novel in Malayalam titled Thakarcha (1968)/Decadence. 

Vatsala later went onto become an important female writer to express herself in a regional 

dialect in Malayalam as she published several novels on the lives of victimised women 

through the 1970s. In Bengal, a literary movement called “The Hungry Generation” gripped 

the state between the years 1961-1965. Although the movement was crucial in its challenging 

of contemporary ideas concerning the expression of language, art and literature within the 

Bengali society, there were no important female figures who participated in this movement. 

Nevertheless, as an aftermath of the Hungry movement or Hungryalism, the literary 

                                                 
48 See Devika and Sukumar, 2006. 
49 Annie Thayyil translated a large number of works in world literature from English to Malayalam as abridged classics: War 
and Peace, Anna Karenina, The Count of Monte Cristo, Tess of the d’Urbervlles and The Holy Sinner. Her autobiography in 
Malayalam was published under the title Edangazhiyile kurisu: aatma katha (1990). There is no English translation available 
for this text. 
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atmosphere in Bengali literature as well as other vernacular literatures of the time such as 

Hindi and Urdu underwent a massive change, and this had an effect on the writings of female 

writers of the time as well. Hungryalism forced readers to question their preconceived 

knowledge that may be colonial in spirit.  

In the literatures beyond 1960s, one can fathom the dilemma in Indian women’s 

writings in its fight to assume “an unbroken continuity” between the readers and the author. 

To simplify, there was an assumption that female writers will unquestionably be the writer of 

a feminine text. Hence, female authors of the time constantly attempt to engage with ideas 

that were not essentially feminine, for example, political commentary. Nevertheless, writings 

by female authors from the 1970s to this day, largely fail to break out of this pre-defined 

category. The 1970s also saw a rise in the number of female poets in Bengali such as Ketaki 

Kusari-Dyson, Bijaya Mukhopadhyaya and Nabaneeta Dev Sen who wrote on the societal 

issues of the time. In Bengal itself, during the Bangladesh Liberation War of 1971, the 

literary focus turned to the socio-political turmoil between the two nations. In the Handbook 

of Twentieth-century Literatures of India (1996), the author addresses the formation of 

Bangladesh Literature as a separate literary entity from Bengali Literature: 

Writers, using literature, as their weapon, turned into activists and converted issues 

like resistance to communal politics, greater rights for women and the right to dissent 

into the new leitmotifs of a resurgent cultural battle. (Natarajan, 1996, p.81) 

Across India, in the 1970s, there were numerous movements in urban areas protesting against 

the rise in the number of dowry murders and custodial rape (Sangari, 1990). These numbers 

were alarmingly high in 1975 when Indira Gandhi declared National emergency and the state 

executed unmitigated power over the people. In Kerala, it was in the 1970s that Sarah Joseph, 

a famous feminist in South India today, began her career as a writer in Malayalam. Her short 

story collections Manassil Thi Mathram (1974) / Only Fire in my Heart, Kadinte Sangeetham 

(1979) / The Music of the Wild, explore themes of female desire and sexuality. Apart from 
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Kamala Das, Sarah Joseph is considered to be a pioneer of women’s writing in contemporary 

Malayalam literature. Another writer, O.V. Usha, also published her first book of poems in 

Malayalam in the year 1976 under the title Dhyanam (Meditation). Usha is a well-known 

cartoonist and novelist in contemporary Malayalam literature. 

The short stories of the seventies began a literary trend which addressed individual 

conflicts and examined the demarcated social roles women were forced to execute at the time 

(Rajan, 2008). Tensions brought on by traditional restrictions were interrogated and these 

writings paved the way for a newer range of works by women in the 1980s, when a greater 

number of female writers addressed their dependence on a male figure in the society50. These 

works mostly addressed themes of trauma and societal abuse more personally than before. 

Cinema and media, which also embraced bolder female characters since the late 1960s, 

played a crucial role in such a change. More women from the lower classes of the society 

acquired education and the ability to voice their own opinions through national literatures.  

The works published since the 1980s gave voice and shape to female writers within 

the larger canon of Indian Writing in English. Authors like Shashi Deshpande and Anita 

Desai published enduring works in their writing career in the 1980s. Desai wrote Clear Light 

of Day (1980) as a semi-autobiographical work on her own life in a post-partition family 

based in North India and addressed the status of women in such families. Deshpande 

published several collections of short stories in the decade, some of which are The Dark 

Holds No Terrors (1980), If I Die Today (1982), Come Up and Be Dead (1983), Roots and 

Shadows (1983). Although there was a phenomenally high number of works published within 

the canon of Indian Writing in English in the 1980s, one must note that the canon itself began 

                                                 
50 See Women's Writing and Women's Identity. (1982). Economic and Political Weekly, 17(6), 186-187. Retrieved March 
12, 2020, from www.jstor.org/stable/4370646 
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as long back as the late nineteenth century with authors like Toru Dutt, Derozio and Tagore 

choosing to write in English. However, the number of female writers who published in 

English were still few when compared to the male authors who wrote voraciously in the 

colonizer’s tongue.  

The writers from the late 1980s until 1990s embraced what the English language had 

to offer. Here, one must note that India had been a multilingual country long before the 

British arrived. It is after the introduction of the English language in the country that the 

focus on one’s own tongue and the power of translation had been truly realized. The English 

language, from then on, became a tool to voice gender resistance and rebellion against 

societal prejudice – enabling their voices to reach beyond the borders of the Indian 

subcontinent. The two authors discussed in this study are bilingual women who self-

translated their works into English. Kamala Das, who went on to become an important figure 

in the canon of Indian English Writing, considered the linguistic use of English language as 

her own. On the other hand, Maitreyi Devi, who was predominantly a Bengali author, voiced 

her discomfort with the colonizer’s language. Evidently, her autobiography in Bengali was 

translated word-to-word by the author herself while Das, more confidently, rewrote major 

chunks of her autobiographical narrative in English. Such a literary disassociation, both 

linguistically and by narrative, can be viewed by a literate schizophrenia in their writings. 

 

6. Conclusion 

Within the South Asian autobiographical narratives studied in this research, there is a level of 

self-indulgence, a compulsive desire to be accepted, and an anxiety to historicize one’s own 

female voice. These autobiographies aim to be heard and be accepted. There is no attempt 

made to solve the persistent question of female desire in Indian women but simply an effort 

to look within one’s own psyche and reiterate all that lay buried in the past. In these writings, 
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the concept of ‘yearning’ in desire is not portrayed in a negative light. Yearning becomes a 

word that represents the multiplicity of desire in these women’s lives. This yearning is also 

the driving force that strives to break the boundaries of “socially permissible desire” 

(Goodheart, 1991). Catherine Belsey in her work Desire: Love Stories in Western Culture 

(1994) tries to formulate the challenges faced by an author in his or her attempt to articulate 

desire in words: 

Desire: a kind of madness, an enchantment, exaltation, anguish… perhaps the 

foundation of a lifetime of happiness. Writing about desire: compulsive, a challenge, 

self-indulgence, anxiety… above all, a project that defies completion. (Belsey, 1994, 

p.3)  

 

In the case of these autobiographical narratives from India, the authors use desire as a 

linguistic tool to break through the boundaries of class and caste along with gender and social 

hierarchy. In doing so, they mediate the existing rules of power, of social capital and gender 

limits. Moving beyond the boundaries of sexual desires, Das and Devi address other forms of 

desires that are usually more nuanced and often unmentioned in women’s writing from India. 

As these authors question gender subjectivities within their respective socio-linguistic spaces, 

one must note that the absence of jouissance that makes female pleasure transcend the 

normative boundaries of reproduction and copulation, an incomprehensible concept within 

the Indian literary context. For the longest time, the subject of desire had remained male and 

the object forever female. This research focuses on laterally articulated desires expressed by 

the two Indian female authors, who, like the western feminist critics discussed as part of this 

chapter, become important examples from within a postcolonial South Asian context to 

vocally subvert these claims. The alterities of desires that have been articulated in their 

autobiographies are results of their own complex authorial positions. The writings articulate 

the subject as a woman and the objects as multiple patriarchal forces. These desires are 

particularly focused on dethroning these forces that control them as women and as authors. In 
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a male dominated literary space, these women exercise their bilingualism to self-translate 

their texts. A rare occurrence in Indian publishing industry to this day, these women 

embraced their knowledge of the English language and translated their autobiographies 

without the counsel of a male figure. Their desires, therefore, remain their own – imperfect, 

unusual and untouched by the masculine.  

In the case of both Devi and Das, repetition becomes a scene of feminist guidance. 

Sara Ahmed in her work Living a Feminist Life (2017) elaborates on the need to rely on 

repetition with reference to feminist narratives. To her, this repetition is not coerced or a re-

enunciation of past dispositions, but a strong avenue that enables the creation and recognition 

of newer literary patterns that help in the conceptualisation of feminisms that exist beyond the 

boundaries of Europe and North America. Such a compulsion to repeat can be understood as 

a desire to return to the site of trauma, while being consciously aware of what can be learnt 

from such an inward journey to the past. Ahmed’s text is an exploration into the 

conceptualisation of “feminism” as a modern 21st century terminology: 

I think of feminist action as like ripples in water, a small wave, possibly created by 

agitation from weather; here, there, each movement making another possible, another 

ripple, outward, reaching. Feminism: the dynamism of making connections. And yet a 

movement has to be built. Where we find feminism matters; from whom we find 

feminism matters. (Ahmed, 2017, pp.4-5)  

 

Ahmed explores the diversity in the initiation of feminist theory, locating “feminist life” as a 

current, albeit homogenously placed entity. The most significant contribution of Ahmed’s 

writing is the inquiry into “feminism” as a Western concept – a gift of the West for the exotic 

East. Like Ahmed, this research also opposes such a belief – feminism or the propelling force 

behind such a movement always existed deep within the strength of the Indian woman. For 

the average Indian woman, what did not exist was the socio-economic prowess that She 

needed to explore such a strength (Sangari and Vaid, 1990). Durga’s strength or Kali’s anger 
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prove that the seeds of female rebellion were sown deep within the Indian psyche centuries 

before, although the gestation period continues to be lengthened by patriarchal forces. Here, it 

is crucial to note that the imagined concept of Indian feminist time seemingly occurs in 

lateralized forms. The resistant, repeating, and connected feminist forms studied as part of 

this study mirror the repression endured over time. Therefore, the sense of Indian feminist 

time must be extracted from any existent notion of the most visible time in Indian thinking, 

which occurs not only in the periphery but also in the present. It is here that one needs to 

locate the difference in the conceptualization of time, space and narrative. The iteration of 

desire from a psychological perspective is especially difficult for a woman within the 

patriarchal South Asian cultures as each of her words are an attempt to defy centuries of 

oppression. For each Kamala who writes and each Maitreyi who defies, there are millions of 

women whose lack of agency lead their voices to be unheard. The next two chapters will 

engage with the textual analysis of each autobiography, followed by a study of self-

translation and bilingualism in the vernacular writings and concluding with the analyses of 

desires in each of the confessional narratives.   
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Chapter 3 A: Maitreyi Devi’s It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) 

 

 

 

 

You will destroy yourself 

               in the confusion 

and lose your way, 

be a nice girl and remain silent  

with all the thirst of a desert in you. 

- Maitreyi Devi, Aditya Marichi: Twelve Poems (1972) 
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1. It Does Not Die – A Romance: An Introduction 

Following the publication of his novella Maitreyi in 1933, Romanian historian and 

philosopher Mircea Eliade went on to become a memorable literary figure in 20th century 

Europe. The novella was his homage to India and an exotic girl he had left behind. Eliade 

memorialized and fictionalised the years lost in the memory of a young Bengali girl he had 

fallen in love with as a twenty-three-year-old man. Separated by socio-familial obstructions, 

geography and language, the two remain apart for several decades before seeing each other 

again in a distant foreign land, a few years before their respective deaths. The story of their 

forbidden romance is ridden with aggression and disagreement, just like their relationship 

which ended much before it began.  

 It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) is an autobiographical narrative of the affair as 

seen through the eyes of Eliade’s Indian muse, Maitreyi. This chapter examines Maitreyi 

Devi’s autobiographical narrative in English. Devi’s It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) is 

an autobiography that explores the question of the self through a pluralistic articulation of 

20th century Indian literate female desire. Devi borrows inspiration from Eliade to title her 

confessional narratives as Na Hanyate (1974) in Bengali and It Does Not Die – A Romance 

(1994) in her English self-translation. In an attempt to reiterate the story of her lived life, 

Devi questions the role of the male figures in her past and their impact on her life in the 

present. She is careful to acknowledge her privileged upbringing as she speaks of social 

freedom and familial hierarchy. Devi is prudent about Eliade’s silhouette in the wondrous 

palette of colours that seems to have made up her life. Although the autobiography was 

authored as an initial response to Eliade’s seemingly oriental interpretation of Maitreyi, Devi 

expands the focus of her narrative to examine the unexplored authorial desires that lay 

dormant within her through years of patriarchal oppression. It Does Not Die is Devi’s delayed 
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but meticulous response to a scorned European lover from the past and a literary exploration 

of her own younger self. 

In the early 1970s, a fifty-eight-year-old Maitreyi Devi was an established author in 

West Bengal, India. She had not only been a prolific poet but also the English translator for 

several works in Bengali by Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore. During this period, 

Maitreyi Devi met Sergui Sebastian, a student of Mircea Eliade, who was visiting Calcutta at 

the time. Sergui informs Devi about Mircea Eliade’s novella on her, Maitreyi (1933), and its 

portrayal of a sixteen-year-old Devi as a sexual, “tantric goddess” (Eliade, 1994). Devi’s 

autobiography begins with her dilemma upon meeting Sergui who remains captivated by 

Eliade’s Maitreyi. The novella, initially published in Romanian, was later translated into 

several European languages, most notably in French as La Nuit Bengal (1950). Since the 

book was never translated into English, Devi had been unaware of the contents of this book 

before her meeting with Sergui. Later, Devi’s friend translated La Nuit Bengal (1950) for her, 

enabling her to finally understand how Eliade had envisioned their relationship (Devi, 1994).  

This led Devi to revisit the disappointment of a failed relationship which occurred forty years 

earlier, as she uses her memory as a tool to reiterate her truth about the love of two young 

souls, who were separated by racial as well as socio-cultural divides in 20th Century British 

India. The autobiography showcases Devi as a powerful authorial voice taking control of her 

own life narrative as she recapitulates moments of trauma in a narrative style that flows back 

and forth between the past and the present. 

Authored several decades after Maitreyi (1933), Devi’s autobiography is an 

enunciation of repression she faced over the years, being her father’s daughter and Eliade’s 

muse. The constant reiteration of disappointment at Eliade’s exoticizing of their short-lived 

affair becomes an avenue to address deeper issues pertaining to her past – of patriarchy, 

class-gender divide, and a reclamation of her own position as an educated Indian woman. 
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Through the narrative, Devi juxtaposes Bengal in 1930, with its social adversities and 

slow-brewing independence movements against the British, alongside the West Bengal of a 

postcolonial India in the 1970s. Devi speaks of a Bengal that is often remembered through 

historical episodes; with her arresting narrative style, Devi takes her readers on a journey to 

the past when the pompous bhadralok51 Bengali intelligentsia longed to remain one with the 

British Empire. Devi’s self-assertive narrative rebukes Eliade’s literary representation of the 

entire episode of their romance as narrated in his work Maitreyi. In her attempt to justify the 

authorship of such a text, Devi recognizes the perils of going against the prevalent social 

norms and writing about a past her family had been trying to cover up for so many years. 

Through her articulations of desire, Devi showcases a cross-cultural encounter from a 

colonial past and the struggles that followed as specifics that shaped her authorial identity. 

The two narratives remain extremely different in style and spirit – one a semi-fictional 

account provided by a renowned male philosopher in Western academia and the other 

authored by a lesser-known Indian female writer of colour. Not surprisingly, given the 

relevant histories of race and influence, one can see a vast difference in the reception of these 

texts. While Eliade valorised Devi as a brown, exotic sexual beauty in mid-20th century 

Europe through his text and its various translations, Devi’s autobiography, although well-

received in her native-language Bengali, is a story yet to be recognized internationally. In the 

west, Devi’s autobiography in English was dismissed as a juvenile attempt to rationalize 

female purity (Kamani, 1996). 

Devi’s narrative begins on 1st September, 1972 on her birthday. The meeting with 

Sergui leaves Devi feeling hollow as she struggles to rationalize Eliade’s disrespectful 

interpretation of their short romance. She returns to the narrative in 1930 to remember him 

                                                 
51 See Appendix. 
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once again, as ‘Mercea Euclid’52. In Devi’s narrative, Eliade becomes “Mercea Euclid” to 

manifest a conscious disassociation from the powerful western academic figure he had 

become as she metamorphosizes into Amrita, a name whose significance is considered below. 

This research studies Devi’s writing as a strong Indian female autobiographical narrative that 

articulates bilingual female desires through a critique of patriarchy and the 20th century 

Bengali society. The conscious shift away from Eliade’s text reinforces Devi’s authorial 

agenda for her text to be read as her own story, beyond the patriarchal male gazes of Eliade 

and her father.  

Born to Professor Surendranath Dasgupta and Himani Madhuri Rai on 1 September 

1914, Maitreyi Devi was the eldest daughter of the household. A major part of Devi’s 

childhood had been spent in the looming shadow of a strong patriarchal figure. Her father 

Surendranath Dasgupta’s stature as an influential figure in Indian academia, and as an upper-

class, upper caste Bengali man, had earned him several friends within the British government 

at the time. Mircea Eliade was one of the many students of Dasgupta’s who had hoped to 

learn more about Indian philosophy and Sanskrit under his tutelage. Devi remembers her 

father as a man of untamed pride – one who put himself before anyone else. As a philosopher 

and an academic of renowned stature, Dasgupta made sure every member of his household 

was aware of his dominance. His children were constantly made aware of how they were 

privileged and different from those outside their home – those who did not belong to the 

upper-class society of Bengalis as they did. Caste and class politics, therefore, become 

pervasive issues in Devi’s narrative. Devi is conscious to introduce the lower-caste domestic 

helps at their palatial house in Bhowanipore, South Calcutta. These figures remain integral to 

the development of her confessional narrative. Although beyond the focus of this research, it 

                                                 
52 Through the course of this study, the terms Euclid and Eliade are often used interchangeably to represent one person, 
Mircea Eliade. 
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is crucial to note Devi’s rejection of casteist prejudice and classist elitism in 20th century 

Bengal. 

Devi’s narrative moves back and forth in time in an attempt to capture her conflicted 

self over a course of forty years. ‘Euclid’, though at the centre of turbulence, is not the focus 

of the autobiography: Devi’s narrative journeys through myriad memories and forgotten 

emotions. Through her authorship, Devi gifts herself a literary space – one that represents a 

life where she is able to distance herself from familial and societal prejudices. Rebecca 

Carpenter, in her essay, “Competing Versions of a Love Story – Maitreyi Devi and Mircea 

Eliade” (2007), explores Devi’s narrative techniques as a painful yet visceral account of her 

love for Eliade (Stone and Thompson, 2007). However, as an Indian female author, Devi’s 

assertions of equal authorial power emerge out of a socio-cultural space that is saturated with 

heteronormative hegemonic masculinity. After waves of Islamic invasion, British colonialism 

and the overarching patriarchal social dominance, Indian female writers remained seemingly 

defeated in their struggle to assert an equal voice within literary spheres. For Devi, her 

autobiographical narrative becomes the means to conceptualise and assert her authorial 

identity as she pushes against decades of familial-patriarchal dominance.  

 

1.1 Devi and Amrita  

Deploying a standard autobiographical strategy, to split present narrator and past self, it is 

through her narrative style that Devi reconstructs her identity as a female author and separates 

herself from her literary alter-ego, Amrita. In Sanskrit, ‘Amrita’ refers to the nectar of 

immortality. Through Amrita, Devi attempts to achieve authorial immortality. As Judith 

Butler argued in her work, Bodies That Matter (1993), identity is mostly produced and 

sustained by cultural norms and points out to the limits of identity politics by stating that it 

implies certain “cruelties that sustain coherent identity” (Butler, 1993). For Devi, she found 
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coherence in her own voice by journeying into the past through Amrita, a literary 

manifestation of her sixteen-year-old naïve self. Unlike Devi, Amrita emerges out of a 

linguistic space that has severed all patriarchal ties. She can move between the years, 

remember each detail, each face, without guilt. Amrita does not identify with being a 

daughter, a wife, a mother or a grandmother.  

Devi’s disappointment in Eliade’s narrative choices, which turned their teenage 

romance into a mere sexual farce, leads to the creation of Amrita as the narrator of her 

autobiography. In her decision to introduce Amrita to her readers, Devi is conscious of this 

disassociation. Amrita embodies everything Devi gave up in life – Eliade, an opportunity to 

choose her own partner, an escape from patriarchal subjugation and a happy home. Like the 

endless time Devi dedicates her memory of Euclid to, Amrita is stuck in a timeless space. 

Amrita’s narrative gives words to the young Maitreyi’s unspoken desires and inhibition. 

Amrita personifies the memories Devi had pushed down deep within herself in the hope that 

she would never have to unearth them. Thus, Devi speaks about the “conspiracy of eternal 

time” which has coaxed her fate to reveal everything, albeit through Amrita (Devi, 1994). 

Amrita is a young soul who yearns to return to the past, to live through each moment of joy, 

grief and regret. Through her autobiographical narrative, Devi enables Amrita to do so. 

Amrita is Devi’s charioteer, leading her through the scenes of war and becoming her sole ally 

in bloodshed53. It was through Amrita that Devi is able to navigate the problematic 

relationship she has had with her father, her mother’s docility and Eliade’s cowardice.  

Reading Devi’s book alongside Eliade’s autobiographical narrative, the reader can 

perceive the stark difference in tonality employed by Devi. Eliade’s autobiography is about 

                                                 
53 In the Bhagavad-Gita, Krishna acts as Arjuna’s charioteer during the war of Kurukshetra. He becomes 
Arjuna’s strongest ally as he urges Arjuna to understand the importance of Dharma (cosmic law) over family 
loyalty. The Bhagavad-Gita, which constitutes as a separate chapter within the Indian epic The Mahabharata, is considered 
to be a holy text by adherent Hindus. A book of war, loss and familiar enmity written in Sanskrit around 400 BC, The 
Mahabharata is the longest poem ever written with 200,000 verses. With 18 chapters and 700 verses, the Bhagavad-Gita is a 
dialogue between Lord Krishna and one of the Pandava brothers, Arjun, who was hesitant to kill one of his own cousins. The 
lines in the text were spoken by Krishna to inform Arjuna about the immortality of the soul. 
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him – it is an autobiography where his ‘Alain’ is the hero while Maitreyi remains the exotic 

goddess who had mesmerised and bewitched his soul. Like the divine idol herself, he had 

turned into clay in her fanciful hands, his Maitreyi was drowned in a river of “shame” at the 

end of his narrative (Eliade, 1994). But for Devi, her autobiographical narrative becomes a 

means to an end – means to delve into her own past and uncover elements of her lost self. 

Although the text is rooted in its need to exist as an insight into the Amrita’s desires, Devi is 

careful to remember that it was Eliade’s writing that incited her to write the text (Devi, 1994).  

Like the goddess who Eliade threw on to the mortal grounds, sinful and impure, Devi 

applauds ‘Mercea Euclid’ as the figure who instigates her life narrative although she attempts 

to not let him control it. Euclid is remembered as an element of the past that was carefully 

tucked away in the corners of Devi’s consciousness. While remembering him, it was as 

though Devi was slowly unearthing parts of herself. In her attempt to write, Devi suddenly 

remembers fragments of French he taught her in exchange for lessons in Bengali. She 

remembers every nook and cranny in her old home, her decorations of flowers and incense. 

Devi remembers the dusty books in the library and the poems she wrote about nature. It is 

only towards the later part of her narrative that the readers are informed of Devi’s decision to 

document minor incidents from the past as means to strengthen her own authorial 

consciousness. Her father’s anger, her mother’s crumbling self-confidence and the image of 

Euclid leaving become focal elements that turn the wheels of Devi’s narrative. Devi makes 

note of her authorial decision to not engage with her father’s betrayal or with her anger 

regarding Eliade’s refusal to find her after 1930. She believes this would result in a shift in 

the focus of her narrative. In Devi’s attempt to remember, the memory of her own youth and 

the development of her self as an independent authorial figure become pivotal. Her 

autobiography is not about her present – it is about a lost time in her history. When she is 
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faced with the possibility of writing back to Eliade’s Maitreyi (1933), Devi exclaims the 

disappointment at her eternal association with Eliade through language and literature: 

Look at the prank fate has played on me. The family I have raised, the events of my 

long life, my husband and children – they will be wiped away in time. This, my real 

life, will become a shadow, but someone who is nobody to me, whom I met for a brief 

while in the long journey of my life, he will remain – someone who is nowhere in my 

life – my name shall remain tied with that total stranger, even after death. Social 

relations, even blood relations end with death, but this tie he has created is 

unbreakable. (Devi, 1994, p.215)  

  

Devi’s narrative style takes her readers by the hand and walks them through each of these 

memories slowly but methodically. She shows them every pertinent moment from the past – 

how she fell in love, how she viewed physical intimacy as a sin although she gave into her 

desires, how Euclid and she stole kisses and held hands while hiding away in her father’s 

library, how she dreamed of marrying Euclid and moving to Romania – a “utopian’54 land he 

would often speak of. Devi confesses that these memories remained alive deep within her 

fifty-eight-year-old self despite living a full life with her family. Devi’s writing is 

confessional in spirit as she unearths every significant moment with an overwhelming effort 

to gain introspection into her own self.  

In her narrative, Devi remembers the afternoon of 20th of September, 1930, the day 

Euclid was asked to leave their house by her father, Surendranath Dasgupta. Through Amrita, 

Devi sees Mercea once again with his forlorn eyes and his palms folded into a namaskar55 as 

he softly utters goodbye. Through this episode, Devi’s world in 1972 quietly fuses with 1930 

for a moment. She is suddenly transformed into the sixteen-year-old Amrita again – standing 

on the balcony one last time to watch the first man she ever loved leave forever: 

                                                 
54 Devi wrote about how Bengalis often confused the geographical location of Romania with a part of France. Eastern 
Europe was an alien land for Indians from Pre-Independence India. 
55 In Hindu culture, women and the elderly are usually greeted with folded palms as a sign of respect. This act is called a 
namaskar. 
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I did not even know that a part of me remained steady in the same spot – it is that part 

in me which is unborn, imperishable, everlasting and uncreated, that which does not 

die when the body dies. I have not the same body today but it is the same being, the 

same undying Amrita. (ibid, p.124)  

 

It is the same being that forgives Devi’s sister Sabi, who in a state of delirious fever, 

informed their mother about Euclid and Devi’s closeness. Sabi’s innocent blabber cost Devi 

what might have been a life with Mercea as her father put him out of their home. Devi recalls 

how all of these instances, followed by her father’s insensitive behaviour caused her to 

become the woman she was. As Amrita, Devi is her young self, one who forgoes her social 

role as a mother and a wife: 

No, I am not talking of another life it is not past life it happened only the other day - 

only forty-two years ago. I have stepped forty-two years backwards. For us human 

beings, it is a long period, but how small it is in eternity! Time is not anchored 

anywhere... Time wipes away all that was once precious. It is a destroyer, it shatters 

and wears out everything old? Does it not also make anything new? Yes, my body is 

old, but my mind? The mind that's eager for news of Mercea Euclid now is young. It 

too is a creation of time...what was old could become new, or that the conception of 

old and new itself is an illusion. (Devi, 1994, p.10-11)  

 

Within the fluid space of time, Devi embraces the subject of chastity and reclaiming her own 

identity as Maitreyi are the most crucial issues navigated through the narrative. Her 

reclamation of female authorial identity brings up the question of writing confessions within 

a patriarchal literary culture. Autobiography, when imagined as a male dominated literary 

space, problematizes a female author’s claims in locating one’s own identity within the 

confessional narrative. Barbara Johnson addresses this issue in her own work A World of 

Difference (1987): 

The problem for the female autobiographer is, on the one hand, to resist masculine 

autobiography as the only literary genre available for her enterprise, and, on the other, 
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to describe a difficulty in conforming to a female ideal which is largely a fantasy of 

the masculine, not the feminine, imagination. (Johnson, 1987, p.154)  

 

Critiquing the masculine imagination is further complicated in the case of Indian female 

writers like Maitreyi Devi, who is not only confronting the larger male dominated Bengali 

intelligentsia but also responding to a constructed occidental literary image of herself as a 

postcolonial woman. In her narrative, Devi retraces her steps back to the past and into her 

own psyche to unwrap her own feelings towards the male figures in her life.  

  

1.2 Patriarchy and Authorship 

Devi’s confessional writing brings us to question her problematic position not only as a 

female author, but as an Indian female author who struggles to comprehend her complicated 

relationship with three major male figures in her life – her father, her guru Rabindranath 

Tagore and Eliade. Even at the end of her autobiography, especially in English, the reader is 

left wondering how, despite being extremely independent, Devi fails to break out of the 

moulds these men created for her to live her life in. Ironically, her husband remains the only 

male figure who allows her to exercise her freedom as an individual without any restraints. 

Devi uses the memory of her past as an instrument to unearth conflicting episodes when she 

had struggled to come to terms with the idea of marriage. Devi’s struggles as expressed 

through a young Amrita who could not envision a future with Eliade or any other man: 

What will happen – I asked myself – if I had to live with this person all my life? Half 

my thoughts unspoken and I shall have to consult the dictionary far too often. But 

what an absurd thought – foolish indeed. How can I live with him all my life? He will 

go away after a few days. I will also get married and leave. But to whom will I be 

married? I can think of no one with whom I would like to live all my life. (Devi, 

1994, p.56)  
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This shows that marriage and the presence of overbearing male figures in her life are integral 

to Devi’s autobiographical narrative. Due to these influences, Devi remains rooted in her 

attempts to critique the influences these male figures have had in her past and uses her 

bilingualism to provide insight into what she considers to be her real self through Amrita. 

Amrita helps Devi reanalyse the moral normativity associated with a literate Bengali woman. 

Devi reaches out to grab moments from her past when she could fathom constant familial 

subjugation that had chipped away at her identity. Therefore, for Devi, the creation of Amrita 

resulted in the negation of her societal image and her familial duties as the narrative becomes 

a space to showcase her authorial dominance. 

In her narrative, Devi explores the bourgeoisie societal expectations in a Bengali 

marriage as she elaborates on her decision to settle down for an arranged marriage and how 

that shaped her desires as a woman as well as an author. Devi states that her stance was 

defeatist but the right choice for her predicament at the time. In her work The Second Sex 

(1949), French existentialist author Simone de Beauvoir states the following on how a 

woman’s marital status becomes a point of societal reference for her character: 

The destiny that society traditionally offers women is marriage. Even today, most 

women are, were, or plan to be married, or they suffer from not being so. Marriage is 

the reference by which the single woman is defined, whether she is frustrated by, 

disgusted at, or even indifferent to this institution. (Beauvoir, 1949, p.451)  

 

Beauvoir’s text provides an exhaustive explanation for being a ‘woman’, the social 

compulsions involved with Her existence and more importantly, how various women across 

history have tried to alter the definition of what is means to be a woman within a given social 

space. One of the important chapters of the Beauvoir’s writing focuses on the concept of 

marriage and the subsequent politics associated with the term in a woman’s life. Beauvoir’s 

analysis of social duty portrayed as ‘normative’ in the case of a woman because her gender 

position can be applied to women’s disposition in the larger Bengali society. Here, the man is 
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a part of the society as the “producer and citizen” – in relation to whom the woman merely 

exists. Her social duty, which is to “represent” morality, will become part of the pleasure she 

has in showing herself to others (Beauvoir, 1949). Beauvoir expands on how marriage has, 

over time, become one of the many coercions that the society and the state exert on a woman. 

This is where Beauvoir brings in the question of ‘choice’. Here, choice is a reflection of free 

will on the woman’s side to choose how she envisions her life to be. Beauvoir states how the 

woman can choose to remain celibate, choose a life partner while wanting to be never 

married or find love within the same-sex. By exploring each of these possibilities, Beauvoir 

stretches a previously well-contained definition of a “woman”, which now remains an ever-

evolving one. Building on this idea, Beauvoir makes a brief mention of the term ‘arranged 

marriage’ and how it has not disappeared as a practice, although it is inherently a “right-

minded bourgeoisie” perpetuation (ibid). Within a South Asian context, Devi complicates the 

question of choice and the lack of free will within a Bengali society. 

For centuries, the Hindu women in India evolved from having swayamvaras56 for 

choosing one’s own partner to what is now known as a love marriage. In 19th – 20th century 

India, arranged marriage was the most prevalent form of partnership, where parents decide on 

finding the best match for their children. In most cases, the bride and groom do not get to 

interact or know each other prior to the wedding day. Although Bengal was quick to embrace 

the concept of love marriage much before the southern states of India, Devi emphasizes that 

this was not the case in her “elitist” Bengali upper-caste family. Her father had been vocal 

about his casteist-classist preferences and continued to exercise control over Devi’s life. In 

her work on Radical Feminism, Toward a Female Liberation Movement (1968), Beverly 

Jones speaks about the weights that hold back a woman trying to live in a man’s world:  

                                                 
56 See Appendix for Swayamvara. 
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Enslavement is her farewell present. As things stand now, she is doomed to become 

someone’s secretary or someone’s nurse, or someone’s wife, or someone’s mistress. 

From now on if she has some contribution to make to society, she is expected to make 

it privately through the man who owns some part of her. (Jones, 1968, p.115)  

 

Enslavement here becomes a crucial term that has propelled confessional narratives by 

several European authors like Lou Andreas-Salome and Simone de Beauvoir who, like Devi, 

have written about their encounters with a patriarchal father figure (Ingram, 2003). In her 

narrative, Devi makes frequent references to the apprehension regarding her father’s 

hypocrisy: 

…And father, who is so learned, who knows so much, does not know that happiness 

never depends on a person’s caste or clan name. And me? I don’t care about these 

things. Never, never will I enter into the prison house of prejudice. Even if I am not 

married to him (Euclid) I will provide with my life that I don’t care for these silly 

customs. I don’t care for anything in Hindu society. (Devi, 1994, p. 89)  

 

Devi’s negation of her father’s choices and socially acceptable practices in Hinduism has 

remained an integral part of her identity as a female author from Bengal. Devi’s decision to 

marry a physician who was stationed in a remote Himalayan village was a conscious decision 

to move away from the elitism in Calcutta. In her narrative, she writes about the struggle to 

return to authorship after a hiatus from the known socio-cultural and literary space in the city. 

She speaks of breaking away from a “prison” to express her powerlessness in her familial 

home and under the care of her father. Therefore, it becomes pivotal to look at the role of a 

male other in the development of her authorial identity.  

With respect to the developing postcolonial world, this Male Other continues to be an 

overpowering figure. Writers like Devi write against the tide and speak out against issues 

pertaining to their position as a postcolonial female author in a man’s world. However, as 

Geok-lin Lim mentions in her essay, such works continue to emphasize and illustrate the 
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control exerted by a male figure. In Shirley Geok-lin Lim’s essay, “Semiotics, Experience, 

and the Material Self - an inquiry into the subject of the contemporary Asian woman writer”, 

she speaks about how the Asian woman writer remains constituted by a “Male Other” (Smith 

and Watson, 1998). Alluding to Doris Lessing’s The Summer before the Dark (1973), Lin 

Lim expands on the concept of how women authors strive to come out of the shadows of a 

patriarchal male figure:  

Our physical size and shape, our choice of coverings, the pitch of our speech, our 

gestures and walk, the life of our eyes, our abilities and capacities are always 

measured against male-constituted desires. We learn to desire for ourselves what men 

desire in us, an endless regression of desire in which the self cannot separate from the 

Other except with the most violent repercussions. For Asian women, therefore, not 

only is the personal political, but sex is often the field in which the political is waged. 

In the absence of a tradition of political engagement in the world, they articulate 

political engagement of their most private encounters with the Male Other… (Smith 

and Watson, 1998, p.444)  

 

The male figures, although omnipresent in the narrative, are constantly overpowered by the 

narrative voice of Amrita and her desires. In Devi’s narrative, her private encounter with a 

European Male Other initiates the narrative but it is her dialogue with her past that propels it. 

Devi consciously distances her father’s overbearing presence as the alternative “Male Other” 

in her narrative by not delving deep into the details of his extra-marital affair with his 

doctoral student. Devi mentions this as a deliberate decision as she wishes the text to be about 

her life and her interpretation of people who have made a lasting impression in her authorial 

memory. Her anger towards her father blazes on with the same intensity as it did in 1930. 

Devi is careful to mention her father’s awareness of his social status as an upper-caste 

Bengali Hindu man in the larger society. This helps make note of how his European outlook 

was confined within the walls of the household. Outside the walls, her father was an elite 

Bengali academic with superior intellect who hated to be proven wrong. Devi states how she 
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had always been aware of her father’s contradictions when it came to patriarchal dominance. 

Remembering her father as the overpowering egoistic man he was, Devi says: 

He is well-known for his erudition and feared by many because of it. His scholarship 

is aggressive; he can easily reduce a person in argument to shambles; he is very fond 

of this game. Yet he has a hypnotic charm. People cling to him. His students are 

devoted to him and will go to any length to support him. He also loves them. But that 

is a different kind of love, there is no sympathy in it. He loves them for his own sake, 

not theirs. For example, he loves me not for me so much as for himself. ‘Look at my 

girl, isn’t she pretty? What a jewel she is! She speaks fluent English, writes good 

poetry, she is my daughter, isn’t she?’ My father is full of me, yet I know if I dare go 

against him the littlest bit, he won’t hesitate to crush me ruthlessly. My likes and 

dislikes are immaterial. I have to be happy at his command. (Devi, 1994, p.22)  

 

Devi’s authorial identity develops as a rejection of her father’s censorship in literature. She 

was prohibited from reading pioneering texts in Bengali literature like Rabindranath Tagore’s 

Chokher Bali (1903) and Nouka Dubi (1906), as well as Bankim Chandra Chatterjee’s 

Krishnakanta’s Will (1873) that focused on powerful women characters. Having read these 

novels in secrecy, Devi recognizes them as works much ahead of their time as they explored 

tabooed social issues concerning women. Devi associates such prohibition as an act to control 

her sexual expression (Devi, 1994). Exercising such control over her acquisition of 

knowledge pushed Devi to read more about issues that her father considered unimportant and 

brought her closer to ideas of nationalism and anti-colonial movements that gained swift 

control of the country in the 1930s and 40s. 

Devi’s description of her father’s patriarchal dominance over her literary inclinations 

evokes Gilbert and Gubar’s concept of the literary forefather. In the first chapter of Gilbert 

and Gubar’s canonical work The Madwoman in the Attic (1980), the authors mention this as a 

critical problem. They build on the idea of Harold Bloom’s ‘anxiety of influence’, which 

examines a writer’s oedipal fear and jealousy for his literary forefather. Gilbert and Gubar 
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look at this issue through a feminist perspective and raise the question of ‘foremothers’ for 

female authors and their predecessors. Several theorists have argued that choosing to write an 

autobiography was a female author’s way of writing herself and those like her into history. In 

Devi’s case, the figure of a literary forefather was coercively occupied by her father. Devi 

elucidates her struggle in recognizing her inclination to accept Tagore as a literary guru 

despite her father’s opposition. With this emerges further ideological complexities in her 

writing.  

The term ‘author’ comes from the Latin word ‘autor’ or ‘father’ / ‘originator’, 

someone with the power to give life, thus, building on the concept of patriarchy addressed in 

Devi’s autobiography and Gilbert and Gubar’s concept of an absent literary foremother. In 

the case of Devi, the originator is a split personality, one who engages in linguistic 

schizophrenia, through Bengali and then again in English and another who is torn between 

the figure of Tagore as the literary father figure and her own biological father. It is as though 

in Na Hanyate (1974), within a more familiar literary and linguistic space, Devi embraces 

Tagore as her guide. Her language is more familiar and the words more poetic. Whereas in 

English, the literary space is alien for Devi and her discomfort in the linguistic space is 

comparable to the discomfort expressed in her father’s Sanskrit classes (Devi, 1994). 

In her text, Feminism without Borders – Decolonising Theory, Practicing Solidarity 

(2003), Chandra Talpade Mohanty speaks about the need to have an alternate feminist history 

to comprehend the socio-cultural disparities within literary spaces like that of Devi’s by 

stating that one of the tasks of feminist analysis is to uncover “alternative, non-identical 

histories that challenge and disrupt the spatial and temporal location of a hegemonic history.” 

(Mohanty, 2003). The problem, as pointed out in Mohanty’s text, is the lack of such 

documented histories within a patriarchal post-colonial setting like India. Although the first 
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female autobiography in India was published in the year 170057, there continues to be a 

dearth in scholarly research that focuses on studying Indian women’s confessional writing as 

an articulation of their societal positions within a colonial and post-colonial setting. One can 

relate this to Devi’s mother’s incapacity as a potential literary foremother. This is a pertinent 

issue that emerges in the early chapters of her autobiographical narratives. Devi watched her 

mother being constantly dominated by her overpowering father and eventually being traded 

for a younger woman (Ingram, 2003). An extremely domesticated woman known for her 

kindness, Devi’s mother displayed utmost loyalty to a husband who had been much too self-

consumed to have treated her as an equal. Despite rearing her young children, taking care of 

her husband and adhering to each of his impositions on her personal space, Devi notes how 

her mother had slowly lost her position in the household after Dasgupta’s affair, as before her 

mother was in “full command of the house; now her voice is ignored”. She makes note of her 

mother’s suffering and concludes that she feels “ashamed of her weakness” (Devi, 1994). 

Throughout her adulthood, Devi makes note of a growing resentment and anger towards her 

mother for not resisting her father’s tyranny. In her narrative, Devi indicates a change in her 

mother’s disposition towards her father’s tyranny could have resulted in securing a more 

stable life for her sister and herself. This brings up the question of authorship and freedom.  

 

1.3 Authorial Time and Freedom 

Both Eliade and Devi borrow their interpretation of authorial time from the concept of 

‘Mahākāla’ from the Hindu religious text, Bhagavad-Gita.58 For Devi, such a concept of 

transcendental time is reflective of her own position as a female author torn between 

patriarchal social systems and between a colonial and a postcolonial time period. She splits 

                                                 
57 Written in the year 1700 by Bahinabai, Atmamanivedana or Bahinibai Gatha traced the life of Bahinaba, a Marathi 
woman who attained Sainthood. 
58 See Appendix. 
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herself into the author Devi who is rooted in the postcolonial present and the narrator Amrita 

who constantly permeates the walls of time. Elaborating on such a conscious engagement 

with the concept of time in a women’s autobiography, K Satchidanandan states the following 

in his essay, “Reflections: Autobiography Today” (2010): 

Autobiography can be a means for survival for women, a way of seeking freedom 

from patriarchal definitions, stereotypical images and expected social roles. Man often 

imposes a unity and identity across time by reconstituting the ego as a bulwark against 

disintegration; man thus denies the effects of having internalized the alienating world 

order. Women are more aware of their otherness and are ready to admit internal 

cracks and disjunctions, rifts and ruptures while men cover over gaps in memory, 

dislocations in time and space, insecurities, hesitations and blind spots. 

(Satchidanandan, 2010, p.7)  

 

In her writing, Devi embraces these cracks and disjunctions while acknowledging the gaps in 

memory. The gaps enable her to reflect on her position as an authorial figure and the 

development of her own confessional narrative work develops with a close reference to 

events as she believes them to have transpired in the past. In her narrative, linearity of time is 

absent in the development of her autobiographical narrative as a textual dialogue with the 

man she fell in love with as a sixteen-year-old girl emphasises the dual focus of employing 

such a narrative structure. The two-fold narrative structure is not just a dialogue Devi engages 

in with Eliade, a man geographically and socio-linguistically displaced from her for four 

decades, but also with herself.  

On the other hand, the concept of freedom emerges out of Devi’s final conversation 

with Eliade where she informs Eliade that their meeting could only bring her closer to her 

husband and bridge the unsaid, undiscovered crack in their marriage that had long existed due 

to Devi not finding closure. Here, Devi epitomizes the concept of freedom by being the first 

one to reach out to Eliade in forty years, despite being a married woman and knowing the 

societal taboos associated with such a meeting. She transgresses the gender boundaries by 
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acknowledging the presence of female desires and her own self through Amrita. Therefore, 

Amrita becomes the narrative representation of Devi’s authorial identity as a 20th century 

postcolonial female.  

 

2. Gender and Postcolonial Female Authorial Identity 

By the 20th century, the position of the Bengali woman seemed to improve under the effects 

of the Bengal Renaissance and the upper-class families’ focus on educating the women in 

their households. However, the social hegemonic and patriarchal hold over the women had 

not diminished. In his essay, “Colonialism, Nationalism, and Colonialized Women: The 

Contest in India” (1989), historian Partha Chatterjee writes about the social position of a 

Bengali woman of an upper-class family during the colonial rule as completely farcical: 

Alongside the parody of the Westernized woman, this other construct is repeatedly 

emphasized in the literature of the 19th century through a host of lower-class female 

characters who make their appearance in the social milieu of the new middle class-

maidservants, washing women, barbers, peddlers, procuresses, prostitutes. It was 

precisely this degenerate condition of women which nationalism claimed it would 

reform, and it was through these contrasts that the new woman of nationalist ideology 

was accorded a status of cultural superiority to the Westernized women of the wealthy 

parvenu families spawned by the colonial connection as well as the common women 

of the lower classes. (Chatterjee, 1989, p.627) 

 

Due to a growing awareness of these social evils, a large number of elite Bengali 

intelligentsia denounced Hinduism as their religion and came together to found 

“Brahmo Samaj”. These elitist Bengali men fought against social odds by teaching their 

women to read and write. These women were often home-schooled and some were 

encouraged to learn foreign languages. They were mostly from the upper-class, upper-caste 

Bengali families of the time who went on to be home-schooled and later gained the 

opportunity to obtain formal education. Under the British missionaries, these women were 
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educated through Western literature and Western parameters of socio-cultural prestige. 

Borrowing from female historian Sarat Kumari Chaudharani on the subject of women’s 

education in Bengal, Bharati Ray writes:  

The process of imparting some education to the daughters of the middle-class 

families, either at home or in school, had been initiated in the nineteenth century. The 

primary motivation of most parents was to make their daughters more eligible as 

prospective brides, because increasingly men sought educated brides, preferably with 

some knowledge of English. (Ray, 2005, p.8)  

 

Such an association of formal education with family prestige and prospective marriage 

emerges in Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical narrative as well. 

In her essay “Writing Postcoloniality and Feminism” (1989), Trinh T. Minh-Ha 

focuses on how women all over the world, especially in non-European countries, struggled to 

voice their opinions against male domination: 

In trying to tell something, a woman is told, shredding herself into opaque words 

while her voice dissolves on the walls of silence. Writing: a commitment of language. 

The web of her gestures, like all modes of writing, denotes a historical solidarity (on 

the understanding that her story remains inseparable from history) (Minh-ha, 1989, 

p.264).  

 

Minh-Ha speaks of how women face rejection while trying to build on the dissimilarities that 

make them different from the men in the society. She speaks of women authors who use these 

rejections and dissimilarities to their advantage to rightfully claim what is theirs. This 

rejection makes these women cross imaginary boundaries – lines that are drawn on sand 

bearing the expectation that a woman should never cross them. Devi was one such female 

author, who not only benefitted from the class and caste privilege of the time but also 

weaponised her literacy to reject the gender expectations of the time.  
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Freedom for Devi is, therefore, a two-fold conceptualisation. The first as a literate 

female author within a patriarchal structure and secondly, as a postcolonial female witnessing 

a disunity amongst Indians rising against the British as part of the independence struggle of 

the 20th century. Devi recalls the disparity amongst the poor and the elites like her father, who 

did not suffer at the hands of the British as they owed much of their growing affluence to 

them. The death of farmers and the nation-wide looting did not touch them and they believed 

the British Empire could never disintegrate (Devi, 1994). As a young college student, Devi 

remembers the death of Jatin Das who fasted unto death after being arrested in the student 

movement against the British. Joining his funeral procession was the earliest expression of 

revolt against her father’s political views: 

I cannot forget the day when the funeral procession of martyr Jatin Das, who died 

fasting in jail, was taken out on Russa Road. I went to a friend’s house on that road to 

watch the great spectacle. An enthusiasm, a patriotic zeal moved through our frames; 

it gave us a strange sense of elation. It was not death, it was life. I was not mourning; 

it was a festival! (Devi, 1994, p.156-57)  

 

The incident forced Devi to reflect on how she views freedom in her own life. This freedom 

she reflects on is not only political freedom but also personal and financial freedom - an 

aspect she explores further through an articulation of desire in her narrative: 

I constantly ask myself, How can I be free? Mother was never properly free; she had 

to steal money or persuade father for her constant need of helping poor relatives. But 

she used to have sufficient influences over father and could persuade him in many 

matters. I used to wonder how those who love freedom could want to keep other in 

chains. But reason does not play a great part either in family life or in politics. The 

British say,” Rule Britannia, Rule the waves, Britons never will be slaves” – but look 

at what they have done to others and then that is also their pride – “The sun never sets 

on the British Empire.” Logic is seldom used. (Devi, 1994, p.157-58)  
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Here, Devi questions freedom within the household and beyond it. The British become 

symbolic figures of patriarchy not only beyond the walls of the Dasgupta household but also 

within the walls through Devi’s father. Devi interrogates the repetitive attack on her pride and 

her mother’s. Following her meeting with Eliade in North America, Devi’s critique of 

imperialism further spills on to a letter addressed to Eliade’s English translator Mac Linscott 

Ricketts59 where she questions Eliade’s portrayal of her in Maitreyi (1933): 

Though he seems to be a great Indologist to you he has not understood Indian society 

at all. I do not know how he has become such a legend in Europe, his base is very 

weak. His outlook is as mundane as a common Westerner. He has a wonderful 

capacity to misunderstand and has always been shy to face the truth with the 

equanimity expected from a learned and wise man. (Kamani, 1996, p.3)  

 

Devi’s letters provide insight into her position as a postcolonial authorial figure who 

embraces bilingualism as a tool to raise her voice against Eliade’s literary portrayal of 

Maitreyi. Devi’s own postcolonial position enables her to push back against the fantastical 

Maitreyi, who is a manifestation of Eliade’s own imagination etched onto the global literary 

memory. Devi’s linguistic schizophrenia is, thus, expressed through her narrative in her 

mother tongue and a self-translation in English. In her own narrative, Amrita unearths the 

complexities that emerge out of Devi’s location in a postcolonial present while addressing a 

European male figure in the colonial past. 

Devi’s narrative brings up the complications associated with such a problem of post-

colonial existence. Her decision to initially write her autobiography in Bengali and to publish 

a self-translation for those who had access to the English language was a conscious effort to 

censor readership, especially Eliade’s. She attempts to find familiarity in Eliade’s narrative 

despite their opposing views. There is an undertone of frustration and anger as Devi struggles 

                                                 
59 Mac Linscott Ricketts was Mircea Eliade’s friend and English translator. He had initially studied history under Eliade’s 
guidance at the University of Chicago. 
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to mediate each complicated relationship she has had with the male figures in her past. 

Eliade’s position is further complicated as a European male whose authorial standpoint 

reduces Devi to a mere figure of exotic beauty. Devi problematizes Eliade’s description of 

her as a “tantric goddess” with “matt brown skin” in his writing (Eliade, 1994). She 

emphasizes that such descriptions followed by claims of a physical relationship between them 

belittles the significance of their liaison, while reducing her to a mere oriental conquest. In 

her article titled “A Terrible Hurt: The Untold Story behind the Publishing of Maitreyi Devi” 

(1996), Ginu Kamani studied the difference between Devi’s autobiographical narrative and 

Eliade’s text. Kamani examines the letters exchanged between Devi and Eliade’s biographer 

Mac Ricketts where Devi voices her anger against Eliade’s portrayal of their affair in the text: 

When I met him in 1973 after forty-three years, I asked him why he has written such 

calamitous things about me. He said it was a fiction and that there are other persons of 

the same name as I! Well what can you say to this! My heart breaks to find Mircea so 

untruthful, disloyal and wrapped up in himself and I shall certainly punish him if he 

dares to publish this book in English where he mentions that in my maiden days, I 

visited him at night! Such calumny! When I was in Chicago Mircea gave me his word 

of honour that he will never publish it in English. I will sue him for libel. You may 

convey to him my views and also remind him his word of honour. Eventually he 

promised to me that he will add an epilogue in the next edition of Maitreyi saying that 

though some incidents described in the book are true some are not. He told me he will 

send me this epilogue to check. But as usual he has not kept this promise also. Now I 

know from your letter that he has omitted the whole episode from his memoir - why? 

Here was his opportunity to say that most of the things he wrote about me were not 

true and absolve me of the guilt. (Kamani, 1996, p.4)  

 

It is this guilt that propels her to write about a past she had not wished to return to. Devi’s 

decision to focus on her interpretation of Eliade as a figure from the past gives her narrative 

the amplified postcolonial female voice. This approach enables her to analyse Eliade in a 

different light – as the ‘other-white’ man and not just as Euclid, the boy she had once loved. 
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This socio-cultural dissimilarity runs deep in Devi’s narrative as it does in Eliade’s writing, 

although differently. Devi’s text becomes influential in providing voice to the experience of a 

coloured woman of privileged birth, viewing her past and the development of own authorial 

self as a re-evaluation of the history of literate female experiences from 20th century India. 

 

3. Conclusion 

Through her narrative, Devi emphatically fabricates an opportunity to give voice to her own 

history and in spirit, hopes to overshadow the Maitreyi from Eliade’s literary imagination. 

Beyond Bengal, Devi remains an exotic figure who is best known for initiating a romantic a 

liaison with Eliade. On many levels, Devi writing back was an attempt to rebuild this image 

of hers that Eliade had painted for the world to see. Devi’s autobiography is a text dedicated 

to herself and her own silence that had broken free after decades of subjugation – shattering 

an image she had unknowingly lived with since 1933.  

As she had rightly predicted in 1972, the world remembers Devi for her infamous 

romantic involvement with Eliade and this brings up the issue of how a woman’s identity is 

entirely dependent on her relationship with a male figure. Like Simone de Beauvoir or Asja 

Lacis60, Devi’s romantic endeavour from the forgone past trumped her literary scholarship. 

Her autobiographical writing poses itself as an “anti-myth” (Ingram, 2003), counter-reacting 

to Eliade’s claims regarding her character and her image as a woman of Bengal. Devi’s 

defiance of the social constraints within Bengali society is well reflected through her decision 

to go to Chicago and meet Eliade one last time. Nevertheless, it is Devi’s courage that 

remains juxtaposed against Eliade’s “cowardice” (Devi, 1994). As Eliade narrated the words 

                                                 
60 Asja Lacis is a Latvian actress and director in theatre who belonged to the Epic Theatre movement of the 20th century. 
Despite her works in Soviet Theatre, Asja is best remembered for her illicit affair with Walter Benjamin while being married 
to German theatre critic, Bernhard Reich. 
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from The Mahabharata about the immortality of his love for her, Devi responds to Eliade’s 

“na hanyate hanymane sharire – it does not die when the body dies” with indignation: 

Well, what then? That you who has no beginning, no middle, no end – I have come to 

see that being in you. If you look at me, believe me, in a moment I shall take you 

across the forty years, exactly to that spot where we first met. (Devi, 1994, p.257)  

 

The text concludes with Amrita the authorial alter-ego finally perishing away in the tides of 

Devi’s memory. In the final lines of the narrative, Amrita returns home to escape her 

disappointment after meeting Mircea in Chicago and crossing over the oceans that separate 

them, she realizes this too shall pass. At once, Amrita is free from Devi’s past and from her 

future.  

Beyond her native privilege, Devi’s position as a three-time marginalised author – as 

a woman, an Indian and as a postcolonial female, is a propelling force in the confessional 

narrative. Her narration expounds the unwavering grip the male figures in her life had on her. 

Her autobiography remains an important literary work within the research spectrum of 

women’s writing from 20th century India. It is an authorial exploration of colonial love and 

patriarchal dominance through the eyes of a post-colonial female author who crossed several 

boundaries that failed to inhibit her courage as she boldly explores an alien literary territory.  

In the next chapter, a closer reading of Maitreyi Devi’s Na Hanyate (1974) will 

examine Devi’s self-translation practice by exploring the differences in the expression of 

linguistic and authorial desires as expressed in the Bengali narrative. 
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CHAPTER 3 B: Self-Translation and Bilingualism in Na Hanyate 
(1974) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
ভুেল থাকা েস েতা নয় েভালা  

িবসিমিতর মেমর্ বাসী  

রে� েমার িদেয়েছা েজ েদালা। 

- ৈমে�য়ী েদবী, আিদতয্ মরীিচ (১৯৭২)61 

 

What remained repressed, has not been forgotten, 

Floating through the depths of my oblivion, 

Intertwined in the blood that runs through my veins. 
 

 
 
 
  

                                                 
61 Maitreẏī, D., & Shyamasree, D. (1972). Aditya Marichi: Twelve poems. Calcutta: Nabajatak Printers. 
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1. Na Hanyate (1974) – Alterities and Self-Censorship 

In the foreword of Na Hanyate (1974), Devi indicates her delight at getting the text published 

right before Durga Puja 1974 – an auspicious day in the Bengali Hindu calendar (Devi, 

1974). Like the divine image of Durga who is venerated for slaying a male demonic figure, 

Devi’s Na Hanyate is a narrative that venerates her own authorial self slaying the demons 

from her past. In her mother tongue, Devi is effortless in navigating the socio-cultural 

nuances within the Bengali society and in her descriptions of authorial dilemma. In Na 

Hanyate, her critique of western consciousness and of Bengali masculinity is more 

emphatically conveyed.  Devi’s articulation of her self is thus stronger and more emotionally 

rooted in the Bengali original: 

এতিদন আিম জানতাম ই না েয একটা িবেযাগা� উপনয্াস আমার সারা জীবেনর মেধয্ 

ধীের ধীের অদশৃয্ কািলেত, অবয্ত্ত ভাষায়, অ�ত ��েন েলখা হি�ল। জীবেনর 

িবয়াি�শটা বছর েকেট েগল, এ দশৃয্গেলা ব� িছল. একবার গালা েমাহর লািগয়া তালা 

ব�। মােঝ মােঝ ওিদেক ধা�া  েলেগ বুঝেত েপেরিছ িভতের িক� ুজমা যাে�, তার 

েবিশ নয় । (Devi, 1974, p. 35) 

For so long I did not know that through my whole life a tragedy was being written, 

slowly and steadily, in invisible ink, in an unspoken language and in an unheard 

voice. Gone now are forty-two years of my life! All that time these scenes were shut 

up – locked and sealed with lac. Sometimes, when tossed about in the vicissitudes of 

life, I have felt the pressure of some hidden sorrow in me. (Devi, 1994, p. 61)  

 

In her self-translation process, Devi almost exclusively relies on word-to-word translation, 

barring a few instances when she demurs from including certain elements in the English 

translation. Her self-censorship is minimized through layers of cultural and linguistic 

specifics. With reference to the difference in intonation, the phrase “বুঝেত েপেরিছ িভতের িক� ু

জমা যাে�”62 is one that channels a deep anguish within a woman who had lost her authorial 

                                                 
62 বুঝেত েপেরিছ িভতের িক��  জমা যাে� can be translated as “I realized there was a lot that remained buried deep within me”. 
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voice and conviction for the longest time. The depth of such emotional anguish is amiss in 

the literal translation in English.  

 The most intriguing part of Devi’s writing in Na Hanyate is her foreword, which is 

excluded in the English self-translation It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994). In what 

constitutes the prologue of the text, Devi clarifies her decision to use the real names of 

important figures from Bengal and gives information about the efforts that went into 

publishing the text: 

উপনয্ােসর েকােনা ভূিমকার েনই, েসই তার িনেজর কথা িনেজই বেল. তবু আমােক 

ৈকিফয়ত িদেত হে�। এ বইেত  �য়ং রবী�নাথ ছাড়াও এমন অেনেকর নাম উে�খ 

কেরিছ যারা একিদন জীিবত িছল. এই কািহনী গেড় েতালবার জনয্ তাঁেদর �কৃত নাম 

উে�েখর হয়েতা েতমন সাথর্কতা েনই।  শধু আিম একিট যেুগর ছিব  আঁকেত েচেয় 

িছলাম, েযই যুগ এইসব যগু পুরষ ও অসামানয্ নারীেদর উপি�িতেত উ�ািসত হেয়িছল।  

েকােনা কা�িনক নাম বয্বহার কের েসই যুগিট আমার কােছ সতয্ হি�ল না।  ১৯৭৩-এর 

েসে��র মােস বইটা েলখা হেয়েছ , মা� দ ুমাস আেগ পা�ুিলিপ  ছাপেত িদেয়িছল। খুব  

শখ হেয়িছল পুেজার আেগ বইিট �কাশ হেব।  �কাশক মশাই আমায় বেলিছেলন এেতা 

�ত  কাজ ভােলা হয় না।  িক� আমার অিত আ�হশত আিমই তাড়া কের দ ুমােসর 

মেধয্ বাইশ ফমর্া বইটা ছািপেয় েফললাম - ফেল দ-ুচারিট মু�ণ �মাদ রেয় েগল, যার 

জনয্ �কাশক দায়ী নন, দায়ী আিম।  ২-রা অে�াবর , ১৯৭৪, ৈমে�য়ী  েদবী  (Devi, 

1974, p.1) 

The novel does not have an introduction – it will speak for itself. Yet I have to provide a 

clarification. In this book, I have mentioned people like Rabindranath himself as well as 

certain others who were once alive. In my attempt to create this narrative, maybe it was 

not necessary to use their real names. All I wanted to do was paint an era through my 

words – an era which manifested itself through these great men and women. By giving 

them imaginary names, I could not hold on to the truth of those bygone years. This book 

was written in September 1973; in just two months, the manuscript was submitted for 

publication. I was adamant on getting the book published before Durga Puja. The 

publisher had warned me about the perils of rushing the process. But my pressed efforts 

succeeded in getting the book published within two months – therefore, there might be a 
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few mistakes in the final print, for which I take complete responsibility.                                  

2nd October, 1974, Maitreyi Devi63  

 

As mentioned previously, Devi originally authored her autobiographical writing in Bengali 

almost two decades before the posthumous publication of the English self-translation. The 

self-censorship was far more conscious in the English self-translation as the text was catering 

to an audience who knew her as Maitreyi, Eliade’s oriental muse, and not as the eminent poet 

Maitreyi Devi in Bengal. Devi also dedicates Na Hanyate to the memory of her mother, 

Himamadhuri Dasgupta (Devi, 1974). On the other hand, Devi dedicates her English self-

translation as an “offering at the temple of Mahākāla”64. This is preceded by the publication’s 

opening remarks introducing Devi as “the daughter of the eminent philosopher Surendranath 

Dasgupta” (Devi, 1994). This is a crucial point of difference in both works. The target 

audience in Bengali is aware of Devi’s lineage as Surendranath Dasgupta’s daughter and as a 

Tagore scholar. Despite this, in her own introduction, Devi consciously distances herself 

from associating her authorial calibre vis-à-vis her relationship with a male “other”. She 

dedicates her work to the memory of her mother, who was not a renowned literary figure and 

had little to contribute to her authorial identity. Throughout her narrative, Devi describes her 

father’s efforts in censoring her every literary taste, her interest in music and in poetry. She 

juxtaposes this with the passive role of her mother in introducing her to literature from the 

Bhakti movement. The fame and ardour Surendranath Dasgupta continues to receive in 

Bengali academia is overshadowed by Devi’s dedication of her confessional narrative to the 

memory of her subjugated mother. Her dedication is symbolic when juxtaposed against her 

father’s rejection of her mother. It is as though through this short dedication Devi allows her 

mother to briefly enter the space of language and desire – one that was denied to her in life. 

                                                 
63 The English translations in this research are my own unless specified otherwise. 
64 See Appendix. 
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Here, Devi’s mother is no longer the rejected wife but a woman who was wronged. It is 

interesting to note the exclusion of such a clarification in It Does Not Die – A Romance. This 

showcases Devi’s position as a stronger and more situated public author within the canon of 

Bengali literature. With respect to the readership beyond Bengal, such an inclusion would 

have been bereft of the socio-familial indications within the Bengali language. In Na 

Hanyate, there is also a dedicated mention of Devi’s other publications which include her 

works on Bengali poetry as well as biographical works on Rabindranath Tagore - মংপুেত 

রবী�নাথ (Rabindranath in Mongpu), রবী�নাথ গৃহ ও িব� (Rabindranath at Home and the 

World), িহর�য় পািখ (কাব���) (Deer Bird – Anthology of Poems), িচেন ও জাপােন (In China and 

Japan), �েগ �র কাছাকািছ (Close to Heaven), which is absent in the English self-translation 

posthumously published in 1994.  

 

1.1 Being Amrita in Bengali 

Within several postcolonial spaces, the convolutions within social structures prohibit the 

reception of women’s life writing as an effort at identity creation. For female authors within 

spaces their autobiographical narratives exist as powerful voices that urge them to know 

oneself better and to rise against social injustices. Micaela Maftei in her text The Fiction of 

Autobiography – Reading and Writing Identity (2013) quotes from Simone De Beauvoir’s 

The Second Sex (1982) to explore the concept of situating oneself as an author and a woman 

while creating an autobiography: 

When I started writing – it wasn’t exactly memoirs, but an essay on myself – I 

realized that I needed first of all to situate myself as a woman … it was not yet a 

feminist commitment as I’ve been involved with in recent years … I became a 

feminist especially after the book was read, and started to exist for other women. 

(Maftei, 2013, p.8)  
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Forging one’s identity as a human, while being the author of one’s own life story, is a 

complex exploration of self-identity. According to Beauvoir, writing is an act that begins 

with situating oneself through gender, and then through the society and, later, through the 

reception of the writing itself, as a voice for others. 

For Devi, Amrita was a representation of her old self – a self that was tied to the 

memory of a twenty-three-year-old Eliade. Amrita stands still like the year 1930 in her life – 

frozen in time and stagnant in spirit. There is an almost conscious undertone of defiance at 

her careful portrayal of Euclid as the western male “other” and Amrita as a reflection of her 

own self. As an author, Devi skilfully steps out of the psyche of Maitreyi, the middle-aged 

Bengali wife, and gracefully steps into the world of Amrita – a disassociated alter-ego who is 

held down by the weight of immense grief since 1930. The creation of Amrita, the alter ego, 

was a defence mechanism to shield Devi from the traumatic memory of a life she was forced 

to leave behind overnight along with the first man she had fallen in love with. Like every 

story that ended without closure, Devi’s Amrita is a voice that resonates a life and unearths 

memories Devi had buried away for decades.  

Like the endless time to which Devi dedicates her memory of Eliade, Amrita is stuck 

in a timeless space. Submerged in the depths of Devi’s memory, Amrita lives as a reminder 

of a life Devi had led long back. Amrita remembers each and every minute of Devi’s 

yesterday – the first time she saw Eliade, the first poem she wrote, the velvet hat over a 

porcelain bust of Tagore, her father’s slap, Eliade’s last goodbye in September 1930. Devi 

makes note of how she had pushed away these images from her conscious mind as they 

compromised her ability to lead a happy life with her husband. In her attempt to write Na 

Hanyate, Devi creates Amrita as she opened doors to a past she never wanted to relive. 

Amrita’s role is to tear apart Eliade’s world of fantasy and to revolt against her father’s 

authority that had annihilated her freedom. Through Amrita, Devi remembers the male 
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figures in her past who changed the course of her life. Amrita remains the literary medium 

through which Devi the author speaks. It is Amrita who travels back and forth in time as she 

brings back news from the past. It is Amrita who loved a tree, as she tip-toed through sunny 

afternoons for a glimpse of Euclid reading in his room. Through Amrita, Devi addresses 

conflict that had emerged in her young heart against her father’s misplaced pride, as she 

returned to her younger self who had found happiness in writing poetry and reciting Tagore’s 

songs (Devi, 1974). Through Amrita, Devi ascertains that her disappointment does not stem 

from a strained relationship with her husband. Such “fanciful sorrow” is a reflection of 

Devi’s own guilt that is manifested through Amrita (ibid). In Na Hanyate, Devi makes note 

of the many female figures from her past - her orthodox grandmother, her mother and the less 

fortunate underprivileged lower-caste women who worked for the Dasgupta household (Devi, 

1974). This conscious differentiation in her narrative was an attempt to remind the readers 

about the daunting role of social privilege within the Indian society. 

Amrita represents the position of a female child within a joint-family system in India. 

In a very common 20th century social practice within Indian society, most households 

consisted of large families, which included grandparents, parents, uncles and aunts as well as 

cousins living together under a single roof. In Na Hanyate, readers often find Amrita 

laughing, playing and singing with her many cousins and the domestic help – a practice 

extremely bewildering to the European Euclid. Eliade and his ‘Alain’65, are both suspicious 

of Amrita’s constant laughter in the company of her cousins (Eliade, 1994). In the Bengali 

narrative, Devi’s description of a carefree life within the household can be read within a 

frame of socio-cultural normativity. Moreover, the English translation of these incidents often 

come across as mundane and over-exemplified due to the lack of socio-cultural context. 

Thus, it is crucial to note that Devi’s Amrita showcases freedom within a familial setting at a 

                                                 
65 In Maitreyi (1933) and its subsequent translations, Eliade calls himself Alain, the engineer who has travelled to Calcutta to 
be supervised by Maitreyi’s father. 
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period in Indian history when most women were not encouraged to attain formal education or 

be in the vicinity of other men. Devi speaks of her aspirations that go beyond gender 

constraints within the Bengali society.  

With reference to the use of set images and tropes, Devi’s mature introspection of the 

past is expressed through poetic verses and tender humour in the delicate use of the Bengali 

language. Such an invocation fails to be communicated through the English translation. 

Through Amrita, Devi enters an ideal realm where she realizes the end is near, as expressed 

in the concluding lines of the novel: 

আিম ৈনরশয্বাদী েনাই তাই এত�ন আমার ভাঙা বুেকর মেধয্ আশার একটা টুনটুিন 

পািখ দানা েভেঙ পেড় ধকুধুক করিছেলা।  িমচর্ ার কথাটা কােন আসা মা� একটা কা� 

হেলা। েসই েছা� পািখটা হটাৎ িফিন� হেয় েগেলা - িফিন� পািখ েকও েদেখেছ? িঠক 

আলবা�স এর মতন েদখেত - েসই িবরাট খেগ� তার শ� িবপলু প� দিুট িবধুিনত 

কের আমােক িনেয় উ�র্গামী হেলা, আর তখন ওর পড়ার ঘেরর ছাদটা পয্াে�ারার 

বে�র মতন খুেল েগেলা - েদওয়ােলর বাধা চেল েগেলা, আর বইেয়র পাথরগেলা জেলর 

েঢউ হেয় েগেলা, আিম জলকে�াল শনেত েপলাম। (Devi, 1974, p. 191) 

I am not a pessimist. Inside my broken heart a tiny bird of hope was in its death throes 

but no sooner did Mircea’s words reach me, then that little bird revived and turned 

into a phoenix. Has anyone seen a phoenix? It looks exactly like an albatross. The 

huge bird flapped its great wings and then, picking me up, it rose higher and higher as 

the roof of Mircea’s study opened like the Pandora’s Box and the walls disappeared – 

all the stony books turned into ripples – I heard the gurgle of the flowing water. (Devi, 

1994, p. 257)  

 

Devi emphasizes the ephemeral quality of vanity, as the books slowly turn into ripples before 

her eyes. Water, in these lines, refers to Lake Michigan, as she was then close to its flowing 

waters. The little bird of hope is Amrita, whose broken self is revived like the phoenix who 

rises from its ashes. Through Amrita, Devi escapes the disappointment she faced after 

meeting Mircea one last time and like the ever-flowing water, she realizes this too shall pass. 
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The inevitability of change was upon her and she recognizes that she is returning to where 

she belongs as the waters guide her home. Like the silent waters, Devi’s desires continue to 

run free, touching the mortal shores while heading to the clay-soaked delta. Beyond the 

waters is the chhayapath (ছায়াপথ ) 65

66 or the “milky way”, where Amrita and Euclid will 

unite once again in the future. Until then, Amrita retires to silence and Devi returns to her 

social roles as a poet, a wife, and a mother. 

Devi and Amrita are both aware of how society might view her decision to speak 

about her yearnings – this is a society that does not wish to hear about women’s deep desires. 

Devi’s clarifications and constant reaffirmation of her love for her husband urges one to be 

cognizant of the Indian woman’s reality. Towards the later chapters of the narrative, Devi 

follows Amrita’s development from being a heartbroken young girl to a mature and resilient 

woman. Her urges come across as more fluid in the Bengali writing, when compared to the 

stiff word-to-word in the English translation. In Na Hanyate, she is the poet who is conscious 

of the alterities within herself and her authorship: 

এটা �ৃিত নয়।   আমার শরীর এইখােন েচয়াের িন�য় পেড়িছল িক� আিম মহাকােল 

অনু�িব�, যার সামেনও েনই েপছেনও েনই! েযখােন 'নািহ রাি�, নািহ িদন, না হয় 

সকাল' । এই শরীর ও মেনর িবে�দ, এই এেকই সে� দইু সমেয়, অথর্াৎ আমরা যা দইু 

সময় বেল েদখেত অভয্� । েস - রকম দইু সমেয় উপি�িত িন�ই শরীরেক আঘাত 

কের. তাই আিম অবস�। (Devi, 1974, p.23) 

This isn’t just a memory. My body must be here on the chair, but I have infiltrated 

through the Mahākāla, which neither has a beginning nor an end. Here, ‘there’s no 

night, no day, and no morning’. This disassociation of the body and the mind, this 

simultaneous existence in two timespans, or rather what we know as two timespans, 

to exist this way must be hurting the body. Therefore, I am exhausted.  

  

                                                 
66 See Appendix. 
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Devi distances herself from the use of the term �িৃত or memory. As an author, she considers 

Amrita to be an extension of her own self living through her past in the present. Time, she 

states, can be understood in many ways. Amrita is suspended at an authorial time which has 

no night or day – a phrase she borrows from a Bengali poem by Tagore.  

Towards the later chapters of the narrative, Devi follows Amrita’s development from 

being a heartbroken young girl to a mature and resilient woman. This Amrita is painfully 

aware of all the hypocrisies that exist within her own family and within the larger Bengali 

society. The disrespect and submissive position held by her mother throughout the course of 

their marriage adds to Amrita’s own resilience at making her own marriage work despite its 

problems (Devi, 1974). Devi’s narrative in Bengali, as she speaks to the role of a woman 

within a Hindu household and beyond it, is stronger and more opinionated when compared to 

her translation in English. This demonstrates her social privilege within the Bengali literary 

space. 

In Na Hanyate, the target language audience is aware of the people being discussed in 

Devi’s autobiography. These are extremely popular public figures within the given target 

language culture. They require no introduction and the audience is conscious of their social 

power as well as the implications of any comments made by Devi about them. With respect 

to the English self-translation, this awareness cannot be anticipated by the author. The 

question of ‘moral purity’ that Devi often refers to in the Bengali original misses a touch in 

the English translation (Devi, 1974). While narrating the story in her mother tongue, Devi is 

not hesitant to invoke Tagore repeatedly or to elucidate the nature of her relationship with 

him. In It Does Not Die, Tagore is a figure that is seldom appealed to, whereas in Na 

Hanyate, he is omnipresent and he is the force that provides Devi the strength to become the 

author she was. To the elitist and the proletariat Bengali reader alike, Tagore is a figure that 

exudes scholarly brilliance and mystical radiance. To these readers, Eliade’s claim of Tagore 
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harbouring romantic feelings for a young student, like Maitreyi Devi, is nothing short of 

absurdity. Therefore, in Bengali, Devi provides no clarification regarding Eliade’s suspicions 

but weaves in his constant distrust as a crucial part of their cultural difference in the narrative. 

In Na Hanyate, Tagore is the guru and the paternal figure Amrita constantly turns to. 

Tagore’s presence as a literary forefather as well as a physical paternal figure is 

underexplored in It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994). It is here that one sees the role of the 

audience in a self-translated text. According to Takashi Takahashi: 

Translating culture is a multifaceted process, which often requires a retelling or 

rewriting for a new Target Language audience who has no knowledge of the source 

culture described. At the same time, this process becomes greatly influenced by the 

translator’s relationship with the host society – the TL audience. (Takahashi, 2019, 

p.3)  

 

In the effects produced in her writing, it seems clear that Devi consciously approaches a 

space of cultural neutrality in her English writing. What differs is her emphasis and 

articulation of certain episodes that lack clarity in English when compared to the Bengali 

original. Devi makes references to the mental institution in rural Behrampore, the warmth of 

আবিৃ� recitals, the joy of proofreading the manuscript of Tagore’s romance novel, steeping 

them deep in the cultural and linguistic space of Bangla (Devi, 1974). What differs is her 

emphasis and articulation of certain episodes that lack clarity in English when compared to 

the Bengali original. In Na Hanyate, the narrative is more compelling and the vocabulary 

effortless: 

��, ��, ��, আজ এই �� কত যুগ পার হেয় আবার েকন মেন এল? েকন আমার 

জীবেন এমন একটা ঘটনা ঘটল যার েকােনা �েয়াজন িছল না? আবার েদখিছ এর 

আর� ও েনই, েশষও েনই । (Devi, 1974, p.1) 
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Questions, questions, questions - why, after so many years, am I reminded of these 

questions? Why did such an unnecessary episode happen in my life? And now I see, it 

has neither a beginning, nor an end.  

 

The emphasis on the term “��” or question exemplifies Devi’s authorial dissatisfaction, one 

that remains missing in the English self-translation. The significance of such an event which 

has no end or beginning is also a reference to the title of the autobiography, Na Hanyate, 

which represents the immortality of her story with Eliade. Devi’s articulations of desire are 

therefore more deep-rooted in the Bengali version where the words “immortality” and 

“desire” or তৃ�া have moralistic implications when uttered by a woman. The authorial body 

transcends the boundaries of morality by incorporating literary images of thirst and hunger to 

represent তৃ�া (desire). The next section examines the analogy of desire as thirst and hunger 

in Devi’s writing. 

 

2. Literate Authorial Desires 

2.1 Analogy of Thirst & Hunger 

An intriguing exclusion, or minimization, in It Does Not Die occurs in an episode where 

Eliade gifts Devi a copy of Knut Hamsun’s Hunger (1890), with the hand-written message 

‘amitie’ in French. Although she mentions the entire episode in the English translation, the 

Bengali translation contains a deeper focus on the growing closeness between Devi and 

Euclid. In both texts, she states how she disliked Hunger, as she could not relate to the 

descriptions in the book. As a novel focusing on the delusions and existentialist crisis of a 

modern life, Hunger failed to leave an impact on a young Amrita. Amrita ascertains that she 

had not experienced hunger for passion either, an inadequacy that she states could be 

addressed anytime she wants (Devi, 1974). With reference to the societal representation of 

the public woman and her “impure sexual desires”, Devi states the following: 
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শারীিরক শিচতা স�ে� ভারতীয় েমেয়েদর উত্তরািধকার সূ� পাওয়া নানা ব�মুল ধারণা 

আেছ, আিমও তা েথেক মু� নই. �ামী ছাড়া অনয্ েকােনা পুরষেক তারা ভােলাবােস 

না -  বাসেত পাের না, ছঁুেত েতা পেরই না. অনয্ পুরষ হে� পরপুরষ। েকােনা 

েকােনা েমেয় েসই রকম কের, তারা হে� ে�ইিরিন।  এই পিরভাষাগেলা আিমও শনিছ। 

(Devi, 1974, p.41) 

As Indian women, we have inherited certain misconceptions regarding bodily purity, I 

could also not escape them. They do not love a man other than their husbands – 

cannot love another man, definitely cannot touch them. Other men are porpurush or 

strangers. Some women do so, they are svairini67. I have also become aware of this 

terminology.  

 

In It Does Not Die, with markedly different emphases, this passage appears as follows: 

Indian women have come to have fixed ideas about bodily purity. I was certainly not 

free from that. For example, they can love no one but their husbands; if anyone does 

otherwise, it is considered a most degrading act. Yet there are some women who fall 

for men other than their husbands. In Sanskrit there are some “technical” terms for 

them, such as svairini… (Devi, 1994, p.69)  

 

There is a stark difference in the way Devi alludes to the concept of inheriting 

misconceptions on promiscuity. The term svairini68 is an extremely derogatory term for those 

reading this in Bengal or India. In the Bengali version, such women are described as 

constitutively immoral (“they are svairini”), whereas the English version shifts this to a 

“technical” term, which is to shift one’s focus to the irrational societal norms that are ever-

pervasive for a woman in the Indian society. Devi highlights her take on the inherited notions 

of chastity in India by introducing two famous literary examples that are, once again, omitted 

in the English translation: 

                                                 
67 See Appendix. 
68 See Appendix. 
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ইিতমেধয্ 'চির�হীন' ও আিম 'েনৗকাডুিব'র মলােটর মেধয্ েরেখ পের েফেলিছ. চির�হীন 

এর এই দ�ুু েবৗটার সে� ‘হা�র’ েবৗেয়র েলাকটার েবশ িমল আেছ - এই তরণী 

িবধবা েবৗটা বলেছ, 'েয তৃ�ায় মানষু নমর্দার কােলা জল অ�িল েভাের পান কের 

আমার িছল েসই িপপাসা'. এই তৃ�া িক ? (Devi, 1974, p.41) 

By now, I had read Charitroheen69 by hiding it inside the cover of Noukadubi70. 

Charitroheen’s naughty wife has quite a remarkable similarity to the man in Hunger – 

this young widow says, “The thirst that makes man devour the muddy waters of 

Narmada like nectar, such is my lust.”  

 

The exclusion of this entire literary allusion from It Does Not Die is reflective of Devi’s 

consciousness regarding her English audience and their possible ignorance with respect to 

Bengali literature.  

These references in Na Hanyate makes the concept of bodily purity in the case of the 

Indian woman far more nuanced. They bring in a literary texture that pushes the reader to 

remember the character development of the female figures from the novels and how the status 

of women as well as the gender prejudices within the Bengali society have remained static 

over the years. Tagore’s portrayal of the desirable widow, Binodini, went on to become one 

of his canonical novels that was considered well ahead of its time. The novel was received 

with mixed reactions by the elitist Bengali society of the early 20th century who disagreed 

with Tagore’s portrayal of a Hindu widow as a sexually active woman. The earliest known 

writing as a Hindu widow as a central character in an Indian novel, Chokher Bali (1903), was 

revered and shunned at the same time with several Bengali parents, like Devi’s own father, 

prohibiting young girls from reading about the sexually promiscuous Binodini.  

 

                                                 
69 Charitroheen (1917) is a Bengali novel by Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay that focuses on the lives of Sabritri, a young 
widow who has been put out of her husband’s home and is forced to work as a domestic help for a young man, Satish, who 
she eventually falls in love with. 
70 Noukadubi (1906) is a Bengali novel by Rabindranath Tagore.  
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 2.2 Thirst as Desire 

In the previous textual example, Devi’s use of Narmada, the longest river in western India, is 

an implication at the metaphorical level of desire as free-flowing water. Apart from this, the 

imagery of the flowing water emerges in her evening visits to the lake with Eliade and the 

urge to drown herself in the Himalayan waters after Eliade’s departure in 1930 (Devi, 1994). 

Both water and fire remain recurring metaphorical imageries in Devi’s narrative, as the 

instrumental pantheistic elements in Hinduism. Here, thirst and hunger employ a dual role – 

to implicate bodily desire as well as psychoanalytical desire. With reference to the use of 

metaphors to denote sexuality in Greek and English literatures, Kyratzis states the following: 

This is an instance of the basic metaphor SEX IS WATER, according to which, the 

body is in need of sex as it needs water to survive, thus stressing the importance of 

sex in the overall balance of the body. This metaphor is the equivalent of SEX IS 

FOOD, which is basic to both the English and the Greek language (people can hunger 

for sex or they can be sex-starved – or simply be hungry. (Kyratzis, 2007, p.99)  

 

The lack of ‘water’ or the lack of sexual satisfaction is an exploration often attempted by 

feminist authors. For Devi, this thirst signifies a deeper lack – one that has been inherited by 

misconceptions and societal taboos. She addresses the social conditioning and the scrutiny 

that women in the country are subjected to. The emerging “তৃ�া” or “thirst” or “�ুধা” or 

“hunger” is one that is reflective of these coercive forces that regulate women’s sexuality and 

freedom of speech. In Hindu mythology, water from the Ganges is considered to be sacred. 

Ganga, as She is known, is the catalyst in the Hindu belief of rebirth. She flows along the 

banks, to receive the dead and to return them to the shores if they wish to walk the Earth 

again. After the annual festivities, clay idols of divine figures are immersed in Her as she 

carries them away only to return in one year. The Ganges also quenches physical human 

thirst. She cleanses your sins and expurgates your conscience.  
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In death, a Hindu soul is welcomed by Kali on the shores of the Ganges. She invokes 

thirst and dissolves hunger. Desire becomes her. Kali then takes the soul away as the body is 

slowly consumed by the flames of the funeral pyre, while the Ganges continues waiting for 

her turn to devour the bodily ashes. The imagery of the metaphorical fire and the quenching 

water is repetitive in Devi’s autobiographical writing. Even in her memory, Devi recalls the 

metaphorical flames that engulfed her young body as she wondered about her improbable 

future with Eliade. She refers to her favourite lines of poetry and states the following: 

... আর আমার ি�য় কিবর কিবতা মেন পড়েছ – “words are but loads of chain 

in my flight of fire. I pant, I sink, I expire!” আিম ভাবিছ '�াইট অফ ফায়ার, 

�াইট অফ ফায়ার' আমার মাথার মেধয্ ঘুরপাক খাে� এই কথাটা - আিম ডুেব যাি�, 

ডুেব যাি�, আমার মাদরুটা পালেকর িব�ানা হেয় েগেছ । (Devi, 1974, p.60) 

…. And, I remember a poem by one of my favourite authors – “words are but loads of 

chain in my flight of fire. I pant, I sink, I expire!”. I wonder, “Flight of fire, flight of 

fire” the words continue swirling in my head – I am drowning, drowning away; my 

mat has turned into a bed of feathers.  

 

Such a use of the imagery invokes a reference to Sita’s retribution through fire in The 

Ramayana. In Hinduism, not only is fire worshipped but also venerated for its ability to 

devour human sin. Similarly, water purges every sin and quenches the parched. For Amrita, 

the thirst is rooted in her memory of the past and in her articulation of the soul releasing itself 

only to recognize pangs of hunger. Devi’s exploration of hunger exhibits bodily desire and 

authorial recognition. While the water that drowns her indicates her inner most desires that 

are slowly creeping up on her, the flames engulf what is left of her past. Thus, through her 

narrative, Devi floats over the waters to reach Amrita, who is straddled in the ruins of 1930. 

Devi ends her narrative with Amrita finally consumed by the flames of time on the shores of 

Ganga, where she bids her goodbye (Devi, 1974). 
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3. Authorial Identity 

For Devi, her lack of choice in choosing a husband or in a possible attempt to find Eliade 

after 1930, is one that emerges out of her narrative language, especially in Bengali. In her 

native tongue, Devi comes across as a stronger authorial figure who constantly reminds the 

reader that her autobiography is not about a particular person, but a particular experience that 

altered her life completely. The person, Eliade, is simply a means to the end, which remains 

her metamorphosis as a woman and as an author. Regarding the early years of her marriage, 

Devi does not shy away from stating her dissatisfaction although she remembers the initial 

relief she felt at leaving her parents’ home and her father’s dominance. She is unsure about 

why she feels so and repeatedly attempts to delve deep within herself to learn of her 

innermost desires. Devi remembers the early years of her marriage and the exact moment at 

which she felt happy in the marriage: 

আমার বাইশ বছর অরণয্বােস িতনিট বছর �রণীয় - এই িতন বছেরই আমরা 

েবঁেচিছলাম।  বািক িদনগিল খািল পুনরাবৃিত্ত।  যখন আমার জীবেনর েসই সু�রতম 

পবর্ শর হেত চেলেছ যতদরূ মেন পেড় েসই সমেয় অথর্াৎ ১৯৩৮ সােল অ�িদেনর জনয্ 

কলকাতায় এেসিছ।  বাবা আমােক বলেলন, "ইউি�ড্ েতামােক একটা বই উৎসগর্ কেরেছ, 

উৎসগর্পে� েতামার কােছ �মা েচেয়েছ। " কথাটা শিনবার জনয্ আিম একবারই ��ত 

িছলামনা - হৃৎিপ� লাফােত লাগেলা, বাধাই মােন না - আিম ��রীভূত দাঁিড়েয়ই 

রইলাম, িক� ুবললাম না।  (Devi, 1974, p.119) 

Of the twenty-two years of my solitary confinement in a forest life only three years 

have I lived fully. The rest of the days are only repetitions. I have written about this 

period elsewhere. It can’t be dealt with here. 

As far as I can remember that was in 1938. Father told me in Calcutta, “Mircea has 

dedicated a book to you and he has sought your forgiveness in the dedication.”  

The news was so unexpected that my heart began to beat faster and went almost out of 

control. I stood speechless, turned into a statue. (Devi, 1994, p.174)  
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To be speechless is a reference to the loss of the vāc71 and the silence in desire. Here, 

language enters a space of vacuum where silence engulfs words. Devi’s motionless being is 

transfixed at the boundaries of time. From the vocal Amrita, she becomes Devi whose 

desires, at that moment in history, remained paralysed like her own body on the stairway. As 

she returns to being Amrita, the wheels spin again and language becomes the mirror for the 

previously unsaid.  

In Devi’s narrative, her decision to address Eliade as Euclid in the Bengali original 

could be attributed to the cultural appropriation within Bengal wherein it is common to 

address people you are not related to by their surnames. This is, therefore, legible as a 

conscious distancing of Eliade as an entity in her past, rather than a man she has any 

associations with in the present. In the text, In the Beginning is Desire – Tracing Kali’s 

Footprints in Indian Literature (2004), Neela Saxena further reflects on how Indian women 

share a different relationship with history. She notes: 

Women have never been regarded as direct agents of history, or scholarship or 

philosophy. Paradoxically, this can also free us from the fetters of history, and we can 

construct our own. Women’s entry into the public world (at least for those who are 

fortunate enough to have access to education), a rather recent event in world history, 

has led to numerous voices proclaiming their own truths – diverse, heterogeneous, and 

polycentric. (Saxena, 2004, p. 288)  

 

Like those privileged women who have had access to education, Devi aims to create her own 

truth - one so diverse and heterogeneous that it splinters her own understanding of the self. 

Part of her entering into authorship is a version of what Saxena points to: an entry into 

awareness of the public world.  

During a visit to Chattogram (now Chittagong, Bangladesh) with her family, when the 

independence movement against the British was in full-swing, Devi is exposed to the political 

                                                 
71  See Appendix. 
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resilience that later influenced her own role as an author. The event caused Devi to distance 

herself from her father’s political beliefs and re-evaluate the concept of feminine freedom in 

her own life. Although Devi makes a brief mention of this episode in her English translation, 

her writing in Bengali is far more emphatic. The historical event that transpired in 

Chattogram remain pivotal in the lives of Bengalis who escaped East Bengal and reached the 

Indian shores of Bengal around 1947 following communal riots. This is a period that has been 

etched in the history of Bengal as a crucial time for the students’ movement, and by including 

this episode in her narrative Devi acknowledges her own ancestry as an East Bengali 

(present-day Bangladesh) and immortalizes the courage of young students who were killed in 

the revolution: 

বাবা যখন বলেত লাগেলন এরকম পাগলািমর েকােনা অথর্ হয় না, তখন আমরা খুব 

তকর্  করলাম।  এর ফলাফেল �াধীনতা কতটা এগেব তা েক জােন িক� ওরা িনেজরা 

েতা এেগাল, এেতা েবােরা একটা কাজ করা  িক কম কথা?  আিম ভাবিছ এরকম একটা 

বড় কােজর মেধয্ যিদ আিম েযেত পারতাম তাহেল আমার দঃুখটা িন�ই চেল েযত।  

িক� আমার েয েকােনা উপায় েনই িনেজর েকােনা পথ খুঁেজ েনবার।  ওরা েদশেক 

�াধীন করেত চায়, মানুষেক �াধীন করেব েক? আমােক, আমার মা েক ? (Devi, 1974, p. 

71) 

When father began saying there is no rationale to such madness, we argued a lot. How 

much of this could lead to independence, we did not know but the fact that they risked 

their lives for such an act of bravery, is that an insignificant feat? I am wondering if I 

could get into such a noble movement, my grief may also dissipate. But, I have no 

means to find my own path in life. They want to provide freedom to the country, but 

who will free the people? Me, or my mother?  

  

Devi questions the power of freedom and the lack of personal freedom despite social 

privilege. Devi’s recollection of the valorous act is a rebellion against her father who strongly 

condemned student politics. Devi is not hesitant to voice her disappointment at being unable 

to join the independence movement – a disappointment she voices several times throughout 
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her narrative. In her later life, Devi went on to become a crucial figure in the Bengali society 

during the Bangladesh Liberation War of 1975, when she played an active role in building 

refugee settlements on the Indo-Bangladesh border. Devi, as a sixteen-year-old Amrita, is 

bewildered at how these young men can win the country freedom and if they do, how can the 

voiceless women, like herself or her mother, attain the same freedom? Imprisoned in a 

household where their every move is criticized, Devi imagines the true price and nature of 

freedom. This is an immediate indication of the double imprisonment of the postcolonial 

woman: she is imprisoned by the State or the colonizing forces, in the public sphere, while 

being imprisoned by patriarchal forces that start in the home. Freedom from these patriarchal 

forces is a battle that has not been won. Devi’s struggle in her search for individualism is one 

tainted with uncertainty. She is writing about a world that is caged and souls that are 

constantly confined. In her critique of Dasgupta as a dominating figure in her life, Devi’s real 

endeavour lies in finding her own self. Through Amrita as an authorial narrative alter-ego, 

she comes close to doing this.  

 

3.1 Patriarchy and Authorship 

In Na Hanyate, Devi is careful to allude to elements in Bengali culture and to mythical 

figures from Indian history. In the narrative, through Amrita Devi draws an analogy to 

Anarkali’s death72 and Tagore as a derived father figure: 

উিন যিদ আমােদর কথা জানেত পােরন, এই মুহূেতর্  আকবর যা কেরিছেলন তাই করেবন 

- শরীের নয়, িক� মেন, মেন, মেন।  ে�েমর এই আনারকিলর উপর পাথর গিড়েয় 

েফলেবন।  েকও বাধা িদেত পারেব না।  আর রিব ঠাকুর? িতিন যিদ আমার িপতা 

হ’েতন, িতিনও িক এরকম করেতন? িযিন িলেখেছন - 'েদােল ে�েমর েদালনচাপঁা হৃদয় 

                                                 
72 Anarkali is a 16th century courtesan from the Mughal period in India. Although her existence is often a contested topic, 
Anarkali gained prominence in the early 17th century as the lover of Jehangir, the son of Mughal Emperor Akbar. In 1600, 
after finding out about their relationship, Akbar is known to have ordered Anarkali’s death by suffocating her inside a brick 
wall. Her story has been immortalized in several folktales. 
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আকােশ' - িতিন িক েসই চাঁপার কিল েথতঁেল িদেত পােরন? কখনই না।  বলেবা তাঁেক? 

িক হেব বেল, তারঁ েতা আমার ওপর েকােনা অিধকার েনই।  িতিন েতা আমার েকও 

নয়।  েকউই নয়! েকউই নয়! িক অ�ুত কথা। (Devi, 1974, p. 66) 

If he found out about us, at this very moment, he would do as Akbar did – not the 

body, but in the mind, the mind, the mind. This love struck Anarkali would be 

squashed under a boulder. No one can stop him. And Rabithakur? If he were my 

father, would he have done the same? He, who wrote – ‘Swing, O swinging 

Champa73, the love-swing of my heart, swings in the sky’ – can he throw away that 

champa flower? Never. Should I tell him? What is the point - he has no authority over 

me. He is no one to me. No one! No one! What a strange thing to say.  

 

The fabric of allusions to female figures like Anarkali from Indian history gains more access 

to a divided self in Devi’s Bengali writing than in the English translation (Devi, 1974). Devi 

associates Anarkali’s imprisonment to her own shackled spirit under her father’s patriarchal 

control. Therefore, by alluding to such mythical figures Devi weaves in an Indian literate 

fabric to showcase a plurality of identity in her imagined self-constructions.  

Beginning with the aforementioned textual example, there are several more in Devi’s 

narrative that allude to Tagore as a preferred father-figure. He is the one she turns to when 

she writes something new. He is the first person to know about the nature of her relationship 

with Eliade. On the day after her wedding it is Tagore she visits before any rituals are carried 

out. In Devi’s writing, Tagore features as a constant paternal figure, and a contrasting one at 

that. In the given lines, her father is equated to Akbar. Like Akbar, Surendranath Dasgupta’s 

tyrannical role as a father and an absentee husband outshines his efforts as a renowned 

Sanskrit scholar of the 20th century. Anarkali’s fatal suffocation emerges as a metaphorical 

allusion to Devi’s own silenced authorial self that remained stifled for decades. The 

descriptions of Dasgupta’s dominance over every decision undertaken by the women of his 

                                                 
73 See Appendix. 
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household is consciously juxtaposed against Tagore’s compassion. Devi is constantly aware 

of the freedom exercised by the women of the Tagore household and with every visit she 

makes to the Jorasanko Palace, the readers witness Amrita moving further and further away 

from her disillusioned experiences in the Dasgupta household. Although the Tagores were 

essentially considered royalty, the Dasguptas exercised similar socio-cultural power in the 

Bengali society of the 20th century. Devi questions this cultural capital as she recalls her 

father’s decision to destroy the pages of all the books Euclid had gifted her. Amrita was 

reduced to a prisoner in her own home and a voiceless witness to her father’s atrocities. As he 

slowly tore away the pages of the books, Devi’s authorship remained crippled due to the 

literary handicap brought on by her father’s dominance. The books, the mythical figures and 

Tagore’s compassion remained important forces propelling the development of Devi as the 

strong authorial voice speaking through Amrita. The anger invoked by her father’s coercion 

led Devi into giving up a career in academia after her father left the family for a young 

woman. Within the walls of privilege and elitism that her father brought her up in, she was 

denied the right to exercise any form of independence.  

In the Bengali language, Devi’s repetitive emphasis on her father’s control over the 

mind and not the body is also an indication of how he constantly policed her decisions, 

although he was aware of his limitations. Her emphasis was targeted towards the beliefs 

within upper-caste Hindu households where there are strict rules regarding a woman’s 

physical safety as male family members are restricted from inflicting any physical abuse on 

them. The woman, who is considered to be the embodiment of Goddess Lakshmi – the Hindu 

goddess of prosperity, is to be protected and never physically reprimanded. Her punishment, 

therefore, is inflicted on the mind. It is her mind and her heart that is constantly policed and 

preyed upon. Dasgupta’s dominance over every aspect of Devi’s life, his wife’s happiness 

and his family’s wellbeing flows like a chilly yet bitter undercurrent in the narrative.  
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4.   Conclusion 

In her attempt to construct her own voice through the literary alter-ego Amrita, Maitreyi Devi 

imaginatively liberates her past self from the socio-familial shackles that held her back for 

over forty years. This liberation can be interpreted as an invocation to Kali. It was anger that 

led to the creation of Kali, an alter-ego of Goddess Parvati. Beneath the calm exterior of 

Parvati lay a dormant feminine entity, who once unleashed remains invincible. For the 

millions of Hindu women who worship Kali, in fear and in devotion, they obtain strength 

from her invincible feminine presence in the Hindu pantheon. In Bengal, Kali remains the 

propelling divine force who is called upon in times of any form of distress. She is anger, she 

is hope.  

For Devi, liberation came after several years of perseverance. An image of Eliade that 

she held on to was shattered through her discovery of Maitreyi (1933). The resulting 

disappointment and anger led to the creation of Amrita – one who is not bound by her role as 

Surendranath Dasgupta’s daughter, Eliade’s lover or M. M. Sen’s wife. Despite her 

renunciation of seemingly every social role, Devi’s Amrita remains a loyal Tagore scholar. 

Throughout her autobiographical narrative, it is only Eliade and Tagore who call her Amrita. 

To her parents, she is Ru. A differentiation better understood through the writing in Bengali, 

Devi’s exploration of her liberated self is one that disputes the occurrence of a sexual 

intercourse and not sexual contact. In her effort to make a differentiation between herself and 

Amrita, Devi’s attempt could be seen as a conscious task of distancing her present self from 

her younger self who engaged in sexual contact with Eliade. While doing this, Devi was 

aware of the “subjectification” she would face in the Bengali society after the publication of 

the text. In a prudent analysis of “subjectification” faced by authors within a postcolonial 

context, Homi Bhabha states the following: 

…. the point of intervention should shift from the ready recognition of images as 

positive or negative, to an understanding of the processes of subjectification made 
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possible (and plausible) through stereotypical discourse. To judge the stereotyped 

image on the basis of a prior political normativity is to dismiss it, not to displace it, 

which is only possible by engaging with its effectivity; with the repertoire of positions 

of power and resistance, domination and dependence that constructs colonial 

identification subject (both colonizer and colonized). (Bhabha, 2004, p.67)  

 

In Devi’s writing, it is her reclamation of power through authorial resistance that leads to the 

emergence of literary binaries, which not only complicates the narrative but also provides 

insight into its push against cultural normativity. The crucial force here, is thus, 

representation. In the essay “History and Fiction as Modes of Comprehension” (1974), Louis 

O. Mink comments on the lack of objectivity in a human experience: 

Stories are not lived but told. Life has no beginnings, middles, or ends; there are 

meetings, but the start of an affair belongs to the story we tell ourselves later, and 

there are partings, but final partings only in the story. There are hopes, plans, 

battles and ideas, but only in retrospective stories are hopes unfulfilled, plans 

miscarried, battles decisive, and ideas seminal. (Mink, 1974, p.123) 

 

It is such hope, unfulfilled desires and miscarried plans that give shape to Devi’s confessional 

narrative. By exposing the binaries and the complex representation of her life as a woman in 

a postcolonial space, Devi navigates the complexities of her identity as an author. She 

narrates a story that transcends time and convolutes it to tell her own story. Thus, Devi’s tryst 

with Eliade was repressed but not forgotten.  

 Shifting away from the question of self-translation and alterities in Devi’s authorial 

voices, the next chapter examines literate female desires as inferred through Devi’s 

autobiographical writing.  
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CHAPTER 3 C: Desire 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Allow me to float away, where my dreams go. 

It is a place of nothingness, there everything ends, 

No hope, no speech, no voice, no sound, 

No traveller shuffles on an empty path,  

No birth, no death, no time, no night, 

No day and no morning breaks on that void.  

- Maitreyi Devi, It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) 
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1. Female Desire in Devi’s Autobiographical Writing 

This chapter explores Maitreyi Devi’s authorial capacity to navigate a literary journey into 

her own past, while uncovering details of desire, sexuality and feminine strength. It unfolds 

as an important critique of female psychoanalytic theories and masculinization of 

subjectivity. The exercising of literary agency while executing gender subjectivity is crucial 

to Devi’s writing. As a woman from a renowned Bengali upper-caste family, Devi critiques 

authorial reputation as an imagined male prerogative.  In Devi’s writing, there is a strong 

force that rejects the oedipal dominance of the tyrannical father after acknowledging 

“castration” from the weak maternal force (Devi, 1994). According to Lacan, castration can 

be conceptualised in the following manner: 

Castration takes place when the child recognizes lack in the mother and her maternal 

omnipotence is annulled. The mother, for the child, ceases to be the all-powerful 

provider of every satisfaction as she herself is a desiring being deprived of 

satisfaction. This conundrum of maternal desire points elsewhere, toward “the law 

introduced by the father” (Lacan, 2006, p. 582)74  

 

In Devi’s life, such a male prerogative of castration from the mother occurred more 

prominently after the departure of Eliade and the breakup of her parents’ marriage. After 

witnessing the failure of her parents’ marriage, Devi recognizes her mother’s inadequacies as 

an independent woman (Devi, 1994). She criticizes her mother’s lack of support during 

Eliade’s departure from her life and her lack of self-esteem at the constant defence of her 

husband who leaves her for a younger woman:  

Father now scolds mother all the time as if her faults are increasing daily in 

geometrical progression. Before, mother was in full command of the house; now her 

voice is ignored. Mother is suffering, so she tries to placate them. I feel ashamed of 

her weakness. (Devi, 1994, p.154)  

 

                                                 
74 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/feminism-psychoanalysis/#BeaCriPsy 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/feminism-psychoanalysis/#BeaCriPsy
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Here, her mother’s weakness becomes a suggestive idea that points to her lack of belief in her 

mother’s ability to convey her distaste regarding her husband’s growing proximity with 

Rama. In her autobiography, she also stated her inability to forgive her mother regarding her 

passive role in ending her relationship with Eliade and defending her when her father 

mercilessly slapped her out of anger following Eliade’s departure: 

Then suddenly he slapped me hard. Strangely I felt no pain. Mother came running. 

“What is all this? You shouldn’t hit a grown-up girl!” Father got up. “Impossible, 

impossible. She is just being obstinate”. Mother stood speechless. That day I was not 

angry with father but with my mother. Because father at least was doing what he 

thought right; but mother could not stick to her own principles; she constantly gave in 

to pressure. Later she had to pay heavily for this weakness. (ibid, p.134)  

 

Her mother’s “weakness” manifested itself during her father’s affair with his doctoral student 

and his rejection of the family. Blaming the disintegration of her family on her husband’s 

karma, Devi’s mother remained remorseful about separating Eliade and Devi in their youth.  

On closer analysis, one can fathom how Devi’s style of using poetry and alluding to 

examples from ancient Indian literature has a more accurate theoretical familiarity to Cixous’ 

concept of feminine economy, which advocates for a more agile relationship to emotional 

property – one that can withstand separation and disunion and recognizes “the freedom of the 

other”, unlike the male concept of castration which is merely focused on reduction (Wright, 

1992).  In Devi’s autobiography, authorial desire is multifaceted – not only is there a desire to 

break away from the overbearing patriarchal shadow, but also a desire to use language 

bilingually to articulate “truth” as she knows it. Within a male-dominated society like that of 

India’s, the functionality of intention as well as desire seemingly lay with the man. Here, the 

woman was usually reduced to mere means to satisfy the male ego and his desire. Within 

such a context, there was often no recognition of the feminine or any space to advocate for an 

agile relationship where the woman could have exercised her emotional and physical rights. 
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To be a woman, despite education and the availability of avenues to express oneself, is to 

embrace the silence offered by the society. This society is not accustomed to a woman’s 

vocalic self. Writing her autobiography in 1974, Devi is positioned in a judgemental Bengali 

society where everyone knows her as her father’s daughter. In this society, her desires or her 

need to speak about her past is deemed irrelevant and immoral. In Hinduism, once married, 

the woman gives up the life she had as a daughter in her father’s home and is urged to begin a 

new life with her husband. For Devi, the passage onto the new life was sudden and although 

she had buried away her old life in the rubbles of her memory, it is the author in her that 

explores them. What Devi strives for through her autobiography, which was initially 

published for a national audience only, is recognition – a concept addressed by Alexandre 

Kojève in Introduction to the Reading of Hegel (1969): 

To desire a Desire is to want to substitute oneself for the value desired by this Desire. 

[It is] to desire that the value that I am or that I ‘represent’ be the value desired by the 

other: I want him to ‘recognize’ my value as his value. I want him to ‘recognize’ me 

as an autonomous value. In other words, all human anthropogenetic desire – the 

Desire that generates Self-Consciousness, the human reality- is, finally, a function of 

the desire for ‘recognition’. (Kojève, 1969, p.7)  

 

Kojève’s concept, although from a Marxist perspective, approaches the question of desire for 

recognition in a pliable manner. We can put feminine economy and recognition desire 

together to analyse postcolonial women’s writing from India and its focus on the desire for 

recognition of truth and identity, as seen in Devi’s autobiography It Does Not Die – A 

Romance (1994). The following sections of the chapter will analyse Devi’s use of language in 

authorship to convey desires.  

 

1.1 Writing Desire  
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In the initial days of her marriage, Devi writes about the inexplicable distance between her 

husband and herself: 

The profound quiet of the evening is strange. You feel as if you are in another world. 

We sit together in the veranda, I try to open up a conversation, just one or two words 

trickle out, and then they get lost in the desert land of silence. In which language shall 

we speak? We use different languages. So, we remain silent. In this solitary land all 

sounds tend to increase the quietude. (Devi, 1994, p.174)  

 

Throughout her autobiography, she alludes to this distance, while quickly remarking how her 

husband’s kindness eclipsed all that was lacking in their relationship. With such a 

dissatisfaction emerges the importance of Eliade’s memory in her life. The memory is not 

about Eliade the man himself but a reminder of the past where she had no knowledge of 

living in silence. The “profound quiet” of this life is juxtaposed against her youth when her 

days remained engrossed in poetry and Sanskrit verses. Devi maps such a shift in her world 

through the power of words and language. Devi’s deep-seated anguish with language stems 

from decades of silence that continuously muted her voice. Devi’s writing investigates the 

silence and digs deep into her psyche to discover Amrita, who unlike her, is an ephemeral 

figure who exists only within her words. It is through her that Devi locates desire in her 

autobiographical narratives.  

Devi’s desires are deeply rooted in her own exploration of the term and its 

multiplicity. For Devi, her autobiography is not just a testament to assert the purity of her 

sixteen-year-old corporal self, but also an enunciation of her own inner desires that were 

forbidden to be explored by the 20th century Bengali society and her tyrannical father. Not 

only was her personal life well controlled by her father, her writings also underwent the strict 

scrutiny of her father’s watchful eyes, “To transform personal into impersonal is the work of 

a writer; what was mine only becomes everyone’s. But all I wrote at that time was becoming 

obviously personal” (Devi, 1994, p.135). 
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It is in the lines above that one can envision the slow formation of Devi’s womanhood and a 

desire to express herself without fear. In writing her autobiography, Devi enters into the 

literary world where her public-self merged with her private self. Without the fearing of 

publication or reception, Devi’s confessional writing welcomed readers as strangers into the 

realm of her most intimate memories. As a female author within an Indian context, this is a 

difficult position to be in. Such a transformation, although metaphorical for her, is a 

perceptible space for the Bengali readers who, like her father, disapproved the need to 

articulate the personal. In her decision to travel to Chicago and meet Eliade one last time, 

Devi broke all social barriers. At the age of fifty-eight, Devi did what is unimaginable for 

married women in India to this day. Devi achieves such an emancipation through her words 

and through the “limitless expanse” offered by the power of bilingualism (Devi, 1994). In 

undertaking such a journey, Devi breaks free from the shackles her father had placed on her 

in 1930. This journey symbolized her escape from a past that had crushed her spirit and her 

tenacity as a woman. However, Devi’s quest was not welcomed by Eliade, who was unhappy 

to see her again as the image of her strength had then overshadowed his memory of the 

sixteen-year-old girl Maitreyi (Ricketts, 2011). By choosing to include this episode in her 

narrative, Devi not only emphasizes her desire to be recognized as the one articulating a more 

‘honest’ account of the past, but also as the one strong enough to challenge her public image 

as the daughter of her upper-class, upper-caste father and a wife.  

In Devi’s writing, there is a struggle for desire to manifest itself completely through 

language. She is conscious of rejecting every form of patriarchal hold but fails to seek out the 

maternal side of the primordial desire (Feldstein, 1989). By writing her autobiography, Devi 

rebels against the patriarchal order and embraces the non-existent manifestations of desire 

through two languages. In doing so, she situates and identifies herself within a new space of 

literate female desire in 20th century India. 
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In her essay “Seeking the Third Term”, Ellie Ragland-Sullivan analyses the 

psychoanalytical structures of desire as interpreted by Lacan and Freud before him. She 

brings in the addition of a feminist critique of these concepts that assesses the materiality of 

female language and how it expresses desire differently. It is interesting to note how Freudian 

and Lacanian concepts of the phallus and the lack manifest themselves differently when the 

subject is a female author. It is here that one can identify the specificity of desire and its 

varied manifestations through reputation politics and socio-gender capital as seen in Devi’s 

autobiographical narratives. In addressing her target audience in two completely different 

linguistic spaces, Devi constructs a life narrative in a vacant literary space as a postcolonial 

bilingual female author from her time. There is a clear indication of authorial purpose and of 

feminine strength in her writing.  

As we inch closer to the final pages of Devi’s narrative, we witness the departure of 

Amrita as the literary alter-ego. Amrita existed only to articulate her desires which were 

exercised through the creation of such a confessional narrative dedicated to the memory of a 

bygone era. The contentment in the concluding paragraphs of Devi’s narrative is for the 

sixteen-year-old in her who had been holding to the memories of pain and regret for over four 

decades. “Euclid” is the “hero” of her autobiography, unlike his own text in her honour, 

which painted her a sexually promiscuous exotic creature with bronze skin (Eliade, 1994).  

Having negated the world of “pedantry”, Devi’s desire to articulate the story of her 

life is paired with a want to defy all that was expected of her (Devi, 1994). In the 

conventional sense, Devi continued to be shackled by the male forces in her life even as she 

wrote these texts. However, her narrative exists as an example of how freedom of expression 

and defiance of patriarchal forces through a female writing, is exercised differently by an 

Indian woman when compared to her Anglo-American counterparts. Here, the wants are 

different. The desires are more nuanced and complex; the hold of patriarchy stronger and 
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crueller. Freedom, however little, is celebrated. Within a western cultural space in the late 

20th century, it may have been effortless for a woman of Devi’s financial stature to travel half 

way across the world to meet an ex-lover. The misogynistic Indian social norms that classify 

celibacy in women as purity and sexuality as immoral blend into Devi’s authorial endeavour 

that attempts to defy these constructs. It is Eliade’s description, which he later clarifies as his 

fantastical approach to their affair that invoked anger in Devi. The author in her ached to 

write against his claims, while the expectation to be a moral Bengali woman conjured doubt 

in her heart. The invisible pull from both ends splits Devi into two – the author and Amrita, 

the narrator. Such a pull and emergence of strong womanhood is representative of Kali, the 

divine female force.  

 

2. Kali as Desire in It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) 

As a female devotee, in her text In the Beginning is Desire – Tracing Kali's Footprints in 

Indian Literature (2004), Neela Bhattacharya Saxena addresses the concepts of immanence 

and transcendence associated with the figure of Kali in Hinduism. In her text, Saxena defines 

desire as the following: 

Desire is the precursor to everything. Desire is spontaneous to existence. It 

characterizes the lowest form to the highest mystic who desires freedom. It also 

characterizes this universe, whose desire is to Become – to unfold as this great space-

time. (Saxena, 2004, p. 78)  

 

The “vibrating primal desire that is Kali” becomes the omnipresent entity who becomes the 

consciousness that propels the Hindu female to give words to her personal desire. In her 

inclusion of Devi’s autobiography as a comparative study along with Eliade’s Bengal Nights, 

Saxena poses the former as a critique of Eliade’s Orientalist view of India. To Saxena, Devi 

is a woman who is scorned and her desire shattered by a western male figure. To her, Devi’s 

narrative symbolizes the feminine agency of Kali which gives voice to her anger. Reading 
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both texts as representations of East and West, Saxena reads Devi’s work as a disruption of 

Eliade’s ill-informed representation of India. Focusing only on the representation of Eliade in 

Devi’s narrative and vice-a-versa, Saxena finds desire “trapped under an enormously 

complicated perspective of the readings” (Saxena, 2004). However, this study negotiates the 

subjectivities and truths constructed by Devi as far more apparent in the original Bengali than 

in the homogenized English self-translation. Devi’s desire further emerged in the newspaper 

articles that were published after her visit to North America to meet Eliade, who was 

particularly unenthused regarding her sudden visit. In one such courteous media response, 

Devi states the following regarding Eliade and his vision of India in Bengal Nights: 

The book was written 55 years ago when the writer was a young man of 24. He was 

writing about an unknown country and an unknown civilization and was imposing his 

own impressions which many of us found were full of misconceptions. Later in his 

life the author realized his mistake and stopped the English translation of the book 

mainly because it had a personal name as its title.75  

 

Deriving on the concept of desire as lack, we can relate Eliade’s exploration of skin colour 

and the issue of whiteness to one that the sixteen-year-old Maitreyi lacks. This lack is 

addressed in Devi’s own narrative, where once again, we can witness the emergence of Kali. 

In their last meeting, Eliade exclaims, “I wanted to make you a mysterious being, a goddess – 

like Kali”, to which Devi retorts unkindly, “Nonsense. Don’t compare me with Kali. I am not 

that dark… you always belittle my looks” (Devi, 1994). The integral point of difference that 

separates Devi’s narrative from that of Eliade’s fiction is her dialogue with the image of 

Eliade born out of her desire and memory. Unlike the revulsion with which Eliade remembers 

his Maitreyi in Bengal Nights, Amrita in It Does Not Die is respectful of her memory of 

Euclid. There is no aversion in remembering his boyish looks or western courteousness and 

                                                 
75 Devi, M. (1988, Nov 12). “Night without End.” The Statesman. N.page. 
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in her own introspective way, Devi’s narrative, as Saxena claims, is her bath “in that eternal 

spanda76 of desire vibrating through the universe as Kali” (Saxena, 2004). The result is a 

deeply personal narrative, one where “Mircea is the hero” but Amrita is the conquistador, one 

who wins over patriarchal forces and her demons that silenced her desire to speak. Therefore, 

it can be assumed that beyond the spanda of desire lies Devi’s exploration of her authorial 

self and her complex relationship with bilingualism. 

 

3. Language and Authorship in It Does Not Die – A Romance  

In her attempt to return to the past and create an alternative literary world through her 

autobiography, Devi states the following: 

This yearning was like the dawn before sunrise, as if some unknown power was 

calling me from some unknown place and freeing me of all my shackles. It was like a 

message of spring that comes unseen and makes the seed sprout, opening the prison 

door of the earth. It was destined that the walls of my prison would fall apart. Mircea 

was only a tool. What prison is this? It is the prison of a blind faith in this world, the 

world that I have known only through my five senses and considered as final. I know 

this state of my mind can only be temporary; it won’t last long. Yet for a little while, 

the door of the prison house opened for me. I could view the infinite. I was lifted to 

some other dimension from where I realised that what we think of as past is not past. 

(Devi, 1994, p.246)  

 

Devi’s yearning was to break away from the reality she was born into and the reality she was 

forced to live every day. As an author of her own life, Devi aspired to break away from the 

worldly prison – she desired to move into a world where she could be Amrita and not 

Maitreyi Devi. Throughout her narrative, Amrita becomes the embodiment of solitude – a 

figure whose story is being written in an attempt to find the real Maitreyi: 

                                                 
76 Spanda is a Sanskrit word that denotes pulsation. 
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My feeling of desolation had nothing to do with the Mircea affair. I was not seeking 

anyone but myself – that part of me which could not express itself used to wring my 

heart with an unnamed anguish, whereas the other part of me was happily engaged in 

its circle of daily life. (Devi, 1994, p.187)  

 

This desolation stems from a period of vacuity in the author’s life as remains immersed in her 

social roles as a daughter, a wife and a mother. As a woman, Devi’s consciousness 

disconnects from her past, and from a complicated history that she lay buried deep within her. 

In her attempt to create Amrita, she brushes away the ashes that have piled up above her 

memories as she provides words to what had been echoing silences deep inside her. It is here 

that Amrita epitomises language, both in Bengali and in English. Maitreyi the author as a 

physical entity separates itself from Amrita, thus separating herself from the language and the 

words. The narrative essentially becomes Amrita’s own story. This disassociation emerges in 

the narrative every time the author writes as “I, Amrita”. Amrita becomes Devi’s bold alter-

ego, who speaks against everything that Devi, as a human being, could not. She struggles to 

emerge out of the patriarchal shadows of her father and Mircea with the help of Amrita. The 

disassociation that occurs exemplifies the literary schizophrenia. Once again, what emerges, 

is a case of multiple personalities articulating a single story. In her attempt to articulate such 

multiplicity, Devi often falters as readers frequently get a glimpse of her fractured voice in 

Amrita’s narrative, especially in the last part when she decides to travel to Chicago to meet 

Eliade one last time. Such a disassociation is important in evaluating Devi’s position as a 

female author of 20th century India.  

 

3.1 Finding Devi in Amrita 

In “A Literary Representation of the Subaltern: A Woman’s Text from the Third World” 

(1987), Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak reflects on the patriotic emphasis on India as the mother 

and why it is catastrophic for its women:  
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India is a mother-by-hire…. The ideological construct ‘India’ is too deeply informed by 

the goddess-infested reverse sexism of the Hindu majority. As long as there is this 

hegemonic cultural self-representation of India as a goddess-mother (dissimulating the 

possibility that this mother is a slave), she will collapse under the burden of the immense 

expectations that such a self-representation permits. (Spivak, 1987, p.96)  

 

As Amrita, Devi cannot locate the role of a mother in her growth as an author or as a human 

being. As a female writer primarily located in a patriarchal, classist Bengali society, Devi 

struggles to assert herself as a figure much beyond her social roles. As Amrita, she is careful 

to speak about the many bhodraloks in her immediate social circles who admonished her for 

being Maitreyi, the “magical name” Eliade was unable “to get away from” (Devi, 1994). Her 

candidness in bringing these incidents to the readers’ notice is an attempt to show how 

widespread, easy and common it was for women of her time to be labelled immoral. Through 

Amrita, she sketches out a woman with a strong sense of self – a complex self that 

experiences a series of complex events. Na Hanyate becomes the initial insight into Devi’s 

splintered self and linguistic schizophrenia. From there begins her dialogue with the West and 

with her past. Amidst the waves of change and layered personalities that emerge out of her 

life in 1930 and enter her world in 1972, Devi recognizes her husband as her only constant 

(Devi, 1994). Her husband’s constancy is juxtaposed against Eliade’s ephemeral existence in 

Devi’s narrative. Eliade is a constant only for Amrita, as she remains suspended in the past. 

Beyond that, he is like the ether she wishes to define through language. He existed but only in 

silence. 

Devi is resilient in her narrative as the author of her own life – one that recognizes the 

patriarchal forces that have continued to hold her back in life, in the past and as she writes: 

This is the truth, truly the truth. The body perishes, the soul is immortal. It cannot be 

killed by killing the body. Where is that body of mine? The bower of my youth? In 

this old decrepit body, my hair is greying and my face is lined, but the soul is the 

same, un-corroded by time. None has succeeded in destroying it, neither my father nor 
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Mircea; neither time, my own pride, nor the rich experiences of my life. A feeling of 

immortality is entering in me – I am touching the infinite. (Devi, 1994, p.218)  

 

In the lines above, Devi speaks of entering an immortal space of authorship, of words and of 

language. As Amrita, Devi remains immortal and no misrepresentation by Eliade or 

dominance by her father can make a difference to her existence. As an author, Devi enters a 

space of gender crossing – in this space, she is genderless. Adrianna Paliyenko, in her essay, 

“Literary Reception and Its Discontents” (2016) speaks about the change in gender with 

reference to French women writers who enter authorship, an essentially male space:  

Women’s writerly ambition, born of penis envy avant la lettre, robs them of 

femininity: “La première punition de ces jalouses du génie des hommes a été de 

perdre le leur, —le génie de la mise, cette poésie d’elles- mêmes” (Les basbleus, xi). 

Their attempt to lay claim to genius, “cette immense virilité,” not only strains the 

brain but also stimulates in women the bodily habits of men (Paliyenko, 2016, p.xvii).  

 

Although Paliyenko addresses French writing, one can transpose this point to the 

complexities that emerge when any female writer enters a predominantly male space of 

authorship. This is especially crucial in the case of patriarchal socio-cultural spaces like 

Bengal. As female desire enters authorship, it evolves as a genderless entity. The loss of 

repute that runs as an undercurrent throughout Devi’s narrative is an issue that is integral to 

the misrepresentation of the “East” by the “west” – and of the “female” by the “male”. In 

India, we have very few examples of women writing back to the Western male – Devi’s was 

one of the first ones. In the west, her writing is still “a romance” – a fleeting fantasy of a 

woman scorned. 

Perhaps the difficulty of negotiating her authorial desire position is partly to blame for 

the ways the book is often read. Rationalising her decision to write an autobiography centring 

a life left behind four decades ago, Devi clarifies her stance to her readers: 
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The story of two young people. The sudden and abrupt ending of an early love is a 

common occurrence. Such episodes are aplenty. They have happened in the past and 

will happen in the future. Many writers have written about the sad endings of first 

love, with pens much more powerful than mine. I am writing to record the episode 

that happened forty-two years later, because it is astounding and probably without 

precedence. And it is precisely for that reason that I find it extremely difficult to 

express things – there is no language to convey my state of mind of this period. It 

seems words have become lifeless shadows – they have no strength to catch my ideas. 

(Devi, 1994, p.245)  

 

The lack of language and emptiness of words define the struggles faced by Devi as Amrita in 

the autobiographical narrative. She is straddled between a space that is beyond reality and 

within literature – a space of schizophrenic expression and existence. Devi’s world as it came 

crashing down in 1930 was resurrected only through literature over forty years later and this 

reconstruction, as Ginu Kamani states in her essay, brought her closer to her own inner self 

whom she has not recognised until then. Kamani alludes to the status differential that makes 

Devi’s articulations of the self further more assertive when compared to Eliade’s. As a 

woman within a postcolonial space, Devi is aware of the absence of female desire as an 

intricate literary focus in the canonical 20th century Bengali literature. Jyoti Puri in her work 

Woman, Body, Desire in Postcolonial India- Narratives of Gender and Sexuality (1999) 

focuses on the middle-class 20th century Indian women whose narratives deal with the 

complexities associated with subjection to “hegemonic codes at crucial points in their lives”. 

Puri comments on the complexities associated with the problematic identity of the middle-

class Indian woman: 

The postcolonial Indian nation-state is neither a singular entity nor a mirror image of 

its emergence under colonialism. But it is fraught with hegemonies of gender, 

sexuality, class, ethnicity, and caste that are barely masked by the rhetoric of “we 

Indians”. At the same time, these persistent but altering hegemonies are imbricated in 

transnational, globalizing cultural discourses. (Puri, 1999, p.198)  
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In her autobiographical narrative, Devi addresses her position amidst the hegemonies that 

controlled her life for several decades and her journey in attempting to break free from them. 

In one of the incidents focused on her earlier encounters with Eliade, Devi remembers her 

first recognition of physical intimacy and vacuity: 

There is a little empty space between him and me. We are standing, silent and numb. I 

feel his presence in my whole body. I can feel his touch in my mind. Strange! This 

void is not empty, it is filled with ether – I of course do not know what ether is, yet it 

must be that which is connecting us with an invisible hand. “The fragrant breeze 

blows over the tired evening flower and fills its limbs with a disembodied embrace”. 

(Devi, 1994, p. 56-57)  

 

Here, void becomes the desire. The ether embodies what her desires stand for – a 

“disembodied embrace”. Devi’s recollection of the incident brings forth a complex 

articulation of desire in language through the concept of space. As she writes this, Devi is in a 

different space, the present in 1972. However, Amrita is straddled in the past where she can 

see herself at the piano, feeling Eliade’s presence close to her physical self. The void Devi 

focuses on is saturated with unspoken words. These are the words that Devi enunciates 

through her narrative. The ether, therefore, signifies a longing. Like Devi’s subjugated 

desires, an invisible hand reaches out. The fragrant breeze becomes an opportunity for the 

disembodied cravings to emerge through language. Like Kali’s resounding ‘vāc’, her silence 

occupies an expanse that transcends the symbolic order of language. Within this expanse, the 

fragile desires seek strength and through the power of vāc enunciate themselves through 

language. Thus, as suggested through the imagery, the memory of a twenty-three-year-old 

Eliade simply becomes a means for Devi to reach out and recognize the ether – invisible and 

immortal like her inner desires. In order to understand the socio-cultural and linguistic space 

Devi’s narratives emerge out of, it is crucial to locate her authorial voice within the literary 
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history of Bengal. The next few sections elaborate on the question of female desire in Bengal 

to help navigate Devi’s exploration of feminine authorial desires in her narratives. 

 

4. Female Desire in Bengal – An Introduction 

To grasp the magnanimity of the literary task executed by female authors like Devi, there is a 

need to interrogate the female authorship that appeared before. Through the authorship of her 

autobiographical narratives, Maitreyi Devi creates a literary space for the voice of the 20th 

century upper-class, upper-caste Bengali woman. In the case of postcolonial spaces like 

India, the socio-cultural history becomes extremely pivotal to one’s identity. It is important to 

note the history of imperial oppression is one with the individual as we locate Devi within the 

socio-cultural space that she had occupied. The need to allude to a detailed and repetitive 

historiography mirrors the sentiments of the female Indian writers who still struggle to 

feature within the male historical discourse in the country. This is a socio-cultural space that 

is ridden with gender subjugation, caste discrimination and class inequity. This is also a space 

where the internalization of patriarchy is multi-fold. The late emergence of female writers, 

their lack of formal education followed by casteist privilege and their continued revolt against 

the dominant male privilege of publication are issues that remain, in their details, historically 

unique to India. Moreover, within manifold postcolonial spaces such as India, the inclusion of 

caste and class privilege is one that needs to be acknowledged. To unravel the true meeting of 

female desire within such a complex space and to analyse Devi’s writing as a voice that 

articulates what desire could mean for a female author, it is important to note how female 

authorship itself was considered to be a secondary act of scholarship. This chapter, as it 

locates Devi within such a complex literary space, explores the female writings that appeared 

before hers. It is, therefore, important to introduce strands of historical context that showcase 

the unspoken space that female desire occupies within Indian literary canons.  
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The image of womanhood within the Indian diaspora was one that was complex due 

to the country’s convoluted and multifaceted history. Devi’s Na Hanyate (1974) and its 

English translation are narratives that were written from a position of privilege, yet it is 

crucial to note how it critiques every social stigma experienced by those within an upper-

class bhadralok Bengali household. Devi’s narrative attempts to expose the unfortunate 

realities beneath the masks of academic merit and class intolerance. Her autobiography 

examines the lived experiences of Bengali womanhood as remembered in an independent 

India. To unearth the nuances of historical influence and emergence of female desire through 

Devi’s autobiographical writing, it is essential to study her position within the cultural space 

of Bengal and to return to the historiographies associated with the term “Bengali women” 

while locating their status of privilege in 20th century Indian history.  

 

4.1 From Bhadramahila to Lekhika77- An Introduction  

The creation of the middle-class Bengali and the bhadrolok Bengali as a colonial 

phenomenon is a crucial concern that allows in the deeper understanding of Devi’s criticism 

of the classist Bengali intelligentsia in her autobiographical narrative. In Na Hanyate (1974), 

the word bhodralok is used to address several elitist Bengali male hypocrisies which target 

the nature of her relationship with Eliade. The next few paragraphs elaborate on the historical 

significance of Devi’s use of the term bhadralok (gentleman) and the emergence of the 

Bengali bhodramohila (gentlewoman). 

In Bengal, women were confined to the inner-quarters of the andarmahal or 

antahpur, in a house they were usually brought to as a child-bride. Through the course of 

their lives, these women dreamed of the world outside the andarmahal – the outside world 

which belonged to the man, and the man only. The women who existed beyond these walls 

                                                 
77 Lekhika is the Sanskrit term for a female author. 
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were the harlots, in the fringes of social standing. In the eighteenth century, what contributed 

to the class divide was the rule of the British and the emergence of the “middle-class 

Bengali”. This particular section of the society was pivotal for the British as a local ally and 

soon gained a very important position within the Bengali society as they came to be 

collectively known as the bhadralok (Borthwick, 1984). When the British reached the shores 

of Bengal in the eighteenth century, Calcutta was an uninhabitable forest area. The socio-

cultural epicentre then was in Dhaka or Chittagong, which are now important cities of 

Bangladesh. Records from the eighteenth-century state that men from these reputed middle-

class bhadralok families usually moved to Calcutta alone, leaving their families back in their 

village homes, usually situated in the outskirts of Calcutta. The incoming of their families 

brought in the presence of the Bengali women, who played a crucial role in the consolidation 

of the Bengali identity of the bhadramohila, or the female equivalent of the bhadralok. 

In the newly established colonial capital, the Bengali women in Calcutta were 

subjected to strict social rigidity due to the ambiguous socio-political environment. Within 

these conservative Hindu societies, the position of the women continued to be equated with 

male honour, hence, exercising “careful control over female sexuality” (Borthwick, 1984). 

One must note that these rules only applied to the women of the upper-caste, upper-class 

bhadralok families. Bengali women in villages or mofussils, moved around freely and were 

often considered to be beyond the parameters of social respectability (ibid). The andarmahal 

or antahpur was a common space for both sets of women as a strictly female space. Here, 

women exercised control over domestic duties and she was expected to remain within its 

parameters until the day a younger bride is welcomed into the house, which prompts her to 

move up the familial hierarchy although within the same inner quarters. The concept of inner 

quarters raises questions regarding the forms of sexual subjugation faced by these women and 

those less fortunate than them. While women within the andarmahal were victims of 
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institutionalized sexuality from a young age, those who lived beyond these walls of moral 

conduct, were distanced and categorized into a separate form of patriarchal abuse. The next 

section delves deeper into the arrival and initiation of female writers in Bengal. 

 

5. Arrival and Initiation of the Lekhika- 19th Century women’s writing in Bengal 

Bengali women were provided an opportunity to be a part of the reformation movement in 

Bengal in the nineteenth century, following the propagation of home-schooling by Christian 

missionaries and Brahmo society, as well as the establishment of the Bethune School in 1849. 

Although initially the focus of female education had been on the role of morality and the need 

to be abreast of all domestic duties, the early Bengali woman was grateful for the knowledge 

of literacy.  More and more women from the privileged bhadralok families received 

advanced formal education and went on to be a part of the reformation movements, where the 

emerging question regarding the status of women became crucial to the future independence 

movements in the state.  

When Maitreyi Devi published her autobiographical narrative in Bengali in 1974, 

only a handful of female autobiographies had been published within the canon of Bengali 

literature. Even fewer Bengali women have translated their own writings into English. From 

the late 19th century onward, more and more female authors, usually from the upper-class 

sections of the Bengali society gained access to publication. This was usually through 

familial support or institutional support, as in the case of female students from Bethune 

College in colonial Bengal. It was the emotional autobiographical narrative of Rassundari 

Devi that initiated the literary tradition of confessional writing by women in Bengali 

literature. Rassundari Devi’s autobiography titled Amar Jiban (My Life) was published in 

1876, two decades before the male autobiography by Debendranath Tagore was published in 

1898. In her autobiography, Rassundari reiterates that she is her mother’s daughter and 
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articulates her regret at not being allowed to care for her in her final days. She writes about 

her marriage at the age of twelve and terms her marital life as “bondage and imprisonment” 

(Tharu & Lalita, 1991). Although labelled a celebration of the patient Bengali housewife, 

Rassundari’s narrative is a wondrous insight into the lives of the 19th century Indian women, 

who were never given the opportunity to exercise social freedom. Her husband is hardly 

mentioned in the narrative but she mentions the humiliation she had to face as a Hindu widow 

when he died in February 1869. Her head was shaved off and she was forced to adhere to the 

orthodox social customs that led to the widows being treated as social outcasts during the 19th 

century, before widow remarriage was legalized in Bengal. An accurate record of how 

women were treated during Rassundari’s time, the text was read widely by the Bengali 

intelligentsia, with Rabindranath Tagore’s brother Jyotirindranath Tagore famously stating 

the following patronizing statement, “this writing is by a woman, an elderly, mature woman 

of 88 [sic]. I therefore read this piece with great curiosity. I was interested in marking those 

sections which I found well written and significant. However, as I read, I found I would have 

to underscore every line were I to do this.” (Tharu & Lalita, 1991) 

A huge volume of works in poetry were published by female writers from upper-caste 

families in 19th century Bengal. This was preceded by the establishment of the oldest 

women’s college in Asia, Bethune College in Hedua, North Calcutta in 1879. The college, 

affiliated with the University of Calcutta, was recently on the news for being the first 

academic institution in India to adopt “humanity” as a religion as part of their admission 

process78. Despite the establishment of the college, one must note the exertion of controlled 

freedom over the Bengali women. Although women were provided the right to educate 

themselves, their struggle to gain social freedom remained greater than ever. The 

establishment of Bethune School and later Bethune college pushed the Bengali male to allow 

                                                 
78 https://www.hindustantimes.com/it-s-viral/kolkata-college-adds-humanity-in-religion-tab-of-admission-forms/story-
h4DrlVPIfRIc0sgJrZnbLJ.html 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/it-s-viral/kolkata-college-adds-humanity-in-religion-tab-of-admission-forms/story-h4DrlVPIfRIc0sgJrZnbLJ.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/it-s-viral/kolkata-college-adds-humanity-in-religion-tab-of-admission-forms/story-h4DrlVPIfRIc0sgJrZnbLJ.html
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women to enter the male-dominated world of formal education. Bengali author Svarna 

Kumari Devi reminiscences of a day in the inner-quarters of the Tagore household where the 

young children were burdened with the task of reading rich Sanskrit epics and the Puranas to 

the elderly, illiterate women of the house. Medieval tales that bore no serious social 

implications were a part of their everyday literary catalogue. Like Maitreyi Devi, Svarna 

Kumari Devi belonged to a society where there was access to literacy and readership, 

although behind closed doors. This showcases the functionality of social power and class 

differentiation with respect to access to literacy amongst women in Bengal. This section of 

the privileged world was straddled with the pressure of becoming a refined reader – one that 

bore the weight of being an aristocratic Thakur79: 

I remember how a thrill ran through the women’s quarters the day malini80 came to 

sell books. She used to bring all the latest fare of books – poetry, novels, strange tales 

– and fill up the shelves of my elder sisters’ libraries. Chests full of books used to sit 

comfortably alongside cupboards full of clothes, dolls and toys in our rooms. (Ghosh, 

2006, p.162)  

 

This act of readership amongst the women at the time was not welcome by everyone in the 

Bengali society. Author Nabin Sen in his autobiography Amar Jiban (1907) rebuked the 

inclusion of women in Bengal’s print culture and stated his dismay at “what female education 

had done to [his] … land” (Ghosh, 2006). What immediately comes to mind is the question of 

how women of the Tagore family could have had the kind of exposure they did at the time. 

Although there were several other affluent Zamindar families in Bengal at the time, the 

women from the Tagore household were much more prolific in their academic and literary 

accomplishments. Very few women outside the upper-caste, upper-class section of the 

Bengali society were provided with the right to gain formal education and even fewer could 

                                                 
79 The surname Thakur was anglicized into Tagore in British India. 
80 As suggested by Anindita Ghosh in Power in Print (2006), the term malini is a possible reference to a female florist or 
gardener.  
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gain access to publication. Binodini Dasi, the first female actor in Bengali theatre published 

her autobiography Amar Katha (The Story of My Life) in 1913. Her life as the daughter of a 

prostitute and her rise to fame as a struggling actor who continued to face discrimination due 

to her societal background becomes the focus of her autobiographical narrative. The first of 

its kind, Dasi introduced the Bengali reader into the world of gender discrimination and 

societal prejudice through the eyes of a female social outcast. Her two-part autobiography 

becomes a literary avenue that explores Binodini’s lament as a scorned woman who spent all 

her life alone, struggling to build her career as an actor while trying to move away from the 

world she was unfortunately born into. Binodini’s attempt to shed this image as a dancer 

girl’s daughter not only cast her a respectable career as an actor but also took away her 

opportunity at being married or having children, which were societal roles destined only for 

women from “respectable families”. It was only towards the end of the 20th century that 

Dasi’s autobiographies gained the popularity they did within the Indian literary canon 

following various translations in English and in the vernaculars. Dasi’s works are not 

mentioned in any of the early anthologies of Bengali literature.  

Since the latter half of the 19th century, upper class, upper caste Bengali women had 

slowly begun leaving their footprints along the history of formal education in the state. These 

were women who paved the way for female authors like Maitreyi Devi to enter the extremely 

male-dominated academic and literary space in Bengal. In the anthology titled, Talking of 

Power - Early Writings of Bengali Women from the Mid-Nineteenth Century to the Beginning 

of the Twentieth Century (2003), pertinent essays focusing on women’s rights and socio-

political movements centred on women’s emancipation from the 19th and early 20th centuries 

have been studied more closely. Here, Kamini Roy’s essay “The Fruit of the Tree of 

Knowledge” features as an important work of the early 20th century. In the essay, Roy states 

the following: 
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The male desire to rule is the primary, if not the only, stumbling block to women’s 

enlightenment … They are extremely suspicious of women’s emancipation. Why? 

The same old fear – ‘Lest they become like us’. (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003, p. 132)  

 

Ray along with Kumudini Mitra Basu and Mrinalini Sen, formed the first organisation to 

fight for women’s suffrage in British India in 1921. In 1925, the Bengal Legislative Council 

granted limited suffrage to women and enabling them to cast their first votes in the 1926 

Indian General election. While Hindu men and women dominated the scene during 

independence movement against the British in 19th-20th century India, one woman who 

represented Bengali Muslim women from the period. She was Begum Rokeya.  Born in an 

orthodox Bengali Muslim household, Rokeya belonged to a family of intellectuals and 

Zamindars. Rokeya learned to write fluently in Bengali and began her literary career with the 

publication of her first Bengali essay titled Pipasa or thirst in 1902. Rokeya continued to 

publish essays that reflected the social status of a Bengali Muslim women through the early 

20th century.  

Rokeya spent most years of her life as an active feminist writer and activist who 

advocated for the removal of the purdah system in Islam, an activism she termed “purdah of 

ignorance” (Tharu & Lalita, 1991). Her most famous literary work remains Sultana’s Dream 

(1908), published a year before her husband’s death in 1909. Sultana’s Dream is a satirical 

utopian fiction and the first of its kind in Indian literature. Although the publication of 

Sultana’s Dream put Begum Rokeya on the national literary map, she had to face constant 

criticisms for her work as a writer and as an activist. In 1932, Begum Rokeya died of a 

sudden heart failure at the age of 52 in Calcutta. From the 1930s, there was a rise in the 

number of publications in little magazines and local periodicals where female writers in 

Bengal wrote against the colonial power and spoke in support of independence.  
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Therefore, from the late 19th century onward, literature by Bengali women reflect on 

the question of womanhood while the country’s elitist groups repressed the same in the name 

of nationalism. Maitreyi Devi herself began publishing around this period in Bengali history 

(Devi, 1974). According to her own autobiographical narrative, her earliest publications were 

around 1930. This was also a period when Indian female writers began re-evaluating the 

concept of marriage as institutionalised sexuality – a very crucial concept addressed in Devi’s 

narrative. The next section of the chapter delves deeper into these issues.    

 

5.1 Desire, Marriage and Institutionalized Sexuality in Bengal 

With such extensions of female education and literacy emerged a focus into the strained 

conjugal relations in Bengali marriages, where innocent child-brides were often forced to live 

with a much older husband, in an uncomfortable familial environment. With the coming of 

the British, Victorian puritanism propelled the strenuous social and familial status of women 

in the state. Such a claim was later stated by Michel Foucault in the first volume of his The 

History of Sexuality (1990), with regards to how sexuality went on to become a “carefully 

confined” act after the seventeenth century in Europe, after the emergence of Victorian 

puritanism. It is here that Foucault’s concept of power ties in with repression of female sexual 

desire in an Indian woman’s writing. The repressive force here not only prohibits the 

exercising of sexual freedom, but by the virtue of social power, also the written or spoken 

language of desire. Foucault states the following regarding his conceptualization of sexual 

oppression: 

If sex is repressed, that is, condemned to prohibition, nonexistence, and silence, then 

the mere fact that one is speaking about it has the appearance of a deliberate 

transgression. A person who holds forth in such language places himself to a certain 

extent outside the reach of power; he upsets established law; he somehow anticipates 

the coming freedom. This explains the solemnity with which one speaks of sex 

nowadays. When they had to allude to it, the first demographers and psychiatrists of 
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the nineteenth century thought it advisable to excuse themselves for asking their 

readers to dwell on matters so trivial and base. But for decades now, we have found it 

difficult to speak on the subject without striking a different pose: we are conscious of 

defying established power, our tone of voice shows that we know we are being 

subversive, and we ardently conjure away the present and appeal to the future, whose 

day will be hastened by the contribution we believe we are making. Something that 

smacks of revolt, of promised freedom, of the coming age of a different law, slips 

easily into this discourse on sexual oppression. (Foucault, 1990, p. 6-7)  

 

This oppression and constant social control over a woman’s individuality and sexuality 

become one of the most important issues that emerge out of Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical 

narrative in Na Hanyate (1974) and its English translation, It Does Not Die – A Romance 

(1994). Following decades of Bengali bhadralok culture, the question of a Bengali woman’s 

modesty was ascertained as a crucial issue, with an emphasis on patriarchy, in Devi’s writing. 

Throughout her narrative, Devi focuses on navigating the question of the female self and the 

materialization of female desire through the power of bilingualism. The issue of the 

bhadralok is brought up in the narrative each time Devi wishes to critique the hypocrisy 

within the Bengali society she lived in. Her father, despite his social prestige and academic 

productivity, abandoned his family for a younger woman – Devi is quick to question the very 

upper-class constructs of bhadralok sentiments that legitimize such acts. Devi critiques the 

institutionalization of sexuality within the society as she remembers her wedding night when 

she was expected to be a lawful wife to her new husband, whom she had never met before the 

wedding day. She questions her “modern family” who find it acceptable to let go of some 

Hindu rituals on the wedding day, while emphasizing on the fear of being a young nineteen-

year-old girl left alone with a stranger. Devi notes her husband’s respectful demeanour on 

their wedding night as he gave her the space and the time to get used to the marriage. She is 

quick to note that this is not usually the case for most women who are pushed into such 

arranged marriages by their families. This example also brings forth the functionalities of 
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power, love and duty within a Hindu marriage. Within an arranged marriage, as described by 

Devi, the concept of love is fused together with the concept of duty or dharma. This 

problematizes the usual western ideals of heterosexual love and marriage. In Desire and 

Defiance – A Study of Bengali Women in Love 1850-1930 (2016), Aparna Bandyopadhyay 

analyses this problem more closely: 

Power is the key element of patriarchy – the system of relationships based on the 

domination of men over women – and its other significant ingredient is love. While 

other relationships of domination and subordination are marked by antagonism and 

hostility, the coexistence of domination and intimacy distinguished patriarchy from 

others. Power and love appear to contradict each other, but in fact intersect and 

interpenetrate. (Bandyopadhyay, 2016, p.23)  

 

In Devi’s narrative, this close intersection of power and love exists as a perennial 

undercurrent. The antagonism and hostility find space in her past as a daughter and as a lover. 

For Devi, marriage had initially been a simple means to escape the reality constructed by her 

family and to maintain distance from a life of painful familiarity.  

As readers, it is important for us to note that historically, Devi’s marriage occurred at 

a time when young Bengalis were on a long quest for legitimacy in domestic partnerships. 

This was a time when upper-class families did not support love marriages and forceful unions 

based on class and social status had been the norm. Marriage, was, therefore reduced to mere 

means of institutionalising sexuality. In her narrative, Devi notes several examples of women 

whose defiance had not been welcomed by their respective families. She wrote about 

authorial reliance as measures to escape her reality which not only became symbolic of 

institutionalized sexuality but also normalized Bengali patriarchy. Female authorial spaces, 

thus, became symbolic of metaphorical emancipation for their desires. In the 21st century, 

institutionalization of sexuality continues to be an important issue that emerges from female 

narratives in postcolonial spaces in South Asia.  
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6. Conclusion 

Devi’s authorship champions Amrita as the desiring mind who is a radically individualistic 

female figure investigating language and feminine social space. As a bilingual postcolonial 

female author, Devi withdraws from one linguistic universe and re-enters another to retrace 

her journey to 1930 as Amrita twice, in two languages. Within Devi’s womb emerges 

language, as Amrita becomes the embodiment of desire and an image for literary recognition. 

As the one who is driven by the urge to re-enunciate Devi’s consciousness, Amrita was 

created through a seemingly heterotopic mirror, where the self is straddled between existence 

and oblivion. Like Kali, who was thwarted in her creative and destructive energies by Shiva, 

Devi struggles to break away from the vicious hold of patriarchal forces that chained her 

creativity. But as the narrative pulls to a close, Amrita and Devi’s universes that had fused 

together were ripped apart - hinting at Devi’s final disassociation with the memory of Eliade. 

This authorial disassociation represents Devi’s own closure as a writer with a figment of her 

own past. Through authorship, Devi immortalizes her story and her desires. In an article, 

Devi claims the narrative to be a reflection of authorial gratification: 

Only after I finished writing the book did I name it ‘Na Hanyate’ as I sensed an 

undying feeling within me – this feeling was very true – the feeling of the 

indestructibility of something within me began to burn like a taper and along with it 

burnt many other things – all the commonplaces of life and various false notions of 

my pride and prejudice. (Devi, 1988)  

 

Devi’s narrative is the decolonized female gaze on issues that are usually addressed as a male 

prerogative – desire, gender, hegemony and postcolonial existence. As a writer, Devi moves 

beyond the normative boundaries of sexual desire and transcends into a space where she 

articulates linguistic and authorial desires. Like the goddess herself, Devi is pushed into the 

darkness and made aware of her limitations. Devi’s transgressive authorial powers were 

contained for several decades until she chose to break free like the “phoenix” at the end of 
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her confessional narrative (Devi, 1994). Therefore, Devi weaves a story that has no real 

beginning, no middle and no end - one that invokes a feeling of Na Hanyate, the endless and 

the immortal.  
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CHAPTER 4 A: Kamala Das’ My Story (1988) 

 

 

 

 

 

It is I who laugh, it is I who make love  

And then, feel shame, it is I who lie dying  

With a rattle in my throat. 

 I am sinner, I am saint. 

 I am the beloved and the Betrayed. 

 I have no joys that are not yours, no Aches which are not yours.  

 I too call myself I. 

                 - Kamala Das “An Introduction”, Summer in Calcutta (1965)  
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1. Kamala Das – The Author 

Kamala Nalapat. Madhavikutty. Kamala Das. Kamala Surayya. Aami. These are the many 

names of a vivacious, multi-faceted woman who never shied away from speaking about her 

pain, her endless pursuit of love and her belief that words will lead her to answers. Born as 

Kamala Nalapat on the 31st of March 1934 in the Kingdom of Cochin, British South India, to 

Malayalam poet Nalapat Balamaniamma and editor V. M. Nair, Das was introduced to the 

world of writing from a very young age. Apart from a few years of elementary school in her 

ancestral hometown in Thrissur, Kerala, Das was English educated in British Calcutta for 

most of her childhood. Primarily considered as an Indian English confessional poet, Kamala 

Das published several volumes of poetry between the years 1964 and 2001. She began 

writing poetry at the age of six and went on to win the PEN Asian Poetry Prize in 1963. In 

1964, Das published her first book of English poetry titled Summer of Calcutta. Drawing 

from her childhood years in Calcutta, these poems were primarily focused on themes of love, 

despair and betrayal.  

              During the formative years of Indian English Literature as a canon, Das’ Summer in 

Calcutta (1964) established her as a prominent bilingual literary figure in the country. The 

Indian intelligentsia enjoyed her poems that spoke of extremely private human emotions, 

juxtaposed against the pictorial descriptions of the Indian cityscape. Following the critical 

appreciation of her work, Das published her second book of poetry in English, The 

Descendants (1967). The Descendants was her first work to celebrate Indian women’s 

sexuality. Das’ poetry was best known for breaking away from the clutches of a nineteenth 

century understanding of British romanticism that held a strong hold over the Indian English 

intelligentsia of the time. Her poems spoke of extremely personal incidents from her past and 

explored a sense of female identity. Her poems also delved into her evolution from being a 

carefree girl to a mother at a young age while struggling with the idea of womanhood. Das’ 
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poetry was often pictorial, with allusions to nature and its effects on human beings. Later, 

there was a shift in the focus of her writing, with women’s sexuality and love becoming more 

frequent themes. Although she published several collections of short stories in Malayalam 

between the years 1964 and 1976, Das’ first books of prose in the English language were not 

published until the year 1977, with her short story collection titled A Doll for the Child 

Prostitute (1977) and a novel An Alphabet of Lust (1977). By then, Das was already an 

unconventional literary figure in India. From her work The Descendants (1967), lines from 

the poem “The Looking Glass” can serve as an example of how Das’ poems were an 

invocation dedicated to women’s sexual privilege: 

Gift him what makes you woman, the scent of  

Long hair, the musk of sweat between the breasts,  

The warm shock of menstrual blood, and all your  

Endless female hungers... (Das, 1967, p. 14)  

 

Das’ writing delved into issues that were otherwise considered taboo within an orthodox 

Indian setting. Despite numerous reviews critiquing her bold literary voice, Das continued 

publishing works that had become a point of ridicule for the literary society in the early 

seventies, but in the years that followed, her works went on to become crucial in shaping the 

body of women’s writing from 20th century India. While her poetry resembled the writing 

style of American confessional poets like Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton, her short stories 

were crisp and precise81. They navigated social issues pertinent to women of the 20th century 

and often spoke of idiosyncratic elements from prosaic Indian life – a beggar on the street, a 

prostitute in love, or the creeping concrete jungles in the city. While critics praised Das for 

her original poetic compositions and her allusion to female empowerment through her works, 

they criticised the lack of conventional structure in her poems. Despite the compelling images 

                                                 
81 See “Paradigm Shift in the Reading of Kamala Das's Poetry” (2010) by B.K.Das. 
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her writing invoked, critics of the 20th century advocated for Das’ writing to be more 

consistent and unequivocal in their narrative techniques. The characters in Das’ writings 

always reflected a side of her and it was as though, through them, she was attempting to live 

life again, a life that she had hoped would be different from the one she had been living. Be it 

her poetry, her short stories or her novels, Das’ writing evoked human sensitivity. Her 

exploration of human relationships was undertaken through an investigation of sexuality, 

love, body and desire. To her, the societal stigma surrounding sex and female desire never 

mattered. Over the years, Das’ uninhibited writing and outspoken media interviews cost her 

the support of friends and family but this did not stop her from speaking her mind.  

Despite publishing several works of poetry and short stories since the 1980s, Das 

continued to write for magazines in Malayalam as well as English and her articles were 

memorable for the public uproar they created. Das’ contribution to Malayalam literature was 

recognised by her being awarded the Kerala Sahitya Award (State Literary Award in 

Literature) in 1969, followed by Chiman Lal Award for fearless journalism in 1971. Das went 

on to receive the ASAN World Prize (1985) and the Sahitya Akademi Award (Indian Literary 

Award in Literature) for her poetry in English (1985). Kamala Das was also the Vice 

Chairperson for Kerala Sahitya Akademi (Kerala Literary Academy) for several terms. In 

1984, along with Jaroslav Hašek, Doris Lessing, Marguerite Yourcenar and Nadine 

Gordimer, Kamala Das was shortlisted for a Nobel Prize in Literature. Though she didn’t 

win, the nomination put her on the global map and Das gained global recognition as a 

bilingual author from India.  

This chapter studies Das’ autobiographical narrative as an example of female 

bilingualism in postcolonial India and a literary exploration of female authorial desires. In 

1973, while undergoing treatment for a serious heart condition, Das began writing her 

autobiography titled Ente Katha (1973) in Malayalam. It was later revealed that Das had 
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previously begun writing a different draft of her autobiography in English much before the 

publication of Ente Katha (Das, 1988). This was later published as My Story in 1976 and 

again in 1988. Das’ autobiography traces the early years of her life in Calcutta, her 

grandmother’s warmth within the claustrophobic walls of her ancestral house in 

Punnayarkulam, Thrissur and her loveless marriage to Madhava Das at the age of fifteen. 

These points serve as a milieu for Das’ explorations of desire as a displaced female 

Malayalee bilingual author. In My Story, Das’ narrative techniques take the reader back to her 

brazen poems. Through the course of her autobiography, Das makes sure no account of an 

important event goes unmentioned – no moment of love, loss or heartbreak. She uses memory 

as a tool to reconstruct moments from the past that must have caused her a great deal of 

trauma as a young woman. Given the clarity with which she attacks some of the controversial 

ideas in Indian society, Das’ autobiography was not well accepted by the audience of the 

time. It was much later in the 21st century when the Indian intelligentsia began delving further 

into the text, and Das’ portrayal of the ‘spurned woman’ in her autobiography, that brought 

her work to prominence.  

Writing in mid-20th century India about an orthodox space like Kerala, no amount of 

matriarchal upbringing could have prepared her for the critique she received after the 

publication of her Malayalam autobiography, Ente Katha (1973) and later its English 

translation, My Story (1988). Years after her death in 2009, her son, a renowned Indian 

journalist, MD Nalapat, was questioned about the intimate portrayal of her personal life as 

detailed in her autobiography: 

How could the Nalapat family, with all its aristocratic history, come to terms with 

such a denuded account of a woman’s sexuality? “From the start, Amma (mother) 
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must have been a handful to bring up, as the only mind she felt compelled to obey was 

her own”82. 

 

2. My Story (1988)- The Text 

In the preface for the first edition of My Story, Kamala Das clarified her purpose behind the 

authorship of an autobiographical narrative: 

My Story is my autobiography which I began writing during my first serious bout with 

heart disease. The doctor thought that writing would distract my mind from the fear of 

a sudden death and, besides, there were all the hospital bills to be taken care of.... 

Between short hours of sleep induced by the drugs given to me by the nurses, I wrote 

continually, not merely to honour my commitment but because I wanted to empty 

myself of all the secrets so that I could depart when the time came, with a scrubbed-out 

conscience... The serial had begun to appear in the issues of the journal which flooded 

the bookstalls in Kerala. My relatives were embarrassed. I had disgraced my well-

known family by telling my readers that I had fallen love with a man other than my 

lawfully wedded husband...This book has cost many things that I held dear but I do not 

for a moment regret having written it. (Das, 1977, Preface)  

 

My Story (1988) explores themes of childhood, love, desire, child marriage, hypocrisies 

surrounding the upper-caste matrilineal Malayalee families, same-sex sexual encounters, 

sexual intimacy and infidelity. Das begins her autobiographical narrative with a sketch of her 

childhood in British Calcutta. As a young girl, Das believed the British to be a part of Indian 

society. From her teachers in school to the visitors in her father’s office chamber, Das was 

surrounded by imperialistic influences from a young age. Das’ father made sure his children 

were sent to a British school. This served as a backdrop for Das’ English education, which 

shaped her bilingualism as an author. Das’ education under the British reign in Calcutta 

                                                 
82 Nalapat, M.D. (2018, February 7). 'She lived her life her way’: Kamala Das' son opens up about his fearless mother. The 

News Minute. Retrieved from https://www.thenewsminute.com/ 

 

https://www.thenewsminute.com/
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shaped her readership choices and authorial finesse. However, Das’ exposure to western 

traditions during her childhood often clashed with her Malayalee upbringing at home and this 

often manifested itself in her desire to be recognized as an author: 

I wondered why I was born to Indian parents instead of to a white couple, who may 

have been proud of my verses. (Das, 1988, p.9)  

 

Das’ regression to her childhood dissatisfaction signals the beginning of her internalisation of 

an othering with those in her family. In the narrative, Das juxtaposes her father’s strict 

demeanour against her mother’s “indifference”, as she was often consumed in her own world 

of composing Malayalam poetry (Das, 1988). Das’ autobiographical narrative takes the 

readers from an initial introduction to her indifferent parents, to racism in British Calcutta to 

the matriliny in the Nalapat House and her unhappy marriage as a teenager. The seamless 

flow of the narrative investigates a life spanning over a couple of decades condensed well-

within a range of short chapters. In the early chapters of My Story, Das recounts the 

loneliness that consumed her childhood. This loneliness is a looming shadow throughout the 

course of Das’ narrative. The warmth of the Calcutta sun is contrasted with the figurative 

glimmer of Das’ ancestral house in Punnayarkulam, Kerala. The initial chapters of Das’ 

autobiography remain hypnotized by the convolutions that exist within the matrilineal 

Nalapat House, as she attempts to untangle them in her narrative.   

From her granduncle Nalapat Narayana Menon as the enigmatic yet patriarchal figure 

to the innumerable maternal aunts in the house, Das’ narrative finds space for each of their 

stories to unfold. Das’ childhood years in the Nalapat house were spent in the company of the 

old women, such as her great-grandmother’s sister Ammalu who remained unmarried to 

cultivate her love for poetry. Stories of women like Ammalu are often omitted from histories 

of famous upper-caste Malayalee families and following their death, their wealth is often 

quietly distributed amongst the numerous nephews and nieces without any proper 
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documentation. Das remains one of the first female authors to write about such women within 

powerful Nair families (Das, 1988). Her pride in the matrilineal heritage does not deter her 

from navigating the complexities that crush the freedom of women within such a familial 

system. Her position as a strong female figure from a matrilineal Nair household often 

manifests itself through instances in the narrative which focus on her exposure to the 

intricacies of conjugal life: 

No wonder the women of the best Nair families never mentioned sex. It was their 

principal phobia. They associated it with violence and bloodshed. It was customary 

for a Nair girl to marry when she was hardly out of her childhood and it was also 

customary for the much older husband to give her a rude shock by his sexual haste on 

the wedding night. The only heroine whose sex life seemed comparatively un-

tumultuous was Radha83 who waited on the banks of Jamuna for her blue-skinned 

lover. But she was another’s wife and so an adulteress. In the orbit of licit sex, there 

seemed to be only crudeness and violence. (Das, 1988, p. 14)  

 

Her observation was juxtaposed against the lives of the many maids in the household who 

were preyed upon by the upper-caste men. Das’ narrative is, therefore, a celebration of 

female sexuality, while being a strong critique of marriage and the question of female 

consent.  

 In her narrative, Das refers to her initiation to the world of institutionalized sexuality 

as an awakening to her hatred for “marriage”: 

I could not for a moment believe that all the dignified couples coming to my house to 

discuss politics and literature with my parents could in the dark perform sexual 

acrobatics to get what my dear friend called the great orgasm. She made me laugh in 

disbelief. Was every married adult a clown in bed, a circus performer? ‘I hate 

marriage,’ I told her. ‘I hate to show myself naked to anyone…’ (Das, 1988, p.67)  

 

                                                 
83 During the Bhakti movement, a 12th century poet Jayadeva composed poems on the eternal love between Radha, a gopika 
or cowherd, and Lord Krishna. Married to another man, Radha is believed to have been eternally in love with Krishna, who 
would visit her by the banks of the river Jamuna/Yamuna. Radha and Krishna continue to be worshipped together and are 
symbols of love and purity in Hinduism. 
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Das’ initial reactions to sexual desire and promiscuity comes across as almost prudish. It is an 

insight into her authorial design to provide the reader with a sense of the evolution that she 

had gone through over a few years’ time, from a prudish teenager to a female author 

discussing female desire and sexuality without any guise. In her writings, Das often alluded 

to sexual union as means to achieve transcendence. When coerced into an abusive marriage at 

the age of fifteen, Das notes a transient shift in her understanding of sexual union as means to 

“satisfy” her older husband (Das, 1988). Throughout her autobiography, Das struggles to 

build a gratifying sexual relationship with her husband, Madhava Das. The autobiography, in 

a way, peels off the layers that help delve deep within Das’ own complexities and 

expectations from life as a woman. For readers, the shift in narrative from the life of a young 

fifteen-year-old girl attempting to explore her sexuality to the anguish of a fifteen-year-old 

wife of an abusive husband is sudden. From the loneliness of a young girl to the despair of a 

woman who faces frequent physical abuse, Das’ narrative takes her readers through an 

intimate journey of her own discovery of sexual freedom and authorial independence.  

 

2.1 Sexual Desire and Becoming the Author 

Das was one of the earliest female authors within the canon of Indian writing in English to 

have written about the merging moral boundaries that divide licit and illicit forms of 

sexuality. As an author, Das uses her experience of despair coupled with early pregnancies as 

a rational for the later explorations of her sexuality beyond the boundaries of her marriage 

(Das, 1988). In her autobiography and her later interviews, Das has always provided 

contradictory perceptions regarding her feelings towards her husband. In the text, the reader 

is introduced to his sexual brutality, his self-absorbed behaviour around his family, his total 

disregard for women’s consent and his support for Das’ writing career as a medium of 

additional financial support. As a newly married girl, having been subjected to several 
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attempts of sexual assault, Das feels obligated to “love” him. This love could be interpreted 

as Das’ constant search for validation and affection from her family, her friends and her 

readers. Her narrative painfully recalls how every time she was pregnant, she was sent away 

to live with her grandmother in the Nalapat House and Madhava Das would only visit her 

several months after the child was born – only to greet her with further sexual abuse: 

The taking was brutal and brief. The only topic of conversation that delighted him 

was sex and I was ignorant in the study of it. I did not have any sex appeal either. I 

was thin and my swollen breasts resembled a papaya tree. How much more 

voluptuous were my maidservants who took for my husband his bath water and his 

change of clothes while he waited impatiently in the dark bathroom at Nalapat! (Das, 

1988, p.89)  

 

Series of such incidents pushed Das further away from her husband, and in one of the trips to 

the Nalapat House, she made up her mind to seek love outside her marriage. Das had resolved 

to not let her husband’s behaviour affect her happiness or a chance to find true love. She 

embraced the attention she received from numerous men and recognized her own sexual 

needs. Later chapters of the narrative focus on Das’ life in Mumbai when her literary career 

had flourished. The strength she expressed through her writing reflected in her personal life 

as well, where her husband was slowly turning into a silent figure, lurking in the background.  

The body in Das’ writing almost becomes a separate entity, through which the author 

executes her freedom. As we delve deeper into the writing, we see Das taking charge of her 

own physical self – her body that had not been her own since she got married. When a grey-

eyed stranger spoke of honouring her body, there is an implication of her husband’s complete 

disregard and disrespect towards her (Das, 1988). Das made sure she noted her husband’s 

physical presence in each of these instances of physical proximity with other men. In My 

Story, these men become an integral part of Das’ development as a poet and an author. They 

become figures that inspired her to delve into her own potential as an author. Das’ narrative is 
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studded with descriptions of moments where she recognised herself as an author of the 

people, as she received letters of admiration from her readers. She believed her portrayal of 

reality and characters who were extremely real helped her win people’s admiration. While 

unknown men showered her with attention in public places, her husband paid her absolutely 

no heed at home. As an author, thus, she often emphasized her love for her readers whose 

affections gave her a haven she had yearned for. 

This distinction was pivotal in the change Das experienced as a woman in the 1960s, 

as most of the poems she published around the time focused on this exploration of desire. 

Desire, in Das’ writing, performs a two-fold purpose. The first is to explore the sexual and 

authorial desires that were embedded deep within Das’ writing, the second is a focus on the 

need to be wanted. Das’ search for validation begins in her childhood with her parents and 

siblings, and later, extends on to her husband and the many men who invoked love in her 

heart. In her writing, the multiplicity of these desires give shape to Kamala Das, the woman. 

Through her narrative, Das aims to achieve an aesthetic as well as a social function as a 

female author of her time. Her feminine and spiritual anxieties emerge out of a narrative that 

largely focuses on the triumph of a female writer. A polyphonic text, My Story digs deeper 

into the many layers within Das’ own complex identities. Das’ narrative navigates the burden 

of living multiple lives at once, beginning from her role as a daughter in a wealthy upper-

caste family to a middle-class wife, an author, a mother and finally, as a lover. In the search 

for her ‘Krishna’, for love, and for consensual sexual gratification, Das becomes an eternal 

seeker. Such pluralities of Das’ desire will be studied later in this research. 

After her third and last pregnancy, Das recalls desiring a change. She knew she had 

desired for more in life, both as an author and as a woman. In the writing, Das’ development 

as an author outshines her initial narrative focus on an unhappy childhood followed by an 
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unhappy marriage. In her attempt to find love outside her marriage, Das regained her 

confidence as an author which she had lost briefly in the early years of her marriage: 

There is a hunger in each of us to feed other hungers, the basic one, to crumble and 

dissolve and to retain in other things the potent fragments of oneself. But ultimately, 

we shall discover that we are immortal and that the only mortal things are systems and 

arrangements. (Das, 1988, p.210) 

 

Her narrative becomes a means to satisfy this hunger and to reach for literary immortality. 

Her words become an antidote for the loneliness that consumed her reality. Through the 

narrative, Das reveals her discovery of the real-world existent within the universes she 

created through the two languages she wrote in. These universes enabled her to escape her 

societal roles as a wife and a mother. The linguistic schizophrenia experienced by Das as an 

author often manifested itself in how she had envisioned the world around her. For Kamala 

Das the woman, her role as an author and the authorial universes often fused with her lived 

reality. In the narrative, this often leads to descriptions of disappointment in romantic 

encounters and sudden recognition of beauty in the mundane (Das, 1988). Such 

contradictions remain integral to Das’ writing. The autobiographical narrative remains an 

insight into the complex authorial world of the author and her uncertainties only to recreate 

her literary self-portrait:   

… I’ve put my private voice away, adopted the 

Typewriter’s click as my only speech; I 

Click-click, click-click tiresomely into your 

Ears, stranger, though you may have no need of  

Me, I go on and on, not knowing why … (Das, 1988, p.146)  

 

This confusion and uncertainty pour into the rest of the narrative as Das concludes her 

autobiography on an abrupt note through an ambiguous revelation of her weak health. The 
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abrupt end of the confessional narrative conveys Das’ doubts regarding her future: her 

mortality and many unfulfilled authorial desires. 

Following its publication, Das often spoke of how the decision to publish her 

autobiography had torn her family apart and she had instantly been labelled the rebel in the 

family – the one who brought shame to the Nalapat family (Weisbord, 2010). This gave Das 

no sense of regret and it is this strength of character that gave shape to all of Das’ 

controversial writings. As an author, Das’ narrative exists as a window into her constant 

endeavour to identify with the repressed victims of violence and patriarchy. Her narrative 

explores the question of female consent and its non-existence within the Indian societies. She 

opposes male constructs of social hierarchies and gender hegemonies. Through her own 

experience of marital rape at the age of fifteen, Das rejects Indian literary tradition as she 

gives words to the anguish experienced by thousands of silenced victims of gender violence. 

The next chapter of this study focuses on Das’ authorial scrutiny of the often-unaddressed 

issue of marital rape in India and the absence of consent in 20th century Kerala.  

 

2.2 Das on Marital Rape and the Question of Consent in 20th century Kerala 

In her work Against Our Will —Men, Women and Rape (1976), Susan Brownmiller devotes a 

chapter to the connection between rape and the exertion of power. She classifies rape as the 

most primeval example of subjugation. In the case of arranged marriages like that of Das, the 

woman has little or no power to retaliate against any sexual advances made towards her by 

the husband, who becomes the primeval patriarch. In these cases, the wife takes the form of a 

‘property’ that is rightfully ‘owned’ by the husband, as he exerts his right over her body. In 

several societies, the woman’s body is thus never considered to be her own. Marriage 

becomes the means for a male to acquire the female body (Dietrich, 1976).  
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Das knew she would be the “victim of a young man’s carnal hunger” and that societal 

pressures would push her to procreate (Das, 1988). On her wedding night, while the rest of 

the household enjoyed a Kathakali84 show on the porch, Das’ husband made several attempts 

to rape her. Das remembers his cruel exploitation amidst her screams as the drum beats of the 

Kathakali performance echoed through the night. Das remained a virgin until a fortnight after 

her marriage as her husband slowly grew agitated with her physical resistance. Within a 

fortnight of her wedding, she knew that the only way to please her husband was through 

physical pleasure. 

I was at that time deeply in love with him and would have undergone any torture to be 

able to please him, but my body was immature and not ready for love-making. For 

him such a body was an embarrassment, veteran that he was in the rowdy ways of sex 

which he had practised with the maids who worked for his family. (Das, 1988, p.85)  

 

The narrative explores Das’ sudden departure from familiarity into a world of constant 

rejection and bitterness which eventually annihilated her childlike innocence. Das reexplores 

the complete monotony and loneliness that had manifested itself in her early poetry. She 

recalls her first pregnancy, when her husband took her “several times with a vengeance” 

(Das, 1988). Growing tired of her physical weakness and changing temperament, Das’ 

husband had then sent her away to live with her grandmother for the rest of her pregnancy.  

To Das, this was another example of rejection and negligence. Most of Das’ early poems 

echo such rejection she received from family members, as they passed her around from one 

place to another, never asking for her consent.   

 

2.3 Female Chastity 

                                                 
84 See Appendix. 
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Following the birth of her eldest son, the future journalist and academic Madhava Das 

Nalapat, Das declares her marriage a failure. It was only after the birth of their eldest son that 

Das became conscious of her husband’s intentions of marrying her for her social status: 

I knew then that if love was what I had looked for in marriage I would have to look 

for it outside its legal orbit. I wanted to be given an identity that was lovable. When 

he returned to Bombay, the first letter that he wrote was not to me but to a girl cousin 

who had allowed him to hug her while he walked towards my home in the evenings. I 

made up my mind to be unfaithful to him, at least physically. (Das, 1988, p. 90)  

 

From here on in the narrative, Das remained focused on details regarding her explorations of 

sexual freedom and authorial desire. Das weaponizes her powerlessness to reclaim her 

emotional and spiritual vulnerability. As a woman, her words enable her to break free from 

societal confines: 

There was only the kitchen table where I would cut vegetables, and after all the plates 

and things were cleared, I would sit there and start typing. Writing became my only 

hobby. I wrote almost two stories every week and mailed them, borrowing the money 

for stamps from my husband. The Mathrubhumi sent me twelve rupees per story. 

Each story took me one full night to finish, for it was not possible to write when the 

children were awake (ibid, p.132)  

 

It is crucial to note that the female readers in India at the time could easily relate to Das’ 

struggles as a woman and as an author. The vision of her kitchen and financial dependence 

were familiar for the 20th century female reader. Das was letting her readers enter her solitary 

world of authorship which remained confined by boundaries dictated through her societal role 

as a wife and a mother. Soon, Das had gained a reputation for being a rebellious author, 

always at the eye of every major media controversy85. She wrote exclusively on the question 

                                                 
85 https://www.thebetterindia.com/129712/kamala-das-fearless-poet-never-shied-away-expressing/ 
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of womanhood and female emancipation in a society that does not acknowledge the 

importance of those topics. 

Indian patriarchy has had a long-standing battle with women who have tried to speak 

up against a male prerogative. Amongst Indian families, the notion of female chastity is often 

inculcated deep within a growing girl from a young age. Post-puberty, young girls are often 

discouraged from mixing freely with boys their age or older. The concept of chastity can be 

traced back to the ancient Indian epic, The Ramayana, where Rama asks his wife Sita to 

prove her chastity by walking through fire, following her abduction by the demon-king, 

Ravana. Following this, Sita exclaims: 

Did my father, when he gave me to you, make the mistake of taking you for a man 

when you were really a woman in a man’s body? (Ayodhya kanda, XXX.iii)  

 

Sita is never subversive. She never asks Rama to reconsider his decisions or to take her back. 

She does not wait for his compassion. In the epic, Sita is a single mother to her twin boys, 

who are brought up in the forest without any knowledge of their father’s existence. Sita, thus, 

becomes a strong embodiment of female independence in the Indian cultures, and various 

feminist writings in Indian literature.  

Uma Chakravarti in her essay, “Conceptualising Brahminical Patriarchy in Early 

India – Gender, Caste, Class and State” (2013) traces the issue of female chastity back to 

Manusmriti86, the ancient legal text from the Dharmaśāstras: 

Further Manu points out that a woman who "controlling her thoughts, speech, and acts 

violates not her duty toward her lord, dwells with him after death in heaven" and is 

called sadhvi, a chaste woman, a faithful wife, by the virtuous (Manu IX, 291). These 

internalised norms are the subject of much of the literature on women. A little-known 

story where the focus on chastity is not explicit but latent, or even hidden, indicates 

                                                 
86 Dharmaśāstras are Sanskrit theological texts on Hindu Dharma. Also known as Laws of Manu (1776), Manusmriti lists 
out rules every theist Hindu must follow. 
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the value of such norms for women as it enables the control upon women to be 

invisibilised. (Chakravarti, 2013, p. 583)  

 

During Hindu wedding ceremonies, a chaste daughter is the prize offered to a man through 

kanyadaan87, a practice still prevalent. In such social constructions, marital rape becomes an 

inevitable reality for most women. The concept of female consent is non-exist in most Indian 

cultures. In My Story, Kamala Das critiques a society steeped in casteist and classist prejudice 

only to minimize the position of the woman through hegemonic masculinity. She focuses on 

a time in Indian history when marital rape was considered trivial. It was only in the year 2017 

that the Supreme Court of India criminalized sexual intercourse between a man and his minor 

wife, aged between fifteen to eighteen years of age.88 With the Indian judicial system still not 

declaring marital rape as a criminal offence, the fear continues.  

 

3. Authorial Censorship  

In Thread through Time: Writings on History and Autobiography (1999), Sheila Rowbotham 

writes about the split identity of a postcolonial writer, whose experiences are often dislocated 

as they struggle to find themselves in foreign spaces or alienated home spaces: 

…always we are split in two, straddling silence, not sure where one would begin to 

find ourselves or one another. From this division, our material dislocation, came the 

experience of one part of ourselves as strange, foreign and cut off from the other 

which we experience as tongue-tied paralysis about our own identity. We were never 

all together in one place, were always in transit, immigrants into alien territory… 

(Rowbotham, 1999, p.31)  

 

In the case of Indians from the pre-independent era, their homeland had been alienated 

through centuries of British colonisation. Crisis in navigating the issue of identity became 

                                                 
87 See Appendix. 
88 https://thewire.in/law/india-marital-rape-criminal-law 
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crucial to writers and social theorists of the period. In My Story (1988), Das begins her 

narrative with the memory of her first school in Calcutta, under the British reign. The school 

authorities had pressured the Indian children to sing “All Hail Britannia” every morning and 

anyone who resisted was punished severely. Das remembers her younger brother being 

bullied and physically abused by the British students who wanted to know if the brown boy 

had “red blood” (Das, 1988).  

Just before the war began in 1947, Das recalls the initial stages of Hindu-Muslim 

tension in the country when an old man, who called himself a sanyasi89, sought refuge in 

Das’ home in Calcutta and resorted to communal discussions against the Muslims.  In 1947, 

during the Indian war of independence against the British, numerous stories of communal 

rape and murder emerged in the country. In Indian history, little is mentioned about any 

inflicted by a Hindu during the war. In My Story, descriptions of the riots and communal 

violence become powerful motivations in the narrative, but they go unmentioned in Das’ 

Malayalam writing in Ente Katha (1973). Remembering the communal violence in 1947, Das 

states the following: 

It was the year 1947, the early part of it, and rioting had begun in Calcutta. There was 

a story going round at the school that the Hindus had come to seek out Aulad, the 

peon, and kill him, but that one of the teachers had hidden him under her bed. I was to 

go to Dr Ahmed on a Friday at five-thirty to have my eyes tested, but on Thursday his 

body was cut up by some Hindus and dumped into a dustbin. Off and on we would 

hear from the distance religious slogans shouted by the rioters who went about in 

processions at dusk, holding aloft their sticks and weapons. (Das, 1988, p. 65)  

 

The gory image of a slain Muslim man, described in the writing of a Hindu woman, is 

unconventional and controversial. Her decision to include the episode in the English narrative 

while negating any mention of colonial memory in the Malayalam narrative demonstrates a 

                                                 
89 See Appendix. 
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strong execution of self-censorship. As a bilingual author, Das clearly segregates her 

authorial identities. In describing her life in Calcutta followed by the years spent in her 

ancestral home under the care of her grandmother and in a catholic boarding school, Das 

showcases the constant displacement she internalized. This socio-cultural and linguistic 

displacement remains integral to Das’ development as a bilingual author. It is important to 

note that Das’ references to her English education, her proud matrilineal lineage, caste 

differentials and her articulations of authorial struggles remain conscious efforts to break 

away from the stereotypical representations of the Indian female. The “double-voicedness” of 

her narrative, to use the term employed by Shirley Geok-lin Lim, is thus an insight into the 

linguistic and cultural schizophrenia experienced by Das as a bilingual author who constantly 

shifted her geographical presence (Smith and Watson, 1988). Her authorial expression 

negates the sanitization of female sexuality and literary subjectivity within Indian literatures. 

One can argue that Das’ complex authorial choices reflect on the dissatisfactions internalized 

through years of patriarchal subjugation and the contradicting freedom experienced as a 

celebrated female author. Das uses her bilingualism to negotiate her authorial identity within 

conflicting discourses that present premise for further tension. Her allusions to authorial 

transcendence and the endlessly recessive desires helps construct the “desiring” Indian 

female who remains voiceless and dissatisfied (Smith and Watson, 1988). In including 

elements of her school life from colonial Bengal in My Story, Das addresses the issue of 

racial discrimination which would have been difficult for the Malayalam readers to relate to 

as the Southern states of India do not share a similar historical experience with colonialism. 

In the Malayalam narrative, nuances of casteist and classist discriminations as well as 

gender violence remain at the centre of Das’ writing. The merging of the conscious, 

subconscious and the unconscious layers of Kamala Das’ authorial consciousness, is thus 

explored through the complexities of vast socio-linguistic differences. What complicates Das’ 
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self-analysis is not only her attempt to look at her life objectively but also in writing it twice 

through self-translation. The differences in Kamala Das’ authorial self-fashioning and self-

translation between My Story and Das’ autobiographical narrative in Malayalam, Ente Katha 

(1973) will be analysed in the next chapter of this research.  

Das’ My Story and its original in Malayalam are both narratives that exhibit a 

deliberate recognition of the readership. In My Story (1988), she makes a brief mention of 

having committed adultery once, without going into any details. With such ambiguous claims 

sprinkled into the narrative, we can get a sense of the self-censorship and self-fashioning Das 

infused into her writing as well as her self-translation. In the last chapter of My Story, Das 

suggests the need to depend on the commercial success of her autobiography, which she 

hoped would help pay off debts incurred due to her medical condition. This is an author who 

is aware of her market value as a public literary figure. In final chapter of her narrative in My 

Story, Das often began an amorphous dialogue with her readers, enunciating her need for 

authorial recognition: 

I have often wished to take myself apart and stick all the bits, the heart, the intestines, 

the liver, the reproductive organs, the skin, the hair and all the rest on a large canvas 

to form a collage which could then be donated to my readers. I have no secrets at all. 

Each time I have wept, the readers have wept with me. Each time I walked to my 

lovers’ houses dressed like a bride, my readers have walked with me. I have felt their 

eyes on me right from my adolescence when I published my first story and was called 

controversial. Like the eyes of an all-seeing God they follow me through the years. 

(Das, 1988, p.202)  

 

This is an author who venerates her readers as divinity and as validation for her authorial 

abilities as well as moral social standing. Kamala Das’ narrative becomes a window into the 

convoluted soul of an author straddled between traditions, societies, cultures and linguistic 

spaces. Her autobiographical writing in English is a seamless expression of the cultural 

hybridity exhibited by the postcolonial female author. Through her censorship, Das displays 
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an attempt to articulate the gaps between cultures and languages, while never using her 

narrative to resolve these differences.  

Where My Story (1988) ends, Das the enigmatic poet takes over. From the numerous 

interviews and works that were published in the years that followed the book’s publication, 

we know that Das came out stronger on the other end of the health ordeal and went on to 

outlive her husband. However, at the time of writing the book, Das had the clarity of the 

possibility of death in front of her. Her autobiographical narrative therefore became a single 

confessional narrative from the life of a powerful female author. Following its publication, 

critics spoke out against the nature of Das’ confessional narrative and termed her writing 

overtly controversial. In his review of the text, literary critic Suresh Kohli stated:  

Marriage and love, desire and fulfilment, trust and betrayal are the major recurrent 

themes of her autobiography. Kamala Das feels that marriage does not necessarily 

include love, and sex is not all love. The autobiography could also be described as an 

incomplete, unfulfilled journey into the life of a woman in search of true love. It is 

also the story of a woman who moved from man to man in search of sexless love but 

found only lust and sex and in the process became an isolated, disgusted and 

tormented woman. She writes about herself and the vicissitudes she endured without 

apparent surprise but with, honesty and precision, though the reader may feel 

surprised and dismayed. (Kohli, 1976, n.p.)  

 

This held true for most male critics of the time who were unwelcoming towards the 

publication of a text so outspoken about the deeply private occurrences in a marriage. Das 

had crossed a boundary from where she knew there was no return. On the other hand, her 

autobiographical narrative caused female critics like Sharmila Sreekumar to celebrate her a 

“restless, compelling, intrepid self-fashioner” (Sreekumar, 2018). My Story brought Das 

instant recognition and earned her the wrath of friends, family and the literary circles of the 

time; it became a cult classic within the canon of Indian writing in English.  
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Kamala Das remains one of the few upper-class female writers from India who was 

able to break away from the all-consuming shadows of their powerful sociocultural ancestry. 

What sets her apart is her unapologetic writing. Despite her disappointment in the reception 

of My Story or Ente Katha (1973), Das stood by her decision to write the texts. In later years, 

she admitted to have included some fictional elements in her autobiography as she believed 

these elements to be important to the authorial identity she had created for herself as the 

author of her own life. Unlike the Indian writers of her time, Das was never shy to admit the 

contradictions in her narrative or the confusions that poured into the public image of her as a 

female writer in a male dominated society. As Indian writer and critic K. Satchidanandan, in 

his forward for the English translation of Das’ autobiography, states, it is Das’ unabashed 

honesty about her desires that makes My Story (1988) the unique confessional text it is: 

I cannot think of any other Indian autobiography that so honestly captures a woman’s 

inner life in all its sad solitude, its desperate longing for real love and its desire for 

transcendence, its tumult of colours and its turbulent poetry. (Das, 1988, xviii)  

 

 In its fragmented, non-chronological narrative style Das straddles the boundaries of 

domesticity, normativity and fascination. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Das’ abrupt end to her autobiographical narrative in My Story showcases an ambiguous story 

of a woman and her desire to be accepted by her readers. The crystallisation and self-

fashioning of her memories provide insight into the complexities of publication as a female 

author in 20th century India. After much opposition, Das’ autobiographical writing in 

Malayalam, Ente Katha (1973), was serialised in Malayalanadu weekly, much against the 

wishes of her family who then severed all ties with her. Most young women from Kerala 

were forbidden by their parents from reading Das’ weekly excerpts in Malayalam. It was 
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widely believed that Das’ immoral writings might influence their young daughters 

(Weisbord, 2010). Her writings were an honest revelation of much that went into the creation 

and functioning of a male dominated, patriarchal Malayalee society. Outspoken, educated 

women who exercised their roles as an independent individual in the society are still 

unwelcome in upper-caste Malayalee society. In the Preface of the 1977 Sterling Publication 

of My Story in New Delhi, Das writes about the backlash she faced upon the publication of 

her autobiography: 

This book has cost me many things I hold dear. But, I do not for a moment regret 

writing it. I have written several books in my lifetime. None of them provided the 

pleasure of writing my story. I have nothing more to say. (Das, 1977, p.3)  

 

This confession has not appeared in any further publications of the text, including the DC 

Books publication of the text in Kerala in the 1980s.  

To the Malayalee women of the 1970s, Das was an iconic figure who stood against 

every social evil that scathed female lives. To them, she was a woman who spoke up against 

all that they wished to speak up against but could not. Even in her final years, Das remained a 

controversial figure in the Indian society and is mostly remembered for the socio-political 

repercussions of her actions. Das had also been the ex-Vice Chairperson of Kerala Sahitya 

Akademi and had authored two other works of autobiography in Malayalam, 

Balyakalasmaranangal (1987) and Varshangalkku Munpu (1989) on her childhood years but 

did not translate these into English. After converting to Islam towards the end of her life, 

Kamala Das died as Kamala Surayya at the age of seventy-five, on the 31st of May, 2009.  

India was never ready for a Kamala Das. Her audacity to write against the hypocrisy 

of the upper-class Indian society could never be well received in her lifetime. Das was 

Madhavikutty the Malayalee lekhika90, Kamala Das for her English readers and Aami for her 

                                                 
90 See Appendix. 
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husband and her readers in Malayalam. Out of all these names, Das recalls Madhavikutty as a 

name she gave herself.  Das used her literary agency to reach out to her readers every time 

she wrote. She wrote for every Kamala who is unable to pen down her emotions, for every 

Surayya who spends her whole life behind her purdah and for every Madhavikutty, who is 

seeking to find her Krishna beyond the borders of Indian ethicality: 

I am today a creature turned inside  

Out. To spread myself across wide highways 

Of your thoughts, stranger, like a loud poster 

was always my desire… (Das, 1965, p.23)  

 

The next section will analyse Ente Katha, Das’ autobiographical narrative in Malayalam.  
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CHAPTER 4 B: Self-Translation and Bilingualism in Ente Katha 

(1973) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

I am Indian, very brown, born in Malabar, 

I speak three languages, write in 

Two, dream in one. 

Don't write in English, they said, English is 

Not your mother-tongue. Why not leave 

Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins, 

Every one of you? Why not let me speak in 

Any language I like? The language I speak, 

Becomes mine, its distortions, its queernesses 

All mine, mine alone.  

                           - Kamala Das, “An Introduction”, Summer in Calcutta (1965) 
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1. എന്െറ കഥ  / Ente Katha (1973) – An Introduction 

This chapter section focuses on Kamala Das’ autobiographical narrative in Malayalam titled 

Ente Katha (1973). The central argument of this chapter focuses on Ente Katha as a textual 

performance that showcases the merging of private and public identities within Kamala Das. 

It does so in the realms of emotion, sexuality, status, and through the invention of Aami in the 

fictive literary world of Ente Katha. The chapter focuses on the differences between the 

English and the Malayalam autobiographical narratives, the representation of Aami as the 

literary alter ego as well as the emergence of Madhavikutty as Kamala Das’ pseudonym in 

Malayalam literature. The arguments explored here navigate the complexities that emerge out 

of Das’ bilingualism and her enunciation of female desires. 

In 1971, Kamala Das began serializing her autobiographical writing in Malayalanadu 

weekly magazine under the name Madhavikutty91. The publication of her narrative caused an 

uproar amidst the conservative Malayalee intelligentsia that continues to be heavily opposed 

to works focusing on female sexuality. Following a serialized publication of the 

autobiographical narrative until 1972, Das received a great deal of backlash from the leading 

publication houses who were concerned about the themes explored in her writing. Her 

decision to publish the text as serialized entries was preceded by strong opposition from her 

family regarding its content. Das’ father, the Mathrubhumi editor V M Nair, made it 

impossible for her to publish with a reputed publication house and she was left with the only 

option of publishing pieces of stories from her life as a serialised weekly. Despite the hostile 

response from literary critics of the time, Das’ autobiographical writings boosted the 

Malayalanadu sales to 50,000 copies a fortnight92. Following the success of these writings, 

Das was approached by Malayalam publishing house DC Books, who offered to publish Ente 

                                                 
91 Kamala Das wrote all her works in Malayalam under the name Madhavikutty. Throughout this chapter, Das and 
Madhavikutty are used as interchangeable terms, especially in the initial sections. 
92 From https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/thiruvananthapuram/My-Story-made-Kamala-Surayya-celebrity-
Malayalanadu-editor-/articleshow/4604457.cms?referral=PM 
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Katha as a book in 1973. The publication of her autobiographical work caused a furore 

amidst the Malayalee intelligentsia of the 1970s as Das wrote using the Malayalam language 

as a tool to uproot social conventions and cultural conceptions. Her autobiography which 

went on to be labelled as a “subversive” literary act differed in writing style when compared 

to the dominant Malayalam male writing. The criticism received by Das further confirmed 

the lack of female autobiographical writings in the state literature, wherein female authors 

were encouraged by local publishers to write poetry and on the lives of others but never their 

own (Tharu and Lalita, 1991). For the “dignified” female author, the public and private must 

never merge. It is this traditionally accepted image of the upper-caste, upper-class “moral” 

Malayalee woman that Das as Madhavikutty shatters through her writing. She advocates for 

sexual freedom, feminine independence and the freedom to express one’s own desires as an 

author. Through her writing, Madhavikutty questions the perpetuated notions of the 

“domestic woman” and the “aesthetic woman”. The domestic woman remains rooted in her 

role as a nurturer, whereas the aesthetic woman extends her boundaries into the supposedly 

immoral.  

Historian J. Devika defines the aesthetic woman as “the provider of pleasure, she who 

cemented modern conjugality through ensuring pleasure”. The domestic woman who 

exercised strict self-control was the complete opposite. For Madhavikutty, her interest in the 

erotic and the beauty of the ephemeral human body pushed her further away from the ideal 

domestic woman and caused her to be categorized as the aesthetic woman. The female 

frivolity that she envisioned as an act of sexual freedom was distasteful for the Malayalee 

society in the 1970s. J. Devika further expands on Madhavikutty’s shift to the aesthetic 

female: 

The aesthetic female body, adorned, fostered tenderly under the non-objectifying 

touch/gaze of the loving male beyond patriarchy is contrasted to the domestic female 

body, imprisoned in self-control, a mere instrument for procreation and domestic 
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labour, objectified by the dominating husband's lust. This is entirely compatible with 

her repeated reference to the 'level of the spirit', which she identifies as "truly her-

self”. The desire to bedeck the body is an "ordinary human weakness" which is god-

given and not to be ashamed of. The aesthetic woman, unashamed to admit this, may 

claim a fulfilled soul, but not domestic woman who tries to dupe god. However, in the 

patriarchal present, the aesthetic woman is doomed to be perceived as a mere 

consumable body, and Ente Katha is Madhavikutty's lament for her. (Devika, 2006, 

p.1676)  

 

It is this celebration of the female body and the aesthetic woman’s desire to gain a reputation 

as an author that dominates Kamala Das’ autobiographical narratives. For Das, desire is a 

human instinct whose free expression had been denied for women by social constructs. As 

Madhavikutty, Das published Ente Katha towards the end of the modernist period in 

Malayalam literature. This was a time when male poets in Malayalam published some of the 

most canonical works. Das’ work emerged as a “formidable” narrative that challenged the 

overarching belief of an ideal female as a “sexless” creature (ibid). She questions the societal 

pretence and the hypocrisies associated with sexual privilege. Madhavikutty is a naked 

representation of Kamala Das the author, who has dislocated herself from her English 

educated self in order to reinvent her authorial self in Malayalam, her mother tongue.  

Das, who had initially begun writing her autobiography in English, shifted her focus 

to the Malayalam audience as a conscious effort to explore tabooed issues in her narrative – 

an act considered to be greatly immoral for an upper caste female writer to explore within the 

context of Kerala. In 1976-77, Kamala Das self-translated her autobiography into English 

under the title My Story with significant changes to the layout of the narrative. At a glance, as 

Madhavikutty, Das’ first attempt at life writing in her mother-tongue is visibly more 

instinctive and poetic than the cogitative English translation. Such a hypothesis is further 

supported by the difference in Das’ narrative focus with reference to the contents of her 

autobiographies. Das’ narrative in English is split into fifty short chapters with poems as 
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epigraphs, while the writing in Malayalam contains twenty-seven short chapters, chronicling 

a very different beginning and end to the life narrative. The differences in the list of contents 

in both texts are as follows:  

Contents in Ente Katha (with their corresponding English translations) 

1. ഒരു കുരുവിയുെട ദുരന്ത    (A sparrow’s death) 
2. നായാടിയുെട കുട്ടി                 (The Gypsy’s Child) 
3. കെണ്ടത്തിക്കഴിനയില�ാത്ത ഭൂഖണ്ഡം (An Undiscovered World) 
4. െസമീറ്ററിയിെല ബൗൈഗൻവിേല� (The Bougainville from the 

Cemetery) 
5. ഒരു പിറന്നാളിന്െറ ഓര്മ (The Memory of a Birthday) 
6. അനുരാഗം എന്ന് പടത്തത്തിന്െറ അർഥം (Knowing Love, the 

emotion) 
7. ബിച്ച� എന്ന ഹിറണ്                    (Bucchu, the deer) 
8. ഒരു ഹിെത�ർ േകാം�ക്സ്          (A Hitler Complex) 
9. സ്ഥിരവും ഭ്രദവുമായ ഒരു സ്േനഹത്തിനുേവണ്ടി (For an honest, 

unwavering love) 
10. ്രശീകൃഷ്ണൻ - സ്്രതീയുെട പുരുഷൻ (Sri Krishna - the ladies’ man) 
11. മുഖത്തു സുശീലങ്ങള�ള്ള ഗന്ധർവ്രപതിമ (The Gandharva idol with 

pores on his face) 
12. വരാഹൻ (A Massive Gold Coin) 
13. ഹരിനിവാസിെല കിളിക്കൂട് (The bird’s nest at Harinivas) 
14. ജനൽപ്പടിയിെല വിലക്ക് (The lamp on the window sill) 
15. അന്ധകാരത്തിന്െറ ആദ�െത്ത അധ�ായം (Darkness – Part I) 
16. അന്ധകാരത്തിന്െറ രണ്ടാമധ�ായം (Darkness – Part II) 
17. ബലിമൃഗങ്ങൾ                (Sacrificial animals) 
18. െവള്ളിത്തളിക                  (The White Light) 
19. പന്ചഗിണിെയന്നു സുഖവാസേക്രന്ദം (Panchgani – A Happy Home) 
20. സൗന്ദര�െമന്ന ഋതുകാലം (Beauty, a season) 
21. ഞാൻ സ്േനഹിക്കുന്ന േബാംെബ (The Bombay I love) 
22. സദാചാരം, പുനർജന്മം ... (Morality, Rebirth…) 
23. കൽക്കട്ട                                  (Calcutta) 
24. മദ�പാനം                              (Alcoholism)  
25. ൈചനീസ് ചായ                (Chinese Tea) 
26. ഉയിർെത്താഴുേന്നറ്റ്  പക്ഷി     (The Resurrected Phoenix) 
27. അന്ന്            (That Day) 
28. ജന്മങ്ങൾ എന്ന് കണ്ണാടികൾ     (The Lives That Exist as Mirrors)  

Contents in My Story (1988) 

1. Rule Britannia  
2. The Park Street Home 
3. The Bougainvillea 
4. The Nalapat House 
5. The Scent of Ambergris 
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6. The Village School 
7. The Feudal System 
8. Matriarchy 
9. Grand-uncle Narayana Menon 
10. A Children’s Theatre 
11. The Convent 
12. The Boarders 
13. 17, Lansdowne Road 
14. The Bengal Aristocracy 
15. Liza Beck 
16. Mahabharata 
17. The Hindu-Moslem Riots 
18. 15, Lake Avenue 
19. Mother’s Long Illness 
20. A Brush with Love 
21. An Arranged Marriage 
22. The Brutality of Sex 
23. Like a Toy, a Son 
24. Mental Depression 
25. A Desire to Die 
26. The Psychoanalyst 
27. Sedation 
28. A Greed for Love 
29. Woodhouse Road 
30. A Misalliance 
31. A Holiday at Panchgani 
32. Dr Mrs. Karunakaran 
33. My Great-Grandmother 
34. A Transfer to Calcutta 
35. The Cocktail Season 
36. Penfriends 
37. The P.E.N Poetry Prize 
38. La Boheme 
39. Jaisurya 
40. A Season of Illness 
41. A Poet’s Notoriety 
42. The Bombay Hospital  
43. The Long Summer of Love 
44. The Fourteen Days’ War 
45. For Each, an Escape Route 
46. The Intensive Cardiac Care Unit 
47. A Columnist 
48. The Indian Poverty 
49. A Freedom to Discompose 
50. Death – A Reality 

 

Except for the literal translation of the title, Kamala Das’ two autobiographies showcase a 

struggle to find common ground. The two texts are not a literal translation of one another and 
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the list of contents clearly indicates their different frames, not only in the number of chapters 

but also in the very different chapter titles, and types of titles. With the first chapter in the 

Malayalam version appearing as the last one in the English translation, both autobiographies 

follow an absolutely different beginning and end. Without delving into the concept of self-

translation or the problems associated with it, Meena T. Pillai’s paper “Translating Her Story: 

A Woman in Quest of a Language” (2005) investigates the difference in content between 

both languages. Pillai’s text focuses on how in all of her writings, Das refrains from literal 

translations and this claim is supported with a quotation by Das herself: 

I have certain firm views about translation, I don’t go in for a word-to-word 

translation. I always try to retain the spirit of the original in translation…. But I find it 

difficult to translate people who do not give me the freedom to reconstruct the work 

because without adding a little or subtracting a few lines I wouldn’t be able to 

manage. I wouldn’t be able to make it a finished work because I find in most regional 

literature certain inadequacies that come with the writer being a little bit too pompous 

to be a success. Because there are posturings which do not appeal to me. I would like 

a writer to be as honest as he or she can be. (Pillai, 2005, p.115)  

 

The quotation above highlights Das’ own reservations about translating someone else’s work 

and also about her knowledge regarding “regional literatures” in India. As Madhavikutty, her 

reservations translate into the choices that she undertakes in the narrative style of Ente Katha, 

which takes the readers through the minute cultural nuances of a Malayalee woman’s life 

within a matrilineal Nair society. 

The narrative in Ente Katha begins in the early 1940s in British India and slowly 

progress into an independent India where women continue to be the oppressed minority. This 

chapter locates Madhavikutty’s narrator within the overbearing patriarchy in a matrilineal 

household and the suffocated female voice in Malayalee society. Madhavikutty reminds her 

readers through her writing that, although the autobiography has been penned from a position 

of social privilege, the gender discrimination and patriarchal subjugation explored remained a 
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common reality for Malayalee women from all walks of life. In Ente Katha (1973), 

Madhavikutty becomes Aami, the narrator93. The autobiography is a journey into the world of 

a young Aami who struggles to find love and affection from those in her life. The text begins 

with a quick introduction to the life of Aami, a young girl whose childhood was straddled 

between two different worlds in Calcutta in the east and Kerala in the south. Aami is a 

perceptive and sensitive child whose only wish is to be loved by her parents. As the narrative 

progresses, the readers find Aami growing conscious of her parents’ loveless marriage, her 

privileged life in Kerala, casteism and classism and her own desires as a woman. The narrator 

who is denoted by the term “nyan” or I in Malayalam is a voice that matures as the narrative 

progresses from the early 1940s to the 1970s. The text also remains the only literary 

testament to Kamala’s unhappy marriage to Madhav Das and her experience as a young 

mother while being a struggling bilingual female author in a male-dominated society. Despite 

the social stigma associated with reporting marital rape in arranged marriages, Das devotes 

several pages to describe the physical abuse and sexual discontent in her marriage. As Aami, 

she takes the readers on a journey of recognizing the evils of the matrilineal society, the 

unhappy marriages and the social evils.  

 

1 . 1  ഞാൻ  ആമി  ( I  a m  A a m i )  

For a woman who famously lived in a world of her own creation, Madhavikutty’s writing 

welcomed the readers into a parallel universe where lepers, lovers and gypsies were equals. 

Her imagination created literary universes where women were free and men existed only as 

outlets of grief. Madhavikutty wrote about the Malayalee woman at a time when these 

women had little to no social freedom. In 1973, when Kamala Das had been diagnosed with a 

serious heart condition, she envisioned Ente Katha as one of the last books she would ever 

                                                 
93 In Sanskrit, Aami is denotes a female child who is dearly loved by those around her. Kamala Das’ parents and extended 
family called her by this name. 
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write as Madhavikutty. The text, like Madhavikutty’s vision for the world, traced sexual 

freedom and touched upon the joys of womanhood and her many desires.  

Madhavikutty creates her narrator Aami as a delicate representation of the female 

within Kerala’s orthodox, univocal existence. Such a self is articulated and negotiated 

through the relationship with an external world that is cold and afflictive. Aami is the 

manifestation of Kamala, in all her myriad forms and flaws. She exists as a naked 

representation of all that Kamala’s heart lay bare– its longings, its disappointments, its agony 

and its loves. Aami showcases a sense of pride in her own representation. She was not shy as 

the normative Indian woman in literature. Aami embodies the belief that the human body was 

a writing board, created only to provide support to the creation of words. It was on this 

writing board that words were created, lives were written as the body remained a mere bridge 

into the human soul. She trusted in the creation of woman as a universal purpose that went 

beyond a man’s nurturing and sexual satisfaction. Aami became Madhavikutty’s first and 

final authorial act of cradling an alter ego whose words brought shame to the Nalapat family 

and to the Malayalam intelligentsia of the time. Aami is conscious of her parents’ role in her 

childhood. She knew her mother was the porcelain idol, who remained adrift in her river of 

words, while her father was a Gandhian, torn between the need to have a simple life and 

being a social elitist. Aami does not recall either of their touch or their show of affection. She 

remembers the warm bodies of the Malayalee servants who raised her and the touch of her 

grandmother who remained the only family member to have demonstrably loved her. Das 

writes about Aami’s acquisition of the Malayalam language, specifically the Punnayarkulam 

dialect94 that she spoke, from her grandmother and the many servants who raised her. Her 

words are powerful as her criticism is emerging out of a social context where her mother, 

                                                 
94 Each district in Kerala has a distinctive Malayalam dialect. Kamala Das was originally from Punnayarkulam, Thrissur 
district which has its own distinctive dialect. 
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Balamaniamma, was an established poet. As Madhavikutty, Das’ use of bhasha95, or the 

vernacular, was one that assisted her in the journey of self-discovery and self-revelation. 

Critics of the 21st century hailed her use of Malayalam as aatma-bhasha, or language of the 

soul.  

Unlike Madhavikutty the author, Aami is brazen in her fascination with the human 

body and the mind. Madhavikutty writes about Aami as a teenager being fascinated by the 

shape of her own breasts and her bare-skinned body against the bright sun. The narrative 

elaborates on Aami facing the sun, whom she had envisioned as Surya, the dark-skinned 

divinity96 and hoped to be impregnated with a demi-god child97. It is with the same innocence 

that a fifteen-year-old Aami wrote a letter to her indifferent fiancé, urging him to love her: 

ഞാൻ അേ�ഹ�ിന് നീ� സ്േനഹം നിറഞ് ക�ുകളയ�ു . 'എെ� 

ഇേ�ാഴും സ്േനഹി�ു '. ഞാൻ എഴുതി 'മാറരുത് ' (Madhavikutty, 1973, p.53) 

I wrote him long love letters. ‘Always love me’. I wrote, ‘Don’t ever change’.  

 

Such a confession remains integral to Aami alone as Kamala Das omits such a claim in My 

Story. Soon after these lines, Madhavikutty jumps to her life as a thirty-five-year-old, when 

her husband’s insensitivity pushes her to find her own self in her loneliness. After the birth of 

her second child, Aami is abandoned in Kerala by her husband who returns to live alone in 

Bombay. Madhavikutty writes about how he never asked her to return to Bombay and slowly 

as her child grew older, she forgot that she was married. She writes about his indifference 

inducing the birth of a new woman in her. This new woman Das alluded to did not wait for 

her husband’s acceptance. She relied on acquiring greater knowledge on female sexuality and 

no longer masked her urge to do so. Aami’s desire to be an author transcended her desire to 

                                                 
95 See Appendix 
96 See Appendix. 
97 In the ancient epic, The Mahabharata, Princess Kunti during her teenage years had innocently prayed to the sun-god for a 
baby. Her wish was granted and she became the mother to a warrior prince named Karna. 
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be loved by her husband. From here, there is a change in the author’s depiction of Aami. 

From this point on in the narrative, Madhavikutty and Aami often overlap. The author takes 

over when Aami remains suspended in her authorial conscience.  

               By the time Ente Katha was published, Madhavikutty had gained a reputation for 

being an author of poetry and fiction. Her interviews on radio and the print media introduced 

readers and listeners to a woman who relied more on her imagination than on her agonizing 

reality. Perhaps it was the merging of the author’s own self with Aami that problematized 

Madhavikutty’s possible creation of fictionalized realities in the narrative. In the Malayalam 

narrative, Madhavikutty employs Aami as a veiled self who appeals to the new and emerging 

postcolonial paradigms in Indian feminisms. Aami questions the Malayalee structures of 

power, patriarchy and the hypocritical existence of matrilocal identities. One of the most 

crucial criticisms posed by Madhavikutty in the narrative was the caste and class 

discrimination by her family members. After elaborating on her grand-uncle’s literary 

prowess, she recalls an incident where he shuns a lower caste young boy for stepping into the 

property (Madhavikutty, 1973). Aami remains the trusted witness reliving each experience 

and each proof of casteist bias. In her narrative, Madhavikutty includes several such 

examples of discrimination that existed within the Nalapat family. In the narrative, she makes 

reference to the underprivileged workers who cooked, cleaned and fed her when her parents 

were busy with their own lives. Untouchability and inequity endorsed by the elitist family 

members could not put an end to the sexual assaults faced by the lower caste women in the 

household. The untouchability, therefore, becomes a metaphor for Aami’s otherness. For 

Madhavikutty, these women become the living inspirations for the social hypocrisies she 

chose to write against. Aami considers herself to be one of them. She speaks of secret desires 

and dreams of sexual freedom as she looks onto a slum from her apartment veranda. 
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Madhavikutty’s language becomes a window into the secrets and the desires that haunt Aami 

as an author and a woman. 

Madhavikutty begins her narrative with an authorial insight into the sacrifice of Kamala 

Das, the wife and mother for the creation of Aami, the narrator of Madhavikutty’s 

confessional writing: 

ജാലക�ിന്െറ ��ടിക�ില് ത�ി കുരുവി നിമിഷ�േളാളം 

അതിന്േമല് പ�ി�ിടി�ിരു�ു. കുരുവിയുെട െന�ിലന്ി�ും ര�ം വാര്�് 

��ടിക�ിന്േമല് പടര്�ു. ഇ�് എന്െറ ര�ം ഈ കടലാസിേല�ു വാര്�ു 

വീഴെ�. ആ ര�ംെകാ�് ഞാന് എഴുതെ�. ഭാവിയുെട ഭാരമി�ാ� 

ഒരാള്�ുമാ�തം എഴുതാന് കഴിയു�വിധ�ില്, ഓേരാ വാ�ും 

ഒരനുര�്ജനമാ�ി ഞാെനഴുതെ�. ഞാനിതിെന കവിത എ�ു 

വിളി�ാനി�െ�ടു�ു. എന്െറ ഉളളില് സു�രമായ ഒരു �പ�ു�ത 

സൃ�ി�ി�്, മുകള്�ര�ിേല�ുയര്�ുവ�് ഗദ�െമ� താരതേമ�ന 

ദൃഢതരമായ രൂപ�ില ്ഒതു�ുേ�ാള് വാ�ുകള്�് അവയുെട സംഗീതം 

ന�െ��ു േപാകു�ുെവ�ിലും ഇതിെന കവിത എ�ു 

വിളി�ാന് ഞാന് ഇ�െ�ടു�ു. ഇെതഴുതാനുളള കഴിവു�ാകണെമ�് 

എ�ാ�ാല�ും ഞാന് ആ�ഗഹി�ു േപാ�ു……  (Madhavikutty, 1973, p.1) 

The sparrow knocked on the window glass and clung to it for seconds. Blood dripped 

from the bird's chest and spilled onto the glass. Let my blood fall on this paper today. 

Let me write with that blood. Let me write every word in a harmony. As someone 

who writes without the weight of the future. I like to call it poetry. I like to call it 

poetry, even though the words lose their music when they create a beautiful turmoil 

inside me and rise to the surface and fit into a relatively solid form of prose. I have 

always wanted to be able to write this98.  

 

The sparrow’s body becomes a representation of Madhavikutty the author, who sacrifices her 

physical body and social roles to conceive Aami. The sparrow’s blood becomes the ink 

flowing through Aami’s veins as she gives life to the words and desires within Madhavikutty. 

Aami’s creation enables Madhavikutty to tear herself away from the burdens of her past, her 

                                                 
98 The English translations are my own unless specified otherwise. 
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reality and her uncertain future. There is an emphasis on the creation of poetry which is more 

about the rhythmic flow of words in Malayalam and allusion to the word കവിത or verse 

than the western conceptualisation of poetry as a genre of writing. The use of animal imagery 

and allusion to female sexuality are common themes explored in many of her other writings. 

Such an introductory paragraph eases the reader into the world of Madhavikutty that like the 

life of the bleeding sparrow is dominated by anguish.  

The narrative starts with a young Aami whose world is chained to Gandhian 

philosophy and discipline99. The world of colours, music and dance she often reads about in 

literature is missing from her reality. This becomes the premise for the emergence of the 

author in the narrative. In the early chapters of the narrative, Aami embodies the subjugation 

internalised by most Malayalee women of the time. Madhavikutty’s exploration of such a 

submission leads to Aami’s discovery of warmth in sunlight, in the flowers from her 

grandmother’s garden and in the many stories she wrote for her faceless readers 

(Madhavikutty, 1973) amidst a lonely childhood which led her to rely on the world of words 

rather than on those around her for comfort. Aami’s discovery of strong female characters in 

Indian epics became crucial to her explorations of sexuality in her later life. In her own 

analysis of these stories, Aami is able to relate to their expression of sexual freedom and 

feminine strength: 

മഹാഭാരത�ിെല കു�ിേയാട് അസൂയ േതാ�ി. അവെര 

േതാല�്ി�ാന് തെ� അവള് തീരുമാനി�ു�ു. ആദരണീയരും ധര്�േബാധ 

നി��യുമു� മാതാപിതാ�ളുെട കു�ിയായി താന് എ�ിെന പിറ�ു എ�് 

പലേ�ാഴും അവള് അതിശയി�ു. ഒരിട�ു അവര് പറയു�ു, “ഞാനും എന്െറ 

ഭര്�ാവും േ�പമബ�ര് ആയിരു�ി�. അേ�ഹം എെ� 

                                                 
99 Gandhian philosophy rejected the use of western goods, wearing colourful clothes and listening to loud music. 
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��ര്ശി�ാന് ഇ�െ��ു. ഞാന് ��ര്ശി�െ�ടാനും” എ�്. (Madhavikutty, 1973, 

p.14) 

I was jealous of Kunti from The Mahabharata. She was determined to defeat them. 

She often wondered how she could have been born to respectable and pious parents. 

At one point, she declares, “My husband and I were not in love. He loved to touch 

me, and I to be touched.”  

 

In the lines above, Aami projects her own insecurities at being different from her parents. She 

recognizes Kunti’s100 sexual expression as a justification for her own. She uses her evaluation 

of such an episode as means to justify her own distance from her family. In attempting to 

justify her authorial decisions, Madhavikutty takes Aami through the darkness of the first two 

chapters when she submits to the social laws of the Nair community only to emerge as a 

strong voice of feminine consciousness in the later chapters where she questions these laws 

through her role as an author.  

 

2. Self-Censorship and Authorship 

In the first page of her narrative, Madhavikutty declares the need for readers to mature for 

poetry (Madhavikutty, 1973). In doing so, she rebukes the critics in Malayalam who often 

wrote against the focus on female sexuality in her poetry – an attempt she declares immature 

and distasteful on their part. It is as though Madhavikutty is throwing light on the social 

conventions that do not have the right to engage with the story of a woman’s life, her sexual 

experiences or her desires. These lines justify Madhavikutty’s urgency about the need to shift 

away from the conventional expectations of a female writing in Malayalam. In the early 

                                                 
100 Kunti was the mother of the Pandava brothers in The Mahabharata. 
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chapters of Ente Katha, Madhavikutty as Aami narrates an episode demonstrating the male 

privilege and patriarchal dominance prevalent within the Indian intelligentsia:   

ഇ�െല ൈവകുേ�രം എൻെറ സൽകാരമുറിയിൽെവ�് എന്െറ ഭർ�ാവ് 

മറാ�ികവിയായ പുരുേഷാ�മ  

െരേഗേയാടു പറ�ു: കമല അവളുെട ആ�കഥ എഴുതുവാൻ 

തുട�ിയിരി�ു�ു. എേ�ാട് ആദ��െ� അധ�ായം െകാ�ുവ�് 

െറെഗയ്�യും വായി�ുേകൾ�ി��നും പറ�ു. ഞാൻ അനുസരി�ി�. ഒരു 

മാസം ഒരു മാസം വളർ�െയ�ിയ ഒരു �ഭുണ െ� ഗര്ഭപാ�ത�്തിൽനി�ു 

പുര�െ�ടു�ു �പദര്ശി�ഹി�ി�ു�തുേപാെല യാവും ആ 

�പവൃ�ിെയ�് എനി�ു േതാ�ി. അ�ടി�ുംമു�് മെ�ാരാൾ�ും 

വായി�ാൻ ഞാൻ എന്െറ കഥകേളാ കവിതകേളാ െകാടു�ാറി�. 

(Madhavikutty, 1973, p. 25) 

Yesterday evening, at my dining room, my husband told Marathi author Purushottam 

Rege, “Kamala has begun writing her autobiography.” I was asked to bring the first 

chapter and read it out to Rege. I refused. To me it seemed like extracting a one-

month old embryo out of my uterus only to put it out on display for others to see. 

Before they are printed, I do not show my stories or poems to anyone.  

 

Madhavikutty’s refusal to discuss her work with an established male author is both an 

expression of her defiance and her powerlessness as faced by most female authors in India. 

She asserts authorship as a gendered approach where the words written by a female writer are 

comparable to an embryo in her uterus. The gestation period and the complexities that arise 

out of such an exercise of female authorship are her own. To put such a work on display, like 

the growing embryo in the womb, would be to hinder its growth. Thus she shields the 

embryonic words from the vicious male gaze. In comparing the exercise of female authorship 

and writing to motherhood, she makes her articulation of authorial desire more “socially 

acceptable” to the readers of the time.  

Although as a nurturer Madhavikutty is careful of the male scrutiny and the possible 

invasion into her deeper psyche through her writing, in the narrative she often begins a 
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conversation with the invisible reader and is quite open about voicing her inner insecurities 

and shortcomings as an author: 

അവളുെട പചാരിക വിദ�ാഭ�ാസം പൂർ�ിയാ�ാൻ കഴിയാ� എെ� 

സംബ�ി�ിടേ�ാളം, വാ�ുകളുെട കുറവ് എ�ത് ഒരു പതിവ് 

യാഥാർ��മാണ്. ഇ�് ഞാൻ മലയാള�ിലും ഇം�ീഷിലും എഴുതുേ�ാൾ 

എനി�റിയാം, എന്െറ സാഹിത�കൃതി ഒരു വികലാംഗെന 

ൈട�ുെച�ുകേയാ വിരലുകളി�ാെത ക�ിൾ�ിംഗ് േപാെലേയാ ആെണ�്. 

വാ�ുകളുെട ദാരി�ദ�മാണ ്എന്െറ കലെയ മാ�ു�ത്. രാ�തികളിൽ, എന്െറ 

ഭർ�ാവും കു�ിയും സമാധാനപരമായി ഉറ�ുേ�ാൾ, ഞാൻ ഇരു�ിൽ 

അല�ു, വാ�ുകൾ തിരയു�ു. കെ��െ�ടാ� ഒരു ഭൂഖ�മായി 

ഞാൻ എന്െറ മന�ിെന സ�ൽ�ി�ു - എന്െറ വാ�ുകൾ എന്െറ 

വായന�ാരുെട വാതിലുകൾ ക�ി�ു� തീയായി മാറിയതിനാൽ, 

�ഗാൈന�് വി�ഗഹ�ൾ�് സാ��ം വഹി�ുേ�ാൾ 

േ�ാബ്േ�ടാ�റുകെളേ�ാെല രൂപാ�രെ�ടും. നിരസി�െ�� എന്െറ 

ആ�ാവ് - വീ�ും വീ�ും നിരസി�െ��ു. എന്െറ ആ�ാവ് 

മ�ൂസിയ�ളിൽ നി�ു� �ഗാൈന� ്വി�ഗഹ�േളാട് സാമ�മുെ��് അവർ 

തിരി�റിയും. (Madhavikutty, 1973, p.21) 

For me, who could not complete her formal education, being short of words is a 

frequent reality. Today as I write in Malayalam and English, I know my literary work 

is like a handicapped man typing or quilting with no fingers. The poverty of words is 

what makes my art. On nights when my husband and child lay peacefully asleep, I 

wander around in darkness, searching for words. I envisioned my mind to be an 

undiscovered continent – as my words became the fire that light up the doorways for 

my readers, who like globetrotters would remain transfixed when they witness the 

granite idols. My soul, which has been rejected – rejected over and over again. They 

would recognize my soul resembles the granite idols from the museums.  

 

The rejection of her soul is manifested through the splintered literary self of Aami in 

Malayalam and through the voice of Kamala in My Story. These literary alter-egos become 

empowering masks as she reinvents her literary self not only in the English language but also 

in Malayalam, in which she lacks formal training. The linguistic schizophrenia that emerges 
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out of Das’ writing mirrors the complex socio-linguistic authorial space she inhabited within 

the Indian literary canon. 

 Das is careful to note her husband’s persuasion regarding the authorship of her 

autobiography for financial gain. In these lines as well, he can be seen exerting control over 

her work and her words. Das quickly pulls herself away from such a control as at that 

moment, she is the author and not the wife. In both the narratives, she is conscious of her 

readers’ perception of her. She provides insight into her reading habits and into literary works 

that have inspired her to become the author she was (Madhavikutty, 1973). One must note 

that not too many female authors in Kerala at the time would have had the opportunity or the 

exposure to such a wide variety of works in world literature. As Madhavikutty, Das 

establishes herself as a privileged, politically aware woman of her time. She consciously 

showcases that her proficiency as a reader has extended beyond Malayalam literature and that 

she has discovered powerful literary works from the west to inspire her. As a female author 

situated in Kerala, such an insight might be for the male critics who were usually the only 

ones to write about the west. Although self-taught, Das had always been conscious of her 

privileged upbringing and her father’s insistence at gaining English education. Through her 

autobiographical narratives, she demonstrates how despite the privileges, she struggled to 

assert her voice as a woman in the family and make a mark as a female author in the male 

dominated literary space in India. Speaking to her biographer, Merrily Weisbord, Kamala 

Das stated the following about her literary reinventions: 

My poems [works] epitomize the dilemma of the modern Indian woman who tries to 

free herself domestically from the bondage sanctioned by the past. My forms are 

direct expressions of an autobiographical voice. But that individual voice also asks to 

be read symbolically. A woman writer takes herself apart and recreates a new identity. 
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For this transformation we have first to locate alternatives, search for the roots of a 

self-hood to create a transformed self. (Weisbord, 2014, p.248)101.  

 

Das’ autobiographical narratives, like her poetry, allude to raw human sexuality and express 

hidden desires that Indian female authors of her time had shuddered to write about. As 

Madhavikutty, she explores the art of writing an autobiography as a literary striptease and as 

an opportunity to annihilate her physical self in order to grasp her soul: 

സത�സ�ഡിേയാെട യാെധാ�ും മറ�ുെവ�യേ� ഇ�െന ഒറ ആത്

മകഥ എഴുതു�ത് ഒരു തര�ിലു� വസ്�തമഴി�ലാ (striptease) െ��് 

ചിലർ എേ�ാട് പറ�ു . െശരിയായിരി�ാം. എന്െറ വസ്�ത�ളും 

ആഭരണ�ളും ഞാൻ ആദ�മായി അഴി�ുെവ�യും. അതിനുേശഷം 

ഇളംതവി�ുനിറമു� ഈ െതാലി ഊറുകയും എ�ുകൾ തകർ�യും െച�ാൻ 

ഞാൻ ഉേ�ശി�ു�ു . ഒടുവിൽ എ�ിനുമകത്, മജ്ജ��ും കീഴില, 

ആഴ�ിൽ നാലാം െതാരു ൈഡെമന്ഷനില് (പരിമാണം?) 

�പത�കമിരി�ിടി�ാ�തും അനാഥവും അതിസു�രവുമായ ആ�ാവിെന 

നി�ൾ�ു കാണുവാൻ സാധി�യും എ� ന�ാനാശികയു�ു. (Madhavikutty, 

1973, p.70) 

I have been told that that the act of writing an autobiography is a form of striptease. 

Maybe they are right. For the first time, I will be taking my clothes and jewellery off. 

And then, I intend to peel off my dusky skin and break my bones. Under the bones 

and the fluid, in the depths of a fourth dimension (proof?) is the hope that you will be 

able to see my soul, orphaned and beautiful.  

 

This literary striptease and bloody physical annihilation is an offering to her readers. Aami’s 

dusky skin and rejection of materialistic pleasures is an invocation to Kali’s omnipresence as 

the ‘eternal female voice’. The peeling of the skin and the breaking of the bones leads to a 

formless space where language enables her “orphaned and beautiful” soul to be visible. The 

soul offered as a gift to her readers is one that is isolated from her identity as Kamala Das, the 

                                                 
101 As stated by Kamala Das in a conversation with M Weisbord.  
Weisbord, M. (2014). The love queen of Malabar: Memoir of a friendship with Kamala Das. Retrieved from 
https://ebookcentral.proquest.com 
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woman. This soul is only of an author, who like the human entrails offered to Kali, has been 

torn away from the temporalities of the real world (Madhavikutty, 1973).  

In a way, Madhavikutty renegotiates Kamala Das’ relationship to the act of writing 

and the Malayalam language. Through the voice of Aami, Madhavikutty capsizes societal 

norms and advocates for a change in the society to be more accepting of female writers. She 

questions the hypocrisy within the literate societies in Kerala – she claims her only fault was 

to have embraced honesty as an author. Although her acquisition of the Malayalam language 

was derived from the domestic help who raised her, Madhavikutty is vocal about her own 

children acquiring language from her: from the milk of her breast, her warmth and her 

whispers in their ears. Language, she states, is her eternal gift for them. She distances herself 

from her traumatic past as she successfully switches between her roles as a mother and as an 

author. Madhavikutty faces the pressures of conformity as she struggles to construct an 

authorial self that deviates from the cultural norms of the Malayalee society. Aami, the self in 

the narrative, situates and organizes herself within the Malayalee culture and its subsequent 

limitations. While My Story remains direct and unapologetic in its representation of Kamala 

as the woman, Ente Katha is created through an inter-subjectivity of a self that is shackled by 

cultural appropriation and the symbolic order. As an author, Madhavikutty is conscious of her 

use of language and the familial repute. She is aware of the larger issues that exist as a result 

of her own position within the source language and the culture. On the other hand, Kamala 

Das is an outsider – blissfully unaware and free from the cultural preoccupations that exist 

within the target language. Through translation, Das reinvents herself within the target 

culture. The difference in chapter names reflects on the different levels of cultural 

complexities that intervene. As Meena T Pillai states, in Madhavikutty’s writing there is “an 

intense awareness of a socially constituted sexuality, seen to be narrated however 

subversively with an acute awareness of the policing medium of culture which a language 
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represents”102. Das’ writing opposes the cultural preoccupations embedded within the 

Malayalam language as she writes against its dominant male discourses. She inverts the lens 

on the socially acceptable definition of the educated ‘Malayalee woman’. In turn, Das 

becomes one of the earliest 20th century authors to address the themes of casteist violence, 

oppression and gender subjugation from the position of an upper-caste Malayalee woman. As 

Madhavikutty, Das roots herself in the socio-cultural nuances of the Malayalam language and 

its readers. By the use of the term “Ente” or “My” in the title of the text, she is taking 

ownership of the narrative and its attempt to create an authorial identity through Aami. By 

breaking away from the rigid convention of a female autobiography, Das is successfully self-

fashioning her self twice and self-sufficiently putting back the pieces together. As an English 

educated woman from Calcutta in the east, Das’ use of the Malayalam language and her 

understanding of its cultural and linguistic history, is an act of “writing to and translating 

from the language of patriarchy” (Pillai, 2005). 

Several references to indigenous vegetations as seen in Ente Katha go missing in the 

English version. Das’ favourite Nirmatala Tree, which becomes the inspiration behind her 

Malayalam novel Nirmatalapootha Kalam (1994), remains untranslated in My Story. In her 

writings, the Nirmatala Tree became an ancient symbol for age, resilience and loneliness. A 

symbol that stood witness to the glory of the matrilineal Nalapat family before colonisation 

and the power wielded by the women in the household then to the later colonial years when 

the patriarchal forces silenced these women and their female descendants. In the Malayalam 

writing, the tree becomes a symbol for the undaunted female spirit, which refuses to be 

crushed by the evolving patriarchy. Such a reference associated with its cultural as well 

literary history would have been misplaced in the English text. As Madhavikutty, Das re-

                                                 
102 See Pillai, M.T. (2005). Translating Her Story: A Woman in Quest of a Language. Translation Today, 2(2), 
99 – 115. 
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characterises her authorial efforts to iterate desire within a specific cultural framework. 

Through Madhavikutty, Aami first reads about sexuality in her grand-uncle’s Malayalam 

novel titled Rathi Samrajyam. She makes references to Kumaran Asan, an ancient Malayalam 

poet and his work Nalini through which she had learnt the concept of feminine power, 

dedication and madness. These literary references remain crucial to her representation as a 

bilingual author. Through such citations, Das as Madhavikutty tries to foreground her 

knowledge regarding Malayalam literature as an “outsider”. Her English education and 

prowess as a poet in Indian Writing in English causes her to be distanced from the canonical 

authorship within Malayalam literature. Throughout the Malayalam narrative, Madhavikutty 

makes several allusions to love as a metaphysical conceit, drawing parallels to indigenous 

religious practices within the Nair household as well as her worship and love for Krishna. 

The images of nature and customary Malayalee rituals unique to Madhavikutty’s 

descriptions of the Nalapat House in Ente Katha are integral to Kerala’s identity. Although 

partially appropriated into the narrative in My Story, it is the untranslatability of these 

indigenous descriptions that exist as justification for Das’ self-translation choices. In 

Malayalam, Madhavikutty is also far more successful in exemplifying on the visual and 

auditory images in an intense moment – the frenzied dance of the Valichhappadu103, the 

lighted torch on the Nalapat porch, the beating drums in a Kathakali performance and the 

whistling village boy. These are sights and sounds that are deeply engrained within the 

Malayalee identity. Ente Katha ends with a chapter on Das’ illness and her fear of death. She 

devotes the last few paragraphs to those who stood by her side as she contemplated death – 

her younger siblings who were medical doctors, her friend Valsala who prayed for her and 

the moment she turned to religion for comfort. In the last chapter, Madhavikutty remembers 

calling out to Guruvayoorappan104 every day as she lay fearing death and the days her 

                                                 
103 See Appendix. 
104 Guruvayoorappan is a divine avatar of Lord Vishnu, only worshipped by the Vaishnavite Malayalees. 
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younger sister tried to teach her verses from Lalita Sahasranamam105, a religious text 

indigenous to the Malayalee Hindus. Major portions of this chapter are excluded in My Story 

(1988). Like the Kathakali artists she writes about, Das skilfully switches between the alter-

egos of Madhavikutty, Aami and her own self as the speaker (Madhavikutty, 1973). Each of 

these alter egos emerge out of a sheltered cocoon – one in Nalapat, one in Calcutta and the 

other in her literary present. Only Kamala could undertake a journey into the multiple 

personalities that occupied her complex psyche – split and heterogenous like her linguistic 

and geographical presence.  

 

3. Conclusion 

As an author, Das attempts to deal with the literary complexity of postcolonial anxiety in 

narrating the story of one’s own life in English by rewriting My Story as a separate text. The 

writing is almost non-confrontational as she skilfully translates cultural nuances and chooses 

appropriate Malayalam idioms to be included. In her essay, J Devika examines the 

conventional reading of Ente Katha and the many misrepresentations endorsed by male 

critics at the time. Devika elaborates on her argument by re-visiting Madhavikutty’s 

“depersonalization” of sex and love: 

She (Madhavikutty) insists that it is not a crude and titillating account of her body's 

sexual adventures, but "spiritual striptease" [Madhavikutty 2006: 70]. She rejects both 

romantic love and depersonalised sex, refusing to acknowledge romantic love/bodily 

lust divide - a point missed by critics who see her obsession with sexuality as often 

"completely self-absorbed" [Katrak 1996: 288]. Love for her is intensely physical, yet 

not pinned on penetrative sex; touch is revalued as a fundamental mode of blurring 

boundaries between individuals [Madhavikutty 2006: 46]. (Devika, 2006, p.1676)  

 

                                                 
105 Lalita Sahasranamam is a religious text in Sanskrit venerating the Goddess Bhagavati. The text is composed in the form 
of verses. 
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Such a reading of love as a transcendental and spiritual idea, while acknowledging the 

importance of physical intimacy, was an extremely new literary concept explored by Das 

through her autobiographical narratives. She is, therefore, often considered to be a rationalist 

feminist for her endorsement of the “male-female reciprocity” while navigating 

homoeroticism.  

 Throughout her literary career, Kamala Das has been vocal about her choice to write 

or speak in the English language as a postcolonial female. The problematic space occupied by 

Indian writers from the 20th century can be further negotiated through Salman Rushdie’s 

Imaginary Homelands (1992) that discusses such a use of the English language by an Indian 

author: 

Those of us who do use English do so in spite of our ambiguity towards it, or perhaps 

because of that, perhaps because we can find in that linguistic struggle a reflection of 

other struggles taking place in the real world, struggle between the cultures within 

ourselves and the influences at work upon our societies. To conquer English may be 

to complete the process of making ourselves free. (Rushdie, 1992, p.17)  

 

For Das, the path to linguistic and authorial freedom begins with employment of her own 

mother tongue, followed by a slow transgression into the colonizer’s linguistic space. She 

straddles two cultures and two linguistic spaces. In her own words, the following lines remain 

crucial in interrogating Madhavikutty’s poetic focus and authorial desires, one that remained 

ingrained in her multiple identities: 

… Remove the voluptuous breasts, the luxuriant locks, the fragrant pubic hair… in 

our eyes, what remains is an object we don’t need. It is pathetic, that soul… And yet, I 

persevere. When the reader finally meets with my soul, I believe, that will be a 

meeting as pure, as unsullied as that of the wayfarer who stumbles upon a sacred 

abode within the heart of a vast forest after having lost his way in it, wandering, 

wandering, tired and thirsty. (Weisbord, 2006, p. 246)  
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Ente Katha (1973) becomes a window into the varied experiences of Kamala Nalapat and a 

public separation from the classist and familial preoccupations that exist within that surname. 

The narratives are an insight into the agony of an author who had trust in her readers. An 

author who wished for her readers to remember her a certain way – as a relentless woman. 

The next chapter section delves deeper into the question of how Das’ bilingualism helped 

articulate the multiplicity of desire in her autobiographical narratives. 
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CHAPTER 4 C: Desire 

 

 

 

 

 

A man is a season, 

You are eternity. 

- Kamala Das, “A Man Is a Season”, Tonight This Savage Rite (1979) 
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1. My Story (1988) 

As readers, we are introduced to Indian women’s writing through the exceptional 

achievements of women who were able to move beyond the socio-cultural and patriarchal 

confines of their respective societies. These confines, where women are compelled to be 

invisible and domesticated by the male figures in their lives, often discouraged their self-

expressions through public platforms like writing. To resist this conscious policing of female 

cognition calls for a re-visioning of female roles in the Indian society, including an 

interrogation of social privilege and of the very possibility of expressing desire. This chapter 

focuses on the plurality of female desires as explored by Kamala Das in her autobiographical 

narratives as a bilingual author. With no exceptional model of either sustained resistant 

Indian female authorship or Indian theoretical background on female desire to draw from, this 

chapter references female western scholars who have previously written about desire and 

relates them to Indian women who have expressed such alterities through confessional 

authorship. 

While race, social class and ethnicity play important roles in charting privilege 

amongst female authors from across the world, South Asian countries like India, with its 

colonial history, has a more complicated social map that determines privilege. In India, 

privilege functions differently with the added complexity of caste. Kamala Das focused her 

autobiographical narrative on her subjectivity as a Malayalee woman and her desires as an 

author, while critiquing the gendered casteist discriminations prevalent amongst the 

privileged in the country. In 20th century India, female authors from privileged backgrounds, 

like Das, faced oppressions of a different nature, and this becomes one of the issues 

addressed by Das in her autobiography, My Story (1988) and its Malayalam original, Ente 

Katha (1973).  
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In My Story (1988), desire is demonstrated in the multiple female roles taken on by 

the author through the course of her life. Her ancestral home, the Nalapat House, becomes a 

trope and a location that is often mythologized in many of her writings. For Das, it is a site of 

sexual initiation. In her autobiography, Das is at once a young child desiring love and 

attention from her parents, then a teenager infatuated with a young man who is her teacher 

and later, a naïve girl experiencing sexual intimacy for the first time. As she progresses in 

age, Das’ desires also transform. At the age of fifteen, her psychological longing for love re-

emerges in an abusive marriage, and this becomes the basis for all further changes in her 

desire. Das showcases the transformation of herself as the central character of the 

autobiography with great literary dexterity - from being the daughter, to a child-bride, the 

abused yet loyal wife, the affectionate mother, the poet, the easy lover, the painter and a 

spiritual author, what remains constant, amongst other details, is the changing role of desire 

in her life (Smith and Watson, 1988). A prolific English author from India, Das is the only 

South Asian woman to be included in Gilbert and Gubar’s Norton Anthology of Literature by 

Women – The Tradition in English (1985). Gilbert and Gubar, in their short excerpt on 

Kamala Das, introduces her as Nalapat Narayana Menon’s niece and her mother, the poet 

Balamaniamma’s daughter. They claim her works to be a reflection of the larger Indo-

Anglian literary canon, major works of which, ironically, do not appear in their anthology. 

In her essay “Terms of Empowerment in Kamala Das’ My Story” (1988), Shirley 

Geok-lin Lim claims Das’ readers exist as an active catalyst and agent for whose 

consumption she narrates her rebellion and subjectivity. The double-voice in her prose 

becomes central to most of Das’ writings, especially her autobiography. While Lim 

investigates Das’ autobiography only in English, she derives that Das has catered to two sets 

of audiences in her writings: first the English-educated, middle-class section of the Indian 

society, and second the more unconventional set of international readers, prominently from 
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Australia, who are interested in the non-Western literature in English from the 

Commonwealth. Lim asserts that these western critics are interested in the ‘reincarnated’ 

postcolonial world and their post-Orientalist school of thought. What is missing in Lim’s 

analyses is a study of Das’ autobiography in Malayalam. Although Lim provides a disclaimer 

at the beginning of her essay, stating linguistic barriers as a reason for not studying any of 

Das’ works in Malayalam, Das’ Ente Katha (1973) goes unmentioned. One important, and 

critically novel, part of this chapter is to study the articulation of desire as expressed through 

Das’ writing in Malayalam, while comparing it to her much-studied autobiography in 

English. As a female author struggling against male prerogatives in the 20th century, Das’ 

words display rage, regret and resistance. Her insatiable thirst for love, adoration and 

acceptance can be traced back to her troubled childhood, when her only friend was her older 

brother: 

So, we grew up more or less neglected, and because we were aware of ourselves as 

neglected children in a social circle that pampered the young, there developed 

between us a strong relationship of love, the kind a leper may feel for his mate who 

pushed him on a handcart when they went on their begging rounds. (Das, 1988, p.2)  

 

In Das’ writing one can fathom a lack that has emerged out of deficiency: a lack of affection. 

This is different from the allusions to the lack of a penis as stated by western psychoanalysts. 

This lack and neglect gave shape to the author in her – one that is constantly in search of 

satisfaction. As a reader, we can presume that Das’ autobiography is epistemologically 

formulating reinterpretations of sexual desire and satisfaction through language. This sets the 

landscape for female struggle in a patriarchal social system.  

Another double-edged argument that emerges out of Das’ autobiographical narrative 

is her differentiation between social and the political conflicts while articulating personal and 

sexual struggles. This is where caste and class struggles emerge as important factors in her 

narrative. There is a separation between Das the English writer and Madhavikutty the 
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Malayalam writer, not just in narrative style but also in their names. The two facets of her 

personality explore narrative style and linguistic preoccupation differently. The internal 

division between Das, the English educated colonial subject and Madhavikutty, the 

matrilineal upper-caste woman, is striking. These two women express their subjective 

autonomy differently, thus creating a duality in the image of Das as a female author in 

English speaking India. Such a division of the self is visible in Das’ narrative. The struggle to 

remain pure in an impure narrative, and the struggle to ascertain her subjectivity as the 

notable woman in conflict with her traditional family all merge to give words to Das’ 

conflicted approach to female desire. Das’ autobiography is an enunciation of female 

empowerment at a time when upper-caste Malayalee women had not begun engaging in 

many public activities.  

In her attempt to articulate desire, she is located within a prohibitive psychosocial 

matrix. She is the desiring subject in My Story. She is the female who is the focus of a 

psychological longing as the neglected daughter, the subdued virgin, a victim of sexual 

violence, the dissatisfied wife and the depraved lover. In the many roles of depravity Das 

takes on throughout her life, what remains constant is her situating of the self within desire. 

One must note that these are not depraved roles but Das’ own treatment of desire as 

depravity. While examining the role of female desire in an autobiography, Lim states the 

following: 

The central attribute of this “desiring” female is that, in order to maintain her subject 

condition and the economy of energy that constitutes her being, she cannot be 

satisfied. As “self” is constituted in desire, and desire is given shape by the energy of 

an absence of satisfaction (whether in innocent longing, brutalized sex, cynical 

promiscuity, the range of female sexual experiences), the story of “self” is constructed 

on a continual series of arousals and deferments of satisfaction. The life in the 

autobiography is continuously plotted as a drama of desire, and the female protagonist 

becomes the representation of female desire. (Smith and Watson, 1988, p.353)  
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Dissatisfaction as a central attribute remains one of the propelling forces in Das’ narrative. 

Depravity and lack of a penis once again emerges in Das’ autobiography as she recounts an 

instance in her marriage when she walked in on her husband as he engaged in a homosexual 

encounter with a colleague: 

I felt a revulsion for my womanliness. The weight of my breasts seemed to be 

crushing me. My private parts were only a wound, the soul’s wound showing through.  

(Das, 1988, p.99)  

 

Das’ fascination with the body finds space in the Malayalam narrative as well as the English 

one. For Das, the female body, like the male body, is a natural marvel and a gateway to the 

soul. Das explores the theme of love as a transcendental experience – one that begins with the 

body but ends with the soul. For Das, the body is merely a medium and physical intercourse a 

transcendent union that leads to discovery of the soul. Her understanding of the body is a 

frequently explored topic in all her writings. Recognizing the failure of her marriage, Das’ 

uses her autobiographical narrative to showcase how authorship enabled her during this 

period. In her narrative, Das declares her choice to walk away from her husband’s adultery to 

seek acceptance through her role as an author, “I lit the reading lamp in our sitting room and 

began to write about a new life, an unstained future” (Das, 1988). The poem she wrote that 

night won her the P.E.N Asian Prize in 1968.  

Das’ unhappy marriage helps her recognize her powerlessness as a woman and her 

position as an author to use this powerlessness as a force to sculpt women-centric narratives. 

In patriarchal societies like India’s, the female body is the site for sexual gratification. The 

woman, in all her vulnerability, is for male ravishing. The unstained future Das hopes for is 

the central theme of her autobiography, as she focuses on creating an identity as the woman 

writing her self. Creation of such an identity to writing was previously studied by French 
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theorist Helen Cixous who theorized the concept of the woman writing her self within the 

western paradigm. According to Cixous: 

An act that will also be marked by woman's seizing the occasion to speak, hence her 

shattering entry into history, which has always been based on her suppression. To 

write and thus to forge for herself the antilogos weapon. To become at will the taker 

and initiator, for her own right, in every symbolic system, in every political. (Cixous, 

1976, p.880)  

 

In Das’ autobiography, the readers witness a protagonist who “seizes” the text as an 

opportunity to speak about mental health, against self-destruction, for female sexual 

gratification, for gratification of desire and for women’s empowerment. This showcases the 

revolt against the symbolic and the socio-political system that oppressed her as an author and 

as a woman (Smith and Watson, 1988).  

 In Das’ narrative, sexual desire and symbolic desire converge thematically. Readers 

are introduced to Das’ aunt whose voluptuous beauty enchants her grand-uncle, the poet 

Nalapat Narayana Menon. Such a description of the female body is reminiscent of Ammalu, 

Das’ spinster aunt whose poems were stashed in a “brown bottle shaped like a pumpkin that 

smells fainty of Ambergris” (Das, 1988). Here the bottle is symbolic of female desire and the 

womb and the roundness of the pumpkin as sexual arousal. The leaves of her poetry book 

were compared to the yellow leaves on Das’ desk – another allusion to Ammalu’s shrivelled 

desires. As the subject and the writer of the autobiography, in the matriarchal matrix of the 

Nalapat House, the two identities coalesce. Matriarchy plays as a sordid tune in the 

background of the text and resonates as a powerful representation of the position of women in 

upper-caste Malayalee households.           

With reference to her internal identity needs, Lim refers to Das’ immediacy in stating 

“like alms looking for a begging bowl was my love which sought for it a receptacle” (Das, 

1988). She claims Das was breaking the “conventional association of woman with receptacle, 
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of woman as passive receive of male desire and sperm”. In these lines, the woman’s desire 

gains prominence as she aggressively seeks for the passive male, a mere “begging bowl” 

(ibid). In her autobiography, Das does not associate sexual empowerment with the 

satisfaction of “internal identity needs” (Das, 1988). In the Malayalam poems that shortly 

followed the publication of Das’ autobiography in 1976, readers witness a poetic shift that 

focuses on the question of satisfaction in the dominance of female desire rather than just 

female sexuality. Das’ autobiography is an aggressive call for women to recognize the need 

for satisfaction and recognition within a patriarchal socio-political context. Through 

literature, she addresses her ‘lack’ and her need to interrogate the masochism she often hints 

at in her autobiography.  

As Das chronologically reiterates instances from her past, we see her unconscious 

slowly unfolding for the reader. Urging women to write their selves in order to give voice to 

their silenced bodies, Cixous states the following: 

It is by writing, from and toward women, and by taking up the challenge of speech 

which has been governed by the phallus, that women will confirm women in a place 

other than that which is reserved in and by the symbolic, that is, in a place other than 

silence. Women should break out of the snare of silence. They shouldn’t be conned 

into accepting a domain which is the margin or the harem. (Cixous, 1976, p.881)  

 

For the deeper resources of the female unconscious to come forth, Das’ narrative is thus a 

performance to de-censor her relationship as a woman to her sexuality.  

For female writers located in postcolonial spaces like India, silence is a space offered 

both symbolically and physically. Despite the apparent flaws in confessional authenticity, 

what Das does differently in her autobiography is interrogate the illegitimacy associated with 

female desire in the Indian context, vis-à-vis the prevalent socio-sexual property and 

propriety. This is where Das’ backstory of matriarchy plays an integral role in the narrative. 

She introduces matriliny in her native state of Kerala and attributes the power of the Female 
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in such a household to the worship of a female Hindu goddess. This demonstrates how 

Hinduism as a religion did not propagate patriarchy through time.  

Due to the lack of social and legal laws pertaining to women’s empowerment in the 

public spectrum, most Indian women, to this day, choose – insofar as it can be called a choice 

– to not speak up against male oppression. While Kali manifests herself as rage and 

disappointment in Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical narrative through her autobiography, 

Das’ recognition of a collective female “primal instinct” is reiterated by her introduction of 

Bhagavati / Kali, the female supreme in Hinduism. A later section of this chapter will focus 

on the role of Kali in female empowerment and how Das uses it to articulate a problematic 

logic of collective female identity in India.  

 

1.1 Writing Desire: My Story 

Smith and Watson examine the role of female autobiography as a framer of the conscious and 

the unconscious and the task of a dialogue in creating women’s writing. The dialogic 

complexities in Das’ autobiographical writing addresses the social binaries that shape the 

lives of women in postcolonial settings like India. Through her writing emerge binaries that 

not only reflect social problems within the privileged sections of the Indian society, but also 

allude to the disadvantaged sections of the same society. While unearthing the trauma 

associated with her own child-marriage at the age of fifteen, and the marital rape that 

followed, Das pushes the readers to remember her social privilege and how it acts as a 

catalyst in the traumatic experience. Through Das’ focus on male dominance and the men in 

her life who have constantly exercised control over her personal space as well as sexuality 

emerges the recurrent problem of phallocentrism in patriarchal India. The constant self-

admiring, self-stimulating phallocentric behaviour of the men in her family ignites anger in 

Das the woman and Das the female author. Far from the clutches of male dominance, Das’ 
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use of language, both in her autobiography and her poetry, was unapologetically female in 

terms of emotional quality. She wrote for an audience that understood the need for women to 

exercise their freedom, while empathizing with those whose desires were curtailed for the 

longest time, like her own. Das’ feminist project was a strong critique of heterosexuality, 

which continues to tower over the Indian society as a major patriarchal construct. As the first, 

and possibly the only, female autobiography that touches upon the matriarchal system in 

Kerala, Das is a feminist figure who broke away from the institutionalized patriarchy within 

the upper-caste families in South India. She writes about all female relatives whose 

opportunity to be empowered was restrained by social constraints within the matrilineal. Das’ 

inclusion of familial histories and their rich ancestry is once again a subtle hint at the lower-

castes of Kerala, who are unable to trace such a historical ancestry. Das includes stories of 

numerous maids in the Nalapat house whose are consistently subjected to sexual harassment, 

and rape, by the male members of the household. These women exist as binaries to the upper-

caste women inside the household. Yet, Das emphasizes how both sets of women, despite 

their class and caste difference, share an identity of oppression.  

One must note the distinction between woman the sexual being and woman the 

female author in Das’ writing. Both exist under the watchful eye of the patriarchal other, but 

while Das the author gains satisfaction by offering her readers the gift of her words, Das the 

woman hopes to explore her sexual desires through the men she meets outside her marriage. 

For both women, language and words become the means to the same end, satisfaction: 

Each time I walked into my lover’s houses dressed like a bride, my readers have 

walked with me… Like the eyes of an all-seeing God they follow me through the 

years. But how happily I meddled to satisfy that particular brand of readers who liked 

me… And it certainly brought me happiness. (Das, 1988, p.184)  
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Such a satisfaction is synonymous with female empowerment for Das, yet she understands 

this satisfaction differently in her mother tongue and in English. The authorial language in 

Malayalam is more driven, while her writing in English seems medicated.  

As we explore Das’ confessional narrative, we realize this is not an autobiography 

simply tracing the life of a privileged upper-caste woman from a matriarchal household and 

her tryst with sexuality outside the parameters of marriage. It is a complex life-story that 

poses some very pertinent questions about the legitimacy of readership. While the male 

critics at the time rebuked Das for breaking away from the social decorum she was expected 

to follow as a woman of a certain section of the society and as an author, there were also 

female authors who believed the break away from conservative ideals and tradition was 

unnecessary (Smith and Watson, 1988). One of the interesting additions in Das’ narrative is 

her exploration of the convoluted world of Hindu worship and the role of Kali as Bhagavati 

in Kerala. The next section explores this in greater detail.  

 

1.2 Bhagavati as a Symbol of Feminine Strength 

Exemplifying her association with the matriarchy in Kerala, Das introduces the readers to the 

pariah, the “aboriginal” Malayalee. These pariahs, who are primarily Kali worshippers and 

“outcastes” to the larger Malayalee society, are considered important in the Malayalam 

month of Makaram when She is worshipped. A South Indian avatar of Kali, Bhagavati 

becomes a crucial socio-religious as well as authorial symbol in Das’ narrative: 

When Kali danced, we felt in the region of the heart an unease and a leap of 

recognition. Deep inside, we held the knowledge that Kali was older than the world 

and that having killed for others, she was now lonelier than all. All our primal 

instincts rose, to sing in our blood, the magical incantations. Om Aim Hrim Klim 

Mahadurge Navakshari Navadurge Navaimike Navachandi Mahamaye 
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Mahayoganidre106, darkness spawning light, night that begets the day, shame that 

fractures the oracles’ voice and, blood’s spilt roses in the sacrarium, Rupam Dehi 

Sriham Dehi Yaso Dehi Dvisho Jahi. (Das, 1988, p.27)  

 

The Kali in the lines here is a pariah dressed as Kali in a dance invoking the inner feminine 

force, during a public event usually held in the month of Makaram107. In breasts made out of 

brass, and red beads covering their modest chests, these pariahs celebrate the voice of Kali 

throughout their lives. As outcastes in the larger Malayalee society, Kali exists as a symbol of 

strength and a supernatural force denoting the pariahs’ desire. Like in Bengal, Kali is the 

figure that most in the periphery of the Malayalee society rely on for strength. She is the 

mother for all those who do not have social recognition. In the month of Makaram, all the 

temples in Kerala dedicated to Bhagavati are ablaze “with their thousand lamps” as hundreds 

of women throng Her divine chambers. Das describes a familiar scene during such evenings 

at a Kerala temple – drums beating as Kali’s oracle, usually considered to be a supernatural 

medium, dances in the distance. The oracle, or Velichappadu, is believed to be a messenger 

of Kali/Bhagavati on Earth. As he jumps up and down with a long sword, in a trance, his lips 

quiver and his long hair is swept across his face, while the drums continue beating. The 

Velichappadu, who can only be spotted in suburban Kerala during these days, was a usual 

visitor at temples dedicated to Bhagavati in Das’ Kerala.  Usually a man, the Velichappadu is 

a mediator between Bhagavati and her devotees. He foresees the future through the eyes of 

the Goddess who speaks through him during these dances and his trance. Velichappadu’s 

frenzied dance is believed by Malayalees to be temporal means to pacify Kali’s anger. Like 

                                                 
106 Sanskrit mantra dedicated to Goddess Chamunda/Bhagavati/Kali. The words “Om” (universal frequency), “aim” 
(Saraswati), “hrim” (Lakshmi) and Klim (Kali) invoke the three feminine forces of the Hindu universe. These verses are 
from the religious text Devi Mahatyamam which includes verses venerating Goddess Durga and her avatars; their feminine 
strength and her victory over the demon-king Mahishasur. 
107 See Appendix. 
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the several indigenous rituals that were once common in these societies, Velichappadu’s role 

as Bhagavati’s oracle has also been lost over the years.  

Das adapts this story to tell her readers about the superstitions that plagued the lives 

of those in Kerala. As a middle-aged woman, when Das decided to spend most of her time 

writing in Kerala, she realized she was not welcome in the village. In her narrative, Das 

writes about how they relied on their knowledge of sorcery to make her leave: 

Then I realized that I too should try some magic to scare my foes away. I hung a 

picture of Kali on the wall of my balcony and adorned it daily with long strings of red 

flowers resembling the intestines of a disembowelled human being. Anyone walking 

along the edge of my paddy field a furlong away could see the Goddess and the 

macabre splash of red. This gave the villagers a fright. (Das, 1988, p.196)  

 

Kali, in Das’ narrative, is thus deployed as a supreme protector as well as a figure that 

advocates female empowerment. For a woman living alone in a village, Das looks to Kali as 

her guardian against all things evil. Kali is the middle-ground where the traditional and the 

modern meet in Das’ narrative. While she exudes fear in the hearts of her worshippers, Kali 

can be read as a figure that propels fierce versions of desire in Das’ writing. Therefore, Kali 

and her own words emerge as saviours at a time when Das was being serenaded by everyone 

in her life – her parents, her husband and the scorned villagers:  

They (the villagers) feared that I would write of their misdeeds, of the accidental 

deaths in the locality and of the true immorality which takes shelter nowhere else but 

in the robust arms of our society. They took their grievances to my parents who were 

embarrassed but totally helpless, for it has become clear to them that I had become a 

truth-addict and that I loved my writing more than I loved them or my own sons. If 

the need ever arose, I would without hesitation bid goodbye to my doting husband and 

to my sons, only to be allowed to remain what I was, a writer. (ibid, p.195)  

 

Here, Das’ desire in language and her role as a writer supersedes her familial duties. Das’ 

linguistic subtlety is often an insight into the position of readers in her authoritative space. In 
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her essay, Lim claims that the narrator in Das’ autobiography envisions her readers as lovers; 

“I had realized by then that the writer had none to love her but the readers” (Das, 1988). Lim 

further quotes Das stating the following: 

The desire to write, therefore, signifies the desire for a collective libidinous 

intercourse, a female exposure fantasy: “I have often wished to take myself apart and 

stick all the bits, the heart, the intestines, the liver, the reproductive organs, the skin, 

the hair and all the rest on a large canvas to form a collage which then be donated to 

my readers”108 (Smith and Watson, 1988, p.365).  

 

Kali can, therefore, be read as a mirror-self for Das, as she splits herself into two to festoon 

her otherness with internal bodily organs, only to achieve, in social signing, a bloody 

publication of her desire. Das’ negation of her societal roles for her authorial desire enables 

her to transform the “macabre splash of red” blood into ink. In Ente Katha, she offers her 

soul to the readers through the physical annihilation – by splitting the blood and breaking her 

bones (Madhavikutty, 1973). Das’ literary enactment of selfhood, like the entrails offered to 

Kali, is an effort to create her own parallel history. She articulates a literary paradigm 

wherein illicit sexuality and “immoral” femininity is executed through myth and devotion. 

Das’ explorations of desire, is therefore, a journey into Kali, who represents primordial 

longing. Like Kali, Das uses her authorship as a disruptive force destabilizing patriarchy and 

critiquing oppression. Her censorious authorial eyes, thus, decolonizes a broader literary 

consciousness. 

 

2. Confessing Female Desire: Reanalysing the Indian woman’s sexuality through Das’ 

Autobiographical Narrative 

                                                 
108    Das, K. (1973). The old playhouse and other poems. Madras: Orient Longman. 
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The Indian woman’s body and desire have been an important area of focus for female 

scholars in the late 20th century. Examining such a focus, John states the following: 

A focus on the conspiracy of silence regarding sexuality in India, whether within 

political and social movements or in scholarship, blinds us to multiple sites where 

“sexuality” has been long embedded. In the spheres of law, demography or medicine, 

for instance, sexuality enjoys a massive and indisputable presence that is far from 

prohibited. (John and Nair, 1998, p.1)  

 

Such a prohibited expression of female sexuality censored the voices and subjugation of 

Indian women for the longest time. The veiled and indisputable presence of sexuality in the 

Indian society is one that Das makes repeated references to in her writing. She rebukes the 

moralistic, Victorian idea associated with sexuality and minimizes it as a simple human 

expression (Das, 1988). Das’ construction of her authorial self embraces the indisputably of 

such feminine sexuality. Through her narrative, she uses the female body as an avenue to 

explore desire beyond the limitations of ephemeral physical intimacy.   

In Woman, Body, Desire in Post-colonial India (1999), author Jyoti Puri talks about 

the social control exerted over Indian female bodies and their behaviours through centuries of 

hegemonic naturalization and normalisation. Puri’s text navigates the urban experience of 

sexuality amongst the middle-class Indian women from major cities. This research attempts 

to address a gap associated with 20th century upper-class female authors’ explorations of 

desire through their autobiographies, while Puri’s writing addressed the crucial deployment 

of sexuality in India and its close relationship with power as seen in the West (Puri, 1999). 

Such a critique helps expand on Das’ narrative as a powerful voice of the upper-caste Indian 

woman against elitist patriarchy. 

Before delving further into Das’ articulation of women’s sexuality and desire, it is 

important to note that the history of women’s sexuality in literature continues to remain 

Eurocentric in its enunciation. Although India has a strong historical framework to draw upon 
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with respect to theorizing sexual practices within a social structure, patriarchal forces and 

stigma associated with female desire has dampened the scholarship that might have been 

produced in this particular area of research. To recognize female desire as a normative idea, 

Indian scholars still have to draw from European women’s critique of the same. In India, 

writings about the female body or explicit descriptions that allude to female desire are still 

considered immoral. The authors of such texts often experience the danger of being 

compartmentalised or risking a controversy involving the right-wing Hindu fundamentalists 

in the country. This research aims to address this lack of scholarship, keeping in mind that 

several women, like Partition writers Ismat Chughtai109 and Amrita Pritam110, who wrote 

about female desire ended up being at the receiving end of decades-long social indignation.  

 Critiquing the “safe, public existence” of female sexuality, several female writers 

have voiced their protest against the social hypocrisy that surrounds the concept in India. For 

Das, as this chapter has suggested, the line that separated the moral identity of a public and a 

private woman was always blurred. She remembers her great-aunt, who dressed herself in 

jewels and scented her hair with the freshest flowers, every night before walking through her 

husband’s bedroom door. The bedroom door, for the upper-caste Hindu woman, is the 

symbolic boundary where she ceases to be a moral, private woman. Beyond those doors, 

morality can take a backseat if the man wishes so. Here, she and the public woman are one as 

they become agents of desire. Das’ narrative takes us back and forth as we are given access to 

different perspectives of such desire. The cultural preoccupations eclipse the woman’s 

freedom in exercising sexual privilege. In My Story, Das demonstrates how religious history 

                                                 
109 Ismat Chughtai is a 20th century Urdu writer from Lahore, Pakistan. Her works often focused on tabooed issues of purdah 
and Islamic women’s sexuality. Chughtai is best remembered for her short story in Urdu “Lihaaf”, which focused on the 
homosexual relationship between two women. The publication of Lihaaf (1941) was banned in Pakistan and Chughtai was 
made to appear in the high court to apologise for authoring such content that stood against Islam. She did not apologize but 
ended up winning the long trial. Lihaaf has since been translated into English by male translator M.Asaduddin. 
110 Amrita Pritam was a 20th century Punjabi poet, who had escaped to India from modern-day Pakistan during the Hindu-
Muslim riots of 1947. She is best known for her autobiographical work, Raseedi Ticket (1976) originally written in Punjabi 
and later translated into English by a male translator, Krishna Gorowara. Her autobiography focused on her 
accomplishments as a female poet of the Progressive Writers Movement of the 1930s and the numerous male artists and 
poets she had a relationship with. 
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when combined with male dominated literary narratives have enabled patriarchy in the 

country: 

The women of the best Nair families never mentioned sex… They had been fed on the 

stories of Ravana who perished due to his desire for Sita and of Kichaka, who was 

torn to death by Draupadi’s legal husband Bhima only because he coveted her. (Das, 

1988, p.25)  

 

The taboo associated with female desire and sexuality is a reflection of the social subjugation 

faced by the Indian woman. She is nothing but a “vassal” (Beauvoir, 1949). In the Indian 

context, these expectations along with the adverse effects of forced arranged marriages had 

pushed several women, like Das, to explore their sexuality outside the parameters of 

marriage.  

 

2.1 Sexuality and Desire in Das’ Writing 

Most of Das’ poems, and several chapters in her autobiography, speak about her quest for 

seeking love and a consensual sexual relationship: 

I was ready for love. Ripe for a sexual banquet. It showed in the way I walked and in 

my voice that had gradually ceased resembling a boy’s. (Das, 1988, p.90)  

 

Through these lines, Das had begun showing signs of the strong woman she was to become in 

the later pages – one who believed that her body was her own and that she alone had the right 

to choose her relations, irrespective of her marital status. Das writes against normative codes 

of sex and gender through her explorations of carnal desires, as she meets one man after 

another. From each of these men, she desires something different. Her amorous cravings 

exude different scales of focus from each of these relationships. In exploring the Nair 

woman’s desire, Das embraces her matrilineal heritage. She notes the importance of sexual 

promiscuity in a Nair marriage and is quick to juxtapose this understanding with the cruelties 
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associated with forced arranged marriages, which were the predominant norm. The anguish 

internalised in the early years of her marriage unlocked authorial avenues for her to explore. 

In her autobiographical narrative, Das emphasizes the need to explore the world within 

oneself as the “real” world: 

One’s real world is not what is outside him. It is the immeasurable world inside him 

that is real. Only the one, who has decided to travel inwards, will realize that his route 

has no end. (Das, 1988, p. 102)  

 

The narrative itself is Das’ travel inward, into her disassociated literary consciousness that 

colours the faded memories of her past. She weaponizes her ability to mould stories from her 

own lived reality to establish herself as a writer. In their work, Question of Silence? – the 

sexual economies of Modern India (1998), Mary John and Janaki Nair mention how the 

western feminist ideas on women’s sexuality offer little respite while examining Indian 

women’s feminist consciousness: 

Sexuality has recently gained more prominence as a subject of political movements or 

academic discourse as a result of growing feminist involvement with the rights of 

women to their lives and bodies. Women bear the marks, sometimes violent marks, of 

caste, ethnic and national imaginations. Not only has the middle class, upper caste 

woman been the ground on which questions of modernity ad tradition are framed, she 

is the embodiment of the boundaries between licit and illicit forms of sexuality, as 

well as the guardian of the nation’s mortality. (John & Nair, 1998, p.8)  

 

Das was the first married female author in Indian Writing in English to have written about 

merging the moral boundaries that divide licit and illicit forms of sexuality. With a narrative 

that examines the idea of Malayalee womanhood, Das is an author conscious of femininity 

and makes innumerable attempts to vindicate against perpetual male supremacy in the Indian 

society. She takes her life into her own hands. While being grateful for her husband’s support 

of her literary career, Das recognizes his obsession with her body – she confesses that their 
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marriage has its limitations. In her search for love, for consensual sexual gratification and 

authorial recognition, Das becomes an eternal seeker. The inconsistencies in her narrative is 

not only an insight into her self-fashioning skills as an author but also into the conflicted 

woman in her. Das’ tantalizing subjectivity venerates the inconsistencies she adopts as 

feminine literary creativity.  

 Das’ literary constructions of sexuality are layered within the gendered hegemonic 

expectations which she breaks free from through her writing. Das writes about the burden of 

living multiple lives all at once – as a mother, an unhappy wife, a sexually dissatisfied 

woman, an author, an ignored daughter and as a Malayalee living outside Kerala. With the 

publication of Ente Katha (1973), Das, as Madhavikutty, solidified her position as an author 

in Malayalam literature. She was careful of her position as an “outsider” – a partially 

educated, bilingual woman who grew up in the East. The insider/outsider dichotomy often 

emerges in Madhavikutty’s writing – as she clarifies her use of the Malayalam language and 

her comfort in English, where she was content in being the postcolonial outsider. 

 

3. Bilingualism in Desire and Authorship  

In the lines below, Kamala Das addresses the lack of trust associated with a writer’s personal 

character. She believes writers live in a world of their own, where words are their only 

friends: 

The essence of the writer eludes the non-writer. All that the writer reveals to such 

people are her oddities of dress and her emotional excesses. Finally, when the muscles 

of the mind have picked up enough power to read people’s secret thoughts, the writer 

shies away from the invisible hostility and clings to her own type, those dreaming 

ones, born with a fragment of wing still attached to a shoulder. (Das, 1988, p.170)  

 

In this world, there is no truth or untruth – simply words that are born out of the authorial 

passion. To the world beyond, each word that is printed becomes susceptible to public 
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scrutiny. The notion of the female self in India is so intertwined with the idea of collective 

identity and familial prestige that their expressions become ideologically complex. Das, as a 

woman from such a complex ideological South Asian space, transgresses gender boundaries 

as a female author, entering the predominantly male zone of authorship and using the pen as 

her own tool of resistance. A pen, which in Freudian theory is envisioned as male genitalia 

that propels male creativity, is essentially re-appropriated as a tool not only for the voice of a 

woman, but a postcolonial South Asian female.  

Through Madhavikutty, the question of desire enters a socio-linguistic space that is 

different than the one in Das’ autobiographical narrative in English. As a Malayalee woman, 

Das’ position as a married woman trumps her identity as Madhavikutty – the poet. Therefore, 

Das’ use of language, both in English and in Malayalam, showcases disassociation with the 

self. In Malayalam, her language is poetic and her fleeting moments of imagination are filled 

with cultural nuances that are true to the Malayalee woman. In her decision to be 

Madhavikutty in Malayalam, Das demonstrates her devotion to Krishna and her familial 

bonding to the Malayalam language, to which she was an outsider. As Madhavikutty, she 

uses the Malayalam language to explore the life within her that is unscathed by her reality. As 

Madhav is another name for Krishna, Madhavi or the lover of Madhava, is a name mostly 

associated with Radha, or Krishna’s eternal lover. One must note Das’ employment of such a 

name to reinforce her Malayalee identity, while negating her English educated self. As 

Madhavikutty, she transgresses gender expectations while embracing the nuances of 

authorship in Malayalam.  

When Das shifts out of the linguistic domain of Malayalam, she re-writes her 

autobiography into English111 only to become Kamala Das, the bilingual poet within the 

                                                 
111 In the foreword by K. Satchidanandan, it has been noted that Das initially wrote her autobiography in English and later 
began writing it in Malayalam. It was after the success of Ente Katha (1973) that Das rewrote her initial draft in English, on 
the publisher’s advice. What is available to us today as My Story (1988) is therefore an autobiography which was re-written 
and self-translated. 
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canon of Indian Writing in English. This is the Kamala who talks about racial segregation in 

schools run by the British before independence, in Calcutta. Here, the English language 

becomes a tool where the bullied and the isolated young girl in Das, voices her anger. The 

colonizer’s tongue becomes her weapon to fight back the prejudices she faced, as an entire 

chapter on the British in Calcutta was newly included in the self-translated My Story (1988). 

Here, the body metamorphosizes and claims a postcolonial identity.  In the Malayalam 

narrative, the racial abuse is a short sprinkle over her memory of Calcutta. Yet, in both 

narratives, there are instances where the reader can view the miscegenetic collusion of bodies 

and identities. Such a miscegenation results in the emergence of an almost schizophrenic 

linguistic disassociation in her narrative. The disassociation manifests itself both in the 

Malayalam narrative as well as the English one.  

Das’ narrative investigates how an author’s world is manifested through her writing. 

She emphasizes how “a poet’s raw material is not stone or clay; it is her personality” (Das, 

1988). The disassociated language born out of this raw material gives voice to Das’ desires 

that transcend beyond her body as a married, upper-caste, upper-class wife, mother and 

daughter. It is almost as though the disassociation is with her real self as well as her 

multilingualism. The multiplicity of identities coupled with the linguistic disparity, provides a 

natural breeding ground for such literary schizophrenia.  

 

3.1 Gender, Desire and Authorial Identity 

In her text, Woman, Body, Desire in Postcolonial India – Narratives of Gender and Sexuality 

(1999), Jyoti Puri addresses the complexities in gender and sexuality that emerge from the 

collision between tradition and modernity in convoluted postcolonial places like India: 

…. Nonetheless, the importance placed on managing external threats to our bodies 

and sexualities, as well as on containing our sexual impulses, remained consistent 

across this spectrum. Our femininity and sexual respectability were not negotiable and 
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were linked to a national cultural tradition countering the pitfalls of modernity and 

westernization. Our bodies, sexualities, and gender identities were not immune to the 

influences of the complex, uneven configurations of modernity and national cultural 

tradition. (Puri, 1999, p.x)  

 

In her attempt to transcend gender boundaries, Das speaks of desire as an Indian man. She 

speaks of sexual gratification and how it is important to a woman as much as it is to a man. 

She speaks about her role as an author transcending her social roles as a daughter, wife and 

mother. Das is quick to note that she wants to be remembered by her readers as a passionate 

author who gave them an insight into her real desires through ink. Her role as an author in the 

society had quickly eclipsed her many social roles: 

I learnt for the first time to be miserly with my energy spending it only on my writing, 

which I enjoyed more than anything else in the world. I typed sitting propped against 

pillows on my wide bed. Large areas of my ignorance had been obliterated by the 

lessons I had learnt from my life and I wanted my readers to know of it. I had realized 

by then that the writer has none to love her but the readers. She would have proved 

herself to be a mere embarrassment to be the members of her family, for she is like a 

goldfish in a well-lit bowl whose movements are never kept concealed. (Das, 1988, p. 

201)  

 

The desire to gain acceptance and love from her readers was an idea Das shared in interviews 

as well. Despite being a strong female writer, Das’ strength to challenge normativity in 

literature and beyond was not entirely accepted by the Malayalee society she lived in. In her 

rejection of regret, Das embraces her autobiographical narrative along with its flaws. She 

reiterates her passion to be closer to readers through language while moving away from the 

repudiation offered by those physically close to her. In her quest to embrace the multiplicities 

of her desire, Das chooses the invisible over the visible: 

When Mathrubhumi published my stories, I began to get letters from my readers in 

Bombay who expressed their admiration. Each letter gave me such a thrill. I had then 
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evolved a technique of following each of my characters for the duration of an hour 

and writing down his or her thoughts. I liked to study people, for I loved them 

tremendously. (Das, 1988, p. 120)  

 

The pull of adulation from her readers remains a driving force in both the autobiographical 

narratives. Kamala Das as a writer strongly situates herself in her desire for authorial fame 

and the fear of being forgotten. Her shift from sexual dissidence to dissonance becomes 

crucial to the narratives and the creation of her authorial self.  

Even within the many layers of literary complexities, Kamala Das’ narratives find 

root in the question of female identity. Addressing her love for writing and to be a writer for 

the masses, Das states the following: 

I wrote several stories in Malayalam about the people I met at her nursing home. 

Whenever a story appeared in a journal, I ran with it to my bedroom to lie down and 

read it, for my heart used to thump so with excitement to see my name in print. I used 

to publish poem in the Illustrated Weekly but under the name K. Das because I 

suspected the editor to be prejudiced against women writers. (Das, 1988, p. 131)  

 

Through most of her works, both prose and poetry, Das has often voiced her need to be 

recognized as a passionate author. An act that is executed differently by different sexes and 

that women would have to tap into their female desires, to not come under the influence or 

threat of imitating male writing (Royer, 2019).  One thing that is often excluded in a western 

theoretical approach, is the need for female authors who exist in South Asian postcolonial 

spaces, to distance themselves not only from the threat of imitating male writing but also 

western female writing. The lack of a theoretical framework, with reference to female desire, 

in literatures from India, is an immediate call for literary attention. Addressing the struggle of 

being a female writer in India, Kamala Das stated the following in an interview: 

A woman had to prove herself to be a good wife, a good mother, before she could 

become anything else. And that meant years and years of waiting. That meant waiting 
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till the greying years. I didn’t have the time to wait. I was impatient. So I started 

writing quite early in my life.112  

 

In these lines, one can fathom Das’ desire to move away from the gender expectations 

imposed on her as a woman, and moving into authorship, a predominantly male territory. 

Through her rejection of the traditional, Das embraces what could be considered to be 

modernity in Indian feminism. She transgresses beyond feminine silence and reverses power 

relations. The fragmented, fluid and multitudinal aspects of feminine authorship is 

foregrounded in scholarly strength that is usually attributed to male authors in India. In her 

decision to self-translate her autobiography into English, not only does Das successfully 

break away from the customary reliance on a male translator as an Indian female author but 

also rejects her father’s continued opposition regarding her autobiography reaching a wider 

audience. Over three decades after the publication of her autobiography in English, Das, and 

Maitreyi Devi after her, continue to be two of the very rare examples of female self-

translators in India, especially within the genre of life writing.  

 

4. Literary Response 

Despite weathering the obstacles that had cropped up with reference to the publication of the 

autobiography, the subjectivity of such a narrative centred on female desire and sexuality was 

not well received by most at the time and did not appeal to the masses beyond pockets of 

young women in Das’ home state Kerala. Sterling publications in 1976/77 tried to market the 

text as “the most sensuous life story ever written”. The text gained quick popularity in the 

market but was not well-received. This was mostly due to the negligible percentage of 

educated Indian women. Even within this extremely low percentage of educated women, 

                                                 
   112 Sebastian, S. (2017, March 31). Kamala Das – The Mother Of Modern Indian English Poetry | #IndianWomenInHistory. 

Retrieved March 19, 2020, from https://feminisminindia.com/2017/03/31/kamala-das-essay/ 
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most struggle with day-to-day male centred abuse and have little or no interest in reading 

about desires of an upper-caste, English educated woman who could break way from similar 

abuse. When chapters of Das’ autobiography initially began appearing in weekly magazines, 

they were an instant triumph amongst the young Malayalee women of the 1970s. Das’ 

exploration of female desires in her narrative translated into a sense of relatability in her 

female audience. Hiding her words away from the male glances in their vicinity, these 

women relished Das’ life story as though it were a reflection of their own desires. Despite the 

hostility of established authors and critics at the time, Kamala Das’ autobiography was one of 

the most popular texts published in the country in the 1970s113. Despite its seemingly 

disruptive narrative, Das’ work is one of the widely studied South Asian autobiographies. In 

spite of all binaries that emerge out of her autobiographical narrative, Das’ work is a 

reminder to the Western readers “to avoid any stereotyping of women from postcolonial 

developing nations” (Smith and Watson, 1988).  

 

5. Conclusion 

My Story (1988) concludes with Das receiving treatment for her heart condition in a dingy 

hospital. Kamala Das ends her autobiographical narrative in ambiguity. She resigns to fate 

and finds solace in religion as doctors attempt to save her. For a moment, near the end, her 

usual resilience is lost. Since it was first published in the year 1976, the text does not include 

several seminal years of Das’ life, when she had gone on to become the iconic Indian literary 

figure she is today. It also does not include details of Das’ conversion to Islam at the age of 

sixty-five. As a woman who was born Nair and subdued to conform to the Nair way of living 

for the most part of her life, Das’ decision to turn to Islam at the last few years of her life has 

a much deeper meaning. For someone who has never been given the opportunity to make 

                                                 
113 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/thiruvananthapuram/My-Story-made-Kamala-Surayya-celebrity-Malayalanadu-
editor-/articleshow/4604457.cms?referral=PM 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/thiruvananthapuram/My-Story-made-Kamala-Surayya-celebrity-Malayalanadu-editor-/articleshow/4604457.cms?referral=PM
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/thiruvananthapuram/My-Story-made-Kamala-Surayya-celebrity-Malayalanadu-editor-/articleshow/4604457.cms?referral=PM
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major decisions, Das foresaw her husband’s death as an opportunity to re-exert her identity as 

an Indian woman – a woman with the ability to continue her search for sexual gratification. 

Das spent the last few days of her life with her son in Pune, Maharashtra, escaping the 

Islamic religious fanatics who forbade her from returning to Kerala. On 31st May, 2009, 

Kamala Das bid adieu to the world, gifting the Nalapat House in Punnayarkulam to Kerala 

Sahitya Akademi. On her last visit to her ancestral home, she had declared it as her final visit 

there as a human. The next time, she said, she would come as the beautiful kingfisher 

swinging from Nalapat’s palm trees – joyful and free from the shackles of the human world 

(Weisbord, 2010).  
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EPILOGUE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Memory was that woman on the train. Insane in the way she sifted through dark things in a 

closet and emerged with the most unlikely ones - a fleeting look, a feeling. 

-Arundhati Roy, The God of Small Things (1997) 
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The autobiographies studied as part of this doctoral thesis are a reflection of the cross-cultural 

linguistic and literary politics that consume the postcolonial female author. They represent 

the linguistic schizophrenia that emerges out of the post-1947 postcolonial Indianness. They 

depict the function of casteist advantages which constantly attempt to overtake the lack of 

gender privilege. Their unique cultural position enables their narratives to be representative 

of the immeasurable social and gender prejudice experienced by Indian women who do not 

share the same level of casteist privilege or access to formal education. Their narratives 

become volatile feminist literary spaces that challenge the Hindu casteist exclusion of 

minorities, which include both women and people of lower castes. In the wide literary 

scheme, Kamala Das and Maitreyi Devi embrace their splintered identity vis-à-vis the Anglo-

American feminist author – as women of a “third-world”, “developing” postcolonial literary 

space. Through their confessional narratives, these female authors progress towards 

refracting, re-shaping and unleashing their repressed authorial and sexual desires. Like the 

transformation of Kali, these women shapeshift as authors and as their literary alter-egos. 

Their narratives, therefore, emerge out of the linguistic tension that governs their authorial 

identity. Such a reading into the powers of Kali is potent as She is removed from divinity and 

placed within the mortal world of words and desire. Just as She transgresses divinity, these 

authors transgress the complex boundaries of language and female desires. In their own 

mother tongues, these women could not have understood each other. Here, the English 

language, as the surrogate patriarchal mediator, enables their words to transgress linguistic 

boundaries, while arguably hindering their native identities. Their confessions, although 

extremely different in terms of socio-cultural focus, share the tantalizing currents of 

pluralistic desire.  

 This research recognizes the role of the English language in both hindering and 

propagating postcolonial female desires. Meenakshi Mukherjee, in her text The Perishable 
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Empire (2001), interrogates the loss of several older texts that perished beyond trace during 

the colonial period. She focuses on the sudden emergence of the Indian writing in English as 

a global phenomenon since the latter half of the 20th century. Mukherjee states: 

Not all categories of writing at a given time get equal attention and enter into literary 

circulation. A particular configuration of circumstances creates a momentum that gets 

recorded in history. Why did the Indian novel in English fail to generate that 

momentum in the early years of the emergence of the novel in the subcontinent? A 

corollary to that would be another question, to be taken up later in this book: why are 

we witnessing a total reversal suddenly at the end of the twentieth century when an 

unmistakable and ebullient proliferation of fiction in English written by both the 

resident and non-resident Indians has become a globally recognized and 

(consequently?) a nationally highlighted phenomenon? (Mukherjee, 2002, p.13)  

 

It is the rise of the Indian novel in English that strengthened the emergence of the Indian 

woman’s confessional writing as a genre. The forgotten female autobiographies of 19th 

century India were once again revisited and female authors of the newly independent 

democracy probed deeper into their conflicted postcolonial authorial self. In 1976, Maitreyi 

Devi published her self-translated autobiography It Does Not Die – A Romance in Calcutta 

and then again posthumously in 1994. After her, in 1998, Urdu feminist Qurratulain Hyder 

translated her magnum opus, Aag ka Darya (1959) into The River of Fire (1998). Maitreyi 

Devi, Hyder and Das are the only known female authors from 20th century India to have self-

translated their works, without the help of a male translator. However, it is important to make 

note of the complex position of bilingualism within the Indian linguistic landscape. Although 

this study focuses on female Indian authors who engaged with the English language and their 

mother-tongues, there were bilingual authors who wrote in two vernacular languages – thus, 

articulating a different form of bilingualism. This research aims at possible scholarly studies 

that focus on this complex existence of bilingualism in South Asia.  
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Kamala Das’ autobiographical narratives are a reflection of her confidence as an 

established author within the canon of 20th century Indian writing in English. Her exploration 

of issues relating to racism, civil unrest, religious freedom, marital rape and an English 

educated migrant Indian woman represent a stronger postcolonial authorial anxiety. Das’ 

autobiographies seem to be authored by two different women employing unique narrative 

techniques. In her role as an author, Das is aware of her otherness. She is conscious of her 

privilege and her narrative as a representative of a ruptured feminine consciousness. Even as 

she aspires for literary immortality, Das is cautious of the schizophrenia that emerges out of 

the linguistic and cultural disparity.  

For Maitreyi Devi, the autobiographical narratives become a means to retreat back to 

her youth. According to Gayle Greene114, “memory is a means to liberation” (Saxena, 2004). 

In the case of Devi, she derives this liberating power from her memory to construct an 

alternate self as an effort to resist Eliade’s depiction of her as Maitreyi. The narratives are 

indicative of Devi’s desire to reconstruct her national and global identity. It is a conscious 

effort to historicize and experience a complex past – an ordeal that was accomplished and 

thwarted at the same time. Devi’s memory of “Euclid,” although historicized through several 

paragraphs in her confessional narratives, remains haunted not only by Eliade’s own memory 

of Bengal but also his cowardice as experienced by her in their last meeting. Devi’s narrative 

is a celebration of muted female desires that lay dormant within the hearts of women.  

Both Das and Devi aspire for authorial mobility through their autobiographical 

narratives. Through their dialogic relationship between the past and the present, these authors 

acquire meaning in the present through the writing of their own histories. This study 

addresses the fundamental absence of a South Asian feminist theoretical stance that explores 

                                                 
114 Greene, G. (1991). Feminist Fiction and the Uses of Memory. Signs, 16(2), 290-321. Retrieved February 25, 2020, from 
www.jstor.org/stable/3174512  
 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3174512
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the semantic exteriorizations undertaken by Das and Devi through their autobiographical 

narratives. The thesis also points to forces that, although nascently, already exist and can be 

brought to statement as Kali-swathed, anti-casteist, subjectivity-insisting aspects of Indian 

female authorship. The theoretical stance of Indian literate female desire as suggested here 

challenges the somatically based non-western imaginaries demonstrated by these two 

narratives and their self-translations. These autobiographies, implicitly and explicitly, critique 

the absence of a fundamental feminist historiography within their own socio-cultural spaces. 

They navigate the literary wilderness through their bilingualism which not only strengthens 

their authorial voice but also leaves it visible for western criticism. In writing one’s life, 

female writers internalize the cultural conflict within volatile socio-political spaces. This 

internalization manifests itself through linguistic articulation and sometimes through loss of 

linguistic memory. For the postcolonial female author, socio-familial subjugation leads to the 

necessity of self-invention. This work accepts the historical significance of India’s 

postcolonial existence and its myriad expressions of cultural diversities. I recognized the need 

to include the linguistic and cultural complexities into my own analyses of these narratives to 

understand the authorial positions of these female writers more closely. The desires, as they 

expressed in the writings, are reminiscent of and perform the authors’ relevant confusions.  

 

Alterities: Diaspora and The Heterogenous Postcolonial Female Author 

Elaborating four factors at play while defining the term ‘diaspora’, Uma Parmeswaran writes: 

…First, is one of nostalgia for the homeland left behind mingled with fear in a strange 

land. The second, is a phase in which one is busy adjusting to the new environment 

that there is little creative output. The third phase is the shaping of diaspora existence 

by involving themselves ethno-cultural issues. The fourth is when they have ‘arrived’ 

and start participating in the larger world of politics and national issues. 

(Parmeswaran, 2003, p.165)  
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Such a conceptualisation is indicative of a 21st century postcolonial women’s writing that 

demonstrates a more complex diasporic literary space. Indian female authors like Kamala 

Markandaya, Bharti Mukherjee, Anita Desai, Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, Gayatri 

Chakravarty Spivak, Shauna Singh Baldwin, Chandra Talpade Mohanty are often considered 

to be first generation Indian diaspora writers who wrote in English. Jhumpa Lahiri was born 

to Indian parents in the United States of America in 1967. Her Indian upbringing in a North 

American space shaped her diasporic position as an author. In her novel, The Namesake 

(2003), Lahiri focuses on the story of a Bengali family who move to the United States and 

toil to inculcate Indian values in their only son Gogol, who in turn struggles to forge his own 

identity as an American-Indian man. Lahiri, in her most recent work, In Other Words (2016), 

turned to write in Italian, her husband’s mother-tongue. Terming her tryst with Italian as a 

“difficult courtship”, Lahiri’s passion towards the language remains the focus of the memoir. 

Another female author who was caught in the literary web of bilingualism was Anita Desai, 

who describes her position as a multi-lingual author straddled between North America and 

India as means that allowed her own works to be comprehensible by those who did not share 

her “precise inheritance”: 

To live in that state, one needs to make oneself porous and let languages and 

impressions flow in and flow through, to become the element in which one floats. 

Once one has torn up one’s roots, one becomes a piece of driftwood, after all, or 

flotsam. It is the tides and currents that become one’s fluid, uncertain home. 

(Courtivron, 2003, p.17)  

 

The porous plurilingual postcolonial authorial self soaks in the complexities offered by 

languages. The root of her identity is afloat like the driftwood – formless in the face of 

imperialism and patriarchy. The lights and the turbulent tide lead her to an uncertain home 

where language and identity are unhinged. This uncertainty extends itself further when we 

depart from the privileged upper-caste female narratives in this research and walk towards the 
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repressed narratives of Dalit women and other indigenous female narratives from different 

parts of modern-day India. Although beyond the scope of this research, these areas of study 

negotiate the classist-casteist differences that emerge out of Das and Devi’s narratives and 

marks a potential shift in theoretical stance with reference to the figure of Kali in Indian 

feminism.  

 As a plurilingual Indian woman in another postcolonial space within New Zealand, I 

recognize the adrift roots of authorial identity. I find voices of postcolonial women in 

Aotearoa who have embraced and rejected the linguistic colonization of the English 

language. New Zealand, Australia and India share a colonial history of imperial dominance 

and linguistic conflict. Several indigenous female authors like Mihi Edwards, Sally Morgan, 

Donna Huata Awatere, and Everdina Fuli have written confessional narratives on their own 

position as indigenous female writers in Australia and New Zealand as imagined postcolonial 

spaces. I am hopeful that future research focusing on women’s autobiographical narratives 

from such contested socio-cultural spaces can successfully critique confessionalism as a 

western masculine discursive tradition. 

 

अंत अनंत (An Infinite End)  

This research addresses the heterogenous articulations of feminine confessionalism beyond 

the western literary paradigm. In actively reconstructing the past and their own selves, these 

autobiographies demonstrate the long repression of Indian feminine thought. In decoding the 

heterogeneity of feminist thought, these autobiographical narratives indicate the need to study 

the postcolonial female author’s desire for equality and free expression. In tracing a 

provisional theory of modern Indian literate female desire from 1940 to 1990, this study 

indicates the wider scope of postcolonial feminist historiography that extends well within and 

beyond the Indian subcontinent. I aim to indicate the wider research scope that could focus on 
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non-western autobiographies that transcend gender expectations. This thesis demonstrates 

how postcolonial feminism combined with an absent history of psychoanalytical linguistic 

identity expose the creation and purpose of feminine desires that suggest an alternate 

historiography of South Asian womanhood.  

 A powerful Urdu poem titled “Yeh Hum Gunahgar Aurtain Hain”, by Pakistani 

feminist writer Kishwar Naheed, demonstrates the continuous subjugation and oppression 

faced by the women in postcolonial spaces. Naheed dedicates her words to the “sinful” 

woman – the one who is no longer content with silence, and her words like the knife in her 

domesticized life cut deep within the minds of those who hear her anguish – thus 

characterizing South Asian feminism in its infinite strength: 

yeh hum gunahgar aurtain hai 

ki sach ka parcham utha ke niklen 

to jhuut se shahrahen ati mile hain 

har ek dahliz pe sazaon ki dastanen rakhi mile hain 

jo bol sakti thi vo zabanen katti mile hain 

yeh hum gunahgar aurtain hai 

jo ahl-e-jubba ki tamkanat se na roab khaen 

na jaan beechen 

na sar jhukaen na haath joden (Naheed, 2010)115 

This is us – the sinful women 

Who have emerged outside with banners of truth 

And against the obstructions of lies that lie on our way 

Stories of oppression that lay strewn on each threshold we cross 

Those who spoke, we found their tongues severed. 

This is us – the sinful women 

Who have not been blinded by the glitz of your shiny gowns 

                                                 
115 See Naheed, K. (2010). Yeh hum gunahgar aurtain hai. Poetry Translation. 
https://www.poetrytranslation.org/poets/kishwar-naheed 
 

https://www.poetrytranslation.org/poets/kishwar-naheed
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We do not sell our souls 

We do not bow our heads 

And, we do not fold our hands in peace.  
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APPENDIX 
 

 Amrita – Divine Nectar. The immortal one. 
 

 Atmasamarpana - A Sanskrit equivalent of the Hindi term Atmasamarpan denoting 
an act of surrender. 
 

 Bhadralok - A Bengali term used to denote respectable men, vis-à-vis chhotolok, or 
men from lower castes and less fortunate social backgrounds. 
 

 Bhagavad-Gita - A holy chapter from the Hindu epic, The Mahabharata. Due to the 
religious association with the writing, the Bhagavad-Gita is often read as a separate 
text in Hinduism. 
 

 Bhasha - A term used to denote the many vernaculars within the Indian subcontinent. 
The term paved the way for the emergence of Bhasha Literatures which focus solely 
on the regional literary representations across India. 

 
 Champa - Also known as Magnolia Champaca flower. 

 
 Chhayapath - The Shadow Path in Bengali. 

 
 Dasi - A female Hindu woman, usually of a lower-caste, kept as a slave by a monarch 

or an upper-caste family. 
 

 Kali – In Hinduism, Kali is the goddess of death, destruction and desire. An avatar of 
Shiva’s consort Parvati, she is also known by the names Bhagavati, Mahākāli, 
Kaushika, Devi, Shyama, et al. 
 

 Kama - The Sanskrit word for sexual desire. In Bengali, it is translated as kāam and 
in Malayalam as kāmam. 
 

 Kanyadaan - A ritualistic practice conducted in Hindu weddings where the father of 
the bride gives away his daughter by placing the hand of his daughter on the hand of 
the groom. The ritual denotes that the father, who was until then the daughter’s 
guardian, passing on the responsibility to the groom. Several 21st century Indian 
feminists have spoken up against the practice and call for the negation of the practice. 
 

 Kathakali - An ancient dance form from Kerala, usually used to narrate stories from 
Hindu epics, like The Ramayana and The Mahabharata. Often considered to be an 
elitist Male art form, narration in Kathakali is employed through songs scripted in 
pure Sanskrit and performed only in late hours of the night. 
 

 Lekhika - The Bengali term for a female author. 
 

 Madhav - In Sanskrit, Madhav/Madhava/Madhavan are synonyms for Lord Krishna. 
 

 Madhavi – Krishna’s female lover.  
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 Maa - The Sanskrit word for mother. It has been adapted into the vernacular usage of 
most Indian languages today. 
 

 Mahākāla - The term Mahākāla can be roughly translated into ‘eternal time’ or the 
great time. In Hinduism, Shiva is believed to be the manifestation of Mahākāla. 
 

 Makaram - Since 825 CE, Malayalees follow a separate solar calendar. Makaram is 
the 6th month in the calendar (January-February in Roman calendar). 
 

 Manasa - Goddess Manasa in Hinduism is believed to be the mother of all nāgas or 
snakes and the goddess of fertility. She is often pictorially depicted as a female 
sheltered by a canopy of snake heads. 
 

 Namaskar - In Hindu culture, women and the elderly are usually greeted with folded 
palms as a sign of respect. This act is called a namaskar. 
 

 Puranic – Details from The Puranas. The Puranas symbolize the most ancient myths 
and stories relating to cosmology that led to the creation of Hinduism as the oldest 
religion in the world. 
 

 Sanyasi – A Hindu religious ascetic.  
 

 Spandā - A Sanskrit word denoting pulsation. 
 

 Svāirini - A Sanskritic term for a public woman. 
 

 Surya - The Sun-God in Hinduism. 

 Swayamvara - In ancient India, swayamvara was a practice that enabled a potential 
bride to choose her husband from a large group of suitors. These suitors were often 
encouraged to showcase their strength and goodwill to help the bride chooses the best 
man for her. 
 

 Vāc – The Sanskrit term that denotes universal speech. Hinduism believes vāc or 
word to be the beginning of everything – a creative force that formed all of life in the 
universe. 

 Valichhappadu - An oracle and spiritual mediator between avatars of Kali and her 
devotees. They are indigenous to the Malayalee Hindu societies. 
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	Chapter 3 A: Maitreyi Devi’s It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994)
	You will destroy yourself                in the confusion and lose your way, be a nice girl and remain silent  with all the thirst of a desert in you.
	- Maitreyi Devi, Aditya Marichi: Twelve Poems (1972)
	1. It Does Not Die – A Romance: An Introduction
	Following the publication of his novella Maitreyi in 1933, Romanian historian and philosopher Mircea Eliade went on to become a memorable literary figure in 20th century Europe. The novella was his homage to India and an exotic girl he had left behind...
	It Does Not Die – A Romance (1994) is an autobiographical narrative of the affair as seen through the eyes of Eliade’s Indian muse, Maitreyi. This chapter examines Maitreyi Devi’s autobiographical narrative in English. Devi’s It Does Not Die – A Roma...
	In the early 1970s, a fifty-eight-year-old Maitreyi Devi was an established author in West Bengal, India. She had not only been a prolific poet but also the English translator for several works in Bengali by Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore. During ...
	Authored several decades after Maitreyi (1933), Devi’s autobiography is an enunciation of repression she faced over the years, being her father’s daughter and Eliade’s muse. The constant reiteration of disappointment at Eliade’s exoticizing of their s...
	Through the narrative, Devi juxtaposes Bengal in 1930, with its social adversities and slow-brewing independence movements against the British, alongside the West Bengal of a postcolonial India in the 1970s. Devi speaks of a Bengal that is often remem...
	Devi’s narrative begins on 1st September, 1972 on her birthday. The meeting with Sergui leaves Devi feeling hollow as she struggles to rationalize Eliade’s disrespectful interpretation of their short romance. She returns to the narrative in 1930 to re...
	Born to Professor Surendranath Dasgupta and Himani Madhuri Rai on 1 September 1914, Maitreyi Devi was the eldest daughter of the household. A major part of Devi’s childhood had been spent in the looming shadow of a strong patriarchal figure. Her fathe...
	Devi’s narrative moves back and forth in time in an attempt to capture her conflicted self over a course of forty years. ‘Euclid’, though at the centre of turbulence, is not the focus of the autobiography: Devi’s narrative journeys through myriad memo...



